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 […] δῆλον ὅτι καὶ τῆς περὶ φύσεως ἐπιστήμης 

πειρατέον διορίσασθαι πρῶτον τὰ περὶ  

τὰς ἀρχάς. […] διόπερ ἀνάγκη τὸν τρόπον τοῦτον 

προάγειν ἐκ τῶν ἀσαφεστέρων μὲν  

τῇ φύσει ἡμῖν δὲ σαφεστέρων ἐπὶ τὰ σαφέστερα τῇ 

φύσει καὶ γνωριμώτερα. 

  

Αριστοτέλης   

ΦΥΣΙΚΗΣ ΑΚΡΟΑΣΕΩΣ Α 184a 

 […] Plainly therefore in the science of Nature our 

first task will be to try to determine what relates to 

its principles. […] So in the present inquiry we must 

follow this method and advance from what is more 

obscure by nature, but clearer to us, towards what is 

more clear and more knowable by nature.* 

  

Aristotle Physics BOOK I 184α 

 

                                                 
* The Internet Classics Archive. 

Available online at http://classics.mit.edu//Aristotle/physics.html 

Translated by R. P. Hardie and R. K. Gaye 
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ABSTRACT 

This PhD thesis details the numerical investigation of earthquake-induced liquefaction 

using state-of-the-art research tools implemented in the in-house Imperial College Finite 

Element Program (ICFEP). The study draws particular emphasis on the role of the multi-

directional and irregular nature of the seismic motion on liquefaction, aiming to enable 

better risk characterisation in engineering practice.   

The first part focusses on the role of the vertical seismic motion on sand liquefaction, 

which is largely neglected in design standards. The major contribution relates to a novel 

concept of liquefaction triggering due to the vertical ground motion, the impact of which 

was catastrophic during the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence in New 

Zealand. Energy principles are adopted in P-wave propagation to aid the interpretation of 

the physical mechanism. The performance of two time-integration schemes are also 

compared to provide guidance on numerical geotechnical earthquake engineering 

problems involving compressional waves. 

The second part concerns suggested modifications to the constitutive model for sand to 

mitigate limitations identified in the first part in terms of the simulated undrained cyclic 

strength. The modified formulation is presented and calibrated based on published 

element testing and its performance is thoroughly assessed.  

The third part investigates the applicability of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis in 

liquefaction evaluation through the equivalent number of stress cycles concept. The latter 

is directly applicable to the magnitude scaling factors used in liquefaction assessments, 

but also to the laboratory evaluated cyclic strength. A procedure to test this numerically 

is outlined. Based on the conclusions, guidelines for improved use are discussed. 

The final part of this thesis models a case study. The Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 

Christchurch seismic event in New Zealand was chosen for the analyses, as it presents a 

well-documented case. A thorough discussion on the inferred geotechnical parameters 

and on the calibration of the constitutive models is made. The selection of representative 

input ground motions is also presented in detail. The numerical predictions are compared 

against the monitoring and field data, but also against the predictions of the simplified 

liquefaction procedure.  
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q Triaxial deviatoric stress 
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to the bulk modulus degradation rate (ICG3S) 
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Parameters controlling the bulk stiffness degradation (ICG3S) 
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T Period 

Tm Mean period of ground motion 
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horizontal direction 

V Wave velocity of propagation; velocity 

Vi Wave velocity of layer i 

Vave Average wave velocity 
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VP P-wave velocity 

Vpeak Peak vertical acceleration 

Vs S-wave velocity 

Vs,min,deg Minimum degraded shear wave velocity 
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αG Determines the effect of the elastic tangent shear modulus on the 

plastic modulus (BSPM) 

α Back-stress ratio tensor defining the axis of the primary yield 

surface (BSPM) 

β Determines the effect of the distance to the bounding surface on the 

plastic modulus (BSPM); exponent in the calculation of the earth 

pressure coefficient at rest for an over-consolidated material 

βt Integration parameter of the time marching scheme for solving the 

integrals in the consolidation equation 

γ Determines the effect of void ratio on the plastic modulus (BSPM); 

shear strain 

γb Bulk unit weight 

γc Shear strain amplitude 

γd Dry density 

γsat Saturated bulk unit weight 

γtv Cyclic volumetric threshold 

γ1 Cut-off strain for the degradation of the elastic tangent shear 

modulus (BSPM) 

Δ Change 

ΔF̅ Incremental right hand side flow vector 

{ΔF}tk Out-of-balance flow at the previous time increment 

Δf Frequency step in the discrete fast Fourier transform 

Δl Dimension of the element in the direction of wave propagation 

ΔR̅ Incremental right hand side load vector 

{ΔR}tk Out-of-balance forces at the previous time increment 

Δt Time step 

Δu Change in pore water pressure 

{Δd} Incremental nodal displacement vector 
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δ Dip angle 

εs Deviatoric strain 

εs
el Elastic deviatoric strain 

εs
p
 Plastic deviatoric strain 

εv Vertical strain 

εvol Volumetric strain 

εvol
el  Elastic volumetric strain 

εvol
p

 Plastic volumetric strain 

εα Axial strain 

ε Strain tensor 

ζ Determines the effect of principal stress on the fabric index 

(BSPM) 

η Current stress ratio (BSPM) 

θ Lode’s angle – third invariant of the stress tensor 

κ Parameter controlling the nonlinearity of the degradation of the 

elastic tangent shear modulus (BSPM) 

Λ Scalar multiplier in the flow rule (BSPM) 

λ Slope of Critical State Line in e − lnp′  space (BSPM); 

wavelength; average rake angle 

μ Determines the effect of p′ on the plastic modulus (BSPM) 

𝑣 Poisson’s ratio 

ξ Exponent for power law for Critical State Line (BSPM) 

ξR State parameter index 

Π1, Π2 Dimensionless parameters in Zienkiewicz et al. (1980) analytical 

solution for consolidating elastic soil layer subjected to cyclic 

loading 

π Mathematical constant PI 

ρb Bulk density of the soil 

ρf Bulk density of the pore fluid 

ρ Spectral radius 

ρ∞ Spectral radius at infnity 

 σ′h Horizontal direct effective stress 

 σ′v Vertical direct effective stress 

 σ′v0 Vertical direct effective stress after consolidation 
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σv0 Vertical direct total stress after consolidation 

σ′1,0 Principal effective stress after consolidation 

σ  Stress tensor 

τ Shear stress 

τeq Equivalent shear stress that, if applied, will have the same effect in 

20 loading cycles as if the irregular shear stress time history had 

been applied 

τmax Maximum shear stress 

(τmax)rigid The maximum shear stress applied at the depth of interest, 

assuming that the soil column above that depth behaves as a rigid 

body 

τref Reference shear stress level 

[Φ] Matrix related to the soil permeability arising from the application 

of the consolidation FE equation and Darcy’s law for the pore fluid 

seepage velocity 

φ′ Angle of sheraing resistance 

χref
e  Distance of the current stress state from the last shear reversal point 

in strain space (BSPM) 

χref
r  Distance of the current stress state from the last shear reversal point 

in the deviatoric plane (BSPM) 

ψ State parameter 

ψ0 State parameter after consolidation 

ωi Dissipated energy after ni cycles 

 

Abbreviations and acronyms 

AD Amplitude decay 

AF Amplification function (derived from spectral accelerations) 

BC Boundary condition 

BC16 Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) GMPE  

BE Bender element 

BH Borehole 

BSPM Bounding surface plasticity model 

BVP Boundary value problem 
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B10 Bradley (2010) GMPE 

bgl Below ground level 

CACS Canterbury Aero Club Station 

CAU Anisotropically consolidated undrained 

CBD Central Business District 

CBGS Canterbury Botanical Gardens Station 

CB03 Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) GMPE  

CCCC Christchurch Cathedral College Station 

CD Miner’s (1945) cumulative cyclic damage 

CERA Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority 

CES Canterbury earthquake sequence 

CGD Canterbury Geotechnical Database 

CH Chung & Hulbert time-integration scheme; Christchurch horizontal 

component analysis 

CHHC Christchurch Hospital station 

ChiV Chi-Chi vertical component analysis 

CHV Christchurch bi-directional analysis 

CID Isotropically consolidated drained 

CIDC Isotropically consolidated drained triaxial compression 

CIU Isotropically consolidated undrained 

CIUC Isotropically consolidated undrained triaxial compression 

CMHS Cashmere High School station 

CPT Cone penetration test 

CPTu Piezo cone penetration test 

CRR Cyclic resistance ratio 

CRRir,mult Cyclic resistance ration under irregular and multi-directional 

loading 

CRRmax The cyclic stress required to trigger liquefaction in one cycle 

CRRN=15 Cyclic stress inducing liquefaction in 15 loading cycles 

CRRunif,unid
20  The uniform shear stress in one direction required to induce in 20 

uniform amplitude loading cycles the same level of strain (or 

excess pore water pressure) as the irregular time-history 

CS Critical State 

CSL Critical State Line 
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CSR Cyclic stress ratio 

CSS Cyclic simple shear 

CTX Cyclic triaxial 

CV Christchurch vertical component analysis 

D. Denser-than-critical 

DA Double amplitude 

DH Downhole test 

DoF Degree of freedom 

EERA Computer program for equivalent-linear analysis (Bardet et al., 

2000) 

EQC Earthquake Commision 

EW (or W) East-West 

FA Fourier amplitude 

FBM Fitzgerald Bridge site in Christchurch 

FC Fines content 

FE Finite element 

FRS Fraser River Sand 

FS Fourier spectrum 

GLS LPCC horizontal component analysis modelling the Riccarton 

gravel 

GLV LPCC vertical component analysis modelling the Riccarton gravel 

GM Geometric mean 

GMPE Ground motion prediction equation 

GNS Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences (New Zealand) 

GP Gel-Push 

GPS Global positioning system 

GRV RHSC vertical component analysis modelling the Riccarton gravel 

GWT Ground Water Table 

HPSC Hulverstone Drive Pumping Station 

HS Hokksund sand 

HVSC Heathcote Valley School Station 

ICFEP Imperial College Finite Element Program 

ICG3S Imperial College Generalised Small Strain Stiffness model 

Kaw Kawasaki seismic event 
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K1 Kilmore site in Christchurch 

L. Looser-than-critical 

LH Lotung horizontal component analysis 

LHV Lotung bi-directional analysis 

LiDAR Light and raDAR remote sensing imaging 

Lot Lotung seismic event 

LPCC Lyttelton Port Company Station 

LPOC Lyttelton Port Naval Point station 

LS LPCC horizontal component analysis 

LV Lotung vertical component analysis; LPCC vertical component 

analysis 

MASW Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Waves 

MA1 Madras-Armagh site in Christchurch 

MBIE Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment 

M-CPT McGann et al. (2014a,b) CPT-Vs correlation (Christchurch-

specific) 

MSF Magnitude scaling factor 

MT Moist-tamped 

NC Non-conservative; normally consolidated 

NCEER National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research 

NIED Japanese National Research Institute for Earth Science and 

Disaster Prevention 

NMK Newmark time-integration scheme 

NNBS North New Brighton School station 

NS North-South; Nevada Sand 

NZGD New Zealand Geotechnical Database 

OC Over-consolidated 

OCR Overconsolidation ratio 

PEER NGA-

West2 

Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center Next Generation 

Attenuation Phase 2 

PGA Peak ground acceleration 

PHA Peak horizontal acceleration 

PI  Plasticity index 
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PTL Phase transformation line 

PTP Phase transformation point 

PVA Peak vertical acceleration 

P-wave Compressional wave 

REHS Resthaven station 

RHSC Riccarton High School station 

RN RHSC horizontal component analysis 

RV RHSC vertical component analysis 

rat Ratio of PGA values of the two normal horizontal seismic 

components 

rev Reversal  

SA Single amplitude; spectral acceleration 

SAR Synthetic aperture radar 

SASW Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves 

SCPT Seismic Cone Penetration Test 

SCPTu Seismic piezocone CPT 

SD Standard deviation 

SDOF Single degree of freedom system 

SE Single element 

SH-wave Shear wave polarized in the horizontal plane 

SMS Strong motion station 

SPT Standard Penetration Test 

SR Shear reversal 

S-wave Shear wave 

SV-wave Shear wave polarized in the vertical plane 

TF Transfer function (derived from Fourier amplitudes) 

TOS Toyoura sand 

TS Ticino sand 

UP Vertical component 

VELACS Verification of Liquefaction Analysis by Centrifuge Studies 

Vk Variable permeability 

WF Weighting factor 
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CHAPTER 1            

Introduction 

1.1 Background to the research  

Soil liquefaction of saturated sandy soils is one of the major hazards related to seismic 

activity. Numerous cases of significant damage to buildings, bridges, roads, pipelines and 

ports resulting from the failure of the underlying soils, as a result of liquefaction, have 

been observed in many seismic events. Kobe, Japan (1995), Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999), 

Kocaeli, Turkey (1999), Christchurch, New Zealand (2010-2011), as well as more 

recently Kathmandu, Nepal (2015), are prime examples of the potential for earthquake-

induced liquefaction to cause significant damage and disruption to civil infrastructure. 

Based on the mechanism generating this phenomenon, Kramer (1996) distinguished 

between two manifestations of liquefaction: cyclic mobility and flow liquefaction.  

Cyclic mobility is defined as the accumulation of large deformations during an earthquake 

in a soil deposit whose shear strength is greater than that required to maintain static 

equilibrium. The resulting upward flow of water due to the generation of excess pore 

water pressures in the soil deposit during the earthquake event can lead to excessive post-

liquefaction surface settlements. Sand boils, as well as lateral spreading are typical 

characteristics of this form of failure (Kramer, 1996). 

Conversely, flow liquefaction can have the most detrimental effects as, once triggered, 

large deformations with severe consequences can develop rapidly. In this form of failure 

that occurs in granular deposits where significant initial shear stresses exist (e.g. sloping 

ground), seismic loading brings the soil to a state where it becomes intrinsically unstable, 

as the shear stress required for static equilibrium of the soil mass is greater than the shear 

strength of the liquefied soil (Kramer, 1996). Once this unstable state is reached, known 
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as the flow liquefaction surface (Kramer, 1996), the stress state then ‘flows’ to the Steady 

State. The latter is characterised by continuous deformation under constant stress, volume 

and velocity. If the quasi steady-state is reached (Ishihara, 1996) after the peak deviatoric 

stress and strain-softening is constrained by the subsequent dilation phase (common at 

intermediate densities), then flow liquefaction with limited deformation is known to take 

place (Kramer, 1996). 

It should be noted that a number of variations of these definitions exist in the literature. 

For instance, Ishihara (1985) called liquefaction the phenomenon during which loose 

sands reach suddenly a state of zero effective stress which leads to the accumulation of 

large deformation. Conversely, he referred to cyclic mobility as the progressive and 

gradual accumulation of excess pore water pressures accompanied by limited strain 

development occurring in cyclically loaded dense sands. Li & Ming (2000) indeed 

emphasise the importance of the initial compaction state of a sand with regard to flow 

liquefaction and cyclic mobility: the former relates to the contractive response upon 

shearing of loose sands, whereas the latter relates to the dilative behaviour of both loose 

and dense sands at low levels of effective stress after crossing of the Phase 

Transformation Line (Ishihara et al., 1975). The looseness or denseness of a sand is 

determined, however, by both the relative density and confining effective stress level (Li 

& Ming, 2000). Been & Jefferies (1985) introduced the state parameter concept, 

separating sand’s behaviour into looser- and denser-than-critical, to take into account the 

initial state of sand in terms of both relative density and confining stress level and its 

effect on its response. Other studies further emphasised the importance of inherent 

anisotropy and principal stress rotation, as well as of the loading mode on the flow 

liquefaction behaviour of sands in addition to the initial state (e.g. Yoshimine et al.,1998; 

Nakata et al., 1998). It is noted that the definitions by Kramer (1996) are used throughout 

this thesis. 

Despite the above-mentioned significance of the liquefaction hazard, current design 

procedures are based on empiricism and back-analysis of case studies (Idriss & 

Boulanger, 2008). Routine engineering practice is based on “the simplified liquefaction 

procedure” first presented in the early 70’s (Seed & Idriss, 1971). The development of 

this empirical methodology was motivated by the extensive liquefaction and liquefaction-

related damage that was noted during major seismic events in Alaska and Niigata, Japan, 

in 1964 (Youd et al., 2001). In this procedure, the seismic demand of the earthquake, 

commonly known as cyclic stress ratio (CSR), and the cyclic strength of the soil in 
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question, known as cyclic resistance ratio (CRR), are compared to obtain a factor of safety 

against liquefaction (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008).  

In the above, the CSR is evaluated based on empirical relationships relying on 

earthquake-related parameters and various assumptions or simplifications to account for 

the irregularity of seismic loading and for the deformability of a soil column above the 

depth of interest. The first of these (i.e. irregularity) relates to the Palmgren-Miner 

hypothesis (Palmgren, 1924; Miner, 1945) which is incorporated into the magnitude 

scaling factors (MSF), but could also be linked to the CRR, as it will be subsequently 

discussed. The MSFs are used to scale the seismic demand to earthquakes of different 

magnitude (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008; Green & Terri, 2005). The Palmgren-Miner 

hypothesis has been adapted from metal theory with its basic premise being that the 

damage that the material undergoes is proportional to the amplitude of the cycle applied 

and is not affected by the sequence of loading cycles of different amplitudes. However, 

the applicability of such a methodology on non-linear stress path-dependent soils 

undergoing large plastic strains is rather questionable. The second of these (i.e. the 

deformability of a soil column) is accounted for through expressions derived from 

simplistic equivalent linear frequency domain analyses. This type of analysis has been 

widely used in routine engineering calculations due to its simplicity and computational 

efficiency (Kramer, 1996). Nevertheless, the basic dynamic properties of secant stiffness 

and damping ratio remain constant, while no plasticity and permanent excess pore water 

pressures can be predicted, meaning that important limitations are linked with this method 

of analysis, particularly for liquefaction-related problems.  

Further limitations of the simplified procedure are linked to the CRR which was initially 

computed through databases of stress-controlled laboratory tests, applying uniform-

amplitude uni-directional loading. Through such tests, the cyclic strength, i.e. the cyclic 

stress level required to induce liquefaction in a given number of constant amplitude 

cycles, is obtained (Ishihara, 1996). Liquefaction is often defined based on a criterion of 

a certain value of double- or single-amplitude strain or of excess pore water pressures of 

a certain percentage of the initial vertical effective stress (Ishihara, 1996). The laboratory 

results are then corrected to account for the irregularity and multiplicity of seismic loading 

in the two horizontal directions by applying relevant correction factors obtained through 

element testing (Ishihara & Nagase, 1988). Alternatively, the Palmgren-Miner-based 

equivalent number of stress cycles concept, which is incorporated into the magnitude 

scaling factors, can also be used to convert the irregular time-history to an equivalent 
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number of constant amplitude cycles of a reference stress level, in order to allow 

comparison with the results of element testing (Seed et al., 1975). This concept assumes 

that the application of the equivalent number of constant amplitude stress cycles will have 

the same effect on soil in terms of liquefaction as if the irregular loading time-history had 

been applied (Lee & Chan, 1972) and provides a means to account for the irregularity of 

seismic loading in a simplistic and economical manner (Seed et al., 1975). However, as 

aforementioned, questions arise with regard to the applicability of such a concept on soils 

which exhibit load-dependent cyclic resistance. The vertical motion is also completely 

disregarded from this process. 

Several modifications to the simplified procedure have been since then introduced, with 

the main difference residing in the development of empirical correlations between CRR 

and field testing, such as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), the Cone Penetration Test 

(CPT) and shear wave velocity measurements (Vs) (Youd et al., 2001). As such, the 

laboratory-derived CRR curves introduced previously have been largely replaced by CRR 

correlations of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction with field measurements. 

However, the equivalent number of stress cycles concept remains central to the derivation 

of magnitude scaling factors and, hence, to the empirical liquefaction procedure used 

extensively in design. Additionally, the absence of consensus regarding the various 

existing design guidelines and simplified procedures for evaluating liquefaction 

triggering led to the organisation of the 1996 NCEER and 1998 NCEER/NSF workshops 

to review the various procedures and recommend modifications and additions to the 

original version (Youd et al., 2001). Nevertheless, several variations remain, with no clear 

definitions of the applicability of each of them. All of these still rely on back-analysis of 

case studies of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction.  

Overly conservative or non-conservative predictions of triggering of liquefaction have 

been reported (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a; Cox et al., 2017). The Canterbury earthquake 

sequence, which affected New Zealand in 2010-2011, is a prime example of the need for 

better understanding of the liquefaction mechanism so that more robust and systematic 

design guidelines can be developed. The sequence started on the 4th September 2010 with 

the Darfield earthquake and carried on until June 2011. Great damage due to extensive 

liquefaction and lateral spreading was caused by the seismic event of the 22nd February 

2011 in the city of Christchurch, with a moment magnitude of Mw 6.2 and the greatest 

intensity amongst the various events (Cubrinovski et al., 2011c; Tasiopoulou et al., 2011). 

A number of strong ground motion stations recorded remarkably high peak vertical 
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ground accelerations, well above 0.5g and greatly exceeding the recorded horizontal 

counterparts (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; Bradley, 2012). This shows that there may 

be a strong relation between vertical ground acceleration and liquefaction resistance and, 

thus, the former may need to be accounted for in site response analyses and design 

methodologies. Back-analyses have also indicated that the empirical criteria used 

currently in design cannot always properly account for the potentially high variability in 

soil conditions, as well as of the influence of soil behaviour and soil non-linearity on site 

response analyses. Indeed, neglecting the vertical ground motion and incorporating 

simplistic assumptions which disregard the irregular nature of the earthquake motions and 

the stress-path dependency of non-linear soils could potentially be major factors 

contributing to the discrepancies noted. 

1.2 Scope of research and layout of thesis 

The above clearly indicate the need for further investigation of the phenomenon of 

earthquake-induced liquefaction. As such, throughout this PhD thesis, finite element 

analyses were performed with the in-house Imperial College Finite Element Program of 

the Geotechnics Section (ICFEP, Potts & Zdravković) through the use of state-of-the-art 

constitutive models (Taborda, 2011; Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2014; 

Taborda et al., 2016) and advanced time-integration schemes (Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et 

al., 2008).  

The study identified initially two main aims. The first one related to a rigorous 

investigation in order to understand in-depth the complex nature of sand liquefaction and 

through this to examine limitations of a number of assumptions incorporated into the 

standard simplified procedure. This involved modelling simplified theoretical 

homogeneous sand deposits to eliminate further uncertainties arising from complex 

stratigraphies. The second aim had a dual role. It first involved validation of the 

conclusions from the preceding theoretical investigations through modelling of a case 

study. This enabled a comparison of the numerical data against post-earthquake field 

observations, but also against the predictions of the empirical procedures. Additionally, 

it related to the validation of the use of advanced constitutive models against available 

monitoring data of field case studies, which only recently became available. Through the 

above, a third aim was also identified: this related to the understanding of important 

limitations of the constitutive relationships, so that modifications could be further 

developed and applied. 
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Previously, a state-of-the-art two-surface bounding surface plasticity model (BSPM), 

appropriate for modelling the mechanical behaviour of sand subjected to monotonic and 

cyclic solicitations, was implemented into ICFEP (Potts & Zdravković) in three-

dimensional stress space by Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. (2014). Chapter 2 presents 

its formulation under generalised loading conditions. As real stratigraphies can be 

complex with layers of clays interbedded within the sand layers, the Imperial College 

Generalised Small-Strain Stiffness (ICG3S) model (Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; 

Taborda et al., 2016), a simpler cyclic non-linear model, which cannot reproduce the 

liquefaction mechanism under cyclic loading, but can adequately incorporate the basic 

aspects of dynamic soil behaviour, is also presented in this chapter. With these models as 

fundamental research tools, the main parts of this research work are summarised as 

follows: 

The first part related to a better understanding of the effect of the vertical seismic motion 

on sand liquefaction. Very limited studies on this topic exist, with current design 

guidelines considering that the spectral ratio of peak vertical to peak horizontal 

acceleration will not exceed a value of 2/3 (UBC, 1997). Following a review of the 

findings of previous investigations, Chapter 3 presents a series of uni-directional, as well 

as bi-directional non-linear elasto-plastic finite element analyses using full hydro-

mechanical coupling. These analyses focus on the relation between P-wave propagation 

and cyclic mobility in a hypothetical fully saturated level-ground uniform sand deposit. 

Parametric analyses are first carried out to study the effects of the frequency content of 

the input motion and depth of deposit, as well as of the hydraulic regime using variable 

permeability. With energy principles becoming more popular in the field of liquefaction 

(e.g. Kokusho (2013)), the chapter then focuses on an energy-based interpretation of sand 

liquefaction solely due to P-waves, as well as on the amplification of vertical motion 

towards the ground surface even at liquefied sites, as it has been observed in field records 

(Yang & Sato, 2000; Yang et al., 2002). Lastly, given the importance of the time-

integration scheme used for the accuracy of the solution in dynamic problems (Kontoe, 

2006; Kontoe et al., 2008), an investigation of two time-integration schemes is presented, 

the generalised α-method of Chung & Hulbert (1993) and the most common Newmark 

scheme (Newmark, 1959), in geotechnical earthquake engineering problems involving P-

wave propagation. No guidance on such problems was found to previously exist. 

This first part of the project identified limitations with regard to the predictive capability 

of the BSPM in terms of the undrained cyclic strength. These limitations could potentially 
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have a substantial impact on the subsequent work on the irregular nature of seismic 

loading. Therefore, the second part of this research involved modifying the existing 

constitutive platform to properly remediate this problem. As such, Chapter 4 presents first 

in more detail the performance of the BSPM with regard to the simulated cyclic strength 

for different initial states. Similar existing constitutive models found in the literature are 

also briefly discussed. The proposed modifications are subsequently presented, while 

calibration of the new formulation is then carried out. This enables the performance of 

the modified platform to be examined and compared with the original formulation at 

element level, through cyclic strength curves, but also in the context of a boundary value 

problem. 

The third part of the conducted work consists of a numerical investigation of the 

applicability of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis to non-linear stress path-dependent soils, 

through application of the equivalent number of stress cycles concept in liquefaction 

analysis. This is another assumption of the empirical liquefaction assessment and, hence 

similar to the vertical component study, falls within the first aim of this thesis, i.e. to 

examine limitations of a number of assumptions incorporated into the standard simplified 

procedure. In particular, Chapter 5 discusses initially the basic principles of the most 

commonly used procedure to calculate the equivalent number of cycles and presents two 

different weighting schemes for their computation. This is followed by a review of earlier 

laboratory studies testing its applicability on fully saturated sands. A procedure to test 

this numerically is subsequently proposed and outlined. In the second half of this chapter, 

the numerical predictions for the two schemes are presented for different types of 

horizontal motions, utilising a commonly used criterion for liquefaction evaluation, but 

also a newly introduced liquefaction criterion. The main aim is to shed more light and 

suggest improvements to the commonly employed empirical procedure. 

The final part of this thesis concerned the use of the modified BSPM in order to analyse 

a field case study. The complexity of advanced constitutive models, such as the BSPM 

used herein, often dictates that their validation can only be performed against model 

testing under controlled conditions, which is often accompanied by extensive laboratory 

testing. This restriction is further magnified by the erratic nature of earthquakes, meaning 

that the availability of field records is often limited. Given the lack of monitoring data at 

the time, the original version of the BSPM employed in this study (Taborda, 2011; 

Taborda et al., 2014) was previously utilised and thoroughly validated through the 

simulation of centrifuge experiments modelling liquefaction. In the present study, the 
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model is used in replicating monitoring data of field records. As such, the calibration of 

the model parameters aimed at capturing both the trend of laboratory tests on the site-

specific sand of interest, as well as the field measurements (e.g. shear wave velocity and 

CPT-state parameter correlations) in a consistent manner. This was found to be 

particularly challenging and the steps to successfully conduct this are presented. 

Given the abundance of ground motion recordings and field data from the 2010-2011 

Canterbury Earthquake Sequence in New Zealand, as well as the recently released 

laboratory testing on Christchurch soils, the Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 Christchurch 

seismic event was chosen for the analyses, as it presents a well-documented case. The 

extensive liquefaction and high vertical ground surface accelerations recorded make this 

case ideal to further examine the phenomenon of cyclic mobility under both horizontal 

and vertical ground motion investigated in Chapter 3. A strong motion station with 

evidence of surface manifestation of liquefaction and cyclic mobility characteristics in 

the acceleration time-history, which recorded the second highest peak ground 

acceleration in the vertical direction was chosen to be modelled. An empirical assessment 

by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) predicted no liquefaction for this station during the 

February event, making this a very interesting case for more rigorous studies. As such, 

the first objective was to compare the numerical predictions with the field observations 

in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This was done to check the performance of 

the modified BSPM, but also to validate the theoretical framework developed in Chapter 

3. In view of the underperformance of the simplified procedure, the second objective was 

to compare the numerical predictions with the empirical assessment in order to further 

understand the mechanism of liquefaction and identify the source of this discrepancy.  

Given the above, Chapter 6 initially details the geological, hydrogeological and 

seismological conditions in Christchurch, as well as the characteristics of the Mw 6.2 

Christchurch seismic event. Earlier site-specific response analyses are also summarised. 

The stratigraphy and earthquake records of the site modelled in the analyses are also 

presented, while widely-used CPT correlations are utilised to infer geotechnical 

parameters. The second part of this chapter presents a thorough discussion on the 

calibration of both the BSPM and the ICG3S models, with the latter used to simulate the 

dynamic response of the non-liquefiable strata. Particular emphasis is given to the 

importance of the comparison of the performance of the calibration based on element 

testing with the in-situ state. Through such comparisons, modifications are made during 

the calibration process to ensure consistency between laboratory and field trends, often 
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involving an iterative procedure. The selection of representative input ground motions 

and their modification to account for surficial soil layers and wave attenuation with 

distance is also thoroughly discussed. In the third part of this chapter the adopted 

numerical model is presented followed by the results of the various uni-directional and 

bi-directional analyses. These are quantitatively and qualitatively compared with both the 

monitoring data and post-earthquake field observations, as well as with the outcome of 

the simplified liquefaction procedure. 

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the main conclusions of this research, while providing 

recommendations for future research in the field of liquefaction-related phenomena. 
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CHAPTER 2            

Constitutive models 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter summarises the main research methods and tools in terms of constitutive 

models employed in the work presented in this thesis. These have previously been 

implemented in the in-house Imperial College Finite Element Program (ICFEP, Potts & 

Zdravković, 1999) of the Geotechnics Section at Imperial College. This code, which has 

been developed for more than 30 years and is constantly enhanced with state-of-the-art 

constitutive platforms, integration algorithms and boundary conditions, is used 

throughout this thesis to study numerically the phenomenon of liquefaction. 

Comprehensive details of the numerical code and its application to a wide range of 

geotechnical problems are given in Potts & Zdravković (1999) and Potts & Zdravković 

(2001) and are therefore omitted herein, as they are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

2.2 Two-surface bounding surface plasticity model 

ICFEP is equipped with a state-of-the-art two-surface bounding surface plasticity 

constitutive model (BSPM) which can numerically reproduce most of the significant 

features of soil behaviour under cyclic loading and realistically simulate liquefaction 

(Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). This model is based on the Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas (2002) modified version of the original two-surface model proposed by 

Manzari & Dafalias (1997), extended so as to tackle cyclic loading and complex dynamic 

phenomena involving a range of cyclic strain amplitudes. It is a generalisation to three-

dimensional stress space of the constitutive formulation proposed by Papadimitriou et al. 

(2001).  However, several alterations have been incorporated to improve various aspects 

of its capabilities (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). It should be noted that tensors 
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are denoted with bold letters, while the operation denoted by “:” is the trace of the product 

of two tensors, as given by Equation 2-1: 

 

 𝐚: 𝐛 = tr(𝐚×𝐛) 

tr(𝐜) =∑cii

L

i=1

 

 

 

  2-1 

The constitutive platform combines Critical State Soil Mechanics (Roscoe et al., 1958; 

Schofield & Wroth, 1968) with the Bounding Surface Plasticity theory (Dafalias & 

Popov, 1975; Krieg, 1975). In particular, it uses the state parameter concept proposed by 

Been & Jefferies (1985) to take into account the initial state of sand and its effect on its 

response. This concept combines the effect of the density and the stress level on sand's 

response using a single variable, ψ, defined according to Equation 2-2: 

 

 ψ = e − eCS   2-2 

 

where e is the current void ratio and eCS is the void ratio at Critical State at the same level 

of mean effective stress, p′. The definition is schematically shown in Figure 2-1. It 

becomes obvious that the Critical State Line (CSL) is used as a reference state: the 

distance from this at constant p' level (i.e. ψ) defines the sand's behaviour during shearing. 

In this way, one set of model parameters can be used for a wide range of sand densities 

and stress levels. 
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Figure 2-1: Definition of the state parameter ψ (Been & Jefferies, 1985) 

2.2.1 Model surfaces 

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show the surfaces utilised in the model in triaxial space and in multi-

axial deviatoric stress-ratio space, respectively. As in the case of the original formulation 

of Manzari & Dafalias (1997), there are four surfaces overall. 

 

Figure 2-2: Bounding surface plasticity model surfaces in triaxial space (after Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas (2002) and Taborda et al. (2014)) 
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Figure 2-3: Bounding surface plasticity model surfaces in multi-axial stress space (after Figure 2 

of Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002)) 

The yield surface marks the onset of elasto-plastic behaviour and has a circular cone shape 

with the apex at the origin of stress space (Manzari & Dafalias, 1997). Equation 2-24 in 

Table 2-1 gives its shape in multi-axial stress space. The quantity √
2

3
∙ m defines the 

radius of the yield surface, while α is a deviatoric stress-ratio related parameter, called 

back stress-ratio (Equation 2-3), which defines the axis of the yield surface and its 

kinematic hardening through the consistency condition dF = 0 (Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas, 2002). Although the original formulation of Manzari & Dafalias (1997) 

involved isotropic hardening of the yield surface, in the modified version used herein the 

parameter m remains constant. In addition, as its shape implies, no plastic strains are 

induced during loading at constant deviatoric stress ratio, 𝐫, with the latter defined by 

Equation 2-4, as the stress path will not intersect the sides of the yield surface (Manzari 

& Dafalias, 1997). In Equation 2-4 σ is the stress tensor and I3 the second order identity 

tensor given by Equation 2-5. This could be resolved by introducing a second yield 

surface in the form of a cap to 'close' the primary yield surface, as it is done in other cases, 

such as in Wang et al. (1990). However, the benefit that would be gained from such a 

formulation would be small compared to the additional complication introduced. On the 

contrary, such an assumption of no plasticity during constant stress-ratio loading type 

seems to be reasonable, as for the common range of confining pressures found in 

geotechnical engineering problems no particle crushing takes place and hence strains in 

sands remain in low levels (Manzari & Dafalias, 1997).  
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𝛂 = [

αxx  αxy  αxz
αyx αyy  αyz
αzx αzy  αzz

]   2-3 

 

 

𝐫 =
𝐬

p′
=
(𝛔 − p′ ∙ 𝐈𝟑)
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p′
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p′
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p′
             

σ′zz − p′

p′ ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

   2-4 

 

 

𝐈𝟑 = [
1  0  0
0 1 0
0 0 1

]   2-5 

 

The other three surfaces are the Critical State (CS) surface, the bounding surface and the 

dilatancy surface which define the failure stress ratio, the peak stress-ratio, as well as the 

stress-ratio at which volumetric behaviour changes from contractant to dilatant, 

respectively. They all have conical shapes, similar to the yield surface, but their 

intersection with the deviatoric plane is non-circular. This is introduced through the 

dependence of the surfaces on the Lode's angle, θ (Equations 2-18 to 2-20). This is 

achieved through a modified Argyris et al., (1974) expression for the interpolation 

function g(θ, cc,b,d) - Equations 2-21 to 2-23 -, where cc,b,d = Me
c,b,d Mc

c,b,d⁄  is defined by 

the two extreme stress ratios (i.e. triaxial extension over triaxial compression as denoted 

by the subscripts e and c, respectively). The superscripts c, b and d denote the 

corresponding stress ratio at the CS surface, bounding surface and dilatancy surface, 

respectively. This modified expression was introduced to predict more accurately the 

strength under different than triaxial conditions (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002). 

As already seen, the shape of the yield surface in the deviatoric plane is not θ-dependent. 

This simplifies the derivative of the yield surface ∂F ∂σ⁄  remarkably. At the same time, 

due to the introduction of θ in the formulation of the rest of the surfaces, the model can 

account for differences in quantities for non-triaxial conditions, i.e. θ values between -30o 

and 30o (Manzari & Dafalias, 1997). 
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The size of the bounding and dilatancy surfaces is determined through a linear 

dependence on the state parameter ψ, via model constants kc
band kc

d (see Equations 2-19  

and 2-20). This means that the location of the two surfaces evolves during shearing to 

enable the proper simulation of denser-than-critical (ψ<0) or looser-than-critical (ψ>0) 

states (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002). 

In bounding surface plasticity theory the plastic behaviour is quantified through the 

distance of the current stress-ratio from the various surfaces of the model. For this reason, 

the mapping rule of Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002), which is based on the radial 

deviatoric stress-ratio  �̅� = 𝐫 − 𝛂, is used to calculate the image back stress-ratios αθ
c,b,d 

of 

the current stress-ratio on the three surfaces (see Figure 2-3 and Equation 2-30). These 

are then used to calculate the distances to the three surfaces dc,b,d, as defined by Equation 

2-31, where 𝛂𝐜,𝐛,𝐝 is given by Equation 2-6. 

 

 

𝛂𝐜,𝐛,𝐝 = [

αxx
c,b,d  αxy

c,b,d  αxz
c.b.d

αyx
c,b,d  αyy

c,b,d  αyz
c,b,d

αzx
c,b,d  αzy

c,b,d  αzz
c,b,d

] = [

αθ
c,b,d ∙ nxx  αθ

c,b,d ∙ nxy  αθ
c.b.d ∙ nxz

αθ
c,b,d ∙ nyx  αθ

c,b,d ∙ nyy  αθ
c,b,d ∙ nyz

αθ
c,b,d ∙ nzx  αθ

c,b,d ∙ nzy  αθ
c,b,d ∙ nzz

]   2-6 

 

2.2.2 Non-linear elastic behaviour  

Isotropic elasticity with constant Poisson's ratio, ν, is the assumption for the elastic 

behaviour, i.e. for ranges of stress that the current stress-ratio state remains within the 

yield surface. Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002) introduced a Ramberg-Osgood 

formulation (Ramberg & Osgood, 1943) to incorporate in the constitutive platform cyclic 

non-linear elastic behaviour to simulate energy dissipation at the smaller strain range. 

Gmax, the maximum (elastic) shear modulus, is defined based on the Hardin (1978) 

expression (Equation 2-12), with a dependency on the current mean effective stress, p', 

and void ratio, e (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002). Α scalar reduction formulation is 

then introduced to model stiffness degradation according to Equations 2-13 and 2-14. As 

such, two limits on this elastic degradation are imposed: the first of these, a1, controls the 

total amount of stiffness reduction with strain and hence magnitude of Gmin, with a value 

of 1 defining no stiffness degradation. The second of these is γ1 and controls the rate at 

which the elastic shear modulus reduces with strain and, therefore, the deformation level 
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required to reach Gmin . In practice, γ1 is implicitly related to the cyclic volumetric 

threshold γtv (Vucetic, 1994) which marks the onset of irreversible plastic strains 

(Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002; Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). The 

calculation of elastic tangent stiffness degradation requires that χref
r , the distance of the 

current stress state from the last shear reversal point in the deviatoric plane, is defined. 

This is given by Equation 2-7, where rSR is the deviatoric stress-ratio at shear reversal 

(SR). A reversal is detected through χref
e  (Equation 2-8), the equivalent to χref

r  in strain 

space, whenever a reduction in that variable during an increment takes place. In Equation 

2-8 e is the deviatoric strain tensor, defined according to Equation 2-9, where ε is the 

strain tensor (Equation 2-10) and εvol the volumetric strain (Equation 2-11). 

 

 

χref
r = √

1

2
∙ (𝐫 − 𝐫SR): (𝐫 − 𝐫SR)   2-7 

 

χref
e = √

1

2
∙ (𝐞 − 𝐞SR): (𝐞 − 𝐞SR)   2-8 

 
𝐞 = 𝛆 −

1

3
∙ εvol ∙ 𝐈3 

 

 

  2-9 

 

𝛆 = [

εxx γxy γxz
γyx εyy γyz
γzx γzy εzz

]   2-10 

 

 εvol = εxx + εyy + εzz   2-11 

 

2.2.3 Plastic behaviour  

With regard to the plastic behaviour, there is a non-associated flow rule, as it becomes 

obvious from the spherical part of Equations 2-25 and 2-32. However, the auxiliary 

traceless unit stress-ratio tensor n, shown in Figure 2-3, which is equal to the radial 

deviatoric stress-ratio tensor 𝐫 ̅normalised by the radius of the yield surface √
2

3
∙ m in 3D 
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stress space, defines the deviatoric component of the gradient of both the yield function, 

as well as the plastic potential function, implying that in the deviatoric plane the flow rule 

is associated. 

The hardening or plastic modulus A determines the plastic stiffness of the material, by 

affecting the scalar multiplier Λ in the flow rule, which in turn is necessary to determine 

the magnitude of the plastic strains that the material undergoes. A is determined through 

Εquation 2-33, where p' is the current mean effective stress level, db is the distance from 

the current stress-ratio to its image point on the bounding surface, while hf is an empirical 

scalar quantity firstly proposed by Papadimitriou et al. (2001) and included in 

Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002), whose evaluation is based on the evolution of the 

second-order fabric tensor F during shearing. This essentially acts to reduce A on shear 

reversals, after plastic dilation has taken place, giving compliant stress paths on unloading 

and the well-known 'butterfly' shape during cyclic mobility (Ishihara et al., 1975; Ishihara, 

1985; Ishihara, 1993; Ishihara, 1996). Additionally, he, hg and hb are modified expressions 

by Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. (2014) of those described in Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas (2002). These are presented in detail in the original references and are not 

described here for brevity. It should be noted that the Macaulay brackets < > in these 

expressions define that 〈x〉 = x if x > 0 and 〈x〉 = 0 if x < 0. Finally, Cf, as defined by 

Equation 2-45, is a model constant determined by the maximum value of fp 

(Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002). 

It should be noted here that Equation 2-41 dictates the way the yield surface kinematically 

hardens. The dependence on the distance of the current stress-ratio to the bounding 

surface, db, triggers the stress-ratio softening behaviour of denser-than-critical sand 

samples during undrained behaviour: when α reaches the bounding surface, db and hence 

Δα become momentarily zero. However, according to Equation 2-20, for a dilative stress-

ratio state, the bounding surface continues to close down towards the CS, since the 

absolute value of ψ reduces and db becomes negative as α is placed outside the bounding 

surface. As a result of this, α starts closing down towards the CS 'from above' the 

bounding surface, marking the onset of stress-ratio softening behaviour (Manzari & 

Dafalias, 1997). 

2.2.4 Hardening laws 

Finally, the hardening laws imposed in the model are necessary for the complete 

characterisation of the material behaviour. In terms of the non-linear elastic part, 
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whenever a shear reversal is detected the deviatoric stress-ratio at shear reversal, rSR, the 

mean effective stress level at shear reversal, p′SR, the Gmax
SR  at shear reversal and the factor 

NT are all updated. The latter is a scaling factor that takes a value of one at first loading, 

but is updated to a value of two after the occurrence of the first shear reversal 

(Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002) in order to account for the basic Masing rules 

(Masing, 1926). In terms of the non-linear plastic part, first the fabric tensor needs to be 

updated: the parameter H which, due to the fact that it is solely a function of the initial 

stress state, is considered to be constant and does not need to be updated, while the 

hardening parameter Cf needs to be updated if fp has taken a greater value than the 

maximum value recorded since the start of shearing (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 

2002; Taborda, 2011). Secondly, the axis of the yield surface α is updated based on the 

consistency condition dF = 0. 

It must be noted that a restriction has been imposed on the model for zero dilatancy to 

occur for the case when both ψ is greater than zero and the current deviatoric stress-ratio 

r is greater than the stress-ratio corresponding to the dilatancy surface (Manzari & 

Dafalias, 1997). In this way the unrealistic scenario of having dilatant behaviour followed 

by contraction of a looser-than-critical stress state is avoided. 

2.2.5 Modifications to the constitutive platform 

As aforementioned, a number of modifications to some of the characteristics of the 

constitutive platform were developed and implemented in ICFEP by Taborda (2011) and 

Taborda et al. (2014). These were introduced to improve the accuracy and the consistency 

in the prediction of certain aspects of behaviour of sand, as well as to enhance the 

numerical stability of the model and reduce the computational cost. These included a 

power law for the expression of the CSL (Li & Wang, 1998) instead of the initial linear 

form, an altered expression of the plastic modulus, A, as briefly mentioned in section 

2.2.3, as well as a new secondary yield surface F2=0 (Equation 2-27), which imposes a 

limiting value p′YS on the mean effective stress to improve the numerical stability and 

accuracy of the model that can be rather problematic for cases of very low mean effective 

stress levels, as is the case of liquefaction. A detailed description of these is presented in 

the original references. 

Overall, six new parameters were introduced by these modifications, resulting in a total 

of 24 parameters. However, apart from the alteration of the CSL, these have been 

implemented in such a way, that one can easily revert to the original formulation of 
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Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002), by prescribing zero values for the additional model 

parameters (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). Table 2-1 summarises the formulation 

of the model and the model parameters, as presented in Taborda (2011) and Taborda et 

al. (2014). 

Based on the calibrated model parameters for Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand and 

Nevada sand, the ability of the model to reproduce realistically basic dynamic soil 

characteristics, such as stiffness degradation and damping ratio curves, as well as its 

ability to reproduce the impact of the occurrence of liquefaction in soil deposits has been 

investigated and proved to provide very satisfactory results (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et 

al., 2014). Given the lack of monitoring data at the time, the model was thoroughly 

validated in boundary value problems simulating extensive centrifuge testing carried out 

as part of the large collaborative VELACS (Arulanandan, 1996) research project 

(Taborda, 2011). An example of the model performance from Taborda (2011) simulating 

VELACS Model 1 - level ground liquefaction - is shown in Figure 2-4  in terms of the 

excess pore water pressure evolution at various depths in the modelled deposit, exhibiting 

very good agreement with the experimental data.  

In the present study, the constitutive platform is further utilised with the main aim to 

understand key aspects of soil liquefaction under multi-directional and irregular loading, 

but is also validated against monitoring data of field case studies that have recently 

become available. Alterations to its formulation are also proposed to improve its 

predictions in liquefaction-related problems, as the one relevant to the research presented 

in this thesis. 
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Figure 2-4: Measured and simulated depths of liquefaction for VELACS Model 1 (Figure 8-29, 

Taborda (2011)) 
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It should be noted that, due to the number of paremeters, many of which have no clear 

physical meaning, the calibration of the BSPM is carried out following the hierarchical 

approach proposed initially by Loukidis & Salgado (2009) and later followed by Taborda 

(2011) and Taborda et al. (2014). This relies on the physical relevance of each model 

parameter and on its dependency on other adopted values (Taborda, 2011) and is as 

follows: 

• Critical State Line and Critical State strength 

• Small strain elastic parameters 

• Dilatancy ratio 

• Non-linear response within the elastic region 

• Position of the bounding and dilatancy surfaces 

• Plastic hardening modulus 

• Fabric index parameters 

The various steps of this procedure are explained in detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis, 

where the additional modifications to the calibration sequence to account for the changes 

to the constitutive platform developed in Chapter 4, are also presented. 

It is further emphasised that the BSPM has been successfully utilised in a number of 

different applications. Amongst these are Zdravković et al. (2015) who used it for 

simulating laterally loaded monopiles for offshore windfarm installations as part of the 

joint industry project PISA (Pile Soil Analysis). Buckley (2014) previously applied the 

model in problems looking at the behaviour of piles driven in sand when subjected to 

axial monotonic and cyclic loading, while Stergiou (2015) used it to study the influence 

of a number of factors affecting the accumulation of permanent strains in sands subjected 

to a large number of loading cycles.  The model was also calibrated for Dunkirk and 

Toyoura sands as part of these projects. Additionally, the model has been extended to 

incorporate inherent anisotropy, while two modified expressions for the plastic potential 

function that incorporate a Lode’s angle-dependency in the deviatoric component were 

also introduced (Williams, 2014). The former enabled modelling of the effects of 

principal stress rotation on the mechanical behaviour of sands, while the latter 

modification was shown to simulate a change in the relative magnitude of the intermediate 

principal stress during simple shear test simulations towards a value of 0.25, as it has been 

observed in element testing (Williams, 2014). The model was also calibrated for Fraser 

River sand as part of this project. 
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Table 2-1: Formulation of the two-surface BSPM (after Taborda et al. (2014)) 

Description  Equation Parameters 

Elastic behaviour 
   

Small strain shear modulus   2-12 Gmax =
B ∙ p′ref

0.3 + 0.7 ∙ e2
∙ √

p′

p′ref
 B, p′ref 

Tangent shear modulus   2-13 Gtan =
Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1`
− 1) ∙ (

χref
r

NT ∙ η1
)κ−1

 
κ, α1 

 
  2-14 η1 = a1 ∙ (

Gmax
SR

p′SR
) ∙ γ1 

γ1 

Limit tangent shear modulus   2-15 Gtan ≥
Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1
− 1)

 
 

Tangent bulk modulus   2-16 Ktan =
2 ∙ (1 + v)

3 ∙ (1 − 2 ∙ v)
∙ Gtan 

v 

Model surfaces 
   

Critical State Line   2-17 eCS = (eCS)ref − λ ∙ (
p′

p′
ref

)ξ (eCS)ref, λ, ξ 

Critical State surface   2-18 √3 ∙ J2̅
∗
= g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

c ∙ p′with c=Me
c Mc

c⁄  Me
c, Mc

c 

Dilatancy surface   2-19 √3 ∙ J2̅ = g(θ, c) ∙ Mc
d ∙ p′ = g(θ, c) ∙ (Mc

c ∙ +kc
d ∙ ψ) ∙ p′ kc

d 

Bounding surface   2-20 √3 ∙ J2̅ = g(θ, c) ∙ Mc
b ∙ p′ = g(θ, c) ∙ (Mc

c ∙ +kc
b ∙ ⟨−ψ⟩) ∙ p′ kc

b 

Shape in the deviatoric plane   2-21 g(θ, c) =
2 ∙ c

i1(θ, c)
− i2(θ, c) 

 

   2-22 
i1(θ, c) =

1 + c

2
−
1 − c

2
∙ cos (3 ∙ θ +

π

2
) 

 

   2-23 
i2(θ, c) =

1 + c

2
+
1 − c

2
∙ cos (3 ∙ θ +

π

2
) 

 

Primary yield surface   2-24 F1 = √(s − p
′ ∙ 𝛂): (s − p′ ∙ 𝛂) − √2 3⁄ ∙ m ∙ p′ = 0 m 

Gradient of the primary yield surface   2-25 
∂F1
∂σ′

= 𝐧 −
V

3
∙ 𝐈𝟑 

 

   2-26 V = 𝛂:𝐧 + √2 3⁄ ∙ m  

Secondary yield surface   2-27 F2 = p′YS − p
′ = 0 p′YS 

Gradient of the secondary yield surface   2-28 
∂F2
∂σ′

= 𝐈𝟑 
 

Unit stress ratio tensor   2-29 𝐧 =
�̅�

√2 3⁄ ∙ m
=

𝐫 − 𝛂

√2 3⁄ ∙ m
=

𝐬 − p′ ∙ 𝛂

√2 3⁄ ∙ m ∙ p′
 

 

Image point of current stress ratio on the 

model surfaces 
  2-30 

𝛂c,b,d = √2 3⁄ ∙ (g(θ, c) ∙ Mc
c,b,d −m) ∙ 𝐧  

Distance of the current stress state from 

the model surfaces 
  2-31 

dc,b,d = (𝛂c,b,d − 𝛂):𝐧  

Plastic behaviour-primary yield surface  
  

Flow rule   2-32 
∂P1
∂σ′

= 𝐧 +
D

3
∙ 𝐈3 = 𝐧 +

A0 ∙ d
d

3
∙ 𝐈3 A0 

Hardening modulus   2-33 A = p′ ∙ he ∙ hg ∙ hb ∙ hf ∙ d
b  

   2-34 he = h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ e) ≥ h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ emax) h0, γ, emax 

   2-35 hg = Gtan
αG  αG 

 
  2-36 hb = (

p′

p′
ref

)μ−1 ∙ (
|db|

|dref
b − |db||

)β+1 μ, β 

   2-37 dref
b = √2 3⁄ ∙ ((g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

b −m) + (g(θ + π, c) ∙ Mc
b −m))  

 
  2-38 hf =

1 + 〈fp〉
2

1 + 〈𝐟: 𝐧〉
 

 

Plastic behaviour-secondary yield 

surface 

   

Flow rule   2-39 
∂P2
∂σ′

= 𝚰3 
 

Hardening modulus   2-40 A2 = 0.0  

Hardening rules 
   

Axis of primary yield surface   2-41 Δ𝛂 = 〈Λ〉 ∙ he ∙ hg ∙ hb ∙ hf ∙ (𝛂
b − 𝛂)  

Fabric tensor   2-42 Δfp = H ∙ Δεvol
p

  

   2-43 Δ𝐟 = −H ∙ 〈−Δεvol
p 〉 ∙ [Cf ∙ 𝐧 + 𝐟]  

 
  2-44 H = H0 ∙ (

σ′1,0
p′ref

)−ζ ∙ 〈−ψ0〉 H0, ζ 

   2-45 Cf = max|fp|
2
  

*: J2̅ = 1 2⁄ ∙ r̅: r̅ 
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2.3 Imperial College Generalised Small-Strain Stiffness model  

When modelling real soil stratigraphies, non-sandy strata of secondary importance in 

terms of liquefaction development, such as clays, can be modelled with simpler cyclic 

non-linear constitutive models, which cannot reproduce the liquefaction mechanism 

under cyclic loading, but can adequately incorporate the basic aspects of dynamic soil 

behaviour, i.e. stiffness degradation and damping due to hysteresis, in finite element 

analysis. The calibration of these models requires a reduced number of model parameters 

compared to advanced constitutive models, such as the previously described bounding 

surface plasticity model. The main drive behind the development of such models was the 

need to tackle the restricted abilities of the linear elastic and equivalent linear-type 

analyses, the main tools employed in engineering practice for cyclic loading and wave 

propagation phenomena through soil deposits (Taborda, 2011). At the same time these 

models, owing to the small number of parameters, are relatively straightforward to use 

and provide acceptable accuracy in the small to medium strain range. 

There are a number of cyclic non-linear models available in the literature. These are all 

based on an expression for the backbone curve to describe the non-linear stress-strain 

response of the material exhibited during initial loading and the basic Masing rules 

(Masing, 1926) for unloading/reloading to model soil response under general loading 

conditions (Kramer, 1996). The cyclic non-linear model utilised in the present study is 

the Imperial College Generalised Small-Strain Stiffness model (ICG3S), an advanced 

version of a modified hyperbolic model, developed and implemented in ICFEP (Taborda 

& Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2016). This involves additional rules with the aim to 

remove several limitations of the previously implemented cyclic non-linear elastic 

models. These improvements include, amongst others, independent control of the secant 

shear and bulk modulus variation and uncoupled reversal detections for the two loading 

modes (i.e. deviatoric and isotropic), spatial variation of soil stiffness, as well as a novel 

varying scaling factor for accurate reproduction of the damping ratio at very small strains. 

It should be noted that its use is not limited to cyclic loading, but also to problems 

involving static solicitations due to its ability to detect and interpret stress reversals 

(Taborda, 2011).  

It is noted that in the following the deviatoric strain, Ed, is evaluated according to Equation 

2-46: 
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Ed = (

4

6
∙ [(εxx − εyy)

2
+ (εyy − εzz)

2
+ (εzz − εxx)

2]

+ γxy
2 + γxz

2 + γyz
2 )

1
2 

  2-46 

 

ICG3S assumes isotropic and elastic soil behaviour and a non-linear relationship for the 

backbone curve, i.e. for the relationship between the tangent material stiffness and the 

current deformation level, based on a modified hyperbolic function. There are three main 

aspects that characterise the model: the first of these is the determination of the maximum 

(elastic) shear and bulk modulus at very small strains. These are defined by Equations 

2-47 and 2-48 in Table 2-2, where G0 and K0 refer to the maximum value of the shear and 

bulk modulus, respectively, corresponding to a reference pressure, p′ref, whereas model 

parameters mG and mK influence the non-linearity of the dependency of Gmax and Kmax on 

the mean effective stress level (Taborda et al., 2016). The dependence on the void ratio 

is accomplished through the function fG(e) given by Equations 2-49 to 2-52, where fe,G  is 

a model parameter. The dependency of the bulk modulus on the void ratio can be defined 

in a similar manner, using fe,K  instead of fe,G . For fG(e) and/or fK(e) equal to unity, no 

effect of the density is taken into account. It is noted that an alternative option is available 

for the use of a constant Poisson's ratio, ν, throughout the analysis. 

The second integral aspect of the model is the stiffness degradation relationship for 

obtaining the tangential values Gtan and Ktan. This is based on a modified hyperbolic 

function of Matasović & Vucetic (1993), as shown in Equations 2-53 and 2-54. In these 

expressions RG,min and RK,min are model parameters which define a limit on the normalised 

moduli at large strains (i.e. Gmin=Gmax·RG,min and Kmin=Kmax·RK,min), ac, bc, rc and sc are 

model parameters controlling the stiffness degradation, while Ed
SR

 and εvol
SR  are the values 

of the deviatoric and volumetric strain, respectively, evaluated at the last recorded stress 

reversal (Taborda et al., 2016). The expressions for the variation of the shear modulus 

degradation parameters are given by Equations 2-55 to 2-58. Stress-induced anisotropy 

has been incorporated through ia(θ) and ib(θ) which are interpolation functions 

introducing a Lode's angle θ-dependency (i.e. loading direction dependency) of the shear 

modulus degradation rate. In this, θ is based on the current incremental stress calculated 

from the last known deviatoric reversal point (Taborda et al., 2016). A1,c, A2,c, B1,c and 

B2,c are the anisotropy constants which can be set equal to unity to avoid any loading 
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direction dependency. The degradation parameter ac can also be a function of p′, in 

accordance with Darendeli’s (2001) findings. In a similar manner, parameters rc and sc 

for the degradation of the bulk modulus are defined by Equations 2-59 to 2-64, where 

ir(Δp
′) and is(Δp

′) define the effect of the loading direction on its degradation rate. 

However, in this case, the loading direction is not in terms of the θ angle, but is the 

isotropic loading direction defined through the sign of the incremental change in mean 

effective stress, Δp',  from the last known reversal point to the current mean effective 

stress level. As in the case of the shear modulus, one can neglect this loading direction 

dependency by setting R1,c and S1,c to unity. Lastly, nG and nK are scaling factors, 

necessary to model soil hysteresis (Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2016). 

Both of them have a starting value of 1.0, but are updated on first load reversal (in the 

shearing direction and/or a volumetric strain one) to either a constant value (i.e. in 

accordance with the basic Masing rules with a value of 2.0) or to a varying one defined 

by Equations 2-65 and 2-66, if the cyclic mode, as explained later, is selected. The latter 

novel formulation which is solely a function of deformation level, was established by 

Taborda & Zdravković (2012) using a random mutation Hill-Climbing local optimisation 

technique. This is controlled by model parameters d1,G to d4,G for the shearing mechanism 

and d1,K to d4,K  for the volumetric one, while a p′ dependency can also be introduced 

through parameters d′′1,G and d′′1,K . The varying scaling factor allows for an improved 

simulation of material damping throughout the cyclic strain amplitude range, overcoming 

the problem of predicting unrealistically small values at very small strains (1.0E-4 to 

1.0E-3 %), a common pitfall when using such constitutive platforms with a constant 

scaling factor value on load reversal (Puzrin & Shiran, 2000; Taborda & Zdravković, 

2012). 

The third important aspect of the model is the influence of the strain history of the material 

and how this is interpreted. The current formulation involves three different modes: (i) 

current strain approach, (ii) continuous deformation mode and (iii) cyclic mode. The first 

two are related to monotonic solicitations and therefore, will not be addresses herein. 

More information can be found in Taborda et al. (2016). In the case of the third mode, 

which is applicable to the simulation of cyclic dynamic phenomena, any sign changes in 

the deformation levels' variation will trigger a load reversal, accompanied by resetting the 

stiffness back to its original value. The deviatoric and volumetric mechanisms can be 

decoupled or coupled: in the first case if a deviatoric reversal is detected the volumetric 

stiffness will not get affected and vice versa, whereas in the second case if a deviatoric or 
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a volumetric reversal is recorded, triggering of a reversal for the other loading mechanism 

will take place as well (Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2016). 

A parametric study for the investigation of the influence of the degradation parameters 

ac, bc, RG,min, rc, sc and RK,min was carried out by Measham et al. (2014). This showed that 

parameter ac controls the deformation level at which 50% of the degradation from Gmax 

to Gmin takes place, with larger values of ac shifting the stiffness degradation and damping 

ratio curves horizontally towards higher strain levels. Parameter bc affects the curvature 

of the stiffness degradation and damping ratio curves: higher bc value yields higher non-

linearity in the dynamic soil response. Finally, as mentioned earlier, parameter RG,min sets 

a limiting value on Gtan at large strain levels. Similar is the influence of rc, sc and RK,min 

on the bulk stiffness degradation curves. 

Earlier versions of cyclic non-linear models of the same framework implemented in 

ICFEP (Taborda, 2011) were used by Kontoe et al. (2011) and Kontoe et al. (2012) to 

successfully model the seismic response of tunnels and complex soil retaining systems, 

respectively. Han (2014) and Han et al. (2017) also applied the IC3GS model in full 3D 

multi-directional site response analyses, while Han et al. (2016) used it to successfully 

model the seismic response of a dam case study.  
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Table 2-2: Formulation of the Imperial College Generalised Small-Strain Stiffness model 

(Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2016). 

Description  Equation Parameters 

Initial Elastic behaviour 
   

Maximum shear modulus   2-47 Gmax = G0 ∙ fG(e) ∙ (
p′

p′
ref

)mG G0, p′ref, mG 

Maximum bulk modulus   2-48 Kmax = K0 ∙ fK(e) ∙ (
p′

p′
ref

)mK K0, mK 

Void ratio function*   2-49 fG(e) =
1

0.3 + 0.7 ∙ e2
 fe,G, fe,K 

   2-50 fG(e) =
(fe,G − e)

2

1 + e
 

 

   2-51 fG(e) = e
−fe,G  

 
  2-52 fG(e) = (1 + e)

fe,G  

 Elastic stiffness degradation    

Tangent shear modulus degradation   2-53 Gtan = Gmax ∙

[
 
 
 
 

RG,min +
1 − RG,min

1 + [
Ed − Ed

SR

nG ∙ ac
]

bc

]
 
 
 
 

 
ac, bc, RG,min, 

nG  

Tangent bulk modulus degradation   2-54 
Ktan = Kmax ∙

[
 
 
 
 

RK,min +
1 − RK,min

1 + [
εvol − εvol

SR

nK ∙ rc
]

sc

]
 
 
 
 

 
rc, sc, RK,min, 

nK  

Shear modulus degradation parameters   2-55 ac = ia(θ) ∙ [a0,c + a1,c ∙ (
p′

p′ref
)a2,c] a0,c, a1,c, a2,c 

 
  2-56 bc = ib(θ) ∙ b0,c b0,c 

 
  2-57 ia(θ) =

18

π2
∙ (A2,c − 2 ∙ A1,c + 1) ∙ θ

2 +
3

π
∙ (Α2,c − 1) ∙ θ + A1,c 

A1,c =
ac,θ=0.0
a
c,θ=−

π
6

 

A2,c =
a
c,θ=

𝜋
6

a
c,θ=−

π
6

 

  
 

 

 

 

  2-58 ib(θ) =
18

π2
∙ (B2,c − 2 ∙ B1,c + 1) ∙ θ

2 +
3

π
∙ (B2,c − 1) ∙ θ + B1,c 

B1,c =
bc,θ=0.0
b
c,θ=−

π
6

 

B2,c =
b
c,θ=

𝜋
6

b
c,θ=−

π
6

 

 

Bulk modulus degradation parameters   2-59 rc = ir(Δp
′) ∙ [r0,c + r1,c ∙ (

p′

p′ref
)r2,c] r0,c, r1,c, r2,c 

   2-60 sc = is(Δp
′) ∙ s0,c s0,c 

   2-61 ir(Δp
′) = 1, Δp′ ≥ 0  

 
  2-62 ir(Δp

′) = R1,c, Δp
′ < 0 R1,c 

   2-63 is(Δp
′) = 1, Δp′ ≥ 0  

 
  2-64 is(Δp

′) = S1,c, Δp
′ < 0 S1,c 

Scaling factor for shear modulus   2-65 nG = (d1,G + 2)
|Ed−Ed

SR|
d2,G

∙ (
(d3,G + 1) ∙ |Ed − Ed

SR|

1 + (d3,G + 1) ∙ (Ed − Ed
SR)
)d4,G 

d1,G = d1,G
′ + d1,G

′′ ∙ ln (
p′

p′ref
) 

d1,G
′ , d1,G′′ , 

d2,G , d3,G , 

d4,G 

Scaling factor for bulk modulus   2-66 nK = (d1,K + 2)
|εvol−εvol

SR |
d2,K

∙ (
(d3,K + 1) ∙ |εvol − εvol

SR |

1 + (d3,K + 1) ∙ (εvol − εvol
SR )

)d4,K 

d1,K = d1,K
′ + d1,K

′′ ∙ ln (
p′

p′ref
) 

d1,K
′ , d1,K′′ , 

d2,K, d3,K, 

d4,K 

*:  the void ratio function can be defined independently for Kmax through parameter  fe,K
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2.4 Final remarks and conclusions 

An overview of the constitutive models utilised in this study was given in this chapter. 

Firstly, the formulation of the bounding surface plasticity model, as it has been 

implemented in ICFEP (Potts & Zdravković, 1999) by Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. 

(2014), was presented in detail. The model is capable of simulating the mechanical 

behaviour of sands and replicating soil liquefaction phenomena and, as such, is central to 

the research presented herein. Secondly, a simpler cyclic non-linear constitutive platform 

(Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 2016), which cannot simulate the 

generation of permanent excess pore water pressures and, thus, the liquefaction 

phenomenon, but can accurately capture basic aspects of dynamic response, such as 

stiffness degradation and damping variation at various deformation levels, including the 

very small strain range, was also presented. Its much simpler framework makes it suitable 

for modelling non-liquefiable strata. This will be of use in Chapter 6, where modelling of 

a case study from the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence in New Zealand is 

carried out. 
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CHAPTER 3            

Vertical ground motion and its effects on 

liquefaction resistance of fully saturated sand 

deposits 

3.1 Introduction  

Current design guidelines and site response analyses tend to focus on the implications of 

the horizontal motion only, with the vertical acceleration drawing very limited attention. 

The latter is conventionally included in design by scaling the horizontal design spectrum, 

considering that the spectral ratio of peak vertical to peak horizontal acceleration will not 

be greater than a value of 2/3 (UBC, 1997). The main argument is that the vertical 

component is traditionally considered to be of much lower amplitude than the horizontal 

one. Additionally, it is thought not to affect the liquefaction potential of sandy deposits; 

P-waves produce only compressive stresses that are transmitted through the soil's pore 

water and hence affect the total stresses only and not the effective ones (Ishihara, 1996). 

Structures are also considered to possess high resistance to compression but not to 

shearing.  Design emphasis on the vertical seismic component is mainly given when it 

comes to critical structures, such as dams and nuclear power plants. 

However, field observations indicate that the vertical accelerations can be very large 

(Bradley, 2012) and might have a detrimental effect on soil liquefaction and should be 

included in ground response analyses. Unexpectedly high vertical ground accelerations 

had been recorded in past earthquake events; ratios well exceeding the conventional value 

of 2/3 were noted in both seismic events of Northridge, California, 1994 and Kobe, Japan, 

1995. Large ground surface vertical accelerations accompanied by liquefaction were also 
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registered during the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence in New Zealand 

(Bradley, 2012; Lee et al., 2013). The effects of the 22 February 2011 seismic event in 

Christchurch were detrimental; extensive liquefaction and re-liquefaction of sandy 

deposits were observed, causing severe damage to structures and infrastructure, but most 

importantly causing numerous casualties (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a; Cubrinovski et al., 

2011b, Cubrinovski et al., 2011c, Tasiopoulou et al., 2011).  

As research on this topic is very limited, there is an emerging need for systematic and 

sophisticated analyses of liquefaction modelling including the vertical seismic component. 

As such, throughout this chapter, uni-directional as well as bi-directional non-linear 

elasto-plastic fully coupled finite element analyses are carried out to investigate 

numerically the role of the vertical seismic motion on liquefaction. A hypothetical fully 

saturated level ground sand deposit is modelled giving particular emphasis to the 

frequency content of the input excitation. The first part of the chapter focusses on the 

effects of frequency content of the input motion and depth of the deposit. Variable 

permeability analyses are then carried out to investigate drainage effects, the impact of 

viscous damping due to fluid-solid interaction and the influence of vertical motion on 

post-liquefaction settlements.  

Owing to the advantages of energy interpretation of liquefaction due to S-wave 

propagation (Green & Terri, 2005; Kokusho, 2013; Azeiteiro et al., 2016), the computed 

amplification of vertical motion towards the ground surface and the ensuing liquefaction 

are subsequently interpreted on an energy-basis in finite element analysis. Amplification 

of vertical ground motion has been observed in downhole records even under the 

occurrence of liquefaction (Yang & Sato, 2000; Yang et al., 2002). Comparisons with 

records of vertical motions from the Mw 6.2 February Christchurch seismic event are also 

carried out. Finally, a discussion is made on the importance of accurate time-integration 

when modelling P-wave propagation, as currently no such guidance exists. 

 

Part of the findings included in sections 3.5 and 3.7 are presented in Tsaparli et al. (2016), 

section 3.8 re-produces the findings presented in Tsaparli et al. (2017a), while section 3.6 

consists of the analyses and conclusions presented in Tsaparli et al. (2017b). A 

preliminary numerical investigation has also been presented in Tsaparli et al. (2015a). 
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3.2 Overview of numerical analyses looking at the effect of 

vertical seismic motion on sand liquefaction 

An abundance of field observations on ground motions indicate that vertical acceleration 

can attain very high values at surface in the near field and can occasionally be 

accompanied by compressive structural damage (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2004; 

Papazoglou & Elnashai, 1996; Kunnath et al., 2008, Riches, 2015).  Papazoglou and 

Elnashai (1996) collated recorded data from three strong seismic events: Kalamata, 

Greece 1986; Northridge, California 1994; Kobe, Japan 1995. Peak vertical to peak 

horizontal acceleration values, Vpeak/Hpeak, for each of the three events were found to be 

as high as 1.26, 1.69 and 1.63, respectively, in the near field. According to the authors, 

despite structures possessing higher strength in compressional load than shearing, high 

vertical accelerations can lead to structural failure through compression/extension. 

Additionally, shear structural failure can also be aided by the presence of large amplitudes 

of vertical acceleration. The above were evident in a number of concrete buildings and 

bridges in the Northridge event in California, as well as in the Kobe earthquake in the 

area of Chuo Ward where the strongest vertical motion was observed.  

Apart from the unexpectedly high vertical ground accelerations, many of these occasions, 

such as Northridge, California, 1994 and Kobe, Japan, 1995, were accompanied by soil 

liquefaction (Papazoglou & Elnashai, 1996; Shibata et al., 1996; Yasuda, 1996; Trifunac 

& Todorovska, 1996). More recently, the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence 

(CES) which affected Christchurch, New Zealand, is a prime example that vertical 

accelerations can be of significant magnitude, with peak amplitudes well exceeding their 

horizontal counterparts (Bradley, 2012). As such, it is considered highly likely that the 

vertical motion could have been a substantial contributing factor to the damage observed 

(Lee et al., 2013; Riches, 2015). Recorded ratios of Vpeak/Hpeak were as high as 4.7 in 

Hulverstone Drive Pumping Station (HPSC) in central Christchurch (Bradley, 2012), 

while vertical accelerations as high as 2.21g and 1.63g were registered at Heathcote 

Valley School (HVSC) and Pages Road Pumping (PRPC) strong motion station (SMS). 

Riches (2015) emphasised the importance of high vertical acceleration with regard to crib 

retaining wall failures that occurred around the city of Christchurch. 

The above findings also strongly corroborate the fact that, apart from the horizontal 

motion, there may be a relation between high vertical components of acceleration and soil 

liquefaction (Bradley, 2012). Over the years, however, there has been limited numerical 
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research on the effects of vertical loading on soil liquefaction, with the conclusions drawn 

often indicating that no substantial effect exists. 

Ghaboussi & Dikmen (1981) were among the first ones to carry out finite element (FE) 

analyses to evaluate the seismic response and liquefaction potential of a horizontally 

layered soil deposit undergoing bi-directional loading. The authors concluded that the 

resistance to liquefaction was not significantly affected by the vertical base acceleration. 

A simplified model specifically developed for level, horizontally-layered ground 

subjected to multi-directional loading was used. The analyses showed that the vertical 

motion resulted in some high-frequency oscillations in the evolution of pore water 

pressures, but no permanent ones at the end of the strong motion. These will be termed 

residual pore water pressures in the remainder of this chapter. Shiomi & Yoshizawa (1996) 

who carried out numerical analyses involving all three components of ground motion also 

reached similar conclusions.  

Subsequently, Yang et al. (2002) modelled an 18m deep hypothetical level ground loose 

sand deposit to investigate numerically the effect of different levels of shaking on 

liquefaction resistance when the vertical motion is included in the simulation. The results 

showed that for all levels considered, the vertical motion was significantly amplified at 

ground level. Stiffness degradation was not evident in the fundamental frequency of the 

deposit in compression, while, again, only high frequency oscillations were observed in 

the pore water pressure time-histories due to the inclusion of the vertical motion. 

Yang (2004) further investigated the impact of the vertical ground motion on soil 

liquefaction by extending his analyses to model a partially saturated sand deposit below 

the Ground Water Table (GWT) with a degree of saturation Sr = 99%. This was done in 

an approximate manner by using an equivalent bulk stiffness for the pore fluid. Their 

results are shown in Figure 3-1 in terms of excess pore water pressure ratio, ru, time-

histories for uni-directional horizontal (H) and bi-directional (H+V) analyses. Figure 3-1a 

corresponds to the full saturation scenario, whereas Figure 3-1b shows the findings of the 

partial saturation case (Yang, 2004). ru is defined according to Equation 3-1 where Δu is 

the excess pore water pressure and σ′v0 the vertical effective stress after consolidation. 
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Figure 3-1: Excess pore pressure ratio time-histories at 4.5 m depth for horizontal motion only 

(H) and bi-directional (H+V) analyses (a) full saturation, (b) partial saturation (Figure 4, Yang 

(2004)) 

 

 
 ru =

Δu

σ′v0
   3-1 

 

Contrary to the full saturation case, the results showed that when modelling the vertical 

motion even a small reduction in the degree of saturation of the sand deposit, Sr, which 

in this case translated to a reduction in the bulk stiffness of the pore fluid, can substantially 

increase the rate of excess pore water pressure development and the amount of residual 

pore pressures in the bi-directional analysis (i.e. H+V) compared to the uni-directional 

case (H) – see Figure 3-1b. Based on the simplified assumption of elasticity under one-

dimensional conditions and Equation 3-2, the author attempted to explain this analytically 

by showing that a small reduction in the degree of saturation can result in a substantial 

decrease in the Poisson's ratio, ν, from its undrained value of 0.5, which can in turn lead 

to the development of a deviatoric stress in the soil through the difference between the 

direct horizontal and vertical effective stresses, σ′h and σ′v, and not just a compressive 

direct stress, as in the case of full saturation (when σ′h = σ′v). The compressive stresses 
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in the case of full saturation are transmitted through the water in the pores, resulting in no 

change in effective stresses (Yang, 2004). 

  

 
σ′h =

𝑣

1 − 𝑣
∙ σ′v   3-2 

 

It is emphasised, though, that when plasticity is invoked the above equation is no longer 

valid. Nevertheless, when considering the bi-directional scenario (H+V), even a small 

reduction in Sr was shown to result in a significant decrease in the residual excess pore 

water pressures compared to the full saturation condition (ru,max=0.35 under partial 

saturation compared to ru,max=0.6 under full saturation - Figure 3-1) and hence, to a much 

higher resistance to liquefaction. 

Despite the apparent consistency between the results presented earlier, there is a number 

of issues on the above studies that need to be addressed. First, in Yang et al. (2002), the 

ratio of peak horizontal to peak vertical acceleration Vpeak/Hpeak used at the base of the 

hypothetical deposit had, for all levels of motions considered, a typical value of 0.5. 

However, only one of the studied cases resulted in a ratio greater than unity at ground 

surface. Similarly, while Yang (2004) used a ratio of Vpeak/Hpeak at base in the order of 

0.4, the respective values computed at ground surface for both cases of full- and partial-

saturation did not exceed a value of one.  

In addition, there are a number of issues with the models used, while no references to the 

time-integration schemes utilised are made. For example, no details of the numerical 

procedure and the constitutive model were given in Shiomi & Yoshizawa (1996). In 

Ghaboussi & Dikmen (1981) the simplified model specifically developed for level, 

horizontally-layered ground may influence the analyses' results. It should be noted that 

this study was conducted in 1981, when no state parameter concept, ψ, existed (Been & 

Jefferies, 1985). To properly account for the influence of the compressional waves on the 

residual pore water pressures, a constitutive model needs to be formulated in the 

generalised stress space so that any development of deviatoric stresses due to direct stress 

changes resulting from the inclusion of the vertical ground motion can be properly 

captured. The hydraulic regime and the value of sand permeability used are also of utmost 
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importance. 

 

Finally, in all the preceding studies the effect of vertical motion on liquefaction resistance 

was quantified and assessed based on the evolution of pore water pressures, whereas other 

aspects of soil behaviour, such as vertical displacements, effective stress paths and 

variation of mean effective stress with depth and time should also be investigated. 

3.3 Calibration of the bounding surface plasticity model for 

Fraser River Sand 

The two-surface BSPM presented in Chapter 2 has been calibrated for Fraser River Sand 

(FRS) by Williams (2014) and Klokidi (2015). The calibration by Klokidi (2015) is used 

in the subsequent FE analyses. Some critical aspects of the calibration, namely the Critical 

State Line (CSL) and the model performance under monotonic and cyclic solicitations, 

are subsequently discussed. Further details of the calibration can be found in the original 

reference. Fraser River Sand is a material of alluvial origin deposited in the Fraser River 

Delta in Vancouver, British Columbia (Williams, 2014). A total of 63 drained and 

undrained monotonic triaxial compression and extension element tests, as well as 21 

cyclic drained and undrained direct simple shear tests were available for the calibration 

procedure (Ghafghazi, 2011; Thomas, 1992; Sriskandakumar, 2004). The model 

parameters for FRS, as established by Klokidi (2015), are presented in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1: Model parameters for Fraser River Sand (Klokidi, 2015) 

Model  Value Model  Value Model  Value 

𝐩′𝐫𝐞𝐟 (𝐤𝐏𝐚) 100.00 𝐀𝟎   1.00 𝐡𝟎     0.119 

(𝐞𝐂𝐒)𝐫𝐞𝐟    0.95 𝐦    0.065 𝛄     1.016 

𝛌   0.05 𝐩′𝐘𝐒 (𝐤𝐏𝐚)   1.00 𝐞𝐦𝐚𝐱     0.97 

𝛏    0.60 𝐁  422.00 𝛂𝐆      1.00 

𝚳𝐜
𝐜   1.38 a1   0.44 𝛃      0.00 

𝚳𝐞
𝐜   1.00 𝛋    2.00 𝛍      1.00 

𝐤𝐜
𝐛   2.50 𝛄𝟏   7.95E-04 𝚮𝟎 14000.00 

𝐤𝐜
𝐝   1.80 𝛎    0.20 𝛇      1.16 
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Figure 3-2 shows the calibration of the CSL based on a power law function according to 

Equation 2-17. Monotonic triaxial compression and extension tests were utilised. 

However, a screening process was first carried out to ensure that unreliable tests, such as 

those that did not reach Critical State (CS), were disregarded from the calibration process. 

Both initial and final states were used during calibration of the CSL parameters (Figure 

3-2) so as to ensure that both the CS and the behaviour of the various samples (i.e. denser- 

or looser-than-critical, as defined by the corresponding values of the state parameter, ψ, 

and denoted as Denser and Looser, respectively) are captured as accurately as possible. 

 

Figure 3-2: Final conditions of triaxial element testing on Fraser River Sand and proposed 

Critical State Line in e-p′ space (after Klokidi, 2015) 

Subsequently, Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show a comparison of the computed response with the 

laboratory data under monotonic triaxial conditions for different mean effective stress 

levels after consolidation and at distinct relative densities, respectively. The response is 

shown in terms of stress-strain curves, effective stress paths and excess pore water 

pressure generation curves. It is shown that the model, through the state parameter 

concept, is able to capture successfully the mechanical behaviour of FRS under different 

initial states. It is also worth noting that the response is accurately simulated for both 

triaxial compression (Figure 3-3) and triaxial extension (Figure 3-4) solicitations. 

Figure 3-5 shows the model performance under undrained cyclic simple shear conditions 

for a relative density of 40% and for applied cyclic stress ratios (CSR) of 0.08, 0.10, 0.12 

and 0.15, increasing in a clockwise direction. In this type of tests, the CSR is commonly 

defined as the ratio of the applied cyclic shear stress amplitude, τ, over the vertical 

effective stress after consolidation, σ′v0 (Ishihara, 1996). As expected, Figure 3-5 shows 
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that different CSR levels trigger cyclic mobility after a different number of loading cycles 

(N). The CSR required to induce liquefaction after a given number of cycles is known as 

the cyclic resistance ratio (CRR), while the cyclic strength of a sand has been traditionally 

defined as the CRR for triggering liquefaction in 20 cycles (Ishihara, 1993).  It can be 

observed that, despite the numerical predictions being satisfactory in the intermediate 

range of cyclic stress ratio amplitudes, the model tends to under-predict and over-predict 

the cyclic strength at small and large CSR values, respectively. This is particularly 

important in the range of small CSRs, as the difference there is particularly pronounced.  

 

Figure 3-3: Undrained triaxial compression test simulations on FRS with a relative density of 

45%, isotropically consolidated under different stress levels - (a) deviatoric stress - axial strain 

curve, (b) stress path in mean effective stress - deviatoric stress space and (c) excess pore water 

pressure generation against axial strain (after Klokidi, 2015) 
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Figure 3-4: Undrained triaxial extension test simulations on FRS of different relative densities, 

isotropically consolidated under a mean effective stress level of 100 kPa - (a) deviatoric stress - 

axial strain curve, (b) stress path in mean effective stress - deviatoric stress space and (c) excess 

pore water pressure generation against axial strain (after Klokidi, 2015) 

  

  

Figure 3-5: Model performance in undrained cyclic simple shear simulations on FRS with a 

relative density of 40% and a vertical effective stress after consolidation of 200 kPa (after 

Klokidi (2015)) 

CSR=0.08 CSR=0.10 

CSR=0.12 CSR=0.15 
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The above observation is further examined below in terms of CRR curves. These are a 

measure of liquefaction resistance and essentially show the number of cycles required to 

trigger liquefaction (N) in a given sand under a range of uniform amplitude cyclic 

solicitations. Different criteria have been used to define the onset of liquefaction. 

Common practice is to adopt strain- or excess pore water pressure-based criteria, such as 

5% double amplitude (DA) axial strain in cyclic triaxial (CTX) or an excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru, of 1 (Ishihara, 1996).  

Recently, Wijewickreme & Soysa (2016) made an extensive summary of the various 

liquefaction criteria that have been used over time. Other commonly used criteria include 

the 2% DA axial strain for denser samples (Ishihara, 1996), the ±3.75% single amplitude 

(SA) shear strain criterion in cyclic simple shear (CSS) tests, while strain criteria of 2.5%, 

10% and 20% have also occasionally defined the cyclic resistance of sands 

(Wijewickreme & Soysa, 2016). Additionally, Wu et al. (2004) found a criterion of 3% 

SA shear strain to correlate well with a condition of very low stiffness, which can serve 

as the point of triggering liquefaction. In terms of pore water pressure criteria, ru values 

lower than unity have also been used in order to identify substantial loss of cyclic strength 

(Wu et al., 2004; Wijewickreme & Soysa, 2016). Ishihara (1993) showed that in silty 

sands maximum ru values may remain below one while large strains develop. 

Additionally, Wu et al. (2004) carried out 81 CSS tests on Monterey 0/30 sand modelling 

level-ground conditions in which a liquefaction criterion of 6% DA cyclic shear strain 

was linked to the ru evolution during the tests. The results showed that, while 

approximately 80% of the tests reached the strain criterion at an ru value of about 0.95, a 

significant number of samples were deemed to have liquefied according to the adopted 

strain criterion at lower ru values, exhibiting a minimum of 0.78. In general, higher 

relative density samples and higher applied CSRs resulted in lower ru values at the time 

of liquefaction (i.e. in this case assumed to occur at 6% DA shear strain).  Additionally, 

the rate of change in excess pore water pressure or shear strain has been adopted by a 

number of researchers, while Wijewickreme & Soysa (2016) proposed a new criterion 

based on the change of pattern of shear stress-shear strain loops from a uniform shape to 

a more distorted one with the presence of kinks to define unacceptable performance. The 

authors found this to generally agree with the ±3.75% SA strain criterion, although 

leading to a lower bound of the CRR curves established using alternative criteria. Finally, 

energy principles have also been used to evaluate liquefaction: laboratory studies under 

both harmonic and irregular loading patterns have proven the assumption of Nemat-
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Nasser & Shokooh (1979) that the relationship between unit volume system energy 

dissipation and the excess pore pressures that develop from the onset of undrained loading 

and up to liquefaction is unique (Simcock et al., 1983; Towhata & Ishihara, 1985; 

Figueroa et al., 1994; Yanagisawa & Sugano, 1994; Liang et al., 1995; Polito et al., 2013; 

Kokusho et al., 2015; Azeiteiro et al., 2016). This means that energy-based liquefaction 

criteria can successfully serve as an alternative to the traditional criteria described above. 

This appears promising given their advantage of being independent of the loading pattern 

applied and, hence, of the irregularity of the earthquake loading (Azeiteiro et al., 2016). 

More details on this are presented in Chapter 5. However, as aforementioned, the 

dissipated energy has been correlated so far with the excess pore water pressure ratio and 

therefore, cannot be used as an independent liquefaction criterion. Azeiteiro et al. (2016) 

also showed that such unique relationship did not appear in the energy-strain correlations 

considered (DA axial strain). 

A review of various liquefaction criteria under CTX conditions and for different effective 

confining stress levels is made in Figure 3-6 using the results of single element 

simulations on isotropically consolidated FRS with a relative density, Dr, of 40%. These 

are the 5% DA axial strain, as well as an ru of 0.85 and 0.95. An additional criterion, that 

of crossing of the Phase Transformation Line (PTL) (Ishihara et al., 1975), has also been 

introduced. The latter is believed to agree with that of Wijewickreme & Soysa (2016) as 

the presence of kinks in the stress-strain curves of undrained cyclic tests are a result of 

phase transformation and subsequent transient strain hardening response exhibited prior 

to the next shear reversal. The criterion used herein has been based on the first point of 

crossing the PTL after which the behaviour exhibits evident compliant characteristics on 

unloading.  

It should be noted that the CSR or CRR subsequently presented for FRS has been 

calculated based on the following relationships: 

 

 

{
 
 

 
 CSR =

q

2 ∙ p′0
   for CTX

CSR =  
τ

p′0
=

τ

(
1 + 2 ∙ K0

3 ) ∙ σ′v0

  for CSS
 

  3-3 
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where τ has been already defined, q is the triaxial deviatoric stress amplitude and K0 the 

earth pressure coefficient at-rest. The inclusion of K0 in the expression for CSS tests was 

introduced by Ishihara (1996) to normalise for the effects of different values of K0, as the 

cyclic strength established through element testing was found to increase with an increase 

in K0. 

It is evident that the various criteria result in relatively similar cyclic strengths in the 

simulations, with the ru of 0.85 and the PTL criteria providing a lower bound estimate. 

The latter agrees with observations of Wijewickreme & Soysa (2016) regarding their 

stress-strain criterion. Conversely, the 5% DA axial strain results in an upper bound 

solution for all CSR and mean effective stress levels under consideration. It should be 

emphasised that phase transformation cannot be used as a representative liquefaction 

criterion for substantially high relative densities. Ishihara (1985) demonstrated that for 

very dense states the PTL is crossed from the very early stages of loading, with initial 

liquefaction, defined by a state at which the peak pore pressure becomes momentarily 

equal to the initial effective confining stress, occurring at a much later stage of cyclic 

loading. 
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Figure 3-6: Simulation of cyclic strength of Fraser River Sand for different liquefaction criteria 

and for cyclic triaxial conditions for Dr = 40% - p′0 = 50, 100, 200 kPa 
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It is interesting to note that for the higher stress level of 200 kPa and for higher applied 

CSRs there is a bigger discrepancy between the PTL criterion and the other criteria, while 

the criterion for an ru of 0.85 now departs from the former and lies closer to the strain 

criterion and that of ru of 0.95. This departure of ru=0.85 towards the ru=0.95 criterion 

is a result of modelling insufficient compliance after phase transformation (PT) and load 

reversal. This is also highlighted in Chapter 4 for Nevada Sand, where stress locking can 

be so pronounced that it may not allow certain liquefaction criteria to be satisfied in stress-

controlled problems. It is likely that this limitation arises from the current coupling of the 

deviatoric component, f, and spherical part, fp, of the second-order fabric tensor F=fp 3⁄ ∙

I3 + 𝐟 through Equations 2-45 and 2-43, as well as Equation 2-44 for the fabric index H 

which controls their rate of development. Indeed, for the same relative density and for 

higher confining stresses, H attains smaller values for higher principal effective stresses, 

σ′1,0, and a smaller absolute value of the state parameter. As such, both fp and f develop 

at a slower rate compared to lower confining stresses. f is affected both directly through 

H and Equation 2-44, but also indirectly through Cf and Equations 2-43 and 2-45. This is 

particularly pronounced for large cyclic stresses as the dilatancy surface is crossed in the 

early stages of loading, meaning that the spherical part of fabric, fp, has not yet developed 

sufficiently to result in adequate compliance after phase transformation and load reversal 

through parameter Cf.  

Figure 3-7 presents the numerical CSR curves for FRS for a Dr of 40% and various 

confining stress levels under both CTX and CSS conditions for the PTL criterion. The 

latter, due to the formulation of the model, is not affected by such stress locking problems 

and, thus, provides a better means of comparison. Apart from the problem of stress 

locking, strains in the numerical simulations tend to present sudden jumps upon 

engagement of the secondary yield surface as a result of the behaviour modelled as 

perfectly plastic (see Chapter 2). This means that strains can increase from a value of 1% 

to as large as 20% within an increment, which could render the numerical CRR curves 

based on strain criteria not particularly reliable.   
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Figure 3-7: Simulation of cyclic strength of Fraser River Sand for Dr = 40% and p′0 levels of 

50, 100, 200 kPa (Phase Trasnformation criterion) – (a) cyclic triaxial and (b) cyclic simple 

shear conditions 

The individual points in Figure 3-7 for a given stress level have been approximated with 

a power law function, according to Equation 3-4, as is commonly done based on 

laboratory observations:  

  

 CRR = ACRR ∙ N
−BCRR    3-4 
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where parameter BCRR represents the slope of the relationship. Cyclic testing conducted 

on sands has shown that the cyclic strength tends to decrease as the vertical effective 

stress, σ′v0, or mean effective stress level after consolidation, p′0 , increases (Ishihara, 

1996). This highlights the dependence of the dilative or contractive behaviour of a sand 

on the confining stress (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). This has been investigated by a 

number of researchers in terms of the overburden correction factor, Κσ, first introduced 

by Seed (1983) and defined according to Equation 3-5: 

 

 
Kσ =

CRRp′0,20 cyc

CRRp′0=100,20 cyc
   3-5 

 

where CRRp′0,20cyc is the stress level required to induce liquefaction in 20 cycles at a given 

p′0  level and CRRp′0=100,20cyc  is the stress level required to induce liquefaction in 20 

cycles at a reference p′0  level of 100 kPa. Figure 3-8 shows the outcome of such 

experimental studies. Superimposed is also the semi-empirical trend from field CRR-

penetration resistance correlations by Idriss & Boulanger (2008). The maximum limit on 

the latter was imposed to fit the experimental data better (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). It 

becomes obvious that the effect of increasing confining stress on the cyclic strength 

depends largely on the type of soil tested (Ishihara, 1996). 

 

Figure 3-8: Laboratory and field data on the effect of the in-situ mean effective stress level on 

cyclic strength (Kσ) 
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In Figure 3-7 the effect of increasing mean effective stress level on the cyclic strength as 

reproduced by the BSPM model for FRS seems to be very small under both loading 

modes. Additionally, an opposite trend of increasing cyclic strength with increasing p′0 

level is occasionally noted, as also highlighted by Taborda (2011) for the numerical CRR 

curves of Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand and Nevada sand. However, the difference 

in the computed number of cycles is so small that can be neglected for practical purposes. 

Vaid & Thomas (1994) also showed a very mild effect of increasing  p′0 on the cyclic 

strength of FRS of a relative density of 40% (Figure 3-8).  

Figure 3-9 further compares the numerical CRR curves with available laboratory data for 

FRS at a nominal Dr of 40% (Thomas, 1992; Sriskandakumar, 2004). The minor influence 

of the confining stress level on the cyclic strength of FRS is further confirmed in these 

studies. However, a discrepancy is noted in the data from Sriskandakumar’s (2004) tests 

when compared with the Kσ trend of Figure 3-8, with results of tests under lower 

confining stresses plotting to the left. Sriskandakumar (2004) attributed these 

discrepancies to the simultaneous variation in both Dr and p′0 , as the actual relative 

density of the samples varied depending on the stress level after consolidation, from 38% 

at a p′0 of 30 kPa to 44% at a p′0 of 125 kPa.  

As first noted by Taborda (2011) for Nevada sand, what is of further interest is that the 

numerical CRR curves appear much steeper compared to the laboratory data. Based on 

the approximation defined in Equation 3-4, CRR is assumed to be proportional to 

1 NBCRR⁄ , meaning that a small decrease in the applied CRR will lead to a substantial 

increase in the number of cycles to liquefaction, particularly in the region of small CRR 

values (Seed et al., 1975). Boulanger & Idriss (2015) summarised the results of a number 

of experimental studies on undrained cyclic loading and showed that parameter BCRR can 

vary between about 0.1 to 0.5 for sands, generally increasing with relative density, Dr. 

The relative density was shown to be the most influential factor, although other 

parameters such as the loading mode, the liquefaction criterion, the sample preparation 

method, the post-consolidation stress and the plasticity of fines were also found to 

influence to some extent the slope and shape of the CRR curves (Boulanger & Idriss, 

2015). The numerical curves of FRS, however, exhibit slopes of 0.8 to 1.0, meaning that 

the cyclic strength is vastly underestimated for small amplitude cyclic solicitations, while 

at large CRRs an overestimation of liquefaction resistance is observed. The latter, 

however, given the low rate of change of cycles to liquefaction in this region, appears to 

be not so critical. 
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Figure 3-9: Simulation of cyclic strength of Fraser River Sand for Dr = 40% (Phase 

Transformation criterion) and comparison with laboratory cyclic triaxial and cyclic simple shear 

tests 

The above performance of the BSPM is attributed to the current formulation of the fabric 

index in the cyclic part of the model and parameters H0 and ζ (Equation 2-44) which 

currently control the number of cycles to phase transformation and, effectively, 

liquefaction in undrained loading. Figure 3-10 shows the regression performed to 

calibrate parameters H0 and ζ based on data for FRS (Klokidi, 2015) - the notation H0
* is 

used to distinguish the required value from the model parameter (Taborda, 2011). It can 

be seen that in its current form, different H0 and ζ values are required to accurately 

simulate different levels of applied solicitation. This in turn translates to a bias introduced 

in the computed cyclic strength, depending on the chosen model parameter values. As it 

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, other models which are based on the 
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framework of bounding surface plasticity that exist in the literature also suffer from 

similar limitations. 

 

Figure 3-10: Calibration of the fabric index parameters H0 and ζ for Fraser River Sand (after 

Klokidi, 2015) 

Given this limitation of the model with regard to the predicted cyclic strength, time-

histories of applied cyclic loading are computed at various depths across the modelled 

deposits. The procedure for this is explained in detail in section 3.5.3. These CSR time-

histories are used as a means to ensure that the underestimation of cyclic strength at small 

CRR levels does not govern the response in the vertical direction and, hence, does not 

dictate the findings of this study. 

3.4 Preliminary numerical investigation of liquefaction 

triggering through propagation of harmonic 

compressional pulses 

This section utilises harmonic excitations to demonstrate the possible physical 

mechanism of triggering liquefaction as a result of the combination of vertical 

propagation of compressional waves (P-waves) and resonance. An exhaustive discussion 

on the factors affecting this phenomenon is presented later, using real earthquake records.  

3.4.1 Modelled sand deposit and input ground motion 

To demonstrate the above mechanism, a hypothetical fully-saturated uniform 20 m deep 

level-ground soil deposit with the GWT at ground level, consisting of FRS of 40% relative 
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density is modelled in the subsequent analyses. The properties of FRS are presented in 

Table 3-2, while the deposit is shown schematically in Figure 3-11. The value of 

permeability was obtained from laboratory tests conducted at the University of British 

Columbia on FRS (Mehrabadi & Popescu, 2004). 

Table 3-2: Material properties for Fraser River Sand used in the study 

       Properties          Value 

𝐆𝐬: specific gravity of soil particles         2.720 

𝐞𝟎: initial void ratio         0.812 

𝛄𝐬𝐚𝐭: saturated bulk unit weight        19.120 kN/m3 

𝐊𝟎: earth pressure coefficient at rest         0.440 

𝐯: Poisson’s ratio         0.200 

𝐤: permeability         4.200x10-4 m/s 

 

 

Figure 3-11: Sand deposit used in FE analyses 

The maximum shear modulus, Gmax, is given by Equation 2-12  (Hardin, 1978), in which 

B is the elastic shear modulus constant and p′ref a reference pressure. As the P-wave 

velocity, VP , is governed by the bulk modulus of the pore water, Kw = 2.2×10
6 kPa 

(Equation 3-6), its average value across the deposit corresponds to 1604 m/s (Equation 

3-7). This results in a fundamental frequency, f1, for the compressional mode of 20.05 Hz 

(Equation 3-8 for Nm=1).  
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VP =
√M+

Kw
n

ρb
 

M =
2 ∙ G ∙ (1 − v)

(1 − 2 ∙ v)
 

  3-6 

 

 
Vave =

∑ Vi ∙ hii

∑ hii
   3-7 

 
fN =

Vave ∙ (2Nm − 1)

4H
   3-8 

 

In the above equations M, G and ρb are the constrained modulus, shear modulus and bulk 

density of the soil, respectively, ν the Poisson’s ratio, n the porosity of the soil, Vave is the 

average wave velocity (S- or P-wave) over the depth of the soil column H, hi and Vi are, 

respectively, the thickness and wave velocity of layer i, Nm is the vibration mode (Nm=1,2, 

…, Nm) and fN is the fundamental frequency of the deposit corresponding to the Nm
th 

vibration mode. 

Two different harmonic waves with a duration of 10 s are subsequently used to 

demonstrate resonance and sand liquefaction due to the vertical seismic component. 

While both have an amplitude of 0.6 m/s, their predominant frequency differs: the first 

one has a predominant frequency of 30 Hz (denoted as f30_A0.6) resulting in 

approximately 300 cycles, whereas that of the second one matches the fundamental 

frequency of the deposit, i.e. 20 Hz (denoted as f20_A0.6) resulting in 200 cycles. Both 

acceleration time-histories have been quadratically baseline corrected using the computer 

software SeismoSignal v5.0.0 (Seismosoft, 2014).  

3.4.2 Numerical procedure 

Non-linear elasto-plastic effective stress-based finite element analyses were carried out 

with the u-p hydro-mechanically coupled formulation of the Imperial College Finite 

Element Program (ICFEP, Potts & Zdravković, 1999; Kontoe, 2006). This is a simplified 

form of the complete u-p-w coupled consolidation FE formulation, in which, apart from 

the solid displacement, u, and the pore water pressure, p, the fluid velocity relative to the 
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solid, w, is an additional degree of freedom. The u-p formulation, however, if the 

acceleration of the pore fluid relative to the soil is neglected, was identified by 

Zienkiewicz et al. (1980) to be a valid alternative for problems involving frequencies 

found in common earthquake engineering applications. In these cases the effect of fluid 

acceleration relative to the solid skeleton as well as its convective terms were not found 

to be significant (Zienkiewicz & Shiomi, 1984). In particular, Zienkiewicz et al. (1980) 

derived a closed form solution of Biot’s consolidation equations (Biot, 1941; Biot, 1956) 

for the behaviour of a saturated isotropic linear elastic laterally infinite soil (porous) 

medium of constant permeability subjected to periodic dynamic solicitation. Based on 

this he derived the dimensionless parameters Π1 and Π2, as shown in Equations 3-9 and 

3-10. 

 

 

 
Π1 = (

2

(ρf ρb⁄ ) ∙ π
) ∙

k ∙ T

𝑔 ∙ T̂2
   3-9 

 

 

Π2 = π
2 ∙ (

T̂

T
)

2

 
  3-10 

 

where ρf and ρb are the density of the pore fluid and the solid, respectively, k the soil 

permeability, T the period of excitation, while Τ̂ is the natural period of the soil layer as 

defined by Zienkiewicz et al. (1980), according to Equation 3-11: 

 

 
T̂ =

2 ∙ H

Vave
   3-11 

 

Zienkiewicz et al. (1980) investigated a large number of combinations of  Π1 and Π2 

values to evaluate the boundaries of applicability of undrained and drained response, 

quasi-static consolidation, u-p approximation and the range of values where the full u-p-

w formulation is required for the solution of dynamic problems. Figure 3-12 shows the 
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various zones, where zone I corresponds to static consolidation (very slow events), zone 

II defines the margins for which the u-p approximation can be used, while zone III 

corresponds to high frequency events where the u-p-w formulation is required. The 

boundaries for undrained and drained response are also shown. It is noted that based on 

the studied scenario (i.e. the soil permeability and the characteristics of the ground 

motions and deposit used), the Π1 and Π2 values for f20_A0.6 and f30_A0.6 were found 

equal to 4.27E-3 and 2.46 for the former and 2.85E-3 and 5.52 for the latter, placing both 

cases on the undrained behaviour zone (Π1<10-2).  

 

Figure 3-12: Zones of validity of the various approximations (Figure 3, Zienkiewicz et al., 

1980) 

The mesh represents a soil column, assuming plane strain conditions, consisting of 200×1 

8-noded quadrilateral elements with pore water pressure degrees of freedom at the 4 

corner nodes (Figure 3-13). The dimensions of the elements are 0.1×0.1 m2, with the 

height chosen such that, considering the frequency content of the two motions, it satisfies 

the recommendations by Bathe (1996). The latter are defined according to Equation 3-12 

and are applicable to quadratic interpolation (i.e. to 6-noded triangular or 8-noded 

quadrilateral elements). In Equation 3-12, Δl  is the dimension of the element in the 

direction of wave propagation, while λ is the simulated wavelength equal to the ratio of 

the wave velocity of propagation over the frequency of the input motion under 

consideration, V/f. To ensure that the element dimension is adequate, the minimum 

wavelength value is evaluated through Equation 3-13, where Vmin is the minimum wave 

velocity in the deposit under consideration and fmax the maximum loading frequency of 
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the employed ground motion. For analyses considering propagation of both S- and P-

waves, as is done in most of this chapter, the shear-wave velocity provides the minimum 

possible wavelength, as stiffness in the shearing mode is smaller than the constrained soil 

modulus (see Equation 3-6). Additionally, as noted by Kontoe (2006), stiffness 

degradation can be significant in non-linear dynamic analyses. An equivalent linear 

analysis can give an indication of the degree of non-linearity expected. The resulting wave 

velocity, Vs,min,deg can then be obtained through Equation 3-14, where Gmax is the small 

strain shear modulus and Gtan,deg the degraded value as obtained through the equivalent 

linear analysis.  

 

 Δl ≤
λ

5
 ~
λ

4
   3-12 

 

 λmin =
Vmin
fmax

   3-13 

 

 
Vs,min,deg = √

Gtan,deg

Gmax
∙ Vs,min   3-14 

 

It should be noted that when modelling vertical propagation of compressional waves in a 

fully saturated sand deposit, the P-wave velocity is governed by the bulk stiffness of the 

water (Equation 3-6), which remains fairly constant. Despite this, in the present work, a 

conservative approach was adopted and it was assumed that the soil stiffness could be 

reduced to 20% of its maximum small-strain value. 

In terms of boundary conditions, in order to ensure one-dimensional soil response for 

level ground conditions, tied degrees of freedom are used at the lateral boundaries 

(Zienkiewicz et al., 1988). Additionally, horizontal displacements have been restricted at 

the bottom boundary of the mesh. In terms of the hydraulic regime, pore water pressure 

degrees of freedom of the same elevation are tied to be equal, the flow is restricted at the 

base of the mesh, while a precipitation boundary condition is prescribed at the top nodes 
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(Potts & Zdravković, 1999), therefore allowing drainage only through the ground surface. 

The precipitation boundary condition is a dual boundary condition in ICFEP which 

prescribes both an infiltration flow rate, as well as a pore pressure (Potts & Zdravković, 

1999). The first one ensures in this case that no flow takes place into the soil from the 

ground surface if pore water pressures at deeper depths become more tensile than the 

value prescribed at the precipitation boundary (i.e. ground surface). This is a common 

problem when modelling sands, which due to excessive plastic dilation, tend to generate 

negative excess pore water pressures. Conversely, the prescribed pore pressure boundary 

condition (i.e. zero pore water pressure change in this case) is activated as pore pressures 

at deeper levels become more compressive than the value defined at ground surface, 

enabling drainage through the ground surface. Finally, the input motion is applied 

incrementally as an acceleration time-history in the vertical direction to the nodes located 

on the bottom boundary.  

A modified Newton-Raphson scheme employing a sub-stepping stress point algorithm 

forms the basis of the non-linear solver (Potts & Zdravković, 1999). A time integration 

scheme is also required to evaluate the equation of motion step-by-step, by discretising 

both the load excitation as well as the response of the system into time increments Δt of 

small magnitude. The basic assumption is that the governing dynamic finite element 

equation is satisfied only at these Δt intervals, while the mode of variation of two of the 

three variables (i.e. displacement, velocity and acceleration) within the time step Δt is an 

additional assumption of the method. The unconditionally stable generalised α-method of 

Chung & Hulbert (1993), the superiority of which for S-wave propagation was shown by 

Kontoe (2006) and Kontoe et al. (2008) over other common schemes, is used in this study 

with a spectra radius at infinity, ρ∞ , of 0.818 (Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). 

Reference to the advantages of this time-integration scheme will be given in section 3.8, 

where its suitability in numerical problems of P-wave propagation is demonstrated. In 

terms of time-step, a value as small as 0.003 s was deemed essential to ensure accuracy 

given the characteristics of the deposit and input motions under consideration. A more 

detailed description of the selection of time-step to ensure numerical accuracy is 

presented in section 3.5.2. 
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Figure 3-13: Finite element mesh and boundary conditions used in FE analyses 

The mechanical behaviour of the sand is modelled using the two-surface BSPM described 

in Chapter 2 (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). The model parameters for Fraser 

River Sand have been presented in Table 3-1. 

3.4.3 Results of analyses 

Figure 3-14 shows the input and ground surface acceleration time-histories and Fourier 

Spectra for each of the two motions considered, while Figure 3-15 depicts the 

corresponding initial and final mean effective stress profiles along the 20 m deep deposit. 

Clearly, for f30_A0.6, as the amplitudes of the components of the input motion close to 

the fundamental frequency of the deposit (i.e. 20 Hz) are zero, the computed ground 

surface motion is very similar to the input one (Figure 3-14a). As a result, the response is 

elastic with no change in mean effective stresses (Figure 3-15a). Conversely, in the case 

of f20_A0.6, as the predominant frequency of the input motion coincides with the natural 

frequency of the system, resonance results in significant amplification towards the ground 

surface (Figure 3-14c and d), leading to the development of substantial deviatoric stresses 

and plastic strains. It is evident from Figure 3-15b that the seismic loading is now 
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sufficiently strong to trigger liquefaction throughout the whole depth, even though the 

deposit has been subjected only to vertical ground motion. 

 

Figure 3-14: Ground surface and input acceleration time-histories of (a) f30_A0.6, (c) f20_A0.6 

and ground surface and input Fourier spectra of (b) f30_A0.6 and (d) f20_A0.6 

 

Figure 3-15: Computed initial and final mean effective stress profiles during the strong motion  

3.5 Numerical investigation of sand liquefaction through 

vertical ground motion and bi-directional analyses using 

earthquake records  

In this section a numerical investigation of the role of the vertical seismic motion on sand 

liquefaction is undertaken using earthquake records. Notably, two input motions with 

substantially different frequency content are used as the base excitation in non-linear 
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elasto-plastic fully coupled finite element site response analyses. The effects of the 

frequency content, the depth of the deposit and the hydraulic regime are discussed. In 

addition to the vertical motion analyses, horizontal ground motion as well as bi-

directional analyses are undertaken to understand the role of the additional plasticity 

induced by the vertical ground motion on the overall soil’s response.  

3.5.1 Modelled sand deposit and input ground motions 

The hypothetical uniform fully-saturated FRS deposit used in the subsequent sections of 

this chapter has similar properties to those used in section 3.4 with the GWT at ground 

level. However, two different depths to bedrock were considered: a shallow deposit of 

40m depth and a deep one of 166m depth. As one of the main aims of this study is to 

investigate the influence of the input motion on the liquefaction resistance of sands, the 

depth of the deposit was chosen such that it maximizes this effect. Based on the assumed 

variation of the maximum shear modulus, Gmax, the average small-strain shear wave 

velocity, Vs, is 166 m/s for the 40 m deep deposit and approximately 239 m/s for the 166 

m deep deposit, in accordance with Equations 3-15 and 3-7. The compressional wave 

velocity is again mainly controlled by the bulk stiffness of the water (2.2x106 kPa – 

Equation 3-6) and as such, is fairly similar in both deposits: 1611 m/s for the former and 

1636 m/s for the latter. Given the above, the average non-degraded fundamental 

frequency of the 40 m deep FRS deposit, according to Equation 3-8, is 1.06 Hz and 10.3 

Hz for shear wave (S-wave) and compressional wave (P-wave) propagation, respectively. 

Similarly, the corresponding non-degraded fundamental frequencies for the 166m deep 

deposit take average values of 0.36 Hz and 2.46 Hz.  

 

 
Vs = √

Gmax
ρb

   3-15 

 

In order to investigate the effect of the input motion on liquefaction occurrence, two 

ground motions of profoundly different frequency content were used in the study. The 

first one is the outcrop motion registered during the 22nd February 2011 seismic event in 

Christchurch, New Zealand, characterised by a moment magnitude of Mw 6.2. The motion 

was obtained from the Geonet database of geological hazards in New Zealand (GNS, 

2014) and was recorded in the Lyttelton Port Company (LPCC) SMS, located 10 km 
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south-east of the city of Christchurch. The area is believed to be underlain by a volcanic 

rock outcrop, although, as it lies in private land, the exact surface stratigraphy is unknown 

(Van Houtte et al., 2012). Despite these uncertainties, as this forms a theoretical study, 

the recorded LPCC motion was considered appropriate for the purposes of this 

investigation. 

The second motion utilised was supplied by the Institute of Earth Science, Taiwan, and 

was recorded during the 20th May 1986 Lotung, Taiwan, seismic event with an estimated 

local magnitude of ML 6.5 (Elgamal et al., 1995). The motion was recorded at 47 m depth 

in a downhole array.  

The acceleration time-histories as well as the Fourier spectra of the horizontal and vertical 

components of the two ground motions are shown in Figure 3-16. Baseline correction has 

been carried out for all four recordings (Seismosoft, 2014), as shown in Figures 3-17 and 

3-18. The Christchurch event is characterised by a peak horizontal (PHA) and a peak 

vertical (PVA) acceleration of 0.87g and 0.4g, respectively, with a ratio, PVA/PHA, of 

0.45. The corresponding values for the Lotung event are 0.1g and 0.03g, resulting in a 

ratio of 0.3, however, in order to isolate the impact of the frequency content, both 

components of the Lotung event were scaled up, so that its PHA and PVA matched those 

of the Christchurch event.  

As shown in the Fourier spectra in Figure 3-16 the amplitudes of the scaled up Lotung 

components are larger, but are distributed within a very narrow band of frequencies 

compared to the Christchurch components. The latter exhibit significant amplitudes up to 

about 20 Hz. This difference can also be clearly seen from the mean periods, Tm, of the 

two events: 0.23 s for the Christchurch event, compared to 1.07 s for the Lotung event. 

The value of Tm is based on Equation 3-16 by Rathje et al. (2004):  

 

 

                Tm =
Σi ∙ Ci

2 ∙ (
1
fi
)

Σi ∙ Ci
2  

              for 0.25 Hz ≤ fi ≤ 20 Hz and Δf ≤ 0.05 Hz 

  3-16 

 

where Ci are the coefficients of the Fourier amplitude and fi and Δf are the frequencies 

and the frequency step, respectively, in the fast Fourier transform. 
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Figure 3-16: Acceleration time-histories and Fourier spectra of input ground motions – (a) 

horizontal components (S80W and NS) and (b) vertical components (UP) 

 

Figure 3-17: Linear baseline correction of the horizontal (S80W) and vertical (UP) components 

of the Christchurch seismic event (Seismosoft, 2014) 

 

Figure 3-18: Quadratic baseline correction of the scaled-up horizontal (NS) and vertical (UP) 

components of the Lotung seismic event (Seismosoft, 2014) 

3.5.2 Numerical procedure 

A similar numerical procedure to the one described in section 3.4.2 is followed in the 

subsequent FE analyses. As stiffness degradation can be significant in liquefaction 

problems, an estimation of the degree of non-linearity was obtained through preliminary 
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equivalent linear analyses using the frequency domain software EERA (Bardet et al., 

2000) based on the ground motions and soil properties under consideration. The latter 

involve the shear velocity profile across the deposit, as well as representative shear 

stiffness degradation and damping variation curves, for which empirical curves found in 

the literature can be utilised. The mean values of the coefficients of the statistically robust 

empirical curves of Darendeli (2001), which were derived from resonant column and 

torsional shear testing and covering a range of soil types (sands, silts and clays), plasticity 

indices (PI=0 - 132%) and mean effective stress levels (p′0=30.4 – 2756.0 kPa) were 

utilised. Moreover, an additional reduction in stiffness arising from the expected 

generation of excess pore water pressures and consequent reduction in mean effective 

stress was considered. A value as low as 20% of the original small strain value was shown 

to be generally adequate, resulting in an element dimension of 0.25x0.25 m2 for the 

maximum loading frequencies under consideration (Bathe, 1996). As such, the mesh 

represents a soil column, consisting of either 160x1 (40 m deep deposit) or 664x1 (166 m 

deep deposit) 8-noded quadrilateral elements. It should be noted that for the horizontal or 

vertical motion dynamic analyses the displacements are restricted at the base of the mesh 

in the vertical or horizontal direction, respectively, while no restriction is imposed for bi-

directional dynamic analyses. Similarly, the input motion is applied incrementally at the 

base of the mesh in the horizontal or/and vertical direction.   

The generalised α-method of Chung & Hulbert (1993) is used as the time-integration 

scheme (Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). However, unlike in the analyses reported in 

the previous section, a spectral radius of 0.99 is employed, rather than 0.818. The use of 

such a value was dictated by instability problems that were encountered when modelling 

variable permeability (section 3.5.5). This is believed to stem from the particular coupled 

dynamic finite element formulation after application of the CH method, shown in 

Equation 3-17 in tension positive sign convention (Kontoe, 2006; Han, 2014): 
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[
 
 
 
 (
1 − am
βdynΔt

2) [M] + (
(1 − af)γdyn

βdynΔt
) [C] + (1 − af)[K]           (1 − af)[L]
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βdynΔt
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γdyn
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1

βdynΔt
{ḋtk} +

1
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{d̈tk})

+ {ΔF}tk 

3-17 

 

In this, [M] is the global mass matrix, [C] the global damping matrix, [K] the global 

stiffness matrix, [L] the coupling matrix, [G] a matrix related to the permeability k which 

represents the impact of the inertia of the solid particles on the pore water pressure, 

[Φ] and [n] are matrices related to the soil permeability arising from the application of 

the consolidation FE equation and Darcy’s law for the pore fluid seepage velocity, [S] is 

a matrix accounting for the effect of the porosity of the soil, n, and the bulk modulus of 

the pore fluid, Kw, on the pore pressures, [Q]  represents a sink or source (outflow 

positive), {Δd} is the incremental nodal displacement vector, {Δp} is the incremental pore 

water pressure vector, ΔR̅ and {ΔR}tk are the incremental right hand side load vector and 

the out-of-balance forces at the previous time increment, respectively, while ΔF̅ and 

{ΔF}tk  are similarly the incremental right hand side flow vector and the out-of-balance 

flow at the previous time increment, respectively. Additionally, Δt is the time increment, 

βt is the integration parameter of the time marching scheme for solving the integrals in 

the consolidation equation (in essence βt controls how the pore pressure variation within 

the increment is taken into account during integration and takes values between 0 and 1). 

Finally, am, af, βdyn and γdyn are the integration parameters of the CH time integration 

scheme. For more details of the FE theory and the dynamic formulation using the CH 

method the reader should refer to Potts & Zdravković (1999), Kontoe (2006) and Han 

(2014), as this is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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A particular characteristic of the CH method is that the various terms are evaluated at 

different instants within the time increment, Δt (i.e. the acceleration term is evaluated at 

tk+1−am, whereas the velocity, displacement and pore pressure are evaluated at tk+1−af 

(Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). It is noted in Equation 3-17 that the [G] matrix is 

evaluated at different time instants on the left and right hand sides of the equation. During 

a variable permeability analysis, the permeability can vary within the time increment, 

meaning that the [G] matrix will obtain different values on the two sides of the equation. 

If this difference becomes particularly big, e.g. due to a rapid variation of the permeability 

within the time increment, it could lead to numerical instabilities. Han (2014) and Han et 

al. (2015) studied the stability of the CH scheme for the two-phase formulation, though 

the terms multiplied by the [G] matrix were neglected. This was done on the basis of 

Chan’s (1988) argument that, for the frequency range within which the u-p formulation 

is valid, its influence on the dynamic response is not significant (Han, 2014). However, 

for the problem analysed at present, which concerns the vertical ground motion, it was 

found that neglecting this matrix affected the results in terms of the computed excess pore 

water pressure generation during dynamic loading. As the problem under investigation 

involves nearly undrained conditions due to the short duration of the applied loading, the 

inclusion of the [G] matrix is theoretically more sound.  

The variations of spectral radius, as well as of the two numerical errors controlling the 

accuracy of the algorithm, i.e. amplitude decay (AD) and period elongation, for ρ∞ values 

of 0.818 and 0.99 are shown in Figure 3-19, where T′1 is the computed natural period of 

the structure and T1 the actual natural period (Kontoe, 2006). These plots are based on 

the analysis of Hughes (1983), among others, for the free vibration of a linear elastic 

single degree of freedom system (SDOF) and can be qualitatively used to interpret the 

numerical performance of the CH time-integration scheme using two different sets of 

parameters. Based on the previous remarks, the choice of spectral radius was led by a 

requirement of am = af, such that all terms in Equation 3-17 are evaluated at the same 

instant of time. As such, numerical parameters equal to βdyn=0.3025, γdyn=0.506, am=0.35 

and af=0.35 were chosen to result in the variation shown in Figure 3-19 and a ρ∞ of 0.99. 

This particular choice of numerical parameters ensures that unconditional stability is 

retained, however, it does not satisfy second order accuracy and optimum dissipation of 

the higher frequency modes, as it can be seen in Figure 3-19b (Kontoe, 2006; Han, 2014). 

A spectral radius at high frequencies close to unity was chosen so that for the time-step 

selected the computed response is not overdamped. 
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Figure 3-19: (a) Spectral radii (b) amplitude decay (AD) and (c) period elongation variation for 

CH with a ρ∞ of 0.818 and of 0.99 

It should be noted that variable permeability analyses that showed such instabilities were 

attempted to be re-started from the stage immediately prior to the occurrence of unstable 

response using a constant higher permeability (equal to the maximum value used in the 

variable permeability analyses or higher). When re-starting with a constant permeability, 

these analyses showed no instabilities. This corroborates the suggestion that the source of 

this problem is the rapid variation of permeability within the time increment rather than 

the use of a very high value, which according to Zienkiewicz et al. (1980), would render 

the u-p formulation invalid for the analysed case. Therefore, it can be concluded that for 

the sand permeability, deposit and ground motions under consideration the u-p 

formulation is valid, despite the use of the higher frequency vertical ground motion. 

Additionally, analyses with the CH scheme and numerical parameters introducing higher 

numerical damping (ρ∞ of 0.6 and 0.42) were also attempted. However, this did not appear 

to remediate the problem. Finally, analyses using a dissipative scheme of the Newmark 

family (Newmark, 1959) with a ρ∞ of 0.818 (subsequently denoted as NMK2) did not 

show any instabilities. This provided further evidence that the source of instabilities has 

been correctly identified, since in the Newmark scheme all degrees of freedom and their 

convective terms are evaluated at the same time instant. 

In terms of time-step, as the CH scheme is unconditionally stable, this was selected solely 

based on accuracy considerations, as the smaller value of one tenth of the following 

quantities: 

(i) the natural period of the deposit, resulting in a Δt of 0.094 s and 0.01 s for the 

40 m deep deposit and 0.28 s and 0.041 s for the 166 m deep deposit for the 

shear and compressional mode, respectively  
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(ii) the period corresponding to the maximum significant frequency of the input 

excitation expected to excite higher modes of the system, as obtained from the 

Fourier Spectrum shown in Figure 3-16, resulting in Δt=0.0033 s and Δt=0.01 

s for the Christchurch and Lotung motions, respectively 

As such, a time step of Δt=0.01 s was found to be adequate for the Lotung components, 

whereas in the case of the Christchurch event, due to the wider frequency range, Δt had 

to be reduced to a value of 0.003 s. 

3.5.3 Effect of frequency content of input motion 

To investigate the effect of the frequency content of the input motion when P-waves 

propagate through a level ground saturated deposit, a suite of three analyses were 

conducted for each seismic event: one models the horizontal component only, one 

simulates the vertical one and one is bi-directional considering the combined effect of 

both components on liquefaction resistance. All six analyses are first carried out for the 

40 m deep FRS deposit.  

Figures 3-20a and 3-20b show the mean effective stress ratio, rp, time-histories for the 

three analyses of the Lotung and Christchurch seismic event, respectively. The mean 

effective stress ratio is defined according to Equation 3-18:  

 

 
 rp =

Δp′

p′0
   3-18 

 

where Δp′is the change in mean effective stress since the start of the analysis and p′0 is 

the mean effective stress level after consolidation, prior to the application of the dynamic 

loading. This is introduced to replace the commonly used excess pore water pressure ratio, 

ru. The latter is not applicable to loading conditions involving vertical motion as in this 

case there are substantial changes in total stress which are transmitted directly to the water 

phase, leading to values of Δu many times larger than σ′v0, even for situations where 

liquefaction does not take place. The expression in Equation 3-18 considers only effective 

stress changes and is therefore unaffected by such total stress variations. rpvalues greater 

than about 0.9 are used in this study to identify the occurrence of liquefaction, with a 

value of unity corresponding to complete loss of soil’s strength, similarly to ru (initial 
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liquefaction (Ishihara, 1996)). Figure 3-21 shows the difference between the computed 

ru and  rp profiles across the 40 m deep deposit at various time instants during the strong 

motion for the Christchurch horizontal component analysis, while Figure 3-22 compares 

the corresponding time-histories at mid-depth: in these,  rp  appears to attain slightly 

smaller values compared to ru.  As field conditions are modelled meaning that a 

displacement-controlled, rather than a stress-controlled problem as it is often done in the 

laboratory, is analysed, the effective stress path moves towards the origin of stress space.  

This results in an increase of the earth pressure coefficient at-rest, K0, towards the 

isotropic state, which is believed to be the reason behind the difference observed. 

However, this difference is minor and, as such,  rp can be used to aid the interpretation of 

the analyses without qualitatively changing the conclusions. As aforemtioned, total stress 

changes during vertical motion analyses result in ru values larger than unity and, as such, 

no comparison of the evolution of ru and  rp for the vertical motion analyses is presented. 

The rp time-histories at 10m intervals shown in Figure 3-20a clearly demonstrate that the 

scaled horizontal component of the Lotung event (denoted as LH) is sufficiently strong 

to induce significant non-linearity and liquefaction for the full depth of the 40 m deep 

FRS deposit. Liquefaction is inferred by the progressive increase of the mean effective 

stress ratio towards a value of 1.0. Conversely, the scaled vertical component (denoted as 

LV), despite its significant amplitude, does not result in any permanent changes to the 

mean effective stresses, only in high frequency oscillations due to total stress changes, in 

agreement with the findings of previous studies. As a result, the response of the deposit 

to bi-directional loading (denoted as LHV) is practically identical to that obtained when 

only the horizontal component is applied. 
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Figure 3-20: Mean effective stress ratio (rp) time-histories for the (a) Lotung and (b) 

Christchurch seismic event during the strong motion 

Similarly, Figure 3-20b shows that the horizontal component of the Christchurch event 

(denoted as CH) results in liquefaction of the whole depth of the deposit. Contrary to the 

Lotung case, however, when the Christchurch vertical component is applied on its own 

(denoted as CV), significant plasticity is observed, resulting in the liquefaction of the 

whole deposit. High frequency oscillations are still present in the mean effective stress 

ratio time-histories, but are now accompanied by the development of residual pore water 

pressures, as rp increases gradually towards a value of 1.0. As anticipated, when the two 

components are combined in the analysis (denoted as CHV) liquefaction down to 40 m 

depth is also predicted. It should be noted that in this case, despite the considerable 

additional plasticity due to the inclusion of the vertical motion (CV), loss of strength in 

the bi-directional analysis (CHV) takes place only marginally earlier than observed in the 
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horizontal motion analysis (CH). This can be explained considering that the strong part 

of the motion for both components takes place at relatively similar time instants, with the 

peak cycle of the vertical excitation marginally preceding that of the horizontal motion.  

 

Figure 3-21: Comparison of the computed excess pore water pressure ratio (ru) and mean 

effective stress ratio (rp) profiles at various time instants during the dynamic part for the 

horizontal component analysis of the Christchurch seismic event (CH) 

 

Figure 3-22: Comparison of the computed excess pore water pressure ratio (ru) and mean 

effective stress ratio (rp) time-histories at 20 m depth for the horizontal component analysis of 

the Christchurch seismic event (CH) 

It is noted that field evidence of liquefaction occurrence at 40 m depth do not exist, 

however, this is mainly attributed to the scarcity of pore water pressure measurements 

with depth during major seismic events. Additionally, the predicted depth of liquefaction 

for CH as well as LH agrees well with empirical calculations of the factor of safety against 

liquefaction (FSL<1). The latter was calculated based on the procedure described in Idriss 

& Boulanger (2008).  In this, the computation of CSR and CRR with depth considering 

clean sand, an Mw 7.5 magnitude earthquake and an overburden reference stress level of 

σ′v0 of 1 atm (101.325 kPa) is done according to Equations 3-19 to 3-28: 
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 CRRM=7.5,σ′v0=1

= exp (
(N1)60CS
14.1

+ (
(N1)60CS
126

)
2

− (
(N1)60CS
23.6

)
3

+ (
(N1)60CS
25.4

)
4

− 2.8)

≤ 2 

  3-19 

  (N1)60CS = Dr
2 ∙ 55   3-20 

   rd = exp (a(z) + b(z) ∙ Mw)   3-21 

 a(z) = −1.012 − 1.126 ∙ sin (
z

11.73
+ 5.133)   3-22 

 β(z) = 0.106 + 0.118 ∙ sin (
z

11.28
+ 5.142)   3-23 

 
MSF =

CRRM
CRRM=7.5

= 6.9 ∙ exp (
−𝑀𝑤

4
) − 0.058 ≤ 1.8   3-24 

 
CSRM=7.5,σ′v0=1 = CSRM,σ′v0 ∙

1

MSF
∙
1

Kσ

= 0.65 ∙
τmax
σ′v0

∙
1

MSF
∙
1

Kσ
=

= 0.65 ∙
amax
𝑔

∙
σv0
σ′v0

∙ rd ∙
1

MSF
∙
1

Kσ
 

  3-25 

 
Kσ = 1 − Cσ ∙ ln

σ′v0
Pα

≤ 1.1   3-26 

 
Cσ =

1

18.9 − 2.55 ∙ √(N1)60CS
≤ 0.3   3-27 

 
FSL =

CRRM=7.5,σ′v0=1
CSRM=7.5,σ′v0=1

   3-28 

 

where (N1)60CS  is the standard penetration resistance for clean sand normalised for 

overburden pressure, energy ratio, borehole diameter, rod length and sampling method, rd 
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is the shear stress reduction coefficient to account for the soil being non-rigid, z is depth 

in m, MSF is the magnitude scaling factor, amax is the maximum ground surface 

acceleration and Pa the atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa). It should be noted that the 

value of 55 in Equation 3-20 was based on normally consolidated natural sands (Idriss & 

Boulanger, 2008). As Equations 3-21 to 3-23 should not be used for depths greater than 

20 m (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008), the maximum shear stress, τmax, applied for the 

calculation of CSR in Equation 3-25 was obtained directly from equivalent drained FE 

analyses rather than using the empirical expression (i.e. τmax = amax ∙ σv0 ∙ rd 𝑔⁄ ). The 

equivalent drained FE analyses were characterised by the same conditions as those of the 

coupled FE analyses and were performed as common practice is to calculate τmax in CSR 

from the maximum amplitude of the ground surface acceleration time-history that shows 

no signs of liquefaction (Youd et al., 2001). As such, by carrying out drained analyses, no 

reduction in stresses takes place due to excess pore pressure development. Comparisons 

of the computed τmax from the FE analyses with the empirical expression at depths smaller 

than 20 m showed the latter to generally provide conservative estimations. 

It is further interesting to note that, despite element testing showing a decrease in cyclic 

strength with increasing effective confining stress level (factor Κσ, Ishihara (1996)), 

centrifuge tests on sands have shown that the propagation of the liquefaction front takes 

place from the ground surface downwards (Coelho, 2007). This is because liquefaction 

of the more dilative states closer to the surface in the field is aided by the continuous 

supply of water from the deeper layers, contradicting the results of undrained cyclic 

element testing (Coelho, 2007). However, contrary to the Lotung horizontal component, 

the liquefaction front in the case of the analysis CH does not progress in such a manner 

with depth (see Figure 3-20). This could be partly attributed to the distribution of cyclic 

stress ratio within the deposit. This, as shown in Figure 3-23, is very uniform, unlike the 

Lotung case where a substantial decrease is noted across the profile. This uniform trend 

with depth could potentially allow for the soil’s response to govern the triggering of 

liquefaction (i.e. lower liquefaction resistance with increasing mean effective stress after 

consolidation, p′0).  The equivalent cyclic stress ratio in Figure 3-23 has been calculated 

based on Equation 3-29: 

 

 
CSR = (

τeq

σ′v0
)
20

=
1

C2
∙
τmax
σ′v0

   3-29 
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where the maximum shear stress at various depths, τmax, can be  obtained from drained 

FE analyses, as previously explained.  C2 in the above equation is the irregularity factor 

for which Ishihara & Nagase (1988) found a relative density dependency (Ishihara, 1996). 

For a Dr of 40% C2 takes a value of 1.8, resulting in a reduction factor of 0.556. The 

subscript ‘20’ in Equation 3-29 denotes the equivalent uniform amplitude loading that in 

20 cycles would have the same effect in terms of liquefaction as if the irregular loading 

time-history had been applied (Ishihara, 1996). 

 

Figure 3-23: Computed cyclic stress ratio distribution with depth from drained FE analyses of 

the horizontal component of the Christchurch (CH) and the Lotung (LH) seismic events 

It should be noted that, given the small static permeability used, which is kept constant 

during the analysis, any flow of water upwards is limited, thus prohibiting earlier 

liquefaction of the surficial layers. The predictions of an analysis using variable 

permeability, which will be presented in section 3.5.5, showed an improved trend, 

corroborating the above assumption. 

In order to further investigate the physical mechanism underlying the above findings, the 

ground surface Fourier and response spectra (spectral acceleration, SA), as well as the 

ground surface acceleration time-histories for each analysis are compared to those 

corresponding to the input motions in Figures 3-24 to 3-27. All response spectra in this 

study have been calculated for 5% damping of the SDOF system. Prior to calculating the 

Fourier and response spectra, filtering of the computed acceleration time-histories was 

carried out using the computer software SeismoSignal v5.0.0 (Seismosoft, 2014). The 

default settings of a Butterworth filter type with a bandpass configuration were used with 
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limit frequencies of 30 Hz for the Christchurch computed motions and 15 and 30 Hz for 

the Lotung horizontal and vertical acceleration time-histories, respectively.  

As expected, the ground surface response of the horizontal motion of the Lotung and 

Christchurch events shows de-amplification due to the occurrence of liquefaction. This is 

clearly evident in the overall reduction in the amplitudes in the computed ground surface 

spectra compared to the input ones (Figure 3-24). In fact, in the case of the bi-directional 

analysis for the Christchurch event the additional plasticity due to the vertical motion 

results in more de-amplification compared to the predictions of the horizontal motion 

analysis only (Figure 3-24b). The spectra of the bi-directional analysis for the Lotung 

case (LHV) were identical to those of the horizontal component analysis only (LH) and, 

thus, are not shown for clarity. The reduction in material stiffness due to the non-linear 

soil response manifests itself as period elongation, shown in the acceleration time-

histories. The attenuation of high frequencies is particularly evident for both the Lotung 

and Christchurch horizontal components after about 5 s of strong motion duration (Figure 

3-25).  

 

Figure 3-24: Computed Fourier and response spectra of (a) the Lotung and (b) the Christchurch 

horizontal components from uni-directional (H) and bi-directional (HV) analyses 
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Figure 3-25: Computed ground surface acceleration time-histories for the horizontal component 

analysis of (a) the Lotung and (b) the Christchurch seismic event 

Contrary to the soil response in the horizontal plane, the stiffness of the deposit in the 

vertical direction is governed by the bulk modulus of the water which shows no hysteresis. 

Therefore an amplification at the fundamental frequency of the deposit for P-waves, 

corresponding to about 10 Hz, is expected to take place, as suggested by downhole array 

field records of vertical motion amplification in liquefiable sites (Yang & Sato, 2000; 

Yang et al., 2002). For the Lotung vertical motion the absence of significant input 

components at about 10 Hz, as shown in Figure 3-26a, results in a rather small 

amplification of the motion towards the ground surface, with the predicted ground surface 

acceleration time-history being fairly similar to the input one (Figure 3-27a). 

Converesely, in the case of the Christchurch seismic event, the presence of significant 

input components close to 10 Hz, where the fundamental frequency of the deposit lies 

(Figure 3-26b), and the consequent amplification of these components by the deposit, due 

to resonance, leads to the development of high acceleration amplitudes at ground surface 

(Figure 3-27b).  
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Figure 3-26: Computed Fourier and response spectra of (a) the Lotung and (b) the Christchurch 

vertical component from uni-directional (V) and bi-directional (HV) analyses 

 

Figure 3-27: Computed ground surface acceleration time-histories for the vertical component 

analysis of (a) the Lotung and (b) the Christchurch seismic event 

It should be noted that ground surface motion amplitudes for the CV analysis remain high 

even after the end of the strong motion duration at about 10 s, resembling a free vibration 

(Figure 3-27b). This indicates the small levels of damping due to the non-hysteretic 

behaviour of the water phase. The low values of material damping were confirmed by 

matching the peak of the transfer function (TF) of the vertical motion analysis to the 

analytical TF for the steady state solution of a harmonic wave propagating through a 

visco-elastic soil layer over rigid rock (Kramer, 1996), as shown in Figure 3-28. For this, 

a damping ratio as small as 0.4% had to be used, proving the original hypothesis. Note 

that the TF is defined in this study as the ratio between the ground surface Fourier 

spectrum and the input one.  
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Figure 3-28: Comparison of the computed transfer function for the Christchurch vertical 

component analysis of the 40m deep FRS deposit (CV_40) and the analytical transfer function 

for the steady-state solution of the propagation of a harmonic wave through visco-elastic soil 

overlying rigid bedrock 

The observations made earlier can also be clearly seen when analysing the effective stress 

paths in mean effective stress – deviatoric stress space for the 6 analyses. These have been 

plotted in Figures 3-29 and 3-30 at depths of 10m and 30 m. In accordance with the 

previous findings, the horizontal motion analyses for both seismic events result in a 

gradual reduction in the effective stresses in the deposit as the development of excess 

pore water pressures progresses, with the stress path moving towards the origin of space 

and the isotropic axis. As anticipated, the vertical motion of the Lotung seismic event 

results in a completely linear elastic response, with the bi-directional analysis’ predictions 

being almost identical to those of the horizontal motion analysis. 
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Figure 3-29: Computed effective stress paths in mean effective – deviatoric stress space for the 

Lotung seismic event (10 m & 30 m depth) 

Conversely, in the case of the Christchurch vertical component analysis, due to resonance, 

the loading is sufficiently strong to induce significant changes in the direct effective 

stresses. As the model is formulated in the generalised stress space and compressible pore 

fluid is assumed, the above leads to the development of significant deviatoric stresses 

which result in plastic strains and, therefore, in an increase in pore water pressures. Due 

to the assumption of compressible pore fluid, high frequency oscillations are also evident 

in the effective stress path of the vertical motion analysis. Re-consolidation was also 

modelled for the Christchurch seismic component analyses (i.e. CH, CV, CHV) by 

allowing sufficient time after the end of the dynamic loading until the excess pore water 

pressures had fully dissipated. The total modelled co-seismic and consolidation duration 
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was equal to 2000 s.  The re-consolidation paths can also be seen in Figure 3-30, following 

an almost constant stress ratio, η, line (Taborda, 2011). 

 

Figure 3-30: Computed effective stress paths in mean effective – deviatoric stress space for the 

Christchurch seismic event at 10 m & 30 m depth – ‘d’ stands for the dynamic part and ‘c’ for 

re-consolidation 

Finally, it is interesting to investigate whether the previous observations could also be 

justified in terms of cyclic stress ratio (CSR) time-histories at various depths in the deposit 

for the vertical motion analyses, particularly given the observed computed 

underestimation of cyclic strength by the model at small CSR levels, as noted in section 

3.3. The CSR time-histories have been calculated on the basis of the CSR definition for 

cyclic triaxial tests, as given by Equation 3-30 (Ishihara, 1996): 
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   CSR =
qamp

2 ∙ p′0
 

  3-30 

 

 

The triaxial deviatoric stress was obtained from time-histories of vertical and horizontal 

normal effective stresses in the deposit, as: 

 

 q = σ′v − σ′h   3-31 

 

Based on the obtained time-history, the deviatoric stress amplitude, qamp, in Equation 

3-30 was defined as half the range of the triaxial deviatoric stress between two 

consecutive reversals, (qrevi − qrevi+1) 2⁄ . As aforementioned, when considering the 

propagation of shear waves in a deposit, it is common practice to calculate CSR from the 

maximum amplitude of the ground surface acceleration time-history that shows no signs 

of liquefaction (Youd et al., 2001). Nevertheless, in the case of P-wave propagation the 

assumption regarding the hydraulic phase has significant implications on the natural 

frequencies of the system, since the drained response is controlled by the soil stiffness 

which is usually significantly different from that of the fluid. Therefore the CSR was 

calculated from the coupled hydro-mechanical analyses. Consequently any development 

of excess pore water pressures will result in a reduction in the calculated CSR which 

would not have been seen had the analysis been drained. 

Figure 3-31a shows the cyclic stress ratio time-histories for the Lotung vertical 

component analysis. As expected, the CSR values are very small for the whole depth of 

the deposit, justifying the linear elastic response previously seen. Conversely, the cyclic 

stress ratio amplitudes that develop in the case of the Christchurch vertical component 

analysis, as shown in Figure 3-31b, are significantly higher, taking values up to almost 

0.2. Based on the cyclic strength curves for FRS as obtained from direct simple shear tests 

by Sriskandakumer (2004), as well as the numerical cyclic strength curves as established 

by Klokidi (2015), these values of CSR are sufficiently large to induce plastic response 

and liquefaction. It is also worth noting that the distribution of CSR amplitudes with depth 

exhibits an increasing trend with deeper levels. This could justify the observed pattern in 
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the progression of the liquefaction front in the Christchurch vertical motion analysis, 

which does not initiate from the top of the deposit (Figure 3-20). 

 

Figure 3-31: Time-histories of computed cyclic stress ratio for the vertical component of (a) the 

Lotung and (b) the Christchurch seismic event 

To ensure that the observed trend is not influenced by the constitutive model, a linear 

elastic hydro-mechanical coupled finite element analysis with ICFEP was carried out for 

the Christchurch vertical component using the same mesh and boundary conditions. Since 

for the vertical motion the response is governed by the bulk stiffness of the water and no 

non-linearity is observed, the response in terms of amplification can readily be obtained 

from a simple linear elastic analysis. A constitutive model which allows for a spatial 

variation of the shear modulus and the bulk modulus was used to simulate the initial 

stiffness profile in the 40 m deep FRS deposit (Potts & Zdravković, 1999). For simplicity, 

due to the large amplification resulting from the almost complete absence of hysteresis, 

no Rayleigh damping was used in the analysis. The results are shown in Figure 3-32, 

confirming the previously seen trend of increasing CSR with increasing depth in the 

deposit. 

 

Figure 3-32: Time-histories of computed cyclic stress ratio for the vertical component of the 

Christchurch seismic event in linear elastic FE analysis 
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3.5.4 Effect of depth of sand deposit 

To further test the hypothesis of resonance in the case of the vertical seismic motion and 

sand liquefaction, the analysis with the Lotung vertical component was repeated for a 

deeper deposit of 166m depth. This was done to shift the natural frequency of the deposit 

from a value of 10.3 Hz to 2.46 Hz and hence, to a region where significant components 

in the Lotung vertical component exist (Figure 3-16b).  

As expected, resonance now takes place and the input components at about 2.5 Hz are 

amplified significantly towards the ground surface (Figure 3-33a), leading to the 

development of significant cyclic stress ratios for the whole depth of the deposit, as shown 

in Figure 3-33b.  

 

Figure 3-33: (a) Computed ground surface Fourier spectrum and (b) time-histories of cyclic 

stress ratio for the vertical component of the Lotung seismic event – 166m deep FRS deposit 

(LV_166) 

Figure 3-34 shows the mean effective stress ratio time-histories at various depths in the 

166 m deep FRS deposit. Similar to the patterns observed for the 40 m deep deposit 

subjected to the Christchurch vertical motion, plasticity develops throughout the entire 

depth, while an examination of rp profiles indicates liquefaction occurring down to about 

110 m depth.  

Two more analyses with the 166 m deep FRS deposit were carried out and are presented 

in Figure 3-34: one with the Lotung horizontal component (LH) and one bi-directional 

(LHV). Again, the horizontal motion induces non-linearity, with the liquefaction zone, as 

inferred from examination of rp profiles, reaching a depth of about 150 m. It is interesting 

to note that in this case, the additional plasticity due to the vertical motion in the 166 m 

deep deposit results in earlier liquefaction triggering when the two components are 

combined in the analysis (LHV), as compared to the predictions of the horizontal motion 

only (LH). The maximum liquefaction zone in LHV is now also increased to include the 
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full-depth of the deposit, as it becomes obvious from Figure 3-34. These effects were 

negligible in the case of the shallow deposit.  

 

Figure 3-34: Computed mean effective stress ratio (rp) time-histories for the Lotung seismic 

event during the strong motion – 166m deep FRS deposit 

3.5.5 Effect of hydraulic regime 

All analyses so far have been conducted with a constant permeability value. Theoretical 

and experimental evidence, however, suggests that the permeability of a saturated sand 

deposit subjected to earthquake loading changes and this is believed to be attributed to 

variations in the effective porosity of the soil mass and in the tortuosity of the flow paths 

as a result of the formation of transient cracks (Arulanandan & Sybico, 1993; Coelho, 

2007). In particular, it has been shown through the study of observations from centrifuge 

tests that, due to the agitation effect, the permeability under dynamic excitation increases 

rapidly close to the state of liquefaction, when ru or rp approach a value of 1.0 (Scott, 

1986; Li, 1993; Coelho, 2007; Su et al., 2009; Taborda, 2011). The coefficient of 

permeability has been shown to influence substantially the rate of build-up and magnitude 

of excess pore water pressures, as well as the amount of volumetric deformation during 

shaking (Su et al., 2009). Therefore, the conventional assumption of undrained response 

of saturated sand deposits during earthquake loading is questionable, with co-seismic 

settlements shown to be significant due to upward flow of water and water discharge from 

the soil mass as permeability increases (Coelho, 2007; Su et al., 2009; Taiebat et al., 2007; 

Taborda, 2011; Shahir et al., 2014). 

Previous researchers who have investigated the effects of increased permeability during 

liquefaction have either used constant increased hydraulic conductivity values (Taiebat et 
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al., 2007; Arulanandan & Sybico, 1993; Balakrishnan, 2000) or variations of permeability 

with time (Manzari & Arulanandan, 1993; Muraleetharan, 1993; Andrianopoulos et al., 

2010). Su et al. (2009) back-calculated the permeability at liquefaction in a dynamic 

centrifuge test based on the observed surface settlements and the variation of excess pore 

water pressures in the model using the law of conservation of mass. The analytical results 

showed that an increased ‘in-flight’ permeability of 6 times the static value would be 

required to give the observed surface settlement rate. Numerical analyses using a constant 

increased permeability verified the conclusions. Taborda (2011) back-calculated the 

permeability at liquefaction for VELACS Model 1 in a similar manner and obtained a 

maximum permeability at liquefaction 7 times larger than the initial one. Subsequent 

finite element analyses using a variable permeability model in which the permeability is 

a function of the excess pore water pressure ratio, ru, confirmed the improved predictions 

compared to analyses using a constant static value (Taborda, 2011). Shahir et al. (2012) 

also linked the variation of permeability to the excess pore water pressure ratio in finite 

element analyses reproducing liquefaction in centrifuge tests. From observations from 

experiments involving a range of centrifuge and shaking table tests, they concluded that 

the in-flight permeability during liquefaction is 10 to 14 times larger than the static one.  

To investigate the effect of the hydraulic regime on liquefaction triggering as well as post-

liquefaction settlements due to the inclusion of the vertical component in the simulations, 

a set of three extra analyses with variable permeability were also carried out for the shorter 

FRS deposit (i.e. 40 m depth) and the Christchurch motion: one with the horizontal 

component only (denoted as CH_Vk), one with the vertical component only (denoted as 

CV_Vk) and one bi-directional analysis (denoted as CHV_Vk). To reproduce 

numerically this feature of dynamic soil response, a non-linear variable permeability 

model is used, in which the permeability is a power function of the mean effective stress 

ratio, rp, according to Equation 3-32 : 

 

  
k

k0
= 1 + (

kmax
k0

− 1) ∙ (
rp

rp∗
)nk ≤

kmax
k0

   3-32 

 

where k0  is the initial static permeability as measured in conventional laboratory 

testing, kmax is the maximum permeability at the time of liquefaction (rp ≈ 1) and nk is 
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a model parameter which governs the non-linearity of the effect of varying rp. For a ratio 

of  kmax  over k0  equal to 10 and nk  and rp
∗  equal to 10 and 0.9, respectively, the 

distribution depicted in Figure 3-35 is obtained. It can be shown that the latter parameters 

ensure a variation of k between rp values of 0.6 and 0.9, with k obtaining a maximum 

value of 4.2x10-3 m/s (i.e. 10 ∙ k0). The above expression has the same form as that used 

by Taborda (2011), with the only difference residing in the incorporation of rp instead of 

ru originally used, to avoid concerns over total stress changes, as previously explained.  

 

Figure 3-35: Modelled variation of permeability with mean effective stress ratio 

It should be mentioned that assuming a constant permeability equal to the maximum one 

(4.2x10-3 m/s) and based on Zienkiewicz’s et al. (1980) analytical solution of Biot’s 

equations for a laterally infinite soil medium (Biot, 1941; Biot, 1956) presented in section 

3.4.2, the response of the 40 m deep FRS deposit subjected to the Christchurch horizontal 

component corresponds to undrained behaviour ( Π1 = 5.53E-4 and Π2 = 41.20). 

Conversely, when subjected to the Christchurch vertical component, which is 

characterised by higher frequencies, the response lies within Zone II, where the u-p 

formulation is valid (Zienkiewicz et al., 1980), but some drainage is expected to take 

place (Π1 =5.21E-2 and Π2 = 4.37E-1).   

In Figure 3-36a the simulated horizontal acceleration time-histories at 0 m and 20 m depth 

are compared to those from the corresponding constant permeability analysis (CH). No 

substantial difference can be seen with amplitude decay and liquefaction taking place at 

similar time instants.  
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Figure 3-36: Acceleration time-histories at 0 m and 20 m depth from uni-directional analyses of 

(a) the horizontal and (b) the vertical component of the Christchurch seismic event - constant 

(CH, CV) versus variable permeability analysis (CH_Vk, CV_Vk) 

Similarly, Figure 3-36b shows the corresponding comparison for the vertical acceleration 

time-histories, indicating that acceleration response is similar up to about 10 s, but then 

reduces more rapidly in the case of the variable permeability analysis.  

The above findings can be understood by looking at the mean effective stress ratio time-

histories for the variable permeability analyses, shown in Figure 3-37. The predictions of 

the vertical motion analysis show that rp starts attaining values larger than 0.6 towards 

the end of the strong motion at approximately 10 s for most depths within the deposit. 

This implies that the permeability retains its static value up to this point, increasing 

rapidly from then onwards and up to rp values of 0.9. Due to this increase, the 

permeability coefficient becomes larger than 1.0x10-3 m/s. Han (2014) quantified the 

values of viscous damping, which results from the interaction between the solid and the 

pore fluid, by comparing the results of linear elastic fully-coupled FE analyses simulating 

the vertical motion with those of one-dimensional total stress analytical solutions that 

matched the amplification predictions of the FE simulations. It was shown that, for values 

of permeability higher than about 1.0x10-3 m/s, viscous damping can be quite significant, 

reaching values up to approximately 10%. This is almost two orders of magnitude larger 

than the hysteretic damping in the vertical direction discussed earlier for the constant 

permeability analyses, leading to the de-amplification of the vertical acceleration in the 
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variable permeability analysis. The linear elastic FE analyses in the study of Han (2014) 

also showed such an effect of viscous damping on the vertical amplification. 

From Figure 3-37 it is also evident that variable permeability and the resulting drainage 

mostly affects the deeper parts of the deposit, agreeing with the findings of Su et al. (2009) 

who compared the results of numerical analyses of various constant permeability values. 

This is also shown in Figure 3-38, where the mean effective stress profiles, corresponding 

to the maximum depth of liquefaction (Vk_max) and to the end of the strong motion 

(Vk_final), are shown separately for the three variable permeability analyses. The profiles 

at the end of the strong motion for the corresponding constant permeability analyses have 

also been superimposed on the graphs. These also represent the maximum depth of 

liquefaction, as hardly any drainage took place in those analyses. From these it can be 

seen that, due to the higher flow of water upwards and drainage during the strong motion, 

the maximum liquefaction depth in the CV_Vk analysis appears to be reduced compared 

to the original constant permeability analysis: 25 m in the former compared to 40 m, i.e. 

the entire depth, in the latter. The final liquefaction depth at 20 s also appears to be 

reduced in CV_Vk analysis down to approximately 10 m. Similar are the predictions for 

CH_Vk and CHV_Vk with reduced final liquefaction depths at 20 s down to about 34 m 

depth. Despite the additional drainage due to the increase in the hydraulic conductivity, 

the maximum liquefaction depth in both analyses (CH_Vk, CHV_Vk) is 40 m, similar to 

the predictions of the corresponding constant permeability analyses (Figure 3-38). It is to 

be noted that, in accordance with the predictions of Zienkiewicz et al. (1980) theory 

presented earlier, for the considered cases drainage is expected to affect more the higher 

frequency vertical motion analysis’ results compared to the horizontal one. 
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Figure 3-37: Mean effective stress ratio (rp) time-histories during the strong motion  

for the variable permeability analyses of the Christchurch seismic event  

Due to the increase in permeability and the higher upward water flux, particularly at 

shallower depths in the deposit, liquefaction in the bi-directional analysis takes place 

slightly earlier compared to the horizontal motion analysis (Figure 3-37). At deeper 

depths, however, where the flow of water and the accumulation of excess pore water 

pressures due to vertical motion are not as substantial, the predictions of the horizontal 

motion and the bi-directional analyses are fairly similar. 

 

Figure 3-38: Mean effective stress profiles computed during the strong motion for (a) the 

horizontal, (b) the vertical and (c) bi-directional analysis of the Christchurch seismic event for 

variable (Vk) and constant permeability analyses 
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The final aspect of the variable permeability analyses investigated is the predictions of 

the co-seismic and post-liquefaction ground surface settlements considering the 

horizontal motion and the bi-directional analyses. Taborda (2011) when simulating 

horizontal component analyses for the VELACS model 1 for level-ground liquefaction 

noted a region of smaller permeability close to the ground surface as a result of sand’s 

dilative response, and, thus, of a reduced excess pore water pressure. This in turn resulted 

in a decreased computed settlement rate at ground surface compared to deeper depths in 

the deposit. Similar observations can be seen for the variable permeability analyses 

performed herein in Figures 3-39 and 3-40, where the computed settlements have been 

plotted for depths of 0 and 2 m below ground level (bgl), respectively. Additional 

inaccuracies in the calculation of the mean effective stress ratio close to the ground 

surface, as a result of small values of the initial mean effective stress could also affect the 

computed results (Taborda, 2011). A possible numerical solution to this problem for 

analyses modelling the horizontal component only would consist of prescribing a constant 

permeability equal to kmax  close to the ground surface to ensure that such problems 

would not affect the dissipation and, hence, the ground surface settlement rate.  

By observing the settlements at 2 m depth, where such numerical problems have not 

affected the computation, it can be seen that both horizontal and bi-directional analyses 

predict a similar amount of settlement during shaking, with co-seismic values being up to 

about 60 mm. It is, however, interesting to note that, despite the predictions of the 

maximum depth of liquefaction and liquefaction triggering being similar between the two 

analyses, post-liquefaction permanent settlements in the bi-directional analysis appear to 

be increased by about 25% compared to the horizontal motion only. This is considered to 

be a result of the additional plasticity induced by the inclusion of the vertical motion in 

the simulation. The kink appearing in Figure 3-40b at about 50 s corresponds to a sudden 

drop in the permeability value from the maximum “in-flight” state towards the static 

value, resulting thereafter in a decreasing dissipation and, hence, settlement rate.  

The predictions of the bi-directional analysis using variable permeability (CHV_Vk) are 

also compared with the results of the original bi-directional analysis using constant 

permeability equal to the static value, i.e. 4.2E-4 m/s (CHV), in Figure 3-41. Modelling 

of a more realistic hydraulic regime results in 7.5 times larger co-seismic settlements at 

the end of the dynamic loading compared to the use of a constant static k. The prediction 

of a substantial amount of co-seismic settlements in CHV_Vk compared to an almost 

undrained response in the case of CHV agrees with observations in model testing (Coelho, 
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2007) and justifies the necessity of the use of such a non-linear function in the analysis, 

at least for the problem under consideration. 

 

Figure 3-39: Computed (a) co-seismic and (b) total ground surface settlements for the uni-

directional (horizontal component CH) and bi-directional (CHV) analysis of the Christchurch 

seismic event using variable permeability (Vk) 

 

Figure 3-40: Computed (a) co-seismic and (b) total settlements at 2 m depth for the uni-

directional (horizontal component CH) and bi-directional (CHV) analysis of the Christchurch 

seismic event using variable permeability (Vk)  

 

Figure 3-41: Computed co-seismic settlements at 2 m depth for the bi-directional (CHV) 

analysis of the Christchurch seismic event using constant (CHV) and variable permeability 

(CHV_Vk) 
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3.6 Energy dissipation in site response due to vertical ground 

motion 

This section aims to further investigate the conclusions on vertical motion amplification 

and sand liquefaction drawn above. In particular, the concept of energy dissipation and 

damping ratio is employed in the interpretation of the results of a suite of finite element 

analyses to shed light on the physical mechanisms governing the above phenomena. This 

is because energy measures are believed to be more appropriate for evaluating and 

predicting seismic damage and liquefaction potential over the conventional stress and 

strain methods (Seed & Idriss, 1971; Whitman, 1971; Idriss & Boulanger, 2008; Dobry 

et al., 1982; Liang et al., 1995; Kokusho, 2013): they can implicitly account for the non-

linear behaviour of soils, as well as for the distinctive characteristics of the input ground 

motions, including their irregular and multi-directional nature (Green & Terri, 2005; 

Kokusho, 2013; Azeiteiro et al., 2016). The first part of the section focusses on the 

number of cycles that contribute to soil liquefaction during P-wave propagation using the 

concept of energy dissipation. The second part provides an explanation for the 

amplification of vertical seismic motion towards the ground surface, as shown by 

downhole array field records (Yang & Sato, 2000: Yang et al., 2002), by examining the 

hysteretic response induced by both total and effective stress - strain loops. It is noted that 

this is the first time that the predictions of an advanced bounding surface plasticity model 

for sand liquefaction, which can accurately replicate a range of features of soil response 

when subjected to cyclic loading, are interpreted on an energy basis. 

3.6.1 Number of cycles in liquefaction triggering due to vertical seismic 

motion 

The above findings indicate that the peak ground acceleration of the input motion is not 

of significant importance when it comes to vertical motion and cyclic strength: the results 

of the analysis with the scaled vertical component of the Lotung motion and the 40 m 

deposit (LV_40) did not show plasticity and liquefaction, despite having the same input 

PGA and double motion duration (i.e. 40 s) compared to the analysis with the 

Christchurch vertical component (CV_40), which predicted liquefaction. Only when a 

deeper deposit of 166 m was used to model the propagation of LV (LV_166), which 

shifted the natural frequency to 2.46 Hz and hence to a range of frequencies predominant 

in the input motion, liquefaction was triggered down to a depth of about 110 m. 
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Despite the above findings, it was observed that, although liquefaction took place in 

analysis LV_166 towards the end of the 40 s duration, after 20 s plasticity is triggered in 

LV_166, but not liquefaction. This is clearly shown in Figure 3-42a, where the mean 

effective stress profiles in the 166 m deep deposit have been plotted for the Lotung motion 

at 20 s and 40 s, along with the initial profile. 

 

Figure 3-42: (a) Mean effective stress profile at 0 s, 20 s and 40 s of strong motion and (b) 

ground surface acceleration time-history as computed for the Lotung seismic event in the 166m 

deep FRS deposit 

To understand the key mechanism behind this, the acceleration time-history at ground 

surface for analysis LV_166 has been plotted in Figure 3-42b and is compared with the 

respective acceleration time-history from the CV_40 analysis which, in the duration of 

20 s, led to liquefaction. A key distinction between the two time-histories in the first 20 s 

is the smaller number of response cycles in the case of analysis LV_166. This is not 

surprising if one considers that a deeper deposit is characterised by a larger natural period 

and hence would lead to a smaller number of response cycles compared to a shorter 

deposit. This could present a plausible explanation for the non-occurrence of liquefaction 

in the first 20 s in LV_166 and, as in the case of S-wave propagation, shows the prominent 

role of the response cycles in vertical motion and liquefaction triggering.  

Additionally, it is interesting to note that in the case of LV_166 resonance seems to take 

place only after about 9 s of strong motion. To further examine this, the Fourier spectrum 

of LV from 0 to 9 s and from 9 to 19 s has been separately plotted in Figure 3-43. The 

fundamental frequency (f1) of the 166 m deep FRS deposit for P-waves at 2.46 Hz is also 

shown for clarity. It is clear that the first 9 s of motion consist of practically no 

components close to f1, with most of them incorporated within the 9 to 19 s duration. 
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Figure 3-43: (a) Input acceleration time-history of the scaled-up Lotung vertical component 

(LV) and (b) comparison of its Fourier spectrum with those corresponding to 0s to 9 s and 9 s to 

19 s of ground motion 

To verify whether liquefaction would be triggered within 20 s in LV_166 if resonance 

would have taken place from the beginning of the strong motion (i.e. similar to CV_40), 

the Lotung vertical component was modified by removing the first 0-9 s and combining 

the 9-19 s part twice in a total duration of 20 s (herein designated as LV_II_166). The 

resulting acceleration time-history and corresponding Fourier spectrum are shown in 

Figure 3-44. This artificial motion was also quadratically baseline corrected (Seismosoft, 

2014) prior to its use in the finite element analyses. 

 

Figure 3-44: Acceleration time-history and respective Fourier spectrum of the modified input 

Lotung vertical component (LV_II) 

As anticipated, Figure 3-45a shows that resonance in the case of LV_II_166 takes place 

from the beginning of the strong motion, resulting in liquefaction towards the end of the 

20 s duration down to about 100 m depth (Figure 3-45b). The effective stress paths in p′- 

J space at mid-depth of the deposit during the first 20 s of motion for the two analyses 

under consideration have also been included in Figure 3-46. In both cases, as resonance 

takes place, substantial deviatoric stresses develop due to the changes in the direct 

effective stresses, leading to a reduction in the mean effective stress, with the stress path 

moving towards the isotropic axis and the origin of space. As expected, the paths are 

initially identical. However, as resonance takes place only in the second half of the 20 s 
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duration in LV_166, the number of post-resonance response cycles is not sufficient to 

lead to liquefaction and zero effective stresses. This proves not only the importance of 

resonance, as previously identified, but also that of the number of post-resonance 

response cycles in liquefaction triggering due to the vertical motion. This establishes a 

fundamental contrast with problems involving horizontal motions since, in such cases, 

resonance may aid the triggering of liquefaction, but it is not a prerequisite. 

 

Figure 3-45: (a) Comparison of the computed ground surface acceleration time-history and (b) 

mean effective stress profiles at 20 s for the vertical component of the modified Lotung seismic 

event (LV_II_166) and the original analysis (LV_166) 

 

Figure 3-46: Computed stress paths in mean effective – deviatoric stress space for the first 20 s 

of ground motion at mid-depth of the 166 m deep FRS deposit for the modified Lotung seismic 

event (LV_II_166) and the original analysis (LV_166) 

The conclusions made above can be better understood by studying the energy dissipated 

in the above analyses. The dissipated energy time-histories have been based on vertical 

effective stress-vertical strain loops and have been calculated using the algorithm 

implemented in ICFEP in the three-dimensional stress space by Taborda et al. (2016). 

The simplification for one-dimensional loading conditions of the general methodology 

for the calculation of continuous histories of energy dissipation and damping is shown 
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schematically in Figure 3-47 and is repeated in Figure 3-48 for vertical stress – vertical 

strain loops which are of concern. The methodology is applicable to irregular motions 

where the stress-strain loops are not necessarily closed. 

 

Figure 3-47: Areas used in the evaluation of damping (Aloop and Aelastic) and definition of 

accumulated and elastic energy based on a stress-strain curve (Figure 3, Taborda et al. (2016))  

 

Figure 3-48: Definition of accumulated and elastic energy based on a vertical stress-vertical 

strain curve (adapted from Taborda et al., (2016)) 

The accumulated energy, Eacc,i, between the last reversal point and the current increment 

i in the analysis is represented by the grey area enclosed by the stress-strain curve, and is 

given by Equation 3-33: 

 

  Eacc,i = ∫ (σ′v,i − σ
′
v,rev) ∙ dεv

εv,i

εv,rev

   3-33 
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where εv,rev and σ′v,rev are the vertical strain and vertical effective stress corresponding 

to the last reversal point, respectively, while εv,i and σ′v,i are the corresponding current 

values. A reversal point is registered whenever two consecutive strain increments have 

opposite signs. Similarly, the elastic energy of the material between these two points is 

represented by the hatched area in Figure 3-48 and is given by Equation 3-34: 

 

 Eel,i =
1

2
∙ (σ′v,i − σ′v,rev) ∙ (εv,i − εv,rev)   3-34 

 

In this way, if it is assumed that increment i is the subsequent reversal point, then the 

dissipated energy and elastic energy of a hypothetical full loop between the last reversal 

and increment i are given by Equations  3-35 and 3-36, respectively: 

 

 Ediss = Aloop = 2 ∙ (Eacc,i − Eel,i)   3-35 

 Eel = Aelastic =
Eel,i
4

 
  3-36 

 

where the areas Aloop and Aelastic are defined in Figure 3-47. 

Having defined the above quantities, a continuous evaluation of the damping ratio can 

also be performed by combining Equations 3-33 and 3-34 in the following form: 

 

 Di =
1

4 ∙ π
∙
Εdiss
Eel

=
2 ∙ (Eacc,i − Eel,i)

π ∙ Εel,i
   3-37 

 

For more details on the above algorithm and its implementation for general stress space, 

the reader can refer to Taborda et al. (2016). 

The dissipated energy time-histories for analyses LV_166 and LV_II_166 are shown in 

Figure 3-49 for two depths in the deposit: 30 m and 83 m. It is clear that practically no 
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energy is dissipated in LV_166 during the first 10 s of strong motion, while a continuous 

dissipation of energy takes place from the beginning of the motion in LV_II_166, 

justifying the larger amounts of plasticity and liquefaction that occur in the latter. A 

similar rate of energy dissipation to that between 9 to 19 s in LV_166 is noted for the first 

10 s in LV_II_166, although somewhat lower, as the amplitudes of acceleration in the 

latter analysis are smaller when compared to those of the former once resonance has taken 

place. This has been shown in Figure 3-45a and can be explained by the slightly smaller 

input Fourier amplitudes close to f1 in the modified Lotung vertical component in the first 

10 s compared to the original motion for the full duration. The latter can be seen in Figure 

3-43. Additionally, the rate of energy dissipation from 10 to 20 s in LV_II_166 is 

substantially different from that during 0 to 10 s, reflecting the effect of the stress-strain 

state on the energy dissipation: at 10 s the stress-strain state is significantly altered from 

that at 0 s, as permanent excess pore water pressures and plastic strains have developed. 

 

Figure 3-49: Dissipated energy time-histories as computed for the modified Lotung vertical 

component (LV_II_166) and the original one (LV_166) at 30 m and 83 m depth in the 166 m 

deep FRS deposit 

Finally, it is of interest to verify the consistency of the above observations with the 

computed mean effective stress-ratio,  rp, variation with various quantities (i.e. time (t), 

dissipated energy (Ediss), number of response cycles (ntot), representative cycles based on 

stress (nstress,repr) and representative cycles based on energy (nenergy,repr)) for the above 

two analyses, as explained below. Figure 3-50 shows rp  variations against the above 

quantities as registered during the 20 s of strong motion. Two depths in the 166 m deep 

FRS deposit have been selected: 30 m and 83 m. From the above quantities, the dissipated 

energy has already been defined according to Equation 3-35. A loading cycle or loop and 

its corresponding dissipated and elastic energies, Ediss,loop and Eel,loop, are calculated and 

stored as described earlier (Equations 3-35 and 3-36) and schematically shown in Figure 
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3-48, whenever two consecutive reversals, revi and revi+1, are registered. As such, the 

hysteretic damping ratio of a cycle is given by Equation 3-38: 

 

 Dloop =
1

4 ∙ π
∙
Ediss,loop

Eel,loop
   3-38 

 

The time-history of the number of response cycles is then obtained by assuming that the 

registration of two consecutive reversals corresponds to half a cycle. 

To calculate the number of representative cycles based on stress or energy, the stress 

amplitude of each loop is also calculated as half the stress range between two consecutive 

reversals. Only the loops which are characterised by a stress amplitude or dissipated 

energy, Ediss,loop,  larger than or equal to 30% of the maximum stress amplitude or 

Emaxdiss,loop registered during the whole loading history are considered. The 30% factor 

was chosen to be consistent with the Seed et al. (1975) methodology, which converts an 

irregular stress or acceleration time-history to an equivalent number of uniform amplitude 

cycles. In this approach, cycles of stresses or acceleration with amplitude less than 30% 

of the maximum value are neglected, as the corresponding weighting factors are 

insignificant in terms of liquefaction triggering. 

As expected, the results in terms of mean effective stress ratio time-histories depicted in 

Figure 3-50 show that rp increases from the early stages of seismic loading in LV_II_166, 

reaching values of 1 towards the end of the 20 s duration, which indicates the occurrence 

of liquefaction. Conversely, the value of rp in LV_166 starts increasing only after about 

9 s of motion, as no resonance has taken place up to this point. Between 0 s and 9 s no 

permanent changes in stresses develop with only high frequency oscillations being 

present in the rp time-histories, due to the total stress changes and the assumption of 

compressible pore fluid. The maximum value that rp attains in this case is 0.6 and 0.4 for 

the depths of 30 m and 83 m, respectively, indicating plasticity, but no liquefaction.  

When rp is plotted against dissipated energy, Ediss, it becomes clear that the results from 

both analyses initially coincide, however, as anticipated, more energy is dissipated overall 

in the case of LV_II_166. It is also interesting to note that the rp − Ediss correlation 

appears almost as a unique relationship. As mentioned in section 3.3, element testing has 
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shown that the relationship between unit volume system energy dissipation and the excess 

pore pressures that develop from the onset of undrained loading and up to liquefaction is 

unique. The representation of rp against the number of response cycles, ntot, also proves 

that the amplitude of cycles during the first 9 s of strong motion in analysis LV_166 is 

not significant, as no permanent change in mean effective stresses, p′, takes place. This 

implies that the use of the total number of response cycles is inadequate as clearly not all 

cycles have the same effect. This holds for both S- and P-wave propagation and 

liquefaction, but appears particularly pronounced in the latter case due to the importance 

of resonance. This limitation is removed when rp  is plotted against the number of 

representative cycles based on either stress, nstress,repr , or energy, nenergy,repr , 

particularly in the case of the latter, where all “representative” cycles appear to have an 

impact on rp, justifying the need for a minimum threshold. As such, the variations from 

the two analyses when plotted against nstress,repr or nenergy,repr once again initially are 

very similar. However, analysis LV_II_166 is shown to result in almost double the 

number of representative cycles when compared to LV_166. This indicates that the 

selection of a factor of 30% in the definition of representative cycles is adequate for the 

problem under consideration, especially for the one based on energy. It should be noted 

that the use of relative measures is rather questionable, but is justified due to the difficulty 

of establishing an absolute threshold. 
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Figure 3-50: rp variation with time, dissipated energy (Ediss), number of response cycles (ntot), 

representative number of cycles based on stress (nstress, repr) & representative number of cycles 

based on energy (nenergy, repr) for the modified Lotung vertical component (LV_II_166) and the 

original one (LV_166) at 30m & 83 m depth 
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3.6.2 Number of cycles of the input motion in liquefaction triggering 

due to vertical seismic motion 

It emanates from the conclusions drawn above, particularly from the results based on the 

harmonic motions in section 3.4.3, that in the case of vertical seismic loading and 

liquefaction, the number of cycles of the input ground motion are not of fundamental 

importance: for the same duration harmonic motion f30_A0.6 is characterised by a larger 

number of cycles of the input motion compared to motion f20_A0.6, however, it was the 

latter that led to soil plasticity and liquefaction. To demonstrate this for the case of real 

earthquake records, the vertical component of the 20th September 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, 

seismic event with a moment magnitude of Mw 7.7 (Tsai & Huang, 2000), as recorded at 

52 m depth in a downhole array at the Hualien site, was used to carry out an additional 

site response finite element analysis in ICFEP, utilising the 40 m deep FRS deposit. The 

aim of this analysis (denoted as ChiV_40) is to compare it to the results of the original 

CV_40 analysis for the Christchurch motion, in which plasticity and liquefaction took 

place. 

Figure 3-51 shows the acceleration time-history and corresponding Fourier spectrum of 

the Chi-Chi vertical motion, while Figure 3-52 shows its baseline correction (Seismosoft, 

2014). Although the peak vertical acceleration of the original motion is equal to 0.02g, 

the motion was scaled up to reach a peak acceleration equal to that of the Christchurch 

vertical component and thus, isolate the effects of frequency content and number of cycles 

of the input motion. It is clear in Figure 3-51 that, unlike the Christchurch motion, the 

chosen Chi-Chi motion does not possess any significant components close to the 

fundamental frequency of the deposit for P-waves, i.e. 10.3 Hz.  

Additionally, the equivalent number of uniform amplitude cycles for the input vertical 

component of the Christchurch and the Chi-Chi ground motions was calculated in 

accordance with the Seed et al. (1975) methodology. From this it was found that 

Christchurch vertical component is equivalent to 4.5 cycles of uniform amplitude at 65% 

of the maximum acceleration, amax, whereas the Chi-Chi is equivalent to 18.5 cycles with 

an amplitude of 65% of amax, reflecting the larger duration of the motion compared to CV. 

The similarity of the frequency content of the Chi-Chi motion to that of the Lotung 

vertical component (i.e. no significant input components at the fundamental frequency of 

the 40 m deep FRS deposit for compressional waves), as well as the larger number of 

equivalent uniform amplitude cycles of the input motion compared to those of the 
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Christchurch vertical component renders Chi_V ideal for studying the effect of the 

number of cycles of the input motion on liquefaction due to vertical motion. 

 

Figure 3-51: Input acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum of the scaled-up vertical 

component of the Chi-Chi seismic event (ChiV) and of the vertical component of the 

Christchurch seismic event (CV) 

 

Figure 3-52: Quadratic baseline correction of the scaled-up vertical component of the Chi-Chi 

seismic event (Seismosoft, 2014) 

The results of analysis ChiV_40 are shown in Figure 3-53 in terms of input and ground 

surface acceleration time-histories, as well as initial and final mean effective stress 

profiles. Filtering of the computed acceleration was also carried out with a limit frequency 

of 20 Hz (Seismosoft, 2014). As there is no resonance for the ChiV_40 case, the ground 

surface acceleration time-history is similar to the input one and as a result the developed 

deviatoric stresses are not large enough to lead to plastic strains. Consequently, the mean 

effective stress profile remains unaltered. The results in terms of dissipated energy time-

history at 10 m and 30 m depth, shown in Figure 3-54, prove that no significant hysteresis 

takes place as the response is practically elastic and very small amounts of energy are 

dissipated. As such, the results prove the insignificance of the number of cycles of the 

input motion with regard to P-wave propagation and triggering of liquefaction, 

highlighting once again the prominent role of resonance. 
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Figure 3-53: (a) Input and computed ground surface acceleration time-histories for the vertical 

component of the Chi-Chi seismic event and (b) initial and final mean effective stress profiles 

during the strong motion as computed for the vertical component of the Chi-Chi seismic event 

in the 40m deep FRS deposit (ChiV_40) 

 

Figure 3-54: Dissipated energy time-histories as computed for the Chi-Chi (ChiV_40) and 

Christchurch (CV_40) vertical component analyses at 10 m and 30 m depth in the 40 m deep 

FRS deposit 

3.6.3 Soil amplification of the vertical ground motion 

The final aspect investigated in terms of energy and damping is the mechanism of 

amplification of vertical motion towards the ground surface. Several field records of 

downhole arrays (Yang & Sato, 2000; Yang et al., 2002) have shown that, even when 

liquefaction takes place and the horizontal motion is de-amplified, the vertical motion is 

amplified towards the ground surface. An example is shown in Figure 3-55 for the peak 

ground accelerations registered in a downhole array during the 1995 Hyogo-ken Kobe, 

Japan, earthquake (Yang & Sato, 2000). 
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Figure 3-55: Horizontal and vertical peak ground acceleration profiles as recorded in a 

downhole array during the 1995 Kobe, Japan, earthquake (Figure 2, Yang & Sato (2000)) 

It was shown in Figure 3-27b that the acceleration of the Christchurch vertical component 

at 0 m depth in analysis CV_40 retained high amplitudes even after the first 10 s, when 

the significant part of the stong motion is completed. It was initially postulated that this 

was due to low levels of damping, resulting from the non-hysteretic behaviour of the 

water in the pores which governs the response in the vertical direction. The damping was 

subsequently estimated by matching the peaks of the transfer function (TF) of CV_40 

with the analytical TF for the steady state solution of a harmonic wave propagating 

through visco-elastic soil on rigid rock (Kramer, 1996). It was found that a value of 

damping as small as 0.4% was required to provide a good match (Figure 3-28). 

In this part of the study, the mechanism of amplification of the vertical motion, which 

takes place even in the case of significant plasticity and occurrence of liquefaction, is 

explored by computing the hysteretic deviatoric damping ratio time-histories at various 

depths within the 40 m deep FRS deposit. These have been calculated based on Equation 

3-37 for continuous damping ratio time-histories described earlier (Taborda et al., 2016). 

Two different values of damping ratio have been calculated: 

o The first one, denoted as D1, is the effective stress mechanism based on vertical 

effective stress-vertical strain (σ′v − εv) loops; this reflects the solid skeleton. 

o The second one, denoted as D2, is the total stress mechanism based on vertical 

total stress-vertical strain (σv − εv) loops; this accounts for the presence of the 

non-hysteretic water in the soil’s pores. 
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Figure 3-56 compares the above damping ratio time-histories at two locations within the 

40 m deep FRS deposit: at 10 m and 30 m depth. As expected, a rapid variation in this 

quantity is evident, due to the large number of cycles and the fact that the calculated 

damping ratio is a function of the stress-strain curve between the current point and the 

last reversal (see Equation 3-37). It can be seen that the damping ratio based on effective 

stresses (D1) increases to significantly large values, which is consistent with the plasticity 

registered in the analysis. In Figure 3-20b it was shown that, at most depths, initial 

liquefaction in CV_40 took place after about 10 s, towards the end of the strong motion 

duration. This explains the subtantial development of D1 after about 10 s shown in Figure 

3-56. Conversely, the computed damping ratio based on total stress components (D2) 

retains significantly low values justifying the amplification seen towards the ground 

surface. Average values of D2 were found to be equal to 0.47% and 0.27% at 10 m and 

30 m depth, respectively, showing a very good agreement with the damping ratio 

calculated from the analytical TF (Figure 3-28). An increasing trend of D2 is obtained for 

both depths after 10 s of strong motion, justifying the small drop in the acceleration 

amplitudes from 10 s onwards, as seen in Figure 3-27b. 

The above observations imply that, if the design earthquake, the stratigraphy details and 

the fundamental frequency of the deposit under consideration are known, a simple linear 

elastic frequency domain type analysis with practically zero or very small (<0.5%) 

viscous (i.e. Rayleigh) damping could predict the potential development of large vertical 

inertia forces which could lead to compressional structural damage. The compatibility 

and appropriateness of the conventional frequency domain site response analysis for 

single-phase P-wave propagation modelling has been demonstrated by Han (2014). It 

should be noted that care should be exercised in cases of permeability values higher than 

1.0×10-3 m/s, as in these cases viscous damping resulting from the interaction between 

the solid and fluid phases can be quite substantial, reaching values of up to about 10% 

(Han, 2014). This can lead to substantial de-amplification of the vertical acceleration 

amplitudes, meaning that such small values of damping (<1%) are not suitable for these 

cases. Additionally, it should also not be neglected that such a simplified type of analysis 

would give no indication of settlements and differential settlements, while it would only 

represent greenfield conditions, meaning that it would be unclear how the presence of a 

structure would affect the overall response. 
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Figure 3-56: Time-histories of computed damping ratio based on effective vertical stress (D1) - 

vertical strain and total vertical stress (D2) - vertical strain loops for the Christchurch vertical 

component analysis (CV_40) at 10 m and 30 m depth in the 40 m deep FRS deposit 

3.7 Strong Motion Stations in Christchurch, New Zealand 

To verify the hypothesis of resonance in the case of the vertical seismic motion, the 

ground surface vertical acceleration time-histories for the SMSs of Hulverstone Drive 

Pumping (HPSC), Pages Road Pumping (PRPC) and Christchurch Cathedral College 

(CCCC) in Christchurch, New Zealand, where significantly high vertical accelerations 

were registered during the 22nd February 2011 seismic event (Bradley, 2012), were 

analysed (GNS, 2014). Figure 3-57 shows the ground surface Fourier and response 

spectra, with the peak response corresponding to frequencies of 12.75 Hz, 7.4 Hz and 

13.6 Hz or periods of 0.078 s, 0.135 s and 0.074 s for stations HPSC, PRPC and CCCC, 

respectively. These correspond to a frequency range similar to the fundamental frequency 

for P-waves of the 40m deep FRS deposit used in the current study, where significant 

components in the input vertical motion exist.  

The above peak responses are not surprising if one considers the stratigraphy in 

Christchurch, with alluvial and marine sandy deposits approximately 10 to 30 m thick, 

overlying the stiffer Riccarton Gravel horizon (Brown et al., 1995). At the locations of 

HPSC, PRPC and CCCC in particular, the depth to gravel corresponds to about 35 m, 30 

m and 22 m respectively, with the GWT level close to the ground surface (Wotherspoon 

et al., 2015a). Based on these depths to bedrock and considering vertical seismic motion 

and Equations 3-6 to 3-8, the natural periods of the three stations would be close to those 

listed above for the peak ground surface response. As such, resonance could be a realistic 

scenario justifying the large vertical accelerations recorded in Christchurch. Lee et al. 

(2013) also quote the peak ground surface response of the vertical motion of the 

Christchurch event to correspond to a period of about 0.08 s for station CCCC, agreeing 

with the above observations.  
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Figure 3-57: Measured ground surface (a) Fourier spectra and (b) response spectra of the 

vertical component of the 22nd February 2011 Christchurch seismic event for strong motion 

stations HPSC, PRPC and CCCC 

Additionally, crosshole measurements of P-wave velocity below the GWT in a number 

of sites close to the above SMS were obtained from the Canterbury Geotechnical 

Database (Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA), 2012). The location of 

two of these, designated as VsVp 38164 and VsVp 38170, are depicted in Figure 3-58, 

while Figure 3-59 presents the corresponding Vs and Vp profiles. This shows the soils 

below the GWT to be fully-saturated with P-wave velocities stabilising to a value of 1500 

m/s or larger, indicating full saturation conditions (Yang & Sato, 2000; Ishihara & 

Tsukamoto, 2004), within a metre or two below the GWT. This is particularly important 

for crosshole VsVp 38170, as it is located further away from the river. This implies that 

the scenario of amplification due to partial saturation below the GWT, as demonstrated 

by Yang & Sato (2000), does not seem to hold true in this case. The latter showed both 

analytically and numerically that with a slight decrease in the degree of saturation, Sr, 

from the full saturation state, the P-wave velocity, Vp, reduces substantially from the 

value at full saturation, which in turn results in a decrease in the natural frequency of the 

deposit towards lower levels of engineering significance. 
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Figure 3-58: Location of crosshole data in central Christchurch, New Zealand (CERA, 2012; 

NZGD, 2016) 

 

Figure 3-59: Crosshole measurements of Vs and Vp profiles in Christchurch (CERA, 2012; 

NZGD, 2016) 

The phenomenon of resonance in the vertical direction is further investigated for SMS 

PRPC in Chapter 6, where the results of FE site-specific response analyses are presented. 

It is important to note that vertical accelerations recorded during the Mw 6.2 February 

2011 seismic event in Christchurch which exceeded a value of 1g in the upward direction 

exhibit characteristics of the ‘trampoline effect’ (Fry et al., 2011; Bradley, 2012; Aoi et 

al., 2008), with negative acceleration amplitudes limited to about 1g, while accompanied 

by large positive acceleration spikes. Yamada et al. (2009) studied the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi 

Nairiku earthquake in Japan, amongst others, with a moment magnitude of 6.9 and 
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amplitudes of vertical acceleration as high as 4g which exhibited such asymmetry. The 

acceleration time-history is shown in Figure 3-60. The previously installed new 

accelerometers in the Japanese KiK-net downhole array network, with a recording range 

of up to 4g, enabled strong motions close to the epicentre to be recorded. The authors 

attribute this asymmetry to near-surface soil layer separation, as large vertical 

accelerations result in exceedance of their tensile strength. A large positive acceleration 

spike is then generated as these surficial layers travel downwards under gravity 

acceleration when they hit the bottom layer travelling upwards (“slap-down” phase). It 

should be noted that all motions stated by the authors are considered to lie on stiff soil 

sites, which could explain the generation of a brittle fracture and hence a separated layer 

close to the ground surface.  

 

Figure 3-60: Vertical acceleration time-history of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku seismic event 

(after Figure 4 of Yamada et al. (2009)) 

Similar were the findings of Tobita et al. (2010) who carried out total stress finite element 

analyses, utilising a constitutive model formulated on the basis of contact forces in 

granular media in an attempt to model numerically this asymmetric nature of the ground 

surface vertical motion, when the maximum amplitude is greater than 1g. For details on 

the analyses and the constitutive model the reader should refer to the original study.  

The constitutive model used herein does not allow tensile stresses to develop. However, 

tensile strains resulting from this plastic mechanism are not adequate to simulate discrete 

features such as cracks where the tensile stress of the material is exceeded. Indeed, a 

different numerical approach would be required in order to reproduce the opening of the 

cracks and identify when the contact is established again and, hence, when the “slap-

down” phase takes place. The latter, as mentioned, is said to result in these isolated large 

positive acceleration spikes. Additionally, the computed vertical accelerations are 

relatively symmetric as they are not bound by the gravity acceleration in the downward 
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direction (see Figure 3-27b). However, it is noted that larger acceleration amplitudes than 

1g in the downward direction have been recorded (Yamada et al., 2009). This is also 

evident in Figure 3-60.  As such, this maximum limit of acceleration amplitude in the 

downward direction is questionable. Nevertheless, had the negative acceleration 

amplitudes been restricted to a maximum value of 1g in the simulations, the CSRs 

calculated according to Equation 3-30 would have attained lower values. This implies 

that for such a soil state, as the one studied herein more post-resonance response cycles 

and/or higher positive acceleration amplitudes would be required for plasticity and 

liquefaction to take place in the field due to the vertical motion alone. 

Nevertheless, it is of further interest to note that while the “slap-down” mechanism 

attempts to explain the asymmetric nature of such accelerograms, it does not justify the 

original amplification of vertical ground motion towards the ground surface required to 

result in tensile failure of the surficial layers. Yamada et al. (2009) back-calculated the 

thickness of the near-surface separation layer for different earthquake records assuming 

a Vp for full-saturation conditions and found this to vary between 30 to 60 m. This is 

similar to the depth of deposits used in the current study, further corroborating the fact 

that the potential for resonance in the vertical direction is very likely.  

3.8 Accuracy of time-integration in the numerical modelling of 

P-wave propagation 

The final aspect investigated is the importance of accurate time-integration to solve the 

dynamic equilibrium equation when modelling P-wave propagation. According to Hilber 

& Hughes (1978), an essential characteristic of a time-marching scheme is the possession 

of numerical damping at higher frequencies. This is necessary to filter spurious spikes 

resulting from poor spatial discretisation, which would otherwise render the interpretation 

of the high-frequency response of the system problematic (Kontoe et al., 2008). 

The most widely used time-integration schemes in the field of geotechnics are the 

Newmark’s scheme (Newmark, 1959), the Wilson-θ method (Wilson et al., 1973) and the 

HHT method of the family of α time marching schemes (Hilber et al., 1977). Since its 

modification for two-phase media and implementation into ICFEP (Potts & Zdravković, 

1999) by Kontoe (2006) and Kontoe et al. (2008), the CH method of Chung & Hulbert 

(1993), which has been widely used in one-phase structural dynamic FE analysis, has 

been used more extensively in the field of geotechnics to integrate both one-phase and 
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two-phase problems (Nazem et al., 2009; Kardani et al., 2012; Sabetamal et al., 2014; 

Pelecanos et al., 2015; Taborda et al., 2016; Moavenian et al., 2016), as well as problems 

involving partially saturated soil conditions (Ghorbani et al., 2016). As previously 

mentioned, the unconditional stability of the CH method for the two phase formulation 

was further investigated by Han et al. (2015). He also showed that the conditions for 

unconditional stability are applicable to most of the commonly used schemes, including 

the Newmark algorithms. 

Although the performance of the various algorithms is understood for linear free-

vibration problems, their performance under more complex forced vibration regimes is 

not as clear, due to the complexity of the analytical solutions. An extensive numerical 

comparison of the performance of the various schemes under such complicated conditions 

was carried out by Kontoe (2006) and Kontoe et al. (2008), showing the superiority of 

the CH time-integration scheme in non-linear elasto-plastic transient problems over other 

common schemes. The main results indicated that even under such conditions, the CH 

scheme retains the ability to control algorithmic dissipation of the higher frequency 

modes without altering the lower frequencies. Additionally, it was found not to be 

affected by the predominant frequency of the input excitation and the natural frequency 

of the numerical model, although extra care in the selection of the time-step is required 

under resonant conditions. Conversely, the widely used dissipative scheme of the 

Newmark family (NMK2, βdyn=0.3025, γdyn=0.6), since it is only first-order accurate, 

significantly dampens both the low and higher frequency response, requiring a much 

smaller time-step to give an accurate solution.  

It is interesting to note that all investigations of the performance of the various time 

integrations schemes in problems involving earthquake loading have been carried out 

under the shearing mode. No guidance exists on the use of time-integration schemes when 

modelling the vertical component of the seismic ground motion, where typically higher 

frequencies are of concern. Given the above, this part of the study investigates the 

performance of the CH and the Newmark methods in problems of vertical propagation of 

P-waves in site response analyses under resonance conditions, which were shown to 

potentially induce cyclic mobility. Therefore, the examined problem is a challenging test 

for the time integration schemes, as the response involves plasticity, hydro-mechanical 

coupling and high frequencies. The results provide further evidence of the ability of the 

CH scheme to retain its desirable characteristics under such conditions, whereas it is 

shown that NMK2 significantly underperforms and can lead to erroneous conclusions.  
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To this end, analysis CV_40 which resulted in plasticity and liquefaction of the 40 m deep 

FRS deposit, is repeated herein using NMK2 as well as the CH scheme with numerical 

parameters equal to βdyn=0.3025, γdyn=0.6, am=0.35 and af=0.45. The selection of the 

above parameters was done so that both schemes result in a spectral radius in the high 

frequency range, ρ∞, equal to 0.818. 

A time step of 0.003 s was used, as discussed in section 3.5.2. It should be noted that the 

accuracy of a time integration method is normally quantified in terms of period elongation 

and amplitude decay (e.g. Bathe, 1996). The time step selection herein aimed to result in 

practically zero period elongation error, so that the impact of the amplitude decay error 

on the computed response is isolated (Kontoe 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). This value of 

time step was used in all subsequent analyses, so as to isolate the numerical performance 

of the CH and the NMK2 schemes in terms of amplitude decay error.  

3.8.1 Ground surface acceleration time-histories and Fourier spectra 

As the aim is to compare the performance of the algorithms in the high frequency range, 

the acceleration response is examined. To this end, Figure 3-61a presents the ground 

surface acceleration time-histories for the two different time integration schemes (i.e. CH 

and NMK2) together with the input acceleration, while Figure 3-61b depicts the ground 

surface Fourier spectra for the two analyses. The surface Fourier spectrum of an 

additional analysis using the average acceleration method (βdyn=0.25, γdyn=0.5) of the 

Newmark family (denoted as NMK1) is also included in Figure 3-61c. NMK1 is 

characterised by a spectra radius, ρ∞ , of unity which corresponds to zero numerical 

damping and therefore this method usually suffers from spurious oscillations in the high 

frequency range. The response predicted by NMK1 can be used as a benchmark though, 

if the high-frequency noise is isolated, since it is considered the most accurate 

unconditionally stable scheme (Dahlquist, 1963), featuring zero amplitude decay error.  
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Figure 3-61: (a) Ground surface and input acceleration time-histories (b) ground surface Fourier 

spectra of analyses with the CH and the NMK2 schemes, (c) ground surface Fourier spectrum of 

analysis with the NMK1 scheme 

It becomes immediately evident that, for both schemes (i.e. NMK2 and CH), resonance 

occurs due to the presence of substantial input amplitudes close to the fundamental 

frequency of the deposit at 10.3 Hz. This agrees with the conclusions of Kontoe et al. 

(2008) that all three algorithms display similar good levels of performance in terms of 

period elongation.  

The results also show that NMK2 filters the spurious spikes at high frequencies that are 

present in the NMK1 results (i.e. the spike at 55 Hz in Figure 3-61c), however at the 

expense of damping the response excessively at the fundamental frequency. This results 

in much lower amplitudes of acceleration towards the ground surface, when compared to 

the CH scheme (note that the NMK1 time domain response is not included in Figure 3-61a 

for clarity, because it is completely dominated by the spurious high frequency response). 

Conversely, the amplification of the CH analysis at the fundamental frequency, f1, agrees 

with that of NMK1, showing its superiority over the NMK2. In particular, the relative 

amplitude error at f1, as defined by Equation 3-39, is -70% for the NKM2, while 

practically zero for the CH scheme. It should be noted that a negative value implies 

amplitude decay.  

 

 errorFA =
FAn − FANMK1

FANMK1
   3-39 
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where FAn is the Fourier amplitude for any time-integration scheme and FANMK1 is the 

Fourier amplitude for the benchmark case. 

The above findings can be better understood if the spectral radius, ρ, and amplitude decay, 

AD, of each time-integration method are plotted against the ratio of time step over the 

period of a SDOF system, Δt T⁄  (see Figure 3-62).  

 

Figure 3-62: (a) Spectral radii and (b) amplitude decay (AD) variation for CH, NMK1 and 

NMK2 

The adopted time step of 0.003 s corresponds to ratios of 0.03 and 0.09, considering the 

fundamental period of the deposit (0.097 s) and the period corresponding to the maximum 

frequency predominant in the frequency content of the input motion (0.033 s). Based on 

the spectral radius plot in Figure 3-62a, some numerical damping appears to have 

developed in the case of NMK2 for the critical ratio of 0.09. This, however, appears to be 

much more significant in the AD error plot shown in Figure 3-62b, tying in with the 

excessively dampened response observed previously. Conversely, the CH method, due to 

its second-order accuracy and controllable numerical dissipation of the high frequencies 

without impacting the lower ones (Kontoe et al., 2008), results in a much smoother 

transition of the spectral radius from a value of 1 to a value of 0.818 at infinity and, hence, 

to almost no amplitude decay at a Δt T⁄  ratio of 0.09. The above imply that an accurate 

solution with the NMK2 method would require an even smaller time-step than 0.003 s, 

resulting in a prohibitive increase of the computational cost: analyses with different time 

steps were conducted and showed that only when a Δt value an order of magnitude smaller 

than the original one was used (i.e. 0.0003 s), the analysis with the NMK2 scheme 

captured the true response. This agrees with the time-step value obtained from Figure 

3-62b in order to achieve a very small Δt/T value (≈0.01) and, hence, practically zero 

amplitude decay for NMK2 and for a period corresponding to a frequency of 30 Hz. 
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3.8.2 Stress paths 

The impact of the above observations on the analyses’ results are further investigated here 

by looking at the effective stress paths in mean effective – deviatoric stress space (p′ − J) 

at depths of 10 and 20 m for the two analyses under consideration (Figure 3-63). The 

effect of the difference in the numerical damping of the two schemes on the observed 

response is remarkable: in the case of NMK2 the changes in the direct effective stresses 

are small due to the previously seen excessive damping at the fundamental frequency of 

the deposit (Figure 3-61b). This results in a practically linear elastic response. Conversely, 

in the case of the analysis with the CH scheme, the accuracy of the numerical solution 

allows significant changes in the direct effective stresses to take place as a result of 

resonance, leading to the development of substantial deviatoric stresses, plasticity and, 

ultimately, liquefaction. 

 

Figure 3-63: Comparison of computed stress paths in mean effective-deviatoric stress space at 

depths of (a) 10 and (b) 20 m for the analyses using the CH and NMK2 time integration 

schemes 

3.9 Final remarks and conclusions 

The study under consideration in this chapter focussed on the implications of vertical 

ground motion, and in particular compressional waves, as well as bi-directional 

earthquake loading on the liquefaction response of fully saturated sand deposits. Initially, 

the frequency content of the input excitation, the depth of the deposit and the variable 
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permeability during liquefaction were investigated with the results contradicting some of 

the findings of previous studies. These are summarised below:  

• When the vertical ground motion is rich in frequencies in the range where the 

fundamental frequency of the deposit for P-waves lies, resonance can occur 

leading to the development of significant deviatoric stresses which in turn can 

induce plasticity and, if sufficiently strong, may lead to soil liquefaction. Peak 

ground acceleration of the input vertical motion appears to be an inappropriate 

parameter for damage evaluation. 

• The commonly adopted assumption of linear elastic behaviour when 

compressional waves propagate vertically upwards in a saturated sand deposit is 

not valid in such cases of resonance. 

• When the two components (i.e. vertical and horizontal) are combined in the 

analysis, increased plasticity can be engaged. This can increase the maximum 

depth of liquefaction and can lead to liquefaction triggering taking place earlier in 

the strong motion duration. Indeed, any predictions of field reponse can only be 

meaningful when the two seismic components, i.e. horizontal and vertical, and 

their actions are coupled. 

• Even in the case where liquefaction in the bi-directional analysis occurred 

marginally earlier compared to the uni-directional horizontal motion analysis and 

the maximum depth of liquefaction was unaltered, the inclusion of the vertical 

component led to larger post-liquefaction surface settlements compared to the 

predictions of horizontal motion analyses only. 

 

The above findings regarding the occurrence of liquefaction solely due to vertical ground 

motion propagation at resonance conditions were then extended by applying energy-

related considerations. In particular, the role of the post-resonance response cycles and of 

the number of cycles of the input ground motion in triggering liquefaction during P-wave 

propagation were analysed by studying time variations of dissipated energy and mean 

effective stress ratio, as well as by analysing the variation of mean effective stress with 

number of cycles at various depths across the modelled deposit. Additionally, the 

amplification of the vertical motion towards the ground surface, even when liquefaction 

takes place, was exhaustively discussed by studying two different hysteretic damping 

ratio time-histories: one based on effective vertical stress-vertical strain loops 

characterising the solid skeleton and one based on the corresponding total quantities 
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reflecting the presence of water in the soil’s pores. From these the following conclusions 

can be inferred:  

• In the case where liquefaction is induced by the vertical seismic component, the 

number of post-resonance response cycles is a key factor, as significant levels of 

energy dissipate only once resonance takes place. This is a significant observation, 

as resonance in the case of S-wave propagation is not a prerequisite for triggering 

liquefaction in a level-ground fully saturated sand deposit. 

• In a similar manner, the number of cycles of the input motion was shown to be of 

no significant importance.  

• When liquefaction takes place due to P-wave propagation, damping as a result of 

effective stresses increases substantially, in agreement with the plasticity observed. 

Conversely, the damping calculated based on the variation of total stresses retains 

very low values, as a result of the non-hysteretic behaviour of the water in the 

pores, justifying the amplification of vertical motion towards the ground surface 

even at liquefied sites.  

• The above imply that the potential of large vertical ground surface acceleration 

development and hence compressional structural damage can be predicted by 

carrying out a simple linear elastic frequency domain type analysis using 

appropriate levels of viscous (i.e. Rayleigh) damping, provided that the design 

ground motion, the stratigraphy details and the fundamental frequency of the 

deposit are known. Nevertheless, it is emphasised that such a simplified type of 

analysis would give no indication of settlements and differential settlements, 

while it would only represent greenfield conditions, meaning that it would be 

unclear how the presence of a structure would affect the overall response. 

 

The final part of this chapter focused on a comparison of the numerical dissipation 

characteristics of two time-integration schemes in vertical site response analyses. These 

are a widely used version of the Newmark family of algorithms which possesses 

numerical damping (Newmark, 1959) and the CH generalised α-method (Chung & 

Hulbert, 1993; Kontoe et al., 2008), which has been used to a lesser extent in geotechnics, 

where problems involving two phase media are common. In particular, the numerical 

parameters were chosen such that both methods result in a spectral radius at infinity, ρ∞, 

of 0.818. The time-step was also identical, so that the effects of the frequency content of 

the excitation and of the fundamental frequency of the deposit under resonant conditions 
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on the algorithmic dissipation performance can be isolated and examined. This is of 

interest as no information is currently available on the performance of the above schemes 

in coupled hydro-mechanical modelling of problems involving P-wave propagation. The 

results showed that the CH scheme retains its properties of controllable numerical 

dissipation even at resonant conditions in the high frequency range. Conversely, the 

Newmark scheme results in excessive damping of the response at the fundamental 

frequency, meaning that a prohibitive small time-step would be required to achieve an 

accurate solution. The numerical error in terms of amplitude decay in this latter case can 

be so large that it can completely prevent the occurrence of plasticity and ensuing 

liquefaction in a sand deposit as a result of P-wave propagation alone. 
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CHAPTER 4            

Modifications to the Bounding Surface 

Plasticity Model for sands for more accurate 

simulation of cyclic strength and overburden 

effects 

4.1 Introduction  

Amongst the various types of constitutive models developed for cyclic loading of granular 

soils, such as multi-surface models (e.g. Prevost, 1978; Cubrinovski & Ishihara, 1998) or 

classical elastoplastic platforms enhanced with concepts such as an endochronic 

densification law (e.g. López-Querol & Blazquez, 2006), bounding surface plasticity 

models have been a powerful tool in the field of geotechnics and soil dynamics in 

modelling complex phenomena. These were first adopted from metal plasticity (Dafalias 

& Popov, 1975) and were combined with the Critical State Soil Mechanics framework 

(Schofield & Wroth, 1968) by Manzari & Dafalias (1997). Past experience, however, has 

shown that this particular type of formulation tends to reproduce steeply dipping cyclic 

strength curves which can deviate significantly from the experimental response 

(Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2012). For the two-surface bounding surface plasticity model 

used herein (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014) this was attributed in Chapter 3 to the 

formulation of the fabric index, which currently controls the number of cycles to phase 

transformation and, effectively, liquefaction. Given the significance of the accurate 

prediction of the cyclic resistance of sands when modelling liquefaction phenomena, this 

particular limitation is mitigated herein by altering the spherical part of the flow rule of 

the constitutive platform: this controls the rate of generation of plastic volumetric strains 
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and, hence, the rate of residual excess pore water pressure development in undrained 

loading.  

In this chapter, initially the capabilities of the current formulation but also of similar 

models found in the literature are discussed. Subsequently, a detailed description of the 

modified expressions and their implementation is made. To validate the new formulation, 

the modified BSPM is calibrated for Nevada sand based on extensive laboratory data 

available. The impact of the modified model is then investigated in terms of single 

element tests and cyclic resistance ratio curves, but also in the context of a boundary value 

problem. The computed response is found to vary substantially from the original 

predictions, agreeing better with both the laboratory data and trends, as well as with the 

outcome of empirical assessments of liquefaction evaluation. 

4.2 Performance of two-surface bounding surface plasticity 

models for sands 

Figure 4-1 illustrates the performance of the two-surface BSPM presented in Chapter 2 

(Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014), as implemented in the Imperial College Finite 

Element Program (ICFEP, Potts and Zdravković, 1999), in terms of CRR curves for 

Nevada sand. Calibration of the model parameters was performed by Taborda (2011) and 

Taborda et al. (2014), who analysed in detail the performance of the model in simulating 

CRR curves for both Nevada and Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand. The results are 

presented herein for different mean effective stress levels and relative densities under 

both CSS and CTX conditions, while the liquefaction criterion is an excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru, of 95% (the latter criterion was used in this case to demonstrate the 

problem of stress locking, as it will be explained later). The initial conditions of the 

simulated tests are summarised in Table 4-1. The CTX tests were carried out for a value 

of K0, of 1.0 (isotropically consolidated undrained (CIU CTX), while a K0 of 0.5 was 

assumed for the CSS single element (SE) tests (anisotropically consolidated undrained 

(CAU CSS)). It should be noted that the CSR or CRR subsequently presented for Nevada 

sand has been calculated based on Equation 3-3 presented in Chapter 3.  
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Table 4-1: Initial state conditions of simulated single element tests (CSS or CTX) 

ID 𝛔′𝐯,𝟎 (kPa) K0 𝐩′𝟎 (kPa) Dr (%) 

40-40 40 1.0 (CTX) 40 (CTX) 40 

80-40 80 1.0 (CTX) / 0.5 (CSS) 80 (CTX) / 53.33 (CSS) 40 

160-40 160 1.0 (CTX) / 0.5 (CSS) 160 (CTX) / 106.67 (CSS) 40 

40-60 40 1.0 (CTX) 40 (CTX) 60 

80-60 80 1.0 (CTX) / 0.5 (CSS) 80 (CTX) / 53.33 (CSS) 60 

160-60 160 1.0 (CTX) / 0.5 (CSS) 160 (CTX) / 106.67 (CSS) 60 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Simulated CRR curves for Nevada Sand utilising the calibrated BSPM parameters 

by Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al., (2014) (a) cyclic simple shear (b) cyclic triaxial 

conditions (for the symbols in the legend the reader should refer to Table 4-1) 

The computed results show that under both loading modes the original version of the 

BSPM tends to predict very steeply inclined curves, with estimated BCRR values as high 

as 1.46 which do not necessarily increase with increasing Dr, as it has been shown by 

element testing (Boulanger & Idriss, 2015). It is reminded that BCRR is the slope of the 

cyclic strength curve represented by a power law function, as defined by Equation 4-1. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, this stems from the formulation of the fabric index in the 

cyclic part of the model and parameters H0 and ζ (Equation 2-44) which currently control 

the number of cycles to phase transformation and, effectively, liquefaction in undrained 

loading, with larger values of H resulting in more cycles to initial liquefaction. As a result 

of the adopted formulation, it has been shown that the adequate reproduction of observed 
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soil behaviour is only possible over a narrow range of CSR levels (i.e. during model 

calibration it is necessary to select whether large or small CSR values are of importance 

to the analysed problem). Additionally, the computed Kσ trend appears to be reverse 

compared to the laboratory observations discussed in Chapter 3 (Ishihara, 1996), i.e. 

increasing CRR with increasing p′0, for both relative densities and under both loading 

conditions. This is because this aspect of behaviour cannot be directly controlled in the 

current formulation, with the net combination of the changes in the hardening modulus, 

A, and dilatancy ratio, D, with varying p′0 level, as given by Equations 2-33 to 2-38 and 

2-32, respectively, arbitrarily defining the cyclic strength. The formulation of Equation 

2-44 does ensure a smaller fabric index, H, for higher p′0 levels, but this does not appear 

to be adequate to capture the desired Kσ trend. 

 

 CRR = ACRR ∙ N
−BCRR    4-1 

 

It is also interesting to note that for the highest confining stresses the criterion of ru=0.95 

could not be reached due to stress locking. Similar observations were made by Klokidi 

(2015) when calibrating the BSPM for the Fraser River Sand, as well as by Lu (2016) for 

Nevada Sand. These have been discussed in Chapter 3 and were attributed to the current 

coupling of the deviatoric, f, and spherical parts, fp, of the second-order fabric tensor 

F=fp 3⁄ ∙ I3 + 𝐟. This is done through Equation 2-45 (Cf), which controls compliance 

post-unloading following a dilative response, as well as Equation 2-44 for the fabric index 

H which controls their rate of development. The stress locking was found to be more 

pronounced for higher relative densities, as the dilatancy surface is crossed at earlier 

stages of loading, preventing sufficient development of fp and thus Cf. Klokidi (2015) also 

noted that for small CSR levels, where the phase transformation line (PTL, Ishihara et al., 

1975)  is crossed only at low effective stress levels, the response upon stress reversal was 

much more compliant for higher relative densities due to the larger number of cycles to 

phase transformation, allowing for higher maximum values of fp to be attained and hence 

larger Cf. This contradicts laboratory observations which have shown a more gradual 

reduction of the effective stress towards the origin upon phase transformation and load 

reversal for dense sands (Ishihara, 1985). As such, Klokidi (2015) uncoupled the spherical 

and deviatoric parts of fabric, meaning that parameter Cf  can now be calibrated until the 

desired response after PT and stress reversal, when the deviatoric part of fabric is 
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activated (Equation 2-38), is achieved. The impact of the proposed modification is shown 

in Figure 4-2 for relative densities of 40% and 60%, an initial mean effective stress level 

of 200 kPa and a cyclic stress ratio of 0.27. A Cf value of 100 was used in the uncoupled 

case, as calibrated by Klokidi (2015). The choice of post-consolidation stress level to 

demonstrate this was based on the formulation of Equation 2-44 which implies that for a 

higher stress level H, and hence the rate of development of fp and f (Equations 2-42 and 

2-43, respectively), will be smaller. As such, stress locking is anticipated to be more 

problematic for higher stress levels, as in these cases Cf in the original coupled 

formulation will attain smaller values through Equation 2-45. This is evident in Figure 

4-1. Additionally, as highlighted by Klokidi (2015), use of higher cyclic stress ratio levels 

leads to a lower number of cycles to phase transformation, rendering these cases more 

problematic in terms of stress locking when the original coupled formulation is used. This 

is because the spherical part of fabric, fp, is more likely to develop to a lesser extent, 

implying that Cf will not be adequate to result in a sufficiently compliant response post-

phase transformation and unloading. It is obvious from Figure 4-2 that the proposed 

uncoupled formulation successfully remediates the problem of stress locking which is 

observed for both relative densities in the original formulation. As expected, the response 

prior to phase transformation is identical between the coupled and uncoupled cases. It 

should be noted that Andrianopoulos et al. (2010) modified the original Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas (2002) model and multiplied the maximum value registered by fp in 

Equation 2-45 by a value of four. This was done to increase the contractive behaviour on 

stress reversal after PT. However, this still suffers from increased compliance for higher 

Dr, whereas the above uncoupling allows for a wider range of initial states to be simulated. 

It should be noted that the modification has been implemented such that it is possible to 

revert to the original coupled Cf.  

 

Figure 4-2: Cyclic triaxial test simulations showing the impact of the uncoupled Cf parameter of 

the fabric formulation 
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Similar observations have been made for other two-surface bounding surface plasticity 

models in the literature which are characterised by comparable functional expressions for 

the development of plastic volumetric strains (Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2012). Figure 

4-3 shows the computed CRR curves for a sand using the Dafalias & Manzari (2004) 

model. Similar to the Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002) model, which forms the basis 

of the BSPM used herein, the Dafalias & Manzari (2004) is also an evolution of the 

original framework of Manzari & Dafalias (1997) further developed for modelling cyclic 

and dynamic phenomena. BCRR values (denoted as b in the figure) larger than 0.5 are also 

noted, although lower than those seen in Figure 4-1. In this model, the fabric dilatancy 

tensor scales the dilatancy ratio, D, which defines the spherical part of the plastic potential 

gradient, rather than the plastic modulus, A, as in Taborda et al. (2014). This may 

contribute to these smaller values of BCRR. Additionally, the plastic modulus, the 

formulation of which is relatively similar to that in Taborda et al., (2014), excluding the 

fabric scalar, hf, and the expression given by Equation 2-36, is normalised by the distance 

of the current stress ratio from the initial one. This can result in a larger plastic modulus 

for smaller CSR levels. As the scalar multiplier, Λ, which defines the magnitude of the 

plastic strains, is a function of the plastic modulus, similar to Taborda et al. (2014), the 

above modification implies that Λ will be larger for larger cyclic stress ratios, leading to 

a higher generation of excess pore water pressures in undrained loading and hence 

somewhat flatter CRR curves. Additionally, the Kσ trend also appears to be practically 

absent. The latter in conjunction with the BCRR values shown in Figure 4-3, which 

although an improvement to Figure 4-1, still exceed those reported in laboratory testing 

(Boulanger & Idriss, 2015), imply that further modifications would be required to ensure 

adequate consistency with the laboratory trends. It should be noted that the latest version 

of the SANISAND family of models, SANISAND-Z, with a zero elastic range (Dafalias 

& Taiebat, 2016) has adopted a dilatancy ratio and a plastic modulus of the same 

formulation as that in Dafalias & Manzari (2004), meaning that a similar performance to 

the latter in terms of CRR curves would be anticipated. 
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Figure 4-3: Simulated CRR curves for a sand for cyclic simple shear conditions as obtained 

through the Dafalias & Manzari (2004) model (Figure 4 from Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012)) 

- BCRR values are denoted as b 

Similarly, simulations by Karamitros (2010) using the NTUA-Sand model of 

Andrianopoulos et al. (2010), which is also based on the Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas 

(2002) version, showed overly steep curves with BCRR values similar to those noted for 

the Taborda et al. (2014) model (Figure 4-4). In this version of the two surface bounding 

surface plasticity model the dilatancy ratio, D, is very similar to that of Papadimitriou & 

Bouckovalas (2002) with the dilatancy coefficient, A0, constant. The only exception is the 

addition of a term which introduces a dependency on the ratio of the distance to the 

dilatancy surface, dd, over its opening, dref
d , first introduced by Dafalias et al. (2004). dref

d  

is defined in a similar manner to Equation 2-37 for the bounding surface. However, this 

addition does not appear to improve the predicted cyclic strength trends. The particular 

formulation of the plastic modulus of Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002) is also 

retained, apart from a few modifications dictated by the vanished yield surface. The above 

similarities with the current version of the model used herein explain the comparable 

performance in terms of CRR. The Kσ trend also appears to be reversed.  
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Figure 4-4: Simulated CRR curves for a sand for cyclic simple shear conditions as obtained 

through simulations by Karamitros (2010) using the NTUA-Sand model (Figure 5 from 

Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012)) - BCRR values are denoted as b 

Finally, Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012) altered the functional forms of the PM4Sand 

model (Boulanger, 2010; Boulanger & Ziotopoulou, 2013; Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 

2013), which is a different version of the two-surface bounding surface plasticity models 

for sands based on the Dafalias & Manzari (2004) proposal, to improve the model’s 

performance in terms of CRR-N slopes and Κσ trends. The model’s performance can be 

seen in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. To do so, the dilatancy ratio, D, for plastic contraction was 

made a function of the distance of the current stress state from the initial one, as this was 

found to improve the slope of the CRR curves. Additionally, a factor that depends on the 

peak value of the developed fabric, with the latter also acting on D similar to Dafalias & 

Manzari (2004), was introduced in the dilatancy coefficient for plastic contraction. This 

was done to also scale the dilatancy ratio accordingly, resulting in larger contractive 

excess pore water pressures, Δu, when higher CSRs are applied. With regard to the Kσ 

trend, a factor which is a function of the relative state parameter index ξR, which serves 

as an equivalent for the state parameter ψ in the model (Boulanger, 2003), was also added 

to the dilatancy coefficient for plastic contraction. This scales the dilatancy ratio 

depending on the variation of the overburden stress and, thus, controls the variation of 

cyclic strength with the σ′v,0 level. A comparison of the model performance in terms of 

the effect of the overburden stress on the cyclic strength was made against the semi-

empirical Kσ relationship suggested by Idriss & Boulanger (2008), showing a good 

agreement (Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2012; Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2013). The 
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above modifications, however, have only been implemented for 2D plane strain 

conditions (Boulanger & Ziotopoulou, 2013). 

 

Figure 4-5: Simulated CRR curves for a sand for cyclic direct simple shear conditions as 

obtained through simulations by Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012) using the PM4Sand model 

(Figure 6b from Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012)) 

 

Figure 4-6: Simulated CRR curves for a sand for cyclic direct simple shear conditions as 

obtained through simulations by Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012) using the PM4Sand model 

showing the effect of initial mean effective stress on cyclic strength (Figure 8b from 

Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012)) 

4.3 Proposed modifications to the flow rule of the Bounding 

Surface Plasticity Model for sands 

In elasto-plastic constitutive models the spherical part of the gradient of the plastic 

potential controls the rate of generation of plastic volumetric strains and hence, the rate 
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of excess pore water pressure development during undrained loading. In the original 

version of the model (Taborda 2011; Taborda et al., 2014) this is given by Equation 2-32, 

where the spherical part is governed by the dilatancy rate D, i.e. the ratio of volumetric 

over deviatoric plastic incremental strains (Jefferies & Been, 2006). This is different from 

the spherical part of the gradient of the yield surface (Equations 2-25 and 2-26) implying 

a non-associated flow rule. In the spherical part of the plastic potential gradient, D is the 

product of the dilatancy constant, A0, a model parameter, with dd which is the distance in 

the deviatoric plane of the current stress state to the dilatancy surface, defined by Equation 

2-31. The formulation of Equation 2-31 stems from the bounding surface plasticity theory 

in which the plastic behaviour is characterised by the distance of the current stress point 

from its image points on each of the model surfaces (Dafalias & Popov, 1975; Krieg, 

1975; Manzari & Dafalias, 1997). Contractive plastic volumetric strains, εvol
p

, or excess 

pore water pressures, Δu, are generated when the stress state is below the dilatancy surface 

(i.e. dd>0), while when the dilatancy surface is crossed (i.e. dd becomes negative), dilative 

εvol
p

 or Δu are computed. 

The new formulation, which is proposed herein and was developed as part of this thesis, 

introduces a dependency of the dilatancy coefficient A0 on dd in a power law manner 

according to Equation 4-2: 

 

 
Ad = A0 + (A0,min − A0) ∙ (

dd

dd,SR
)b 

  4-2 

 

where Ad is now the dilatancy coefficient, A0 is the original dilatancy constant as defined 

through the slope of a graph of D versus the current stress ratio, η, from monotonic triaxial 

tests (Τaborda, 2011) and is the maximum value ever attained by Ad, while A0,min is the 

minimum value of Ad. Equation 4-3 is used as a measure of the distance of the last reversal 

point from the dilatancy surface in the deviatoric plane, dd,SR: 
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 dd,SR = (𝛂𝐝 − 𝐫𝐒𝐑): 𝐧 =  

=(αθ
d ∙ nxx − rxx

SR) ∙ nxx + (αθ
d ∙ nyy − ryy

SR) ∙ nyy + (αθ
d ∙

nzz − rzz
SR) ∙ nzz + 2 ∙ (αθ

d ∙ nxy − rxy
SR) ∙ nxy + 2 ∙ (αθ

d ∙

nxz − rxz
SR) ∙ nxz + 2 ∙ (αθ

d ∙ nyz − ryz
SR) ∙ nyz 

 

  4-3 

where rSR is the stress ratio tensor at the last known shear reversal, defined by Equation 

4-4, the components of which are stored as elastic hardening parameters, as described in 

Chapter 2. Additionally, αθ
d is defined according to Equation 4-5: 

 

 

𝐫𝐒𝐑 = [

rxx
SR   rxy

SR   rxz
SR

ryx
SR  ryy

SR    ryz
SR

rzx
SR   rzy

SR    rzz
SR

]   4-4 

 

αθ
d = √

2

3
∙ (g(θ, cd) ∙ Mc

d −m)   4-5 

 

where g(θ, cd) is the interpolation function given by Equations 2-21 to 2-23, and cd the 

dilatancy surface stress ratio between triaxial extension and compression, Me
d Mc

d⁄   with 

Mc
d defined according to Equation 2-19.  

The functional form of Equation 4-2 can be seen in Figure 4-7a, where Ad varies from 

A0,min - here chosen equal to 0 - when dd = dd,SR at the start of the stress path or after 

unloading, to the value of A0 - here equal to 1.46 as calibrated for Nevada sand by Taborda 

(2011) and Taborda et al. (2014) - when the current stress state is on the dilatancy surface 

and dd=0. The value of the power b controls the non-linearity of the expression, i.e. the 

rate at which Ad increases from A0,min to A0, with smaller b values leading to smaller 

values of Ad, meaning that slower generation of Δu during undrained loading is simulated 

and, hence, larger cyclic strength. Every time a shear reversal is registered, 

dd dd,SR⁄  reverts to 1 and Ad=A0,min. It is anticipated that for small CSR levels the range 

of variation of dd dd,SR⁄  will be more limited than that corresponding to large CSRs. As 

such, the above formulation ensures a smaller average dilatancy coefficient for low 
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amplitude cyclic solicitations, which can account for the notable differences in the 

number of cycles to liquefaction between large and small CSR levels previously 

described. It should be noted that when the stress state moves above the dilatancy surface 

(dd < 0) the formulation reverts to the original expression (i.e. Ad=A0). 

To control and reproduce the reduction in cyclic strength with increasing p′0 levels, b was 

set to be p′0-dependent according to Equation 4-6: 

 

 

{
 
 

 
 
if p′0 ≥ p

′
0,A
 then b = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0) ≤ bmax

if p′
0
< p′

0,A 
then b = bd + (

p′
0

p′
0,A

)d3 ∙ (bl − bd),

 where bl = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0,A)

   4-6 

 

where d1, d2, d3, bd, bmax and p′0,A  are new model parameters, with d1, d2 and d3 

controlling the position and non-linearity of the above expressions and bd defining the 

value of b at the intersection with the vertical axis (p′0 = 0 kPa). A variation of the above 

expression is shown in Figure 4-7b for different p′0 levels. An increasing trend of b with 

mean effective stress after consolidation is noted, meaning that Ad will increase at a higher 

rate for larger p′0 values, thus simulating a smaller cyclic strength in accordance with the 

observed Kσ trends. The second expression in Equation 4-6 for p′0 < p′0,A  was 

introduced for higher accuracy at small stress levels, where a small deviation of the 

computed b value from the desired one was found to have a substantial impact on the 

computed response. The difference can be seen in Figures 4-7c and 4-7d.  

For numerical purposes when implementing these equations, a limit on b, i.e. bmax, had to 

be introduced to ensure that it does not become unreasonably large, resulting in a high 

non-linearity of the Ad expression and numerical instability. Additionally, in the 

implementation of Equation 4-2, a condition specifying that the denominator dd,SR does 

not assume a value of zero is required to avoid computational issues. This can take place 

when unloading occurs on or very close to the dilatancy surface, rendering dd,SR ≈ 0.  
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Figure 4-7: (a) Suggested dependence of the dilatancy coefficient on the distance of the current 

stress state to the dilatancy surface (b) calibration of parameters for the new flow rule (c) 

expression of the power b in the flow rule at low stress levels (d) modified proposed expression 

of the power b in the flow rule at low stress levels to fit the observed trends 

In total 7 new model parameters were introduced through the above modifications, A0,min, 

d1, d2, d3, bd, bmax and p′0,A. However, one can simply revert to the original formulation 

by choosing A0,min=A0. The modified formulation is summarised in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Modified formulation of the two-surface BSPM 

Description  Equation Parameters 
Elastic behaviour    

Small strain shear modulus   4-7 Gmax =
B ∙ p′ref

0.3 + 0.7 ∙ e2
∙ √

p′

p′ref
 B, p′ref 

Tangent shear modulus   4-8 Gtan =
Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1`
− 1) ∙ (

χref
r

NT ∙ η1
)κ−1

 κ, α1 

   4-9 
η1 = a1 ∙ (

Gmax
SR

p′SR
) ∙ γ1 γ1 

Limit tangent shear modulus   4-10 Gtan ≥
Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1
− 1)

  

Tangent bulk modulus   4-11 Ktan =
2 ∙ (1 + v)

3 ∙ (1 − 2 ∙ v)
∙ Gtan v 

Model surfaces    

Critical State Line   4-12 eCS = (eCS)ref − λ ∙ (
p′

p′
ref

)ξ (eCS)ref, λ, ξ 

Critical State surface   4-13 √3 ∙ J2̅
∗
= g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

c ∙ p′with c=Me
c Mc

c⁄  Me
c, Mc

c 
Dilatancy surface   4-14 √3 ∙ J2̅ = g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

d ∙ p′ = g(θ, c) ∙ (Mc
c ∙ +kc

d ∙ ψ) ∙ p′ kc
d 

Bounding surface   4-15 √3 ∙ J2̅ = g(θ, c) ∙ Mc
b ∙ p′ = g(θ, c) ∙ (Mc

c ∙ +kc
b ∙ ⟨−ψ⟩) ∙ p′ kc

b 

Shape in the deviatoric plane   4-16 g(θ, c) =
2 ∙ c

i1(θ, c)
− i2(θ, c)  

   4-17 
i1(θ, c) =

1 + c

2
−
1 − c

2
∙ cos (3 ∙ θ +

π

2
)  

   4-18 
i2(θ, c) =

1 + c

2
+
1 − c

2
∙ cos (3 ∙ θ +

π

2
)  

Primary yield surface   4-19 F1 = √(𝐬 − p
′ ∙ 𝛂): (𝐬 − p′ ∙ 𝛂) − √2 3⁄ ∙ m ∙ p′ = 0 m 

Gradient of the primary yield surface   4-20 
∂F1
∂σ′

= 𝐧 −
V

3
∙ 𝐈𝟑  

   4-21 V = 𝛂:𝐧 + √2 3⁄ ∙ m  
Secondary yield surface   4-22 F2 = p′YS − p

′ = 0 p′YS 

Gradient of the secondary yield surface   4-23 
∂F2
∂σ′

= 𝐈𝟑  

Unit stress ratio tensor   4-24 𝐧 =
�̅�

√2 3⁄ ∙ m
=

𝐫 − 𝛂

√2 3⁄ ∙ m
=

𝐬 − p′ ∙ 𝛂

√2 3⁄ ∙ m ∙ p′
  

Image point of current stress ratio on the 

model surfaces 
  4-25 𝛂c,b,d = √2 3⁄ ∙ (g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

c,b,d −m) ∙ 𝐧 
 

Distance of the current stress state from 

the model surfaces 
  4-26 dc,b,d = (𝛂c,b,d − 𝛂):𝐧  

Plastic behaviour-primary yield surface    

Flow rule   4-27 ∂P1
∂σ′

= 𝐧 +
D

3
∙ 𝐈3 = 𝐧 +

Ad ∙ d
d

3
∙ 𝐈3 

 

   4-28 Ad = A0 + (A0,min − A0) ∙ (
dd

dd,SR
)b A0, A0,min 

   4-29 dd,SR = (𝛂𝐝 − 𝐫𝐒𝐑): 𝐧  

 
  4-30 {

if p′0 ≥ p
′
0,A
 then b = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0) ≤ bmax

if p′0 < p′0,A then b = bd + (
p′0
p′0,A

)d3 ∙ (bl − bd)
 

p′0,A, d1, d2, 

d3, bd, bmax 

   4-31 bl = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0,A)  
Hardening modulus   4-32 A = p′ ∙ he ∙ hg ∙ hb ∙ hf ∙ d

b  

   4-33 he = h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ e) ≥ h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ emax) ho, γ, emax 

   4-34 hg = Gtan
αG  αG 

   4-35 hb = (
p′

p′
ref

)μ−1 ∙ (
|db|

|dref
b − |db||

)β+1 μ, β 

   4-36 dref
b = √2 3⁄ ∙ ((g(θ, c) ∙ Mc

b −m) + (g(θ + π, c) ∙ Mc
b −m))  

 

  4-37 hf =

{
 
 

 
 1 + 〈fp〉

2

1 + 〈𝐟: 𝐧〉
,  if fp is active

1

1 + 〈𝐟: 𝐧〉
,  if fp is disregarded

 

 

Plastic behaviour-secondary yield 

surface 
   

Flow rule   4-38 
∂P2
∂σ′

= 𝚰3  

Hardening modulus   4-39 A2 = 0.0  
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Description  Equation Parameters 
    

Hardening rules    
Axis of primary yield surface   4-40 Δ𝛂 = 〈Λ〉 ∙ he ∙ hg ∙ hb ∙ hf ∙ (𝛂

b − 𝛂)  
Fabric tensor   4-41 Δfp = H ∙ Δεvol

p   

   4-42 Δ𝐟 = −H ∙ 〈−Δεvol
p 〉 ∙ [Cf ∙ 𝐧 + 𝐟] Cf 

   4-43 H = H0 ∙ (
σ′1,0
p′ref

)−ζ ∙ 〈−ψ0〉 H0, ζ  

*: J2̅ = 1 2⁄ ∙ r̅: r̅ 

4.4 Calibration for Nevada Sand 

The modified BSPM is calibrated in this section for Nevada sand with the aim to 

demonstrate the improved prediction capabilities resulting from the adoption of the new 

formulation. Nevada sand is a uniform quartz sand, the properties and mechanical 

behaviour of which have been thoroughly investigated, given its use in extensive 

centrifuge testing and numerical analyses conducted as part of the VELACS project - 

Verification of Liquefaction Analysis by Centrifuge Studies (Arulanandan & Scott, 

1993). As aforementioned, Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. (2014) calibrated the 

original formulation of the constitutive platform based on available element testing 

carried out on Nevada sand as part of this project (Arulmoli et al., 1992). This calibration 

forms the basis of the modifications made herein to calibrate the new functions of the 

model. Since the latter concern the performance in cyclic loading, model parameters for 

the monotonic response have been adopted from Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. 

(2014).  

Cyclic laboratory tests from the VELACS project consisted of stress-controlled 

isotropically consolidated CTX tests and anisotropically consolidated (K0=0.5) CSS tests. 

Additional to the laboratory data from Arulmoli et al. (1992), cyclic undrained element 

testing on Nevada sand was found to have been carried out by Kutter et al. (1994), 

Kammerer et al. (2000) and Brandes (2011). Kammerer et al. (2000) conducted cyclic 

simple shear tests, although the initial conditions in terms of mean effective stress level 

after consolidation and relative density did not match those of the VELACS tests. Most 

of the tests were in fact conducted for an initial static shear stress which, depending on 

the initial relative density, can affect the resulting cyclic strength (Ishihara, 1996). Cyclic 

simple shear testing was also conducted by Brandes (2011) for a range of initial confining 

stresses, however, the exact stress paths, stress-strain curves and excess pore water 

pressure generation were not provided in the original reference. As such, only CTX and 

CSS from Arulmoli et al. (1992) and CTX tests from Kutter et al. (1994) were used for 
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the calibration. Tests with an OCR of 1 were selected from the latter reference to agree 

with the post-consolidation conditions of the tests in Arulmoli et al. (1992). All tests 

utilised had no initial static shear stress. Based on Table 4-3, which summarises the 

properties of Nevada sand used in the two independent testing programmes, as well as 

the particle size distribution curves depicted in Figure 4-8, it becomes evident that the 

material tested by Arulmoli et al. (1992) and Kutter et al. (1994) is very similar and, 

hence, the relevant tests can be combined for the purposes of calibrating the BSPM for 

Nevada sand. 

Table 4-3: Physical properties of Nevada sand (Arulmoli et al., 1992; Kutter et al., 1994) 

Properties Arulmoli et al. (1992) Kutter et al. (1994) 

Specific gravity of soil particles, Gs () 2.670 2.67 

Minimum void ratio, emin () 0.511 0.551 

Maximum void ratio, emax () 0.887 0.887 

Minimum dry density, γd, min (kN/m3) 13.870 13.870 

Maximum dry density, γd,max (kN/m3) 17.330 17.330 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Particle size distribution of Nevada sand used for the calibration of the modified 

cyclic part of the BSPM (after Arulmoli et al. (1992) and Kutter et al. (1994)) 

Table 4-4 summarises the post-consolidation conditions of the cyclic tests used in this 

study. The CSR has been defined according to Equation 3-3. 
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Table 4-4: Post-consolidation conditions of cyclic element tests used in the study (after 

Arulmoli et al. (1992) and Kutter et al. (1994)) 

Test ID Dr (%) 𝛔′𝐯𝟎 (kPa) K0 () CSR () 

CTX 40-115* 41.6 40 1.0 0.23 

CTX 40-114* 42.4 80 1.0 0.18 

CTX 40-116* 42.3 160 1.0 0.153 

CTX 60-88* 60.6 40 1.0 0.31 

CTX 60-86* 61.6 80 1.0 0.25 

CTX 60-87* 61.6 80 1.0 0.38 

CTX 50N1** 65 50 1.0 0.13 

CTX 250N3** 56 250 1.0 0.25 

CTX 250N4** 59 250 1.0 0.15 

CTX 250N8** 63 250 1.0 0.25 

CTX 250N10** 66 250 1.0 0.17 

CTX 250N11** 65 250 1.0 0.14 

CTX 250N12** 66 250 1.0 0.13 

CSS 40-06* 42.6 160 0.5 0.202 

CSS 40-07* 43.3 160 0.5 0.107 

CSS 40-08* 44.9 80 0.5 0.272 

CSS 40-09* 45.9 80 0.5 0.139 

CSS 60-04* 63 80 0.5 0.443 

CSS 60-05* 62.7 80 0.5 0.233 

CSS 60-06* 61.4 160 0.5 0.246 

CSS 60-07* 60.1 160 0.5 0.126 
*Arulmoli et al. (1992) 
**Kutter et al. (1994) 

 

The first stage involved calibrating the new parameters of the flow rule until the number 

of cycles to phase transformation agreed with the laboratory tests. For this, parameter 

A0,min was chosen to be zero so as to acquire the biggest range of variation of Ad. The 

dilatancy constant, A0, was determined by Taborda (2011) during the monotonic 

calibration and is equal to 1.46. It should be noted that the fabric index constant, H0, was 

reduced from the original value of 314.6 (Taborda, 2011) to a value as small as 50: as the 

number of cycles to PT is now controlled through the new expression for the dilatancy 

coefficient, Ad, adopting an H0 of 50 practically eliminated any additional contribution 

from H. The small value still ensures a stiffening response when the cyclic stress path 

takes place below the dilatancy surface, as experimentally shown by Ladd et al. (1977) 

and accounted for in the original version (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002; Taborda 

et al., 2014). The process followed to determine the rest of the parameters is as follows: 

each available CRR curve for a given p′0  level was modelled initially by varying 

parameter b until a good fit with the laboratory data was observed. During this process 

p′0,A  and d2 were set to be equal to 0. This de-activates the second part of Equation 4-6 
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and sets b equal to d1. The resulting individual (p′0, b) points for Nevada sand have been 

shown in Figure 4-7b. Parameters d1, d2, d3 and bd can then be calibrated by fitting these 

points with the expressions of Equation 4-6. During this process, a value of 40 kPa for 

p′0,A was found to be appropriate.  

The uncoupled Cf formulation from Klokidi (2015) was adopted in this case, as the 

spherical part of fabric is practically now non-existent due to the very small value of H0. 

As such, in the second stage, it was deemed appropriate  to adjust the fabric parameter Cf 

until the simulated remaining cycles after phase transformation and up to initial 

liquefaction, when the excess pore water pressure, ru, is larger than 0.95 and the effective 

stress becomes momentarily practically zero (Ishihara, 1985), agreed with the laboratory 

data. For the range of densities and mean effective stress levels tested, practically all 

laboratory tests on Nevada sand went straight to a state of initial liquefaction on stress 

reversal after crossing of the PTL. As such, the selection of Cf aimed at reproducing 

sufficient compliance for a range of p′0 levels, relative densities and cyclic solicitations, 

as observed in undrained cyclic element testing (Ishihara, 1985), excluding the possibility 

of stress locking, as described in section 4.2. A value of 100, similar to that calibrated by 

Klokidi (2015) for Fraser River Sand, but also for Nevada Sand using the original flow 

rule, was found to provide satisfactory results. Finally, a bmax value of 50 was chosen as 

it corresponds to a p′0 level of 215 kPa. For a typical sand deposit with a high ground 

water table (GWT) this corresponds to a depth of about 35 m, which is deep enough for 

most of the common cyclic mobility problems. 

It should be noted that with the new formulation an option of entirely de-activating the 

spherical part of fabric is also feasible. In this case the fabric parameters H0 and ζ (effect 

of principal stress on fabric index) can be calibrated during the second stage, 

simultaneously with Cf. As discussed in Chapter 2, fp evolves throughout the whole 

shearing process according to Equation 4-41, which implies that the monotonic response 

needs to be checked and possibly adjusted after the calibration of the fabric (Taborda, 

2011). Given that fp now is practically non-existent, this is no longer problematic as its 

impact on the monotonic response is expected to be, in most cases, unnoticeable. The 

variation of the dilatancy coefficient when the current stress state is below the dilatancy 

surface is expected to affect the monotonic response to a certain extent, particularly for 

small confining levels, as for these Ad deviates from A0 for longer. However, this is not 

anticipated to be particularly pronounced. Isotropically consolidated undrained 

monotonic triaxial compression tests on Nevada sand that were used by Taborda (2011) 
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when checking the model performance are repeated below. The initial post-consolidation 

conditions of these tests are summarised in Table 4-5. The results show that the 

reproduced response is similar to that resulting from the original calibration and as such, 

no further modifications to the parameters were required (Figures 4-9 and 4-10). 

Table 4-5: Post-consolidation conditions of monotonic triaxial compression element tests 

(Arulmoli et al., 1992) 

Test ID Dr (%) 𝛔′𝐯𝟎 (kPa) 

CIUC 40-04 40 80 

CIUC 40-05 40 160 

CIUC 40-51 40 40 

CIUC 40-06 40 40 

CIUC 60-11 60 80 

CIUC 60-19 60 40 
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of the modified BSPM performance (denoted as modif. model) for 

monotonic triaxial tests with original simulations (denoted as orig. model) (Taborda, 2011) and 

laboratory data (stress path in deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial 

strain response and pore water pressure-axial strain evolution) for (a) CIUC 40-04, (b) CIUC 

40-05 and (c) CIUC 40-51 
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of the modified BSPM performance (denoted as modif. model) for 

monotonic triaxial tests with original simulations (denoted as orig. model) (Taborda, 2011) and 

laboratory data (stress path in deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial 

strain response and pore water pressure-axial strain evolution) for (a) CIUC 40-06, (b) CIUC 

60-11 and (c) CIUC 60-19 

Tables 4-6 and 4-7 present the original (Taborda, 2011) and modified model parameters 

for Nevada sand. 
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Table 4-6: Original model parameters for Nevada Sand as established by Taborda (2011) 

Model  Value Model  Value Model  Value Model Value 

𝐩′𝐫𝐞𝐟 (𝐤𝐏𝐚) 1000.0 𝐀𝟎 1.46 𝐦   0.065    𝛄 1.214 

(𝐞𝐂𝐒)𝐫𝐞𝐟  0.887 𝐀𝟎,𝐦𝐢𝐧  N/A 𝐩′𝐘𝐒 (𝐤𝐏𝐚)  1.00 𝐞𝐦𝐚𝐱 0.818 

𝛌 0.14 𝐩′𝟎,𝐀 (𝐤𝐏𝐚) N/A 𝐁  164.0 𝛂  1.00 

𝛏  0.25 𝐛𝐝  N/A a1 0.30 𝛃  0.00 

𝚳𝐜
𝐜 1.29 d1 N/A 𝛋  2.00 𝛍  1.50 

𝚳𝐞
𝐜 0.90 d2 N/A 𝛄𝟏 6.5x10-4 𝚮𝟎 314.6 

𝐤𝐜
𝐛 2.18 d3 N/A 𝛎  0.20 𝛇  1.59 

𝐤𝐜
𝐝 2.35 𝐛𝐦𝐚𝐱  N/A 𝐡𝟎 1.939 Cf N/A 

 

Table 4-7: Modified model parameters for Nevada sand incorporating the new features of the 

flow rule  

Model  Value Model  Value Model  Value Model Value 

𝐩′𝐫𝐞𝐟 (𝐤𝐏𝐚) 1000.0 𝐀𝟎 1.46 𝐦   0.065    𝛄 1.214 

(𝐞𝐂𝐒)𝐫𝐞𝐟  0.887 𝐀𝟎,𝐦𝐢𝐧  0.00 𝐩′𝐘𝐒 (𝐤𝐏𝐚)  1.00 𝐞𝐦𝐚𝐱 0.818 

𝛌 0.14 𝐩′𝟎,𝐀 (𝐤𝐏𝐚) 40.0 𝐁  164.0 𝛂  1.00 

𝛏  0.25 𝐛𝐝  0.03 a1 0.30 𝛃  0.00 

𝚳𝐜
𝐜 1.29 d1 0.12 𝛋  2.00 𝛍  1.50 

𝚳𝐞
𝐜 0.90 d2 0.028 𝛄𝟏 6.5x10-4 𝚮𝟎 50.0 

𝐤𝐜
𝐛 2.18 d3 1.96 𝛎  0.20 𝛇  1.59 

𝐤𝐜
𝐝 2.35 𝐛𝐦𝐚𝐱  50.0 𝐡𝟎 1.939 Cf 100.0 

4.5 Impact of the new model formulation 

The impact of the modified formulation is examined below in terms of the slopes of the 

computed CRR curves, as well as in terms of the effect of the mean effective stress level 

after consolidation and of the relative density on cyclic strength under both cyclic simple 

shear and triaxial loading conditions. The performance in a boundary value problem 

modelling vertical propagation of shear waves is also examined, together with 

comparisons with the predictions of an empirical assessment for liquefaction evaluation. 
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4.5.1 Performance of the modified BSPM in single element tests 

In this section the impact of the modified formulation is examined in terms of single 

element undrained cyclic triaxial and cyclic simple shear tests and the resulting CRR 

curves. The results are compared with the original formulation but also with laboratory 

data. Unless otherwise stated, element testing included in the figures is from Arulmoli et 

al. (1992). The initial conditions of the single element tests are those presented in Table 

4-1, chosen such that they include those of the experiments. The latter have been 

presented in Table 4-4. 

Liquefaction triggering criteria – new formulation 

Similar to FRS in Chapter 3, prior to examining the modified model performance, a 

review of the computed liquefaction resistance for various liquefaction criteria is made 

for both CSS and CTX conditions using the new formulation in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. 

Strain criteria of ±3.75% SA shear strain and 2% and 5% DA axial strain under CSS and 

CTX conditions, respectively, are examined. Excess pore water pressure ratio criteria of 

0.85 and 0.95, as well as the criterion of crossing the PTL introduced in Chapter 3 are 

also utilised. 
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Figure 4-11: Comparison of computed cyclic strength of Nevada Sand under simple shear 

conditions for various criteria for triggering liquefaction using the modified BSPM (a) Dr=40% 

(b) Dr=60% 
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of computed cyclic strength of Nevada sand under triaxial conditions 

for various criteria for triggering liquefaction using the modified BSPM (a) Dr=40% (b) 

Dr=60% 

It is evident that the interpretation from both the numerical simulations and laboratory 

data for the examined criteria results in very similar cyclic resistances. Close inspection 

shows that, similar to FRS in Chapter 3, the criteria of PT and an ru of 0.85 tend to consist 

of a lower bound, while, the 5% DA axial strain and ±3.75% SA shear strain tend to 

generally constitute the upper bound of the CRR curves for CTX and CSS conditions, 
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respectively. Given the problems observed in section 4.2 due to stress locking when using 

the original formulation of coupled Cf, and accounting for the fact that the PT criterion is 

not affected by such limitations, subsequent results are presented for the PT criterion so 

that the results can be compared more effectively. This is because the particular 

formulation of the deviatoric part of the fabric tensor and of the fabric scalar hf (Equations 

4-42 and 4-37, respectively) dictates that the former only gets activated on shear reversal 

following a dilative plastic volumetric response, i.e. when the stress path is above the 

PTL. As seen in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, such stress locking problems are absent from the 

new formulation utilising an uncoupled Cf. This is evident from the fact that liquefaction 

is reached for all excess pore water pressure ratio and strain criteria and for all initial 

states and CSR levels considered. Additionally, all criteria fall in a very narrow range of 

cycles to liquefaction, N, without deviating largely from the PT criterion, as it was 

observed in Chapter 3 for FRS. 

Slope of CRR curves and overburden effect 

Figure 4-13 examines the slope (i.e. BCRR values), as well as the effect of the p′0 level on 

the computed CRR curves using the modified formulation. The results using the original 

formulation are superimposed for comparison purposes. The reduction in the BCRR values 

is substantial, with a maximum value of 0.48 as compared to 1.46 in the original 

formulation. These are now found to lie within the observed laboratory trends from the 

literature, as discussed in section 3.3, and very close to the results of the experimental 

data on Nevada sand. It is interesting to note further that the individual points from the 

simulations using the new version of the BSPM follow closely the laboratory power law 

trend, as given by Equation 4-1, whereas those of the original formulation provide in 

many occasions a poor fit, especially under CTX conditions. 
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Figure 4-13: Comparison of computed CRR curves of Nevada sand using the modified BSPM 

(denoted as modif. model) with the original simulations (denoted as orig. model), as well as 

available laboratory data for relative densities of 40% and 60% and σ′v0 levels of 40, 80 and 

160 kPa (a) cyclic simple shear (b) cyclic triaxial conditions 

The improvement in terms of the Kσ trend is also remarkable: the influence of the varying 

confining stress after consolidation is now properly captured in the simulations with 

increasing p′0 level resulting in a reduction in the cyclic strength. The opposite trend was 

predicted by the original constitutive law, as also noted in Figure 4-13. The calibrated 

parameters do not appear to simulate a particularly pronounced impact of increasing mean 

effective stress level, however, this is also exhibited by the laboratory data. Brandes 

(2011) also fitted the results of nine CSS tests on Nevada sand consolidated to a range of 

confining stresses with a single line, as shown in Figure 4-14. The liquefaction criterion 

used in his simulations was that of ±3.75% SA shear strain. It is important to note that the 
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model captures the laboratory trends for both relative densities simulated, without 

explicitly incorporating the effect of Dr in the newly introduced expressions (Equations 

4-2, 4-3 and 4-6). This stems from the state parameter framework, ψ (Been & Jefferies, 

1985), on which it is based, as discussed in Chapter 2 and shown in Table 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-14: CRR curve from CSS tests on Nevada sand for σ′v0 ranging between 287-700 kPa 

(after Figure 6 of Brandes (2011)) 

Dr effect 

The final aspect investigated in terms of CRR curves is whether the formulation retains 

its ability to predict an increase in cyclic strength with increasing relative density, as it 

would be expected for denser samples (Ishihara, 1985). Figure 4-15 depicts the resulting 

CRR curves for various σ′v0  levels and under both loading modes. These appear to 

exhibit the desired trend, agreeing to a satisfactory degree with the experimental data. 
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Figure 4-15: Effect of relative density on the computed CRR curves for Nevada sand for 

different σ′v0  levels using the modified BSPM (denoted as modif. model) and comparisons with 

the original simulations (denoted as orig. model) and available laboratory data (a) cyclic simple 

shear (b) cyclic triaxial conditions 

4.5.2 Performance of the modified BSPM in boundary value problems 

The impact of the modified formulation is further examined in this section through a site 

response analysis modelling vertical propagation of shear waves. To this end, a 15 m deep 

hypothetical fully saturated Nevada sand deposit with a relative density of 40% (i.e. a 

void ratio of 0.724) and the GWT at ground level was considered in the performed FE 

analyses. For the considered state, a permeability of 6.5E-05 m/s was assigned to the 

layer, based on the results of constant head permeability tests conducted as part of the 

VELACS project (Arulmoli et al., 1992; Taborda, 2011). A bulk unit weight, γb, of 19.31 

kN/m3 and a K0 value of 0.5 were also attributed to the sand layer. The input ground 
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motion was the Kawasaki foreshock of the 26th July 2003 Miyagi earthquake in north-

eastern Japan, as registered in a downhole array at 142 m depth. This had a moment 

magnitude, Mw, of 5.6 with an epicentre about 60 km from the record site (Okada et al. 

2003; Sato et al., 2006). The acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum of the east-

west (EW) horizontal component which was used in the analyses is shown in Figure 4-16. 

As seen, the motion is characterised by a low peak ground acceleration of 0.01g.  

 

Figure 4-16: Input acceleration time-history and corresponding Fourier Spectrum of the EW 

component of the Kawasaki ground motion used in the BVP 

An empirical assessment according to the procedure described in Idriss & Boulanger 

(2008) indicated a factor of safety against liquefaction, FSL, in excess of 6, as shown in 

Figure 4-17. The procedure has been presented in Equations 3-19 through 3-28 in Chapter 

3. The maximum applied shear stress, τmax, in the computation of CSR, however, was 

calculated here based on the empirical expression (i.e. Equation 3-25) rather than 

obtaining it from FE analyses as done in Chapter 3. This is because the modelled depth is 

less than 20 m, meaning that Equations 3-21 to 3-23 are now valid across the whole 

deposit.  
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Figure 4-17: Computed factor of safety against liquefaction with depth for the 15 m Nevada 

sand deposit according to the procedure of Idriss & Boulanger (2008) 

For the reasons highlighted in Chapter 3, the ground surface peak acceleration, amax, was 

obtained from an equivalent drained FE analysis so that the computed surface 

accelerogram has no signs of liquefaction (Youd et al., 2001). It should be noted that the 

outcome of the drained analyses was practically identical between the original and 

modified formulation.  

In terms of liquefaction, two fully hydro-mechanically coupled analyses were carried out 

to obtain the response in terms of excess pore water pressure development using the 

original and modified formulation of the BSPM. The CSR profile with depth was 

calculated for irregular uni-directional loading from the drained analysis, according to 

Equation 4-44: 

 

 
(
τeq

p′0
)20 =

1

(
1 + 2 ∙ K0

3 )
∙ (
τeq

σ′v0
)20 =

1

(
1 + 2 ∙ K0

3 ) ∙ C2

∙
τmax
σ′v0

   4-44 

 

where τmax is the maximum shear stress applied at a certain depth, τeq is the equivalent 

uniform amplitude shear stress that in 20 loading cycles will induce the same effect in 

terms of excess pore pressure development, strain evolution and liquefaction with that 

when the irregular shear stress time-history is applied and C2 is the irregularity factor for 

which Ishihara & Nagase (1988) found a relative density dependency (Ishihara, 1996).  
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For a Dr of 40%, C2 takes a value of 1.8, while, for a K0 of 0.5, Equation 4-44 results in 

a reduction factor of 0.833 (see Equation 4-45): 

 

 
CSR = (

τeq

p′0
)20 = 0.833 ∙

τmax
σ′v0

 
  4-45 

 

The size of the elements was based on Bathe (1996) recommendations for 8-noded solid 

elements, as previously described in Chapter 3, resulting in a size of 0.25×0.25 m2 and a 

column of 60×1 elements. The boundary conditions for horizontal site-response analyses 

have also been presented in detail in Chapter 3 and are omitted here for brevity. The 

generalised α-method of Chung & Hulbert (1993) with a spectral radius at infinity, ρ∞, 

of 0.818 was used as the time-integration scheme (Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008), 

while accuracy considerations, as described in section 3.5.2, led to a time step, Δt, of 

0.005 s. 

The results of the two analyses are shown in Figure 4-18a in terms of the maximum excess 

pore water pressure ratio, ru,max, registered during the duration of the dynamic loading 

across the deposit, while Figure 4-18b depicts the computed CSR profile with depth. The 

difference in the observed response is remarkable: the modified formulation predicts 

hardly any development of Δu, in agreement with the applied CSR levels and with the 

high values of FSL predicted by the empirical assessment. Conversely, the original 

formulation results in a highly plastic response with the maximum depth of liquefaction, 

defined by an ru,max value of 0.95 or greater, reaching down to 1.2 m. This is a result of 

the steeply dipping numerical CRR curves, as shown in Figure 4-1, which result in the 

occurrence of liquefaction even for CSR levels as low as 0.04. 
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Figure 4-18: (a) Maximum ru values attained across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit during a 

site response analysis using the modified and original BSPM (b) corresponding computed CSR 

distribution with depth under drained conditions 

4.6 Final remarks and conclusions 

Some of the characteristics of the performance of two-surface bounding surface plasticity 

models for cyclic and dynamic phenomena were reviewed in this chapter. The particular 

formulation of the fabric index of the two-surface BSPM presented in Chapter 2 was 

found to be inadequate to simulate the change in the number of cycles to liquefaction with 

the level of applied CSR, as it has been observed in a number of experimental studies, 

underestimating substantially the cyclic strength at small CSRs. Additionally, the 

overburden stress was found to have the opposite effect on cyclic resistance as compared 

to laboratory and field observations. The results were shown to agree with the findings 

for a range of other similar constitutive platforms that exist in the literature (Ziotopoulou 

& Boulanger, 2012). Ziotopoulou & Boulanger (2012) modified the PM4Sand model, 

originally developed by Boulanger (2010) to mitigate these observations, however, the 

particular formulation of the constitutive platform has distinctly different features to the 

BSPM used herein (Taborda 2011; Taborda et al., 2014). Additionally, the proposed 

changes were not implemented in the three-dimensional stress space. 

Subsequently, it was shown that the rate of generation of excess pore water pressures in 

undrained loading can be controlled through a new non-linear function for the dilatancy 

coefficient of the spherical part of the plastic potential gradient. This introduces a 

dependency of the dilatancy coefficient on the distance of the current stress state to the 
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dilatancy surface. A further dependency on the mean effective stress level after 

consolidation was added to allow the variation of cyclic strength with varying overburden 

stress to be controlled. The modified formulation involved seven new model parameters 

and was calibrated based on extensive laboratory data available on Nevada sand. 

Subsequently, the improvements in the predictive capabilities of the constitutive model 

were demonstrated by comparing the simulated cyclic strength curves with those obtained 

in laboratory testing for a range of relative densities and mean effective stress levels under 

both cyclic simple shear and triaxial conditions. The wider impact of the modified 

formulation was then investigated in a BVP modelling the vertical propagation of shear 

waves. The computed response, both in terms of CRR curves and triggering of 

liquefaction in a fully saturated level ground sand deposit, was found to be significantly 

different from the original one and in a much better agreement with laboratory data and 

predictions of empirical procedures for field liquefaction assessment.  

Finally, to retain the flexibility of the original formulation, for cases when cyclic strength 

is not important for the type of problem under consideration or when there is lack of 

experimental evidence, it was shown that the new expressions have been formulated such 

that one can simply revert to the original equations. 
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CHAPTER 5                        

A numerical study on the equivalent number 

of stress cycles concept in liquefaction 

analysis  

5.1 Introduction  

Earthquake loading patterns are inherently irregular and multi-directional, with resulting 

ground shear stress and acceleration time-histories consisting of cycles of varying 

amplitude.  Due to the difficulty and high cost of carrying out tests under irregular multi-

directional shearing in the laboratory, element testing is normally carried out under 

uniform, uni-directional loading (Seed et al., 1975). Correction factors are then applied 

to the cyclic strength of soils to convert it to field conditions according to Equation 5-1 

(Ishihara, 1996): 

 

 CRRir,mult = C2 ∙ C5 ∙ CRRunif,unid
20

   5-1 

 

where C2 is the coefficient defined to account for the irregular nature of loading in one 

direction and C5 is the coefficient to correct for multi-directional loading. In Equation 5-1 

CRRir,mult refers to the maximum shear stress of the irregular time-history required to 

induce a state of initial liquefaction, whereas CRRunif,unid
20  is the uniform shear stress in 

one direction required to induce in 20 loading cycles the same level of strain (or excess 

pore water pressure) as the irregular time-history. To shed more light on such a conversion 
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process, Ishihara & Nagase (1988) carried out a number of simple shear tests on 

isotropically consolidated sand samples prepared to different densities using six time-

histories of irregular loading applied in two perpendicular directions on the horizontal 

plane. The results showed that the irregular nature of loading acts to increase the cyclic 

strength of loose sands by a factor of about 1.8, reducing to a value of approximately 1.2 

at a relative density of 90%. Alternatively, load irregularity effects can be accounted for 

through the use of the equivalent number of uniform stress cycles concept (Seed et al., 

1975) to estimate the seismic demand (i.e. CSR). This is then compared against the CRR 

evaluated from the uniform laboratory element tests. The basic premise is that the 

equivalent number of cycles, neq, is the number of constant amplitude cycles at a reference 

stress level, τref, which, when imposed, it will induce the same effect in terms of strength 

or deformation on an element of soil, as if the irregular stress time-history had been 

applied (Lee & Chan, 1972). 

Over the years, and owing to observations that factors which affect the cyclic strength of 

sands affect the field penetration resistance in a similar manner (Boulanger & Idriss, 

2015), the laboratory evaluated liquefaction resistance through stress-controlled tests has 

become less popular and is often replaced by correlations of the applied cyclic stress 

amplitudes of cases of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction with field 

measurements. The field measurements are normally in-situ CPT- and SPT-penetration 

resistance or shear wave velocity measurements (Youd et al., 2001). This procedure is 

generally preferred by many practitioners as it is believed to be free from laboratory-

related limitations, such as sample disturbance and differences in soil fabric. 

Nevertheless, these correlations provide CRR values for an earthquake magnitude, M, of 

7.5. If the design earthquake under consideration has a magnitude other than 7.5, 

magnitude scaling factors (MSF) are used to scale the CRR to the required magnitude, as 

CRR has a dependency on the loading cycles which are linked to M (Idriss & Boulanger, 

2008). As such, MSFs are developed through a combination of CRR correlations with the 

number of constant amplitude cycles obtained through laboratory tests, as well as 

correlations of the latter with earthquake magnitude (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

Therefore, the concept of the equivalent number of cycles, neq, remains central in the 

design liquefaction evaluation procedures.    

Numerous studies have focussed on the procedure of converting an irregular time-history 

to an equivalent number of constant amplitude cycles. Most of these are based on the 

widely-used methodology proposed by Seed et al. (1975), in which the peaks of the 
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acceleration or shear stress time-history are counted and weighting factors are used to 

obtain the equivalent number of cycles at a chosen shear stress level. The methodology is 

based on the high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage hypothesis originally 

developed for metals (Palmgren, 1924; Miner, 1945), which states that the damage that a 

material undergoes is not affected by the location of a particular cycle of stress within the 

loading history. It is noted that the term fatigue stems from the original application of the 

methodology to metal theory and has been adopted in this study purely for consistency in 

the terminology. However, soil is a non-linear material with a stress path-dependent 

response. The composition of the loading history in terms of stress cycles and their 

magnitude should therefore have an influence on sand’s liquefaction resistance.  

Given the uncertainties imparted in the methodology which directly impact the accuracy 

of the simplified liquefaction procedure, the equivalent number of constant amplitude 

cycles concept deserves more attention, falling within the first aim of this thesis, i.e. to 

examine limitations of a number of assumptions incorporated into the empirical 

assessment. As such, the current study develops a numerical procedure to further assess 

the accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis in liquefaction applications, but also goes 

some way towards enabling alternative procedures for sands subjected to earthquake 

loading. To this end, three different recorded horizontal base ground motions with very 

distinct characteristics are used in elasto-plastic effective stress-based finite element (FE) 

analyses of a hypothetical homogeneous soil deposit consisting of Nevada sand. The 

computed irregular time-histories are converted to an equivalent number of uniform 

amplitude cycles at different percentages of the maximum computed shear stress using 

two different laboratory-derived weighting factor schemes (Seed et al., 1975; Liu et al., 

2001). Single element undrained simple shear tests are then numerically simulated, with 

the soil response investigated based on two liquefaction criteria; an excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru , of 0.95 and that of crossing the Phase Transformation Line (PTL) 

leading to a substantial compliant response post-unloading. This is of interest as most 

preceding relevant laboratory studies focussed on the strain development post-

liquefaction depending on the composition of cycles in the loading history, and not solely 

on its triggering, which directly affects the MSFs. However, duration effects can vary 

depending on whether the evaluation focusses on large strains or on the triggering of 

liquefaction alone (Boulanger & Idriss, 2015). No relevant numerical studies have been 

found to exist on this topic. It should be noted that a preliminary numerical investigation 

of the methodology studied herein has been presented in Tsaparli et al. (2015b).  
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Regarding the organisation of the chapter, initially an overview of the current Palmgren-

Miner based methodologies and of the findings of various laboratory studies testing their 

applicability to sand liquefaction is given. The numerical procedure developed and 

adopted herein for further investigation of the empirical methodology is then presented, 

while comparisons with empirical procedures of liquefaction triggering are also made. 

Finally, the results are presented and extensively discussed and recommendations for 

future applications are made.  

5.2 The equivalent number of stress cycles concept in 

liquefaction analysis 

Seed & Idriss (1971) attempted to relate more rigorously earthquake magnitude to an 

equivalent number of constant-amplitude cycles and a reference shear stress level, using 

past case-histories. By weighting the irregular stress cycles based on laboratory data they 

proposed a relation between earthquake magnitude and neq. They also concluded that the 

65% of the maximum shear stress, τmax, is a good representation of the average equivalent 

uniform shear stress. A factor of 67% at 20 s loading duration corresponding to about 20 

equivalent cycles was used by Whitman (1971), increasing with longer duration.  

Lee & Chan (1972), on the basis of Seed & Idriss (1971) weighting process using a 

normalised laboratory capacity or CRR curve, carried out a number of site response 

analyses modelling about 8 m of dense and loose sand overlying rock or other soils. In 

these they showed that the equivalent number of uniform amplitude cycles is fairly 

constant within these first 8 m of sand and, as such, the authors concluded that for routine 

work, neq can be computed from only one location in the considered deposit, leading to 

more simplified correlations between earthquake magnitude and neq. Based on this and 

on a large number of ground motions, and utilising the normalised capacity curve with 

the mean and ±75% upper and lower percentage ranges, as shown in Figure 5-1, a 

relationship between neq and magnitude M was obtained. This, for the North American 

ground motions used, was found to exhibit lower scatter when the reference stress level 

was 0.85 of the peak value, as compared to a stress level of 0.65 (Lee & Chan, 1972). 

This finding was further investigated by Haldar (1981) who carried out a statistical 

investigation of the effect of the shape of the laboratory strength curve used on the 

relationship between neq and Richter magnitude ML, depending on the reference stress 

level chosen (i.e. the percentage of the peak stress, τmax). The same database of Lee & 
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Chan (1972), including 69 ground motions with a magnitude of 5.0 or larger, was utilised 

in the regression analysis. By considering stress levels at 65, 75 and 85% of τmax, as well 

as the mean and ±75% upper and lower percentage ranges of the available laboratory 

cyclic strength data, 9 regression equations between ML and neq were obtained. The 

authors concluded that the scatter was minimum for the stress level of 75%, implying that 

for this percentage of τmax the uncertainty in the shape of the cyclic strength curve chosen 

has the least impact on the ML-neq relationship. Their results for stress levels of 65 and 

75% of τmax are shown in Figure 5-2. No figure is presented for the 85% stress level as 

this was not included in the original reference. 

 

Figure 5-1: Normalised laboratory capacity curve based on cyclic tests on a variety of soils 

(after Figure 7 of Lee & Chan (1972)). CRRmax is the cyclic stress level required to trigger 

liquefaction in one cycle 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-2: Number of equivalent stress cycles versus Richter magnitude for a stress level of (a) 

0.65 and (b) 0.75 of τmax (after Figures 2 and 3 of Haldar (1981)) 
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In 1972 Ishihara & Yasuda carried out cyclic triaxial tests using the irregular NS and EW 

acceleration time-histories recorded during the 1964 Niigata, Japan, earthquake. The 

results in terms of liquefaction triggering, defined by an excess pore water pressure ratio, 

ru , of 1.0, were compared against uniform-amplitude tests producing liquefaction in 

different number of cycles. By dividing the uniform amplitude stress with the limiting 

maximum stress registered during the irregular time-history required to induce 

liquefaction, commonly referred to as reduction factor, a relationship of the latter with 

the number of cycles was obtained. In this, limiting maximum stress implies that a value 

lower than that would not have been sufficient to induce liquefaction of the sand element. 

Taking as reference 20 cycles of loading, the relevant reduction factor was found to be 

equal to 57% (i.e. τeq=0.57τmax), somewhat lower than the 65% factor suggested by Seed 

& Idriss (1971). The authors attributed this discrepancy to the difference in the counting 

of stress cycles: Seed & Idriss (1971) considered the whole duration of the time-history, 

whereas Ishihara & Yasuda (1972) excluded the stress cycles occurring after an ru of 1.0, 

as these did not contribute to the excess pore pressure development. A similar study was 

also conducted by Ishihara & Yasuda (1975) using cyclic torsional shear tests, to 

overcome the inherent asymmetry in the response under triaxial compression and 

extension loading conditions. Reduction factors of 0.55 and 0.70 were obtained for shock-

type motions (i.e. where the peak cycle is substantially higher than the rest cycles in the 

loading history) and vibration-type motions (i.e. where relatively uniform amplitude 

cycles exist), respectively. Detailed definitions of these types of motions will be given 

subsequently.  

The above highlight that the factor of 0.65, commonly used in liquefaction analysis, may 

not always be an adequate representation of the ground motion, with the average shear 

stress applied by the earthquake depending largely on the characteristics and composition 

of the considered motion. It is, thus, general practice to use the same reference level in 

the CSR calculations for liquefaction triggering assessments with that used in the 

derivation of the MSFs to ensure consistency. However, as it will be shown later in this 

study, depending on the type of motion under consideration (i.e. shock/vibratory), even 

such practice might not be adequate to ensure consistent predictions of the factor of safety 

against liquefaction when different stress levels are chosen.  

Based on the studies of Seed & Idriss (1971) and Lee & Chan (1972), Seed et al. (1975) 

developed a Palmgren-Miner based methodology (Palmgren, 1924; Miner, 1945) in 

which the peaks of the acceleration or shear stress time-histories are counted and 
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weighting factors (WF) are used to obtain the equivalent number of cycles of a chosen 

shear stress level. The Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage hypothesis or Miner’s rule 

was originally developed for converting irregular to regular cyclic stress levels in high 

cycle fatigue conditions of metals. Its premise is that the damage that a material undergoes 

is proportional to the applied stress level and is not affected by neither the location of a 

cycle of stress within the loading history nor by its direction, positive or negative (Miner, 

1945). This is expressed mathematically by Equation 5-2:  

 

 

CD =∑
ni
Ni

L

i=1

   5-2 

 

where CD is Miner’s (1945) cumulative cyclic damage, varying between 0 (i.e. no cyclic 

application) and 1 (i.e. failure which in this case refers to liquefaction), ni are the number 

of cycles at a stress level τi and Ni the number of cycles to failure (i.e. liquefaction) at this 

stress level. L represents how many different amplitude peaks exist in the stress time-

history.  

The methodology of Seed et al. (1975), which is the most widely used to compute neq for 

liquefaction evaluation (Green & Terri, 2005), is examined herein. A schematic 

representation of the various steps to obtain the weighting factors for a reference stress 

level a is shown in Figure 5-3. The laboratory curve of CRR against number of cycles to 

liquefaction (N) used for the weighting process is schematically shown in Figure 5-3a. 

This was based on the large scale undrained cyclic simple shear tests of DeAlba et al. 

(1975) on reconstituted Monterey No. 0 sand samples. The curve obtained for a relative 

density of 65% and a vertical effective stress after consolidation of 98 kPa was used as 

representative (Seed et al., 1975). The curve was normalised by the maximum shear stress 

causing liquefaction in one cycle - CRRmax - (see Figure 5-3b) to obtain a shape and slope, 

BCRR, independent of a number of parameters, such as soil fabric, density, mean effective 

stress and the mean grain size of the specimen, D50 (Seed et al., 1975). Such normalisation 

was also performed by Lee & Chan (1972) who found various cyclic strength data to be 

similar when normalised in such a manner. It is, however, noted that Biondi et al. (2004), 

by comparing various normalised cyclic strength curves, observed that significant scatter 

still remains after the normalisation. This, however, was found to reduce substantially for 
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chosen reference percentages of τmax of 65% or larger. An arbitrary factor of safety of 1.5 

was also incorporated in the weighting curve of Seed et al. (1975), as shown by the dashed 

line in Figure 5-3c, assuming that the stress necessary to induce liquefaction in one cycle 

will be equal to 1.5 times the maximum stress applied by the earthquake. According to 

this procedure, the effect of the application of one cycle at a stress level of b will be 

equivalent to the effect that would result if Na/Nb cycles at a reference stress level a are 

applied (Figure 5-3d). This ratio is commonly referred to as the weighting factor. Cycles 

of stresses of an amplitude of less than 30% of the maximum shear stress, τmax, are 

neglected, as the number of cycles to liquefaction at those stress levels is very large (the 

flat part of the normalised curve in Figure 5-3d) and, hence, the weighting factors become 

insignificant (Seed et al., 1975).  

 

Figure 5-3: Seed et al. (1975) methodology for the conversion of an irregular stress time-history 

to an equivalent number of uniform stress amplitude cycles in liquefaction analysis 

The number of equivalent uniform amplitude cycles, neq, can then be obtained by counting 

the peaks and their amplitudes relative to the maximum peak in the time-history. This is 

done on each side of the horizontal axis of the time-history and the various peaks are then 

weighted through Equation 5-3 and as shown in Figure 5-4.  
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neq =∑WF ∙ ni

L

i=1

=∑
Nref
Ni

∙ ni

L

i=1

   5-3 

 

where Nref is the number of cycles to liquefaction at the reference stress level, a or τref. 

Equation 5-3 is derived by equating the cumulative cyclic damage component induced by 

the irregular loading with that resulting from the equivalent cycles of constant a or τref 

amplitude. The final neq is the product of an averaging process of the values obtained on 

both the positive and negative sides of the axis.  

 

Figure 5-4: Example of conversion of an irregular time-history into an equivalent number of 

uniform amplitude cycles (Seed et al., 1975) 

The methodology is based on the assumption of proportionality between accelerations 

and stresses within the first 7m of a soil deposit (Seed and Idriss, 1971) and thus the 

equivalent number of stress cycles can be readily obtained from ground surface 

acceleration time-histories with no signs of liquefaction. The maximum shear stress of 

the irregular time-history at the depth of interest can then be calculated for level ground 

conditions from Equation 5-4 (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008), as presented in Chapter 3. This 

is based on the product of the maximum shear stress applied at that depth assuming that 

the soil column behaves as a rigid body ((τmax)rigid) and a reduction factor to account 

for the non-rigidity of the soil column (rd). In Equation 5-4, amax is the maximum ground 

surface acceleration and σv0 is the in-situ total vertical stress at the depth of interest, z, 

which represents the weight of the column. The derivation of (τmax)rigid is schematically 

shown in Figure 5-5, where γb is the unit bulk weight of the soil. It has been custom to 

convert the irregular ground surface acceleration time-history to an equivalent number of 

uniform cycles of a shear stress amplitude corresponding to 65% of the maximum shear 

stress, τmax, registered at the point of interest (Seed & Idriss, 1971). However, as stated by 
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Seed et al. (1975), any other stress level could be used. This is based on the assumption 

that any point on the normalised CRR curve used to obtain the weighting factors is 

equivalent, i.e. liquefaction can be triggered by any of these points.  

 

 
τmax = (τmax)rigid ∙ rd =

amax
𝑔

∙ σv0 ∙ rd   5-4 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Determination of the maximum shear stress applied at a depth z in a rigid soil 

column (adapted from Idriss & Boulanger (2008)). 

Valera & Donovan (1977) applied the Seed et al. (1975) methodology and the Seed & 

Idriss (1971) simplified procedure to 41 historical cases, where liquefaction was reported 

to have or have not occurred. The equivalent number of cycles was calculated for a 

reference stress level of 65%, with the results in terms of liquefaction triggering being 

fairly in agreement with field observations. However, six cases from those that the 

predictions differed from the reported results were non-conservative. Seed & Idriss 

(1982) also used the concept of equivalent uniform cycles to compare the predicted excess 

pore water pressure ratio, ru, based on empirical published ru versus cycle ratio, neq/N, 

curves with the pore pressures measured at a site in Japan. In the above, neq is the number 

of equivalent cycles of the earthquake and N the number of cycles at the same average 

stress level required to cause liquefaction. The comparison showed a good agreement. 

A second set of weighting factors is also utilised in this study and compared with the 

original ones (i.e. Seed et al. (1975)). This was developed by Liu (2001) and Liu et al. 
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(2001) based on a wider database of simple shear tests on air-pluviated, water-pluviated 

and moist-tamped samples with a relative density ranging from 45% to 70%. The tests of 

DeAlba et al. (1975), as well as the cyclic triaxial tests of Yoshimi et al. (1984) were 

examined forming the boundaries of the CRR curves based on the simple shear tests used 

(Liu et al., 2001). Due to the larger database utilised in this study, it was possible to 

investigate the variability of the shape and slope of the CRR curves with a number of 

factors, such as the relative density (Figure 5-6), the fabric defined by the method of 

sample preparation (Figure 5-7), the loading mode (Figure 5-8), as well as the multi-

directionality of loading (Figure 5-9). All these factors appeared to have quite a 

substantial effect on the shape and position of the cyclic strength curves. The authors 

concluded that the middle of the band of the simple shear tests examined would be more 

representative for use in the new weighting factor derivation. This choice was led by 

considerations of relative density (i.e. a range of 45% to 70% was considered more critical 

for cyclic mobility problems), of sample preparation and CRR curve slopes (i.e. the wet-

pluviated, air-pluviated and moist-tamped specimens were found to result in similar 

slopes, with those of the former also agreeing with the slopes of tests on natural samples) 

and, finally, of stress path (i.e. simple shear testing is widely acknowledged as a more 

representative loading mode when considering shear waves propagating vertically 

upwards (Liu et al., 2001)). A deviation from the shape of the representative CRR curve 

was found for other relative densities, for samples prepared by wet vibration and for cyclic 

triaxial (CTX) or cyclic torsion loading conditions. No factor of safety was applied to the 

weighting curve. Liu (2001) and Liu et al. (2001) further derived weighting factors from 

a cyclic strength curve developed by Arango (1996) based on field observations and 

energy considerations. However, only the laboratory-based weighting factors were 

utilised in this study to be consistent with those of Seed et al. (1975). 
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Figure 5-6: Effect of relative density on CRR-N curves (after Figure 3.3 of Liu (2001)) 

 

Figure 5-7: Effect of sample preparation method on the CRR-N curves (after Figure 3.9 of Liu 

(2001)) 
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Figure 5-8: Effect of loading mode on CRR-N curves – CRR has been normalised with the 

CRRN=15 for which liquefaction takes place in 15 cycles (after Figure 3.11 of Liu (2001)) 

 

Figure 5-9: Effect of two-directional loading on the CRR-N curves (after Figure 3.14 of Liu 

(2001)) 

A comparison of the weighting factors of the two schemes under consideration at a 

reference stress level of 0.65 of τmax is shown in Figure 5-10. The curve utilised by Seed 

et al. (1975) results in a more non-linear relationship of the WFs as compared to Liu et 

al. (2001), meaning that use of the former will result in less equivalent number of cycles 

at stress amplitudes higher than 0.65 of τmax, but in much higher number of cycles at lower 

stress levels.  
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of the Seed at al. (1975) and Liu et al. (2001) weighting schemes for 

liquefaction analysis 

Idriss (1999) presented an update to the original Seed & Idriss (1971) simplified 

procedure for liquefaction evaluation, where neq were re-evaluated through use of the 

cyclic triaxial tests of Yoshimi et al. (1984) on undisturbed and reconstituted samples. 

The relative difference between the CRR curves of DeAlba et al. (1975) and Yoshimi et 

al. (1984) is shown in Figure 5-11, while the relationship of neq-M based on the two 

weighting schemes is shown in Figure 5-12. However, only the Seed et al. (1975) and Liu 

et al. (2001) schemes, which have been based on cyclic simple shear (CSS) tests, are used 

in this study. 

 

Figure 5-11: Cyclic strength curves based on the tests of DeAlba et al. (1975) and Yoshimi et al. 

(1984) (after Figure 3 of Idriss (1999)) 
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Figure 5-12: Relationship between earthquake magnitude and neq as derived by Seed et al. 

(1975) and Idriss (1999) (after Figure 4 of Idriss (1999)) 

5.3 Laboratory investigation of the equivalent number of 

stress cycles concept 

Clearly, the Seed et al. (1975) methodology for the conversion to an equivalent number 

of uniform amplitude cycles has a number of inherent assumptions with the main issues 

being the following: 

• It is based on the original proposal by Palmgren (1924) and Miner (1945) which 

is more applicable to large number of cycles of low amplitude during which the 

behaviour of the material is mainly elastic.  

• A linear accumulation of damage is assumed, which, however, is not valid during 

seismic loading of saturated sands when softening due to the development of 

excess pore water pressures, Δu, takes place (Green & Terri, 2005). 

• The reference stress level, τref, and the slope of the cyclic strength curve, BCRR, 

chosen: the normalisation used is assumed to result in a fairly unique shape for 

most sands (i.e. unique BCRR value), despite the numerous factors that affect their 

shape (relative density, loading mode, type of test, liquefaction criterion, sample 

preparation method, consolidation stress condition, sand being tested, fines 

content, plasticity of fines) (Boulanger & Idriss, 2015). As previously mentioned, 

however, scatter in the cyclic strength curves has been shown to remain even after 
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the normalisation (Haldar, 1981; Biondi et al., 2004). Additionally, the CRR-N 

curve is assumed to be linear in log N - log CSR space. This, in combination with 

Equation 5-2 results in an accumulation of cyclic damage as indicated by the 

dashed line in Figure 5-13. However, there are laboratory studies that have shown 

that the CRR curves of various sands can deviate from a constant slope line in log 

N –log CSR space, especially as the state becomes denser. Boulanger & Idriss 

(2015) reviewed an extensive database of laboratory derived CRR-N curves and 

showed that at high CSR levels BCRR values become much larger as the density 

increases, meaning that the CRR curve will no longer be fitted by the commonly 

used power law function in semi-log space (Equation 3-4). As such, the rate of 

accumulation of cyclic damage would be more accurately represented in these 

cases by the continuous lines in Figure 5-13. Each such line corresponds to a 

different load amplitude level, implying that the CRR-N curves of sands and, 

hence, the accumulation of cyclic damage is load-dependent and not load-

independent as assumed by the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis (Green & Lee, 2006).  

• Proportionality between accelerations and shear stresses is assumed, while neq is 

taken as constant with depth. 

 

Figure 5-13: Relationship between accumulation of cyclic damage, CD, and normalised loading 

cycles, n/N 

As such, a number of researchers have questioned over the years the applicability of this 

methodology for soils subjected to strong ground motion during which large irreversible 

strains develop. 

Annaki & Lee (1977) carried out cyclic triaxial tests on loose sand specimens (Dr=50%), 

applying irregular time-histories, with an ru  of 1.0 as the liquefaction criterion. The 
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irregular time-histories were converted to an equivalent number of cycles at a reference 

stress level of 0.85τmax and were compared with cyclic strength obtained by uniform 

amplitude tests, showing a fairly good agreement, although some scatter remained. In a 

similar manner, Annaki & Lee (1977) further processed Ishihara & Yasuda’s (1975) 

cyclic torsional data mentioned previously for a reference stress level of 0.75, as shown 

in Figure 5-14. For the two extreme cases of 1 and 3, which correspond to a shock-type 

motion and a vibration-type motion, respectively, a remarkable agreement was observed 

for the latter, whereas the former was shown to deviate to an extent from the uniform 

amplitude cycle concept. 

 

Figure 5-14: Comparison of (a) regular and (b) irregular cyclic torsional shear data (after Figure 

12 of Annaki & Lee (1977)) 

Similar were the findings of Shen et al. (1978) for loose (Dr=45%) Ottawa sand samples 

subjected to both uniform and shock-type irregular stress variations under CTX 

conditions. In these, the irregular stress patterns were scaled to levels that would induce 

5% DA axial strain (εα) by the completion of a complete irregular loading history. The 

Palmgren-Miner concept, however, was found to underperform for the denser states (Dr 

of 65 and 75%): as the peak cycle was translated towards the middle and final parts of the 

loading history, the sample underwent less damage in terms of strain accumulation. An 

example of this is shown in Figure 5-15 for the relative density of 65%. When the peak 
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stress cycle was placed towards the end of the loading history (Figure 5-15b), larger stress 

amplitudes were required to achieve the liquefaction criterion by the completion of a 

complete irregular loading history, as compared to when the peak cycle was applied at 

the beginning (i.e. Figure 5-15a). Similarly, when the peak stress cycle was applied 

towards the middle of the loading history (Figure 5-15c), the peak deviatoric stress, qmax, 

required to achieve the liquefaction criterion was found to lie in-between the required 

maximum amplitudes in Figure 5-15a (i.e. when qmax was applied at the beginning of the 

loading history) and Figure 5-15b (i.e. when qmax was applied at the end of the loading 

history). Finally, no difference was observed when the sign of the irregular pattern was 

reversed (Figure 5-15d compared to Figure 5-15a). It was, thus, concluded that the stress 

reduction factor depends not only on the type of motion, as shown by Ishihara & Yasuda 

(1975), but also on the location of the peak stress cycle (Shen et al., 1978). This implies 

that the evaluation of the liquefaction resistance of sands based on uniform stress 

amplitude could lead to non-conservative design. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-15: Applied deviatoric stress time-histories and developed excess pore water pressures, 

Δu, and axial strains, εα, for different irregular patterns in the triaxial apparatus for Dr of 65% 

(after Figures 3 to 6, Shen et al. (1978)). The location of the peak deviatoric stress varies from 

(a) the beginning, (b) the end and (c) the middle of the loading history, as well as (d) the 

beginning of the loading history but with reverse stress sign. 

Coelho et al. (2013) and Azeiteiro et al. (2016) also showed that the cyclic triaxial strength 

of air-pluviated Coimbra sand is influenced substantially by the irregularity of the shock-

type loading histories even at loose states (Dr=40%), contradicting the results of Shen et 

al. (1978). The results of irregular loading patterns in terms of liquefaction resistance and 
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strain accumulation were found to vary depending on the location of the peak stress cycle, 

but were also different to the outcome of uniform stress cycles with an amplitude of 0.65 

of the peak cycle, invalidating Miner’s rule for the cases considered. Additionally, tests 

where the amplitude of the peak, irrespective of its location, was large enough to lead the 

stress state above the phase transformation line (PTL) (Ishihara, 1985), resulting in fabric 

de-structuration due to the onset of plastic dilation, showed a similar response to that 

noted by Shen et al. (1978), whereby initial liquefaction took place later when the peak 

stress was applied towards the final stages of loading (Coelho et al., 2013; Azeiteiro et 

al., 2016). Conversely, application of a peak cycle at the early stages of loading did not 

have a substantial impact on liquefaction resistance when the stress state remained below 

the PTL (Azeiteiro et al., 2016), showing the prominent role of both the amplitude and 

the location of the peak stress cycle with regard to the crossing of the PTL and liquefaction 

resistance. This can be seen in Figure 5-16 where the comparison of the stress paths of 

two tests in which the peak stress cycle was applied at the early stages of loading is 

depicted. The number of cycles to liquefaction, N, is shown to depend largely on whether 

the PTL is crossed on application of the peak stress cycle. It is not unlikely that in the 

case of Shen et al. (1978) the patterns applied for the loosest state (i.e. Dr=45% instead of 

65% as reported in Figure 5-15), for which no substantial effect of the location of the 

peak stress cycle was found, consisted of peak amplitudes for which the stress state 

remained below the PTL when qmax was applied at the earlier stages of loading, thus not 

leading rapidly to initial liquefaction. Kim et al. (2005) carried out CTX tests where 

uniform sinusoidal and triangular stress patterns, as well as incremental and real 

earthquake records were applied. The various loading patterns can be seen in Figure 5-17. 

By studying the rate and pattern of excess pore water pressure development up to an ru 

of 1.0, the authors reached the same conclusion that uniform amplitude cycles, whether 

sinusoidal or triangular, cannot represent accurately the liquefaction resistance of sands 

subjected to irregular excitations, particularly for shock-type motions. Conversely, 

incremental patterns (Figure 5-17c) appeared to generate Δu in a similar manner to the 

real records (i.e. a rapid increase in Δu on application of the peak stress cycle). Similar 

were the findings of the uniform-amplitude and irregular CTX tests of Rascol (2009). 
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Figure 5-16: Stress paths in deviatoric stress – mean effective stress space normalised with the 

mean effective stress after consolidation, p′0 – comparison between the peak stress cycle 

applied at the early stages of loading leading to crossing of the PTL (grey line) with that for 

which the stress state remains below the PTL on application of qmax (black line) (after Figure 5a 

of Azeiteiro et al. (2016)) 

 

Figure 5-17: Load patterns used in CTX tests of Kim et al. (2005) – the deviatoric stress q is 

denoted as σd in this figure (Figure 2, Kim et al. (2005)) 

The above laboratory studies highlight the issues arising from application of the high 

cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner concept to non-linear stress path-dependent soils subjected 

to low cycle fatigue conditions, i.e. low number of cycles of large amplitudes during 

which the response is mainly elasto-plastic. All of these studies loaded the samples until 
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liquefaction was achieved in every case: in Annaki & Lee (1977) the tests failed under 

irregular loading so that the equivalent number of cycles to cause failure could be 

calculated and compared against the CRR curve from uniform amplitude cyclic tests. In 

Shen et al. (1978) the irregular patterns were scaled until a 5% DA axial strain at the end 

of the time-history was obtained, while the uniform amplitude cyclic tests were once 

again repeated until liquefaction was achieved. In this respect, the uniform amplitude 

CTX tests were not directly equivalent to the irregular patterns, in accordance with the 

Seed et al. (1975) methodology, but were rather used to obtain the CRR curves of the 

material tested. Similarly, in Kim et al. (2005) all loading patterns were applied until 

liquefaction was achieved. Coelho et al. (2013) and Azeiteiro et al. (2016) loaded the 

CTX specimens until an ru of 1.0 and large strains had developed, with emphasis given 

on the damage the material undergoes in terms of strain evolution depending on the 

location and amplitude of the peak cycle. As previously mentioned, the focus of the 

current study is whether liquefaction will be triggered through direct application of the 

equivalent number of cycles concept and not the ensuing post-liquefaction response. This 

is of particular interest as it impacts the MSFs utilised in the empirical assessments for 

triggering of liquefaction which are widely used in engineering practice. 

Over the years, alternative approaches have been developed. Green & Terri (2005), for 

instance, derived weighting curves for a loose sand at a p′0 of 60 kPa by implementing 

Miner’s cumulative damage hypothesis in the context of dissipated energy per unit 

volume, based on Equation 5-5:  

 

 

CD =∑
ωi
W

L

i=1

   5-5 

 

where ωi is the dissipated energy after ni cycles and W the dissipated energy at 

liquefaction. This is believed to be more applicable to soils subjected to low cyclic fatigue 

conditions (Green & Terri, 2005). The basis of this framework is that the dissipated 

energy or the absorbed work during irregular loading is equal to that during application 

of uniform-amplitude stress cycles. The applicability of such methodologies for soils 

under low cycle fatigue conditions relies on the assumption of Nemat-Nasser & Shokooh 

(1979), according to which the relationship between unit volume system energy 
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dissipation and the excess pore pressures that develop from the onset of undrained loading 

and up to liquefaction is unique. Indeed, Azeiteiro et al. (2016) measured the dissipated 

energy per unit volume during the non-uniform amplitude CTX tests on Coimbra sand 

specimens and confirmed that the relationship between this quantity normalised with the 

mean effective stress after consolidation and the developed excess pore water pressure 

ratio does not depend on the loading pattern and the location of the peak cycle, but is 

unique throughout the loading history from the beginning and up until initial liquefaction. 

The latter was defined using a criterion of an ru equal to 1.0, as such a unique relationship 

with energy dissipation was not evident when a double amplitude strain criterion was 

used. The difference between the relationship of the normalised dissipated energy and ru 

or double amplitude axial strain can be seen in Figure 5-18 for undrained CTX tests 

consisting of different loading patterns of either uniform amplitude cycles or of peak 

stress cycle within an otherwise uniform amplitude cycle pattern with the location of the 

peak varied in the loading sequence (Azeiteiro et al., 2016). The notation of the various 

tests shown in the figure is explained in detail in the original reference. Site response 

analyses by Green & Terri (2005) showed that the neq computed through the alternative 

energy-based procedure varied not only with magnitude but with site-to-source distance 

and depth. It was shown in particular that neq reduced with depth, contradicting Lee & 

Chan’s (1972) finding, which forms one of the main assumptions of the traditional high 

cycle fatigue neq concept. This alternative implementation was later used in the 

development of predictive relationships of neq with peak ground acceleration and moment 

magnitude or site-to-source distance and moment magnitude applicable to active shallow 

crustal tectonic environments (Lee, 2009; Lasley et al., 2016). On a different study, Green 

& Lee (2006) replaced the Palmgren-Miner concept for the evaluation of the equivalent 

number of uniform strain cycles in the computation of settlements in unsaturated soils 

due to shaking, as originally used by Tokimatsu & Seed (1987), with the Richart-

Newmark cumulative damage fatigue hypothesis (Richart & Newmark, 1948). Green & 

Lee (2006) emphasise that the latter can account for the sequence of stress cycles within 

the loading history and, therefore, appears more suitable for soils undergoing seismic 

compression. However, this has not been widely used in practice and requires laboratory 

testing for the calibration of parameters. As such, this is not further investigated in this 

study. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5-18: Relationship between normalised accumulated dissipated energy per unit volume 

(p′0 is the isotropic effective stress after consolidation) and (a) excess pore water pressure ratio, 

(b) double amplitude axial strain for undrained CTX tests of different loading patterns (after 

Figures 8 and 10 of Azeiteiro et al. (2016)) 

It should be emphasised again that the current study focusses on examining numerically 

the applicability of the high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner hypothesis to the triggering of 

liquefaction, as this forms the basis of the Seed et al. (1975) methodology which is the 

most widely used procedure for converting an irregular time-history to an equivalent 

number of cycles. The weighting factors of Liu et al. (2001), which have been used to a 

much lesser extent but are also based on the high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner 

assumption, having been developed from a larger database of cyclic laboratory tests, are 

also utilised for comparison purposes. 

5.4 Sand deposit and input ground motions 

A hypothetical level-ground fully-saturated soil deposit consisting of Nevada Sand (NS) 

with a thickness of 15 m and a nominal relative density of 40% and 60%, for which 

laboratory cyclic strength data are available, was considered in the performed finite 

element analyses. The choice of depth was based on restrictions of the validity of the 
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empirical assessment of liquefaction below a depth of 20 m (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

The GWT was assumed to be at ground level. For the selection of hydraulic conductivity 

values, the expression used by Taborda (2011) to fit the results of three constant-head 

permeability tests on Nevada sand (Arulmoli et al., 1992), as given by Equation 5-6, was 

utilised. 

 

 k = 1.473 ∙ 10−4 ∙ ln(e) + 1.134 ∙ 10−4 (m s⁄ )   5-6 

 

where e is the void ratio. The material properties for Nevada sand are given in Table 5-1. 

The small strain shear modulus across the deposit follows a non-linear distribution based 

on Equation 4-7 (Hardin, 1978), resulting in an average non-degraded shear wave velocity 

across the deposit, according to Equation 3-7, of 161 m/s and 169 m/s for the relative 

densities of 40 and 60%, respectively. The corresponding non-degraded fundamental 

frequencies, based on Equation 3-8, are thus 2.69 and 2.82 Hz. 

Table 5-1: Material properties for Nevada sand (Arulmoli et al., 1992; Taborda, 2011) 

Properties Dr=40% Dr=60% 

𝐆𝐬: specific gravity of soil particles 2.670 

𝐞𝟎: initial void ratio 0.724 0.661 

𝐞𝐦𝐢𝐧: minimum void ratio 0.511 

𝐞𝐦𝐚𝐱: maximum void ratio 0.887 

𝛄𝐬𝐚𝐭: saturated bulk unit weight (kN/m3) 19.310 

𝐊𝟎: earth pressure coefficient at rest 0.500 

𝐯: Poisson’s ratio 0.200 

𝐤: permeability (m/s) 6.500E-05 5.240E-05 

 

Three types of horizontal ground motions were considered in this study and used as input 

in the FE analyses:  

• a shock-type motion which exhibits an evident peak cycle expected to trigger 

liquefaction alone 

•  a vibration-type motion which is characterised by cycles of similar amplitude, 

mimicking closely the uniform amplitude cycles applied in element testing. As 
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such, this would be expected to exhibit the best performance of both the Seed et 

al. (1975) and Liu et al. (2001) schemes 

• a transitional shock/vibratory motion which exhibits some shock-type 

characteristics, however, these are not as pronounced as in the purely shock-type 

motion where the peak cycle is very distinct 

An early definition of shock and vibratory motions was given by Ishihara & Yasuda 

(1973). A shock-type motion was defined as one in which only one to two peaks with an 

amplitude greater than 60% of the largest cycle are present prior to the peak acceleration 

in the part of the time-history that has the same sign as the peak value. Sand elements 

subjected to such motions were found to exhibit an abrupt pore pressure increase 

simultaneously with the application of the peak cycle, while no significant pore pressure 

developed prior to that (Ishihara & Yasuda, 1973; Ishihara & Yasuda, 1975). Conversely, 

a vibration-type motion was defined as one in which more than three peaks with an 

amplitude greater than 60% of the peak acceleration are present in the part of the time-

history of the same sign as the peak acceleration. Tests with such motions exhibited a 

gradual increase in the excess pore pressures (Ishihara & Yasuda, 1973; Ishihara & 

Yasuda, 1975), resembling more uniform amplitude element testing.  

It is now recognised that near-fault records of seismic events of magnitudes larger than 

6.5 can generate such shock-type motions characterised by a long-period large amplitude 

acceleration pulse resulting from constructive wave interference, when the fault ruptures 

towards the site under consideration (Garini et al., 2011). This is known as forward 

directivity and appears in the fault normal component (Garini et al., 2011).  

The three acceleration time-histories and respective Fourier spectra used as input in the 

FE analyses are shown in Figure 5-19. Baseline correction has been carried out for all 

three records (Seismosoft, 2014), as shown in Figure 5-20. The components aligned in 

the EW direction have been used in all three cases. All ground motions are free-field and 

were recorded at depth in downhole arrays to ensure a minimum impact of soil non-

linearity on the motion characteristics.  

The shock-type motion is the previously introduced 20th May 1986 Lotung, Taiwan, 

seismic event, with an estimated local magnitude of ML 6.5, recorded at 47 m depth 

(Elgamal et al., 1995). The motion is characterised by a PGA of 0.083g and a duration of 

35.47 s and was supplied by the Institute of Earth Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taiwan. 

The vibration-type motion is the Mw 5.6 foreshock of the 26th July 2003 Miyagi seismic 
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event in north-eastern Japan recorded in the city of Kawasaki in a downhole array at 142 

m depth (Okada et al. 2003; Sato et al., 2006). The motion has a PGA of 0.01g, a modelled 

duration of 105.3 s and is available in the Japanese National Research Institute for Earth 

Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) KiK-net database. Finally, the transitional 

shock/vibratory motion is the one registered during the 20th September 1999 Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan, seismic event with an Mw of 7.7 (Tsai & Huang, 2000). This was recorded at 52 

m depth in a downhole array at the Hualien site and was supplied by the Institute of Earth 

Sciences, Academia Sinica. It is characterised by a PGA of 0.04g and a total duration of 

110.075 s.  

 

Figure 5-19: Input horizontal acceleration time-histories and respective Fourier spectra 
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Figure 5-20: Quadratic baseline correction of the three horizontal components of ground motion 

used in FE analyses (Seismosoft, 2014) 

All three motions were registered within a distance of 60 to 70 km, placing them in 

accordance to Green & Terri (2005) in the near-field (distance < 75 km), and inside the 

70 km site-to-source distance defined by Stafford & Bommer (2009) within which rupture 

directivity effects can be present. Additionally, the Lotung and Chi-Chi seismic events 

are characterised by a magnitude of 6.5 or larger, meaning that they were capable of 

generating such forward-directivity effects (Garini et al., 2011; Stafford & Bommer, 

2009). Conversely, the Kawasaki foreshock with a magnitude of 5.6 could not give rise 

to shock-type characteristics. The selection of the EW components was based on rupture 

trending features: Shin & Teng (2001) characterised the Chi-Chi rupture as a north-south 

trending thrust fault, while Hwang & Kanamori (1989) described the rupture that gave 

rise to the Lotung seismic event as a north-northeast trending reverse fault. As such, the 

EW components were roughly orientated in the fault normal direction that could exhibit 

forward-directivity effects.  

5.5 Finite element procedure and cycle counting methodology 

5.5.1 Site response analyses 

Four site response analyses were conducted for each of the motions and for each density, 

resulting in 24 analyses in total. These are summarised in Table 5-2. A plan of analyses 

was carefully designed to investigate conditions of both full liquefaction, but also of a 

more marginal scenario of Δu development which would still be of engineering 

significance but would be expected to be more critical for the performance of the methods 
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tested. As such, each motion was scaled to two levels, one that would trigger full 

liquefaction at 7 m depth in the 40% relative density deposit, i.e. an excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru, of 95% or larger, in fully coupled site response analyses and one that 

would result in no liquefaction at 7 m depth in the 40% relative density deposit, but in the 

generation of an  ru value higher than 50% and around 75%. This will be subsequently 

called marginal liquefaction. This was based on Ishihara & Yasuda’s (1972; 1975) 

findings from undrained cyclic triaxial and cyclic torsional tests that the CSR level 

required to induce liquefaction (i.e. an ru of 100% in this case) was only marginally 

higher than that necessary to result in the development of an ru of 50%. The same scaling 

levels defined based on these criteria for the 40% relative density were also utilised in the 

60% relative density deposit to investigate the performance of the Palmgren-Miner 

concept for different initial states. It should be noted that the selection of the relative 

density values employed in the analyses was based on the availability of laboratory cyclic 

strength data for Nevada sand, as presented in Chapter 4. This enabled the identification 

of CRR ranges where the model under-performs in terms of accuracy in cyclic strength 

predictions (see Figure 4-13). This could significantly impact the results and needs to be 

taken into account when interpreting the various results. Furthermore, the chosen values 

of relative density represent a range of states commonly found in the field and particularly 

prone to liquefaction susceptibility. They also lie within the relative density range of tests 

forming the capacity curve used by Liu et al. (2001) for the derivation of WFs.  

Additionally, for each scaling level two types of site response analyses were carried out 

resulting in the four analyses per motion and density mentioned above. The first site 

response analysis of each scaling level was carried out with full hydro-mechanical 

coupling, in order to predict the response of the 15 m deep NS deposit to liquefaction. 

This provides the best estimate in terms of liquefaction manifestation and is used as a 

benchmark for the results of the undrained simple shear test simulations subsequently 

presented. Conversely, the second one was drained, aiming to obtain the ground surface 

acceleration time-history and convert it to an equivalent number of uniform stress cycles 

according to the Seed et al. (1975) methodology. The equivalent number of cycles thus 

calculated were then applied on undrained single element test simulations. As explained 

in previous chapters, this particular way of CSR evaluation is in agreement with the 

common practice to calculate it from the maximum amplitude of the ground surface 

acceleration time-history that shows no signs of excess pore water pressure development 

or liquefaction (Youd et al., 2001). The equivalent drained FE analyses were characterised 
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by the same conditions as those of the coupled FE analyses. Green & Terri (2005) also 

removed the softening effect due to the increase in Δu in seismically loaded saturated 

sands by adopting total stress energy parameters in their alternative implementation such 

that the assumption of linear accumulation (i.e. Equations 5-2 and 5-3) is valid. Details 

of the 24 analyses, including their scaling factors and employed input PGA values, as 

well as the outcome of the coupled analyses in terms of the maximum ru development at 

7 m depth have been included in Table 5-2. 

It is noted that the choice of studied depth, i.e. 7 m, was led by considerations of 

proportionality between accelerations and shear stresses down to about 8 m depth, which 

is an inherent assumption of the Seed et al. (1975) methodology. This was also based on 

the conclusion of Lee & Chan (1972) who found a fairly constant profile of the equivalent 

number of cycles down to about 8 m depth.  

Table 5-2: Summary of site response analyses 

Motion Scale Motion type Analysis Dr 

(%) 

PGA 

(m/s²) 

Duration 

(s) 

Target 

max ru 

(%) 

Max 

ru (%) 

Lotung 1.5 Shock Coupled 40 1.222 35.46 75.00 79.64 

Lotung 1.5 Shock Coupled 60 1.222 35.46 - 75.05 

Lotung 1.5 Shock Drained 40 1.222 35.46 N/A N/A 

Lotung 1.5 Shock Drained 60 1.222 35.46 N/A N/A 

Lotung 2.0 Shock Coupled 40 1.629 35.46 95.00 100.00 

Lotung 2.0 Shock Coupled 60 1.629 35.46 - 100.00 

Lotung 2.0 Shock Drained 40 1.629 35.46 N/A N/A 

Lotung 2.0 Shock Drained 60 1.629 35.46 N/A N/A 

Chi-Chi 1.3 Transitional Coupled 40 0.525 110.07 75.00 75.98 

Chi-Chi 1.3 Transitional Coupled 60 0.525 110.07 - 52.48 

Chi-Chi 1.3 Transitional Drained 40 0.525 110.07 N/A N/A 

Chi-Chi 1.3 Transitional Drained 60 0.525 110.07 N/A N/A 

Chi-Chi 1.5 Transitional Coupled 40 0.606 110.07 95.00 100.00 

Chi-Chi 1.5 Transitional Coupled 60 0.606 110.07 - 69.27 

Chi-Chi 1.5 Transitional Drained 40 0.606 110.07 N/A N/A 

Chi-Chi 1.5 Transitional Drained 60 0.606 110.07 N/A N/A 

Kawasaki 10.0 Vibratory Coupled 40 0.973 105.30 75.00 74.15 

Kawasaki 10.0 Vibratory Coupled 60 0.973 105.30 - 69.02 

Kawasaki 10.0 Vibratory Drained 40 0.973 105.30 N/A N/A 

Kawasaki 10.0 Vibratory Drained 60 0.973 105.30 N/A N/A 

Kawasaki 12.0 Vibratory Coupled 40 1.168 105.30 95.00 100.00 

Kawasaki 12.0 Vibratory Coupled 60 1.168 105.30 - 93.07 

Kawasaki 12.0 Vibratory Drained 40 1.168 105.30 N/A N/A 

Kawasaki 12.0 Vibratory Drained 60 1.168 105.30 N/A N/A 
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The numerical investigation was arranged in this manner as the main aim was to 

investigate for different scaling levels, different types of motions, different relative 

densities and different liquefaction criteria the effect of the reference stress level chosen 

in the evaluation of neq on the outcome of undrained element testing in terms of 

liquefaction triggering. This is because a central assumption in the Seed et al. (1975) 

methodology is that any point on the normalised CRR curves is equivalent in terms of 

triggering of liquefaction.  

Additionally, as aforementioned, an inherent assumption of the Seed et al. (1975) 

methodology is proportionality between acceleration and stresses down to about 7 m 

depth, which means that neq can be computed from acceleration rather than stress time-

histories. Furthermore, an assumption of constant neq with depth was adopted by Seed et 

al. (1975), as demonstrated by Lee & Chan (1972). As such, the equivalent number of 

cycles is calculated from the ground surface acceleration time-history, which is readily 

available from past earthquake records. This implies that there is no need to carry out a 

site response analysis. A second aim of this numerical study was, thus, to investigate the 

validity of this hypothesis. Indeed, for each drained FE analysis conducted, the equivalent 

number of cycles, as obtained by applying the Seed et al. (1975) and Liu et al. (2001) 

weighting factors, were calculated for various depths across the 15 m deep NS deposit 

based on the acceleration. This process was also repeated for the shear stress time-

histories at each depth. The computed acceleration and shear stress variations across the 

deposit for the various drained analyses can be seen in Appendix A, section A.1, while 

the resulting neq profiles have been included in Appendix A, section A.2, for a reference 

stress level of 65% of τmax or amax at each depth. Computed neq at or close to the ground 

surface have been omitted when the calculation is based on shear stresses, as the latter are 

very small at shallow levels.  

Filtering of the drained time-series was carried out prior to counting the cycles. This was 

done with the computer software SeismoSignal (Seismosoft, 2014), as described in 

Chapter 3, so as to ensure that spurious high frequency spikes resulting from the 

numerical discretisation process would not interfere with the results. A limit frequency of 

10 Hz was used for the Lotung and Chi-Chi motions, however, due to its wider frequency 

content, this was increased to 25 Hz for the Kawasaki motion (see Figure 5-19). Despite 

the filtering, as the acceleration reflects the high frequency response, large variations in 

the computed equivalent number of cycles based on acceleration were noted across the 

deposit. In certain cases, this variability in neq was so large within depths lying at a vertical 
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distance of only 0.125 m (i.e. the vertical distance between adjacent nodes in the mesh), 

that it was deemed an unrealistic variation and a result of the numerical integration. An 

example of the neq profiles across the 15m deep NS deposit for the Kawasaki motion 

scaled 12.0 times (denoted as Kaw × 12.0), based on both shear stress and acceleration 

time-histories and using both WF schemes, is shown in Figure 5-21. The source of this 

large variation in neq when calculated through the acceleration time-histories can be 

understood by the large variations in the acceleration peaks with depth, as shown in Figure 

5-22. Given the measurement of amplitudes relative to the peak when calculating the 

equivalent number of cycles (Seed et al., 1975), such variations can result in large 

differences in the computed results. Conversely, the computed shear stress time series 

across the deposit, being a low frequency response, are much more stable (see Figure 

5-22), resulting in a fairly constant neq trend with depth down to about 8 m depth. This 

agrees with the findings of Lee & Chan (1972), while it contradicts those of Green & 

Terri (2005) who found a reduction in neq with depth. The latter, however, used in their 

analyses an alternative low cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner implementation, as described 

in section 5.3.  

Given the above, for numerical purposes and to overcome the observed numerical 

instabilities, the neq computed from the shear stress variation at 7 m depth was used for 

the subsequent undrained single element simulations. For similar reasons, the 

characterisation of the ground motions used in the study as shock-, vibratory- and 

transitional-type was also based on the computed shear stress time-histories from the 

drained analyses at the depth of interest. Based on the definition of Ishihara & Yasuda 

(1973), the Lotung motion was found to be clearly shock-type, as for all scaling levels 

and densities considered no peak with an amplitude greater than 60% of the maximum 

preceded on the side of the peak stress value. Two to three such peaks, however, were 

present in the Chi-Chi stress time-histories, justifying the definition of transitional-type 

motion. Finally, the computed Kawasaki time-histories were found to be clearly vibratory 

for all cases considered.  
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Figure 5-21: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Dr=40% Nevada sand deposit subjected to the 

Kawasaki EW component scaled 12.0 times (Kaw × 12.0) 

 

Figure 5-22: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Dr=40% Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW component scaled 12.0 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 

5.5.2 Undrained simple shear test simulations 

Following the site response analyses, numerical simulations of stress-controlled 

undrained simple shear (USS) tests were carried out, as recommended by Seed et al. 
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(1975). The USS tests were carried out for the initial stress conditions of an element of 

soil at 7 m depth in the NS deposit. neq with uniform shear stress amplitudes at 0.40, 0.50, 

0.65, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90 and 1.00 of τmax at 7 m depth, as computed from the drained site 

response analyses, were selected for the investigation to validate their equivalency in 

terms of liquefaction resistance, as stated by the methodology. Two liquefaction criteria 

were used: a traditional one based on an excess pore water pressure ratio value of 0.95 

and one based on the Phase Transformation (PT) criterion introduced in the previous 

chapters. It is reminded that the latter is defined as the first point of crossing the PTL after 

which the behaviour exhibits evident compliant characteristics on unloading.  CTX tests 

with uniform amplitude stress application have shown the close link of liquefaction and 

crossing of the PTL, as on subsequent unloading a very compliant response is noted (Kim 

et al., 2005). An example of a computed stress path in vertical effective stress, σ′v, - shear 

stress, τ, space and of the corresponding ru  development with the applied uniform 

amplitude cycles during an USS single element simulation is shown in Figure 5-23. It is 

seen that the stress state crosses the PTL after about 37.75 cycles, leading to a sudden 

increase in the excess pore water pressure ratio to values close to unity, with complete 

liquefaction taking place after 38.00 cycles of loading. 

 

Figure 5-23: (a) Effective stress path in vertical stress – shear stress space and (b) excess pore 

pressure ratio ru evolution with applied cycles for an USS single element simulation 

5.5.3 Cycle counting methodology 

Measuring the peaks of the time-history is inherent to the Palmgren-Miner concept. As 

aforementioned in section 5.2, the concept of equivalent number of cycles uses relative 

measures (i.e. the amplitude of each peak is measured relative to the peak amplitude in 

the time-history). This is a key distinction as other damage parameter schemes use 

absolute measures (i.e. the absolute amplitudes of the various peaks) (Hancock & 

Bommer, 2005). A number of cycle counting procedures exist in practice, with those 
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counting cycle amplitudes (from zero line to peak) and those considering cycle ranges 

(trough to peak) being amongst the most popular schemes (Hancock & Bommer, 2005). 

The rainflow-counting method, which is designed to count both low and high frequency 

cycles without placing undue emphasis on peaks that do not cross the zero axis was 

employed in this study to count the ranges of the drained time series, as recommended by 

Hancock & Bommer (2005). Conversely, most researchers in the past are believed to have 

used the ‘peak-between-mean crossing count’ method (Dowling, 1972; Green & Terri, 

2005). The rainflow methodology has been adopted by Hancock & Bommer (2005) based 

on the ASTM (1985) standards. Details of both the rainflow and the ‘peak-between-mean 

crossing count’ methods can be found in Hancock & Bommer (2005). 

As the rainflow method counts cycle ranges, whereas the Seed et al. (1975) methodology 

has been developed based on peak amplitudes, further assumptions had to be made to 

convert the ranges into peaks and apply the weighting factors. In accordance with 

Hancock & Bommer (2005), a full cycle range was considered to correspond to two 

peaks, whereas two half cycle ranges to one peak, the amplitude of each peak being equal 

to half the measured range (see Figure 5-24). Additionally, it was simplistically assumed 

that the peaks are characterised by an equal distribution on the two sides of the zero axis 

(Hancock & Bommer, 2005). Given that ranges and peaks are different metrics and to 

ensure that the above assumptions were reasonable for the motions under consideration, 

the computed neq through use of the rainflow method were compared against those 

resulting from the ‘peak-between-mean crossing count’ method. These were found to 

agree fairly well, corroborating the findings of Hancock & Bommer (2005) and providing 

support for the adopted assumptions. 
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Figure 5-24: Schematic representation of conversion of ranges to peaks (after Hancock & 

Bommer (2005)) 

5.6 Numerical method 

All finite element analyses are plane strain non-linear elasto-plastic effective stress-based 

and were carried out with the Imperial College Finite Element Program – ICFEP (Potts 

& Zdravković, 1999). The mesh generated for analysing the sand deposit is the same as 

the one used in Chapter 4 (i.e. 60×1 8-noded quadrilateral elements with dimensions of 

0.25x0.25 m2 with pore water pressure degrees of freedom at the 4 corner nodes). The 

boundary conditions for horizontal site response analyses have been presented in Chapter 

3 and are omitted for brevity. Given the first-order accuracy of the NMK2 scheme 

(Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008) and the importance of the individual peaks when 

calculating neq, the second-order accurate generalised α-method of Chung & Hulbert 

(1993) with a spectral radius at infinity, ρ∞, of 0.818 was used as the time-integration 

scheme. A time step of Δt=0.01 s was found to be small enough to achieve an accurate 

solution for the Lotung and Chi-Chi motions, however, due to the wider frequency content 

of the Kawasaki motion, as shown in Figure 5-19, a smaller time-step of 0.005 s had to 

be utilised. 

The modified version of the BSPM, as presented in Chapter 4, was utilised for the 

purposes of this study to ensure an accurate representation of the cyclic strength of NS at 

various CRR levels. This is of fundamental importance, as it is necessary to ensure that 

any potential discrepancies between the results of the USS simulations and the benchmark 

coupled FE analysis in terms of triggering of liquefaction at 7 m depth are a result of the 

approximate nature of the Palmgren-Miner concept when applied to non-linear stress-
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path dependent soils and not due to inaccuracies of the constitutive platform. The 

modified model parameters for Nevada sand have been presented in Table 4-7. The 

computed CRR curves for CSS conditions and for a vertical effective stress, σ′v0, of 80 

kPa, the closest stress level to the one at 7 m depth (i.e. σ′v0=66.5 kPa) for which 

laboratory cyclic strength data are available have been shown in Figure 4-13 for both 

relative densities. These are repeated for clarity in Figure 5-25. 

 

Figure 5-25: Comparison of the computed CRR curves for Nevada sand using the modified 

BSPM with available laboratory data for CSS conditions, a σ′v0 of 80 kPa and for relative 

densities of (a) 40% and (b) 60%  

5.7 Empirical assessment of liquefaction triggering 

An assessment of liquefaction occurrence on the basis of the procedure presented by Idriss 

& Boulanger (2008) was carried out for each of the 12 coupled FE site response analyses 

conducted (see Table 5-2), so as to investigate the consistency between the numerical 

‘benchmark’ predictions and the empirical approach. The methodology followed has been 

presented in section 3.5.3. Inherent to the calculation of CSR (Equation 3-25) but also in 

its transformation to a moment magnitude of 7.5 through the magnitude scaling factor 

(MSF – Equation 3-24) is knowledge of the moment magnitude of the seismic event under 

consideration. However, given the scaling of the various ground motions the original Mw 

of the three events is no longer representative of the motions utilised in the study. As 

such, a modified approach was followed, as presented in Norambuena-Mardones (2016). 

The CSR was calculated based on Equation 5-7: 
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CSR = 0.65 ∙

τmax
σ′v0

   5-7 

 

where τmax values across the 15 m deep NS deposit were obtained directly from the shear 

stress time-histories as computed from the drained FE analyses, thus removing the 

necessity for the use of the shear stress reduction coefficient, rd. The newly developed 

MSFs by Boulanger & Idriss (2015), who introduced a dependency on both the soil 

characteristics (i.e. on the coefficient BCRR), as well as the earthquake magnitude were 

considered and used in conjunction with the deterministic CRRM=7.5,σ′v0 curve of Idriss 

& Boulanger (2008) presented in Chapter 3 (see Equation 3-19). Boulanger & Idriss 

(2014) showed that implementation of the revised MSFs to the SPT-based liquefaction 

case histories database exhibited very good agreement with the deterministic CRR-SPT 

liquefaction triggering curve presented by Idriss & Boulanger (2008). This ensured 

consistency in the calculations of the factor of safety against liquefaction, FSL, performed 

herein. The derivation of the MSF was based on the following procedure: the MSF can 

be defined according to Equation 5-8 (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008; Boulanger & Idriss, 

2015), while, as previously presented, the cyclic strength of sands is often represented by 

a power law of the form shown in Equation 5-9: 

 
MSF =  

CRRM
CRRM=7.5

   5-8 

 

 CRR = ACRR ∙ N
−BCRR    5-9 

 

Appropriate manipulation of the above two equations leads to Equation 5-10: 

 

 
MSF = (

NM=7.5
NM

)BCRR    5-10 
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where CRRM and CRRM=7.5 are the cyclic strength at a given magnitude, M, and at the 

reference magnitude of 7.5, respectively, while NM and NM=7.5 are the number of cycles 

to liquefaction at these two magnitudes as obtained from uniform-amplitude element 

testing. For BCRR values ranging between 0.2 and 0.5, an Mw 7.5 seismic event 

corresponds to NM=7.5=15 cycles at a uniform amplitude of 0.65 of τmax (Boulanger & 

Idriss, 2015). The MSF for each motion was then defined by replacing NM with the 

equivalent number of cycles at 0.65 of τmax calculated from the shear stress time-history 

of the drained FE analyses at various depths utilising both the Seed et al. (1975) and Liu 

et al. (2001) weighting factors. Average BCRR values for CSS conditions and for Dr values 

of 40 and 60% were obtained from Figure 4-13 and were found equal to 0.435 and 0.455, 

respectively. Table 5-3 includes the final values of MSF used in the empirical assessment 

for the depth of 7 m. The maximum limit for a small magnitude earthquake was defined 

based on Equation 5-11 (Boulanger & Idriss, 2015) for a stress level of 0.65 of τmax 

through use of the BCRR values discussed above. MSFmax values of 2.4 and 2.5 were 

obtained for a relative density of 40% and 60%, respectively. These exceeded the limit of 

2.2 imposed by Boulanger & Idriss (2015), which was devised based on a number of 

subjective judgments to constrain the new MSF relationships. As such, a maximum limit 

of 2.2 was imposed. Figures 5-26 to 5-28 present the profiles of the computed FSL across 

the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit for the 12 cases. It is noted that Eurocode 8 – Part 5 

(BS EN 1998-5:2004) defines a factor of safety against liquefaction of 1.25. 

  

 
Nmin = (

1.00

0.65
)
1 BCRR⁄

∙ (
3

4
cycle) 

MSFmax = (
NM=7.5
Nmin

)
BCRR

 

  5-11 

 

It becomes evident from Figure 5-26 that the two weighting factor schemes result in a 

similar equivalent number of cycles at the considered reference stress level (i.e. 0.65 of 

τmax) and, hence, almost identical FSL values for the shock-type motion (i.e. Lotung case). 

Conversely, for the more vibratory types the weighting factors of Liu et al. (2001) result 

in more conservative predictions of liquefaction (see Figures 5-27 and 5-28). This means 

that the computed neq at 0.65 of τmax is larger than that calculated based on Seed et al. 

(1975), leading to smaller values of MSF. This is confirmed in the subsequent section 
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where the resulting neq for each analysis is presented. As explained in section 5.2 and 

Figure 5-10, however, the relationship between the equivalent number of cycles 

computed with the two WF schemes can vary depending on the reference stress level 

chosen. This implies that the relative difference between the computed FSL values 

considering the two WF schemes may be different when reference stress levels other than 

0.65 are chosen. 

Table 5-3: Computed MSFs based on the equivalent number of cycles at a uniform amplitude of 

0.65 of the maximum shear stress registered at 7 m depth in the drained FE analyses 

 Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

Relative Density 40% 60% 40% 60% 

Lotung x1.5 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

Lotung x2.0 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

Chi-Chi x1.3 1.52 1.72 1.27 1.33 

Chi-Chi x1.5 1.49 1.69 1.25 1.30 

Kawasaki 10.0 0.92 0.95 0.80 0.80 

Kawasaki 12.0 0.95 0.85 0.81 0.75 

 

 

Figure 5-26: Empirical assessment of liquefaction for the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit 

subjected to the (a) Lotung EW × 1.5 (Lot × 1.5) and (b) Lotung EW × 2.0 (Lot × 2.0) 

component  
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Figure 5-27: Empirical assessment of liquefaction for the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit 

subjected to the (a) Chi-Chi EW × 1.3 (Chi-Chi × 1.3) and (b) Chi-Chi EW × 1.5 (Chi-Chi × 

1.5) component 

 

Figure 5-28: Empirical assessment of liquefaction for the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit 

subjected to the (a) Kawasaki EW × 10.0 (Kaw × 10.0) and (b) Kawasaki EW × 12.0 (Kaw × 

12.0) component 

A comparison of the results of the empirical assessment at 7 m depth with the numerical 

predictions of the coupled FE analyses is presented in the subsequent section. 
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5.8 Results 

The following subsections present the results of the site response analyses modelling 

vertical propagation of S-waves and of the USS test simulations for all 12 cases 

considered. A detailed discussion on the performance of the Palmgren-Miner concept is 

made in the subsequent section. 

5.8.1 Results of the site response analyses 

The results of the coupled site response FE analyses in terms of the minimum mean 

effective stress profiles across the deposit, indicating the maximum depth of liquefaction 

zones, have been included in Appendix A, while the maximum attained excess pore water 

pressure ratio at 7 m depth has already been presented in Table 5-2. The latter is repeated 

in Table 5-5 below for ease of comparison. The computed equivalent CSR at 7 m depth 

in the site response analyses is also included, so that direct correlations with the numerical 

CRR curves, as shown in Figure 5-25, can be made. The CSR has been calculated on the 

basis of Equation 4-44 for uni-directional irregular loading, with C2 taking a value of 1.8 

and 1.76 for relative densities of 40 and 60%, respectively (Ishihara & Nagase, 1988), 

while a K0 of 0.5 was assumed. The predictions of shear stress variation of the drained 

analyses were used to obtain τmax at 7 m depth. Based on the comparison of the numerical 

CRR curves with the available laboratory data for CSS conditions at a 𝛔′𝐯𝟎 of 80 kPa, it 

is inferred that the model provides a fairly accurate prediction of cyclic strength down to 

CSR values of 0.14 and 0.18 for relative densities of 40 and 60%, respectively. Below 

these values some underestimation of cyclic strength takes place, although for the highest 

Dr no lab data at lower CSR values are available. Considering the values of applied CSR 

at 7 m depth in the NS deposit, as shown in Table 5-5, the numerical predictions for both 

relative densities are fairly accurate. 

Table 5-5 further presents the results of the empirical assessment in terms of FSL using 

both the Seed et al. (1975) and Liu et al. (2001) weighting factors at 7 m depth. As 

mentioned previously, Eurocode 8 – Part 5 recommends a FSL of 1.25 (BS EN 1998-

5:2004), meaning that, for design purposes, a CSR of 80% of CRR will induce 

liquefaction in a fully saturated sand deposit. For the purposes of this study, this was 

assumed to correspond to an ru of 0.95 or greater. As such, the scenario of marginal 

liquefaction of ru of 0.75 was considered, through proportionality, to correspond to a 

CSR of 63% of the CRR, resulting in a FSL=CRR CSR⁄  of 1.59. Idriss (1999) notes that 

in the stress-based liquefaction evaluation procedure a FSL much larger than one can still 
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be accompanied by the development of significant excess pore water pressures, 

highlighting that an ru larger than 25 to 40% might still be of engineering significance. 

Table 5-4 below summarises the range of factors of safety against liquefaction adopted in 

this study, in order to separate between “liquefaction”, “marginal liquefaction” and “no 

liquefaction” scenarios.  These are used to interprete and compare the results in Table 5-5 

in terms of the predictions of the coupled FE analyses at 7 m depth and the factors of 

safety obtained from the empirical assessment. 

Table 5-4: Ranges of ru and FSL used in this study to define between the various liquefaction 

scenarios 

Liquefaction scenarios max ru FSL 

Liquefaction ≥0.95 ≤1.25 

Marginal liquefaction ≥0.75 and <0.95 >1.25 and ≤1.59 

No liquefaction <0.75 >1.59 

 

Table 5-5: Results of coupled FE analyses and comparison with empirical liquefaction 

assessment at 7 m depth 

Motion Scale Motion type 

Dr 

(%) 

Max 

ru (%) 

CSR 

at 7 

m 

Liquefaction 

at 7 m 

(numerical) 

FSL at 7 

m Seed 

et al. 

(1975)* 

FSL at 7 

m Liu et 

al. 

(2001)** 

Lotung 1.50 Shock 40% 79.60 0.36 marginal 1.1 - yes 1.1 - yes 

Lotung 2.00 Shock 40% 100.00 0.37 Yes 0.9 - yes 0.9 - yes 

Chi-Chi 1.30 Transitional 40% 76.00 0.15 Marginal 
1.5 – 

marginal 

1.3 - 

marginal 

Chi-Chi 1.50 Transitional 40% 100.00 0.17 Yes 
1.3 - 

marginal 1.1 - yes 

Kawasaki 10.0 Vibratory 40% 74.20 0.13 Marginal 1.1 - yes 0.9 - yes 

Kawasaki 12.0 Vibratory 40% 100.00 0.15 Yes 1.0 - yes 0.8 - yes 

Lotung 1.50 Shock 60% 75.10 0.36 Marginal 1.8 - no 1.8 – no 

Lotung 2.00 Shock 60% 100.00 0.37 Yes 1.7 – no 1.7 – no 

Chi-Chi 1.30 Transitional 60% 52.50 0.17 No 2.9 - no 2.2 - no 

Chi-Chi 1.50 Transitional 60% 69.30 0.19 No 2.5 - no 2.0 - no 

Kawasaki 10.00 Vibratory 60% 69.00 0.16 

 

No 

 

1.7 - no 

1.4 - 

marginal 

Kawasaki 12.00 Vibratory 60% 93.10 0.17 Yes 

1.4 – 

marginal 1.2 - yes 

  *: The MSFs were calculated from Equation 5-10 based on the equivalent number of cycles at 7 

m depth from the drained FE analysis obtained through use of the Seed et al. (1975) WF scheme 
**: The MSFs were calculated from Equation 5-10 based on the equivalent number of cycles at 7 

m depth from the drained FE analysis obtained through use of the Liu et al. (2001) WF scheme 

 

Based on the comparison in Table 5-5, a good agreement can be seen between the 

numerical predictions at 7 m depth and the empirical assessment for a reference stress 
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level of 0.65 of τmax. The greatest disparity is noted for the Lotung case and the relative 

density of 60%, where both weighting schemes predict factors of safety of 1.8 and 1.7 for 

Lotung × 1.5 and Lotung × 2.0, respectively, indicating no liquefaction. This contradicts 

the numerical predictions, rendering the empirical assessment non-conservative, if the FE 

predictions are used as benchmark. The agreement in this case would be slightly better, 

though still rendering the empirical assessment non-conservative, had an MSFmax of 1.8 

been used, as suggested by Idriss & Boulanger (2008) based on a BCRR value of 0.34 for 

clean sand. Use of an MSFmax value of 1.8 for both weighting factor schemes and a Dr of 

60% would result in FSL values of 1.5 and 1.4 for Lotung × 1.5 and Lotung × 2.0, 

respectively, lying on the upper boundary of the “marginal liquefaction” scenario. It 

should be noted that for all other motions considered the value of MSFmax (i.e. 2.2 or 1.8) 

had no influence on the predictions of the empirical assessment at 7 m depth. The above 

findings are not surprising as the biggest disagreement resulting from application of the 

Palmgren-Miner concept through the MSFs would be anticipated to result for the shock-

type motion which departs the furthest from Miner’s rule. Additionally, the biggest 

discrepancy would be expected for higher relative densities due to the more complex 

shape of the CRR curves at such states, as previously explained (Boulanger & Idriss, 

2015). 

It is of interest to compare the development of Δu with time in the coupled site response 

FE analyses for the three ground motions with the laboratory observations of Ishihara & 

Yasuda (1973; 1975) in dynamic triaxial and cyclic torsional tests. This is shown at 7 m 

depth in Figure 5-29 for the highest scaling levels and for the relative density of 40%, as 

in these analyses a maximum ru of 1.0 at 7 m depth was attained in all cases. The results 

confirm the laboratory observations, whereby no excess pore water pressures develop 

prior to the application of the peak stress cycle in the Lotung case (i.e. prior to 10.18 s), 

at which instant ru  develops abruptly towards a value of 1.0. Conversely, a gradual 

increase in ru takes place with time for the Kawasaki motion, with liquefaction occurring 

some-time after the application of the peak cycle at 11.96 s. The results for the Chi-Chi 

case lie somewhere in-between.  
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Figure 5-29: Excess pore water pressure ratio evolution with time computed at 7 m depth for the 

40% Dr NS deposit subjected to the Lotung × 2.0 (Lot × 2.0), Chi-Chi × 1.5 and Kawasaki 

×12.0 (Kaw × 12.0) motions 

In terms of the drained site response analyses, the computed equivalent number of stress 

cycles at 0.65 of τmax based on the computed shear stress time-histories at 7 m depth are 

presented in Tables 5-6 and 5-7 for relative densities of 40 and 60%, respectively, and for 

both WF schemes. It is reminded that these are then used in the USS single element 

simulations. The Liu et al. (2001) WFs resulted in a larger number of neq for all motions 

and analyses considered, as implied by the FSL calculation in section 5.7. This is more 

evident for the vibratory motions (i.e. Kawasaki and Chi-Chi), whereas for the shock-

type (i.e. Lotung) the difference is negligible. 

Table 5-6: Equivalent number of uniform amplitude cycles at 0.65τmax based on the computed 

shear stress time-histories at 7 m depth in the drained FE analyses – Dr=40% 

Motion 
Seed et al. 

(1975) 

Liu et al. 

(2001) 

Lotung × 1.5 1.6 1.7 

Lotung × 2.0 1.3 1.4 

Chi-Chi × 1.3 5.7 8.7 

Chi-Chi × 1.5 6.0 9.0 

Kawasaki × 10.0 18.1 25.2 

Kawasaki × 12.0 16.8 24.4 

 

Table 5-7: Equivalent number of uniform amplitude cycles at 0.65τmax based on the computed 

shear stress time-histories at 7 m depth in the drained FE analyses – Dr=60% 

Motion 
Seed et al. 

(1975) 

Liu et al. 

(2001) 

Lotung × 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Lotung × 2.0 1.6 1.90 

Chi-Chi × 1.3 4.6 8.00 

Chi-Chi × 1.5 4.8 8.5 

Kawasaki × 10.0 16.7 24.5 

Kawasaki × 12.0 21.5 28.3 
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It is noted that the Lotung motion, with evident forward-directivity characteristics, 

resulted in less than one equivalent cycles at 1.0 × τmax for all scaling levels and relative 

densities considered, meaning that it was not possible to investigate the importance of the 

location of the peak cycle within the loading history, as it was done in previous laboratory 

and numerical studies (e.g. Shen et al., 1978; Coelho et al., 2013; Azeiteiro et al., 2016; 

Tsaparli et al., 2015). This, however, is expected to be representative for most extreme 

shock-type motions when converting them to an equivalent number of uniform amplitude 

stress cycles for liquefaction analysis, as the methodology is based on relative amplitudes 

with those below 30% of τmax neglected. Conversely, previous laboratory studies applied 

sufficient number of cycles necessary to liquefy the sample, without those being directly 

equivalent to a given irregular acceleration time-history (Coelho et al., 2013; Azeiteiro et 

al., 2016). Predictive neq models proposed by Biondi et al. (2004), Stafford & Bommer 

(2009) and Lasley et al. (2016) also show a trend of a reducing number of equivalent 

cycles with increasing peak ground surface acceleration (or peak shear stress at the depth 

of interest). 

It is interesting to note that the maximum liquefaction zones for the analyses subjected to 

the Lotung × 1.5 motion, as shown in Appendix A, section A.3, exhibit a discrepancy, 

whereby the analysis with the largest sand relative density predicts a deeper extent of 

liquefaction (i.e. 5 m for Dr of 60% versus 3m for Dr of 40%). This is attributed to the 

role of parameter Cf in the boundary value problem, as demonstrated in Figure 5-30. In 

this, the excess pore water pressure ratio evolution and effective stress paths at 5 m depth 

are compared between sand relative densities of 40% and 60% subjected to the Lotung × 

1.5 motion. In the former case, the stress path at 5 m depth does not intercept the PTL, 

leading to a monotonic increase in ru. Conversely, the denser state, which is at a closer 

proximity to the PTL, shows a more rapid variation of ru resulting from load reversal 

following the crossing of the PTL. This is evident in the effective stress path, where 

crossing of the PTL for the denser state takes place on application of the peak cycle, 

leading to a compliant response on stress reversal. During this phase, activation of the 

deviatoric part of fabric and parameter Cf takes place, through Equations 4-37 and 4-42, 

reducing the fabric scalar hf  and, hence, the hardening modulus A (Equation 4-32). The 

above implies that a lower value of Cf than 100 would have to be used, however, this was 

not evident from the calibration based on element testing, highlighting the ground-motion 

dependency of this parameter and the particular difficulty of the calibration process. 
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Nevertheless, the examined depth of 7 m remained unaffected by such issues, as shown 

by the maximum developed ru values in Table 5-5. 

 

Figure 5-30: Comparison of (a) excess pore water pressure ratio time-histories and (b) vertical 

effective-shear stress paths for relative densities of 40% and 60% as computed at 5 m depth in 

the Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW × 1.5 (Lot × 1.5) 

5.8.2 Results of the undrained simple shear test simulations 

This section summarises in a tabular form the results of the USS test simulations for each 

of the 12 analyses under consideration. For each percentage of τmax applied, with the latter 

as explained obtained from the drained site response analyses at 7 m depth, each table 

presents the corresponding shear stress amplitude, CSR, equivalent number of cycles for 

both WF schemes, as well as the outcome of the simulations in terms of the two 

liquefaction criteria considered, i.e. number of cycles to PT and number of cycles to an 

ru of 0.95. The maximum ru attained during the test is also presented. It is worth noting 

that the computed equivalent number of cycles for the various cases is consistent with the 

existence of a minimum number of cycles. Idriss (1999) and Idriss & Boulanger (2008) 

considered the maximum stress to act at least on half a cycle to a cycle (i.e. average ¾), 

while Green & Terri (2005), based on their energy approach to Palmgren-Miner, showed 

that neq at 0.65τmax cannot be smaller than 1.2 cycles. 
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Relative density 40% 

Table 5-8: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Lotung x 1.5 analysis – 

Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles to 

PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 19.0 0.43 1.6 0.75 - 0.87 1.7 0.75 - 0.87 

0.40 11.7 0.26 39.3 2.25 2.50 1.00 7.1 2.25 2.50 1.00 

0.50 14.6 0.33 7.9 1.25 2.00 1.00 3.2 1.25 2.00 1.00 

0.70 20.4 0.46 1.3 0.75 - 0.80 1.4 0.75 - 0.80 

0.80 23.4 0.53 0.9 0.25 - 0.53 1.1 0.25 - 0.70 

0.90 26.3 0.59 0.7 0.25 - 0.47 0.9 0.25 - 0.47 

1.00 29.2 0.66 0.5 0.25 - 0.40 0.6 0.25 - 0.40 

 

Table 5-9: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Lotung x 2.0 analysis – 

Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles to 

PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95  or 

larger 

max ru 

0.65 19.6 0.44 1.3 0.75 - 0.78 1.4 0.75 - 0.78 

0.40 12.1 0.27 33.0 1.75 2.50 1.00 5.7 1.75 2.50 1.00 

0.50 15.1 0.34 6.6 1.25 2.00 1.00 2.5 1.25 2.00 1.00 

0.70 21.1 0.48 1.1 0.75 - 0.79 1.1 0.75 - 0.79 

0.80 24.2 0.55 0.8 0.25 - 0.51 0.9 0.25 - 0.51 

0.90 27.2 0.61 0.6 0.25 - 0.45 0.7 0.25 - 0.45 

1.00 30.2 0.68 0.5 0.25 - 0.25 0.5 0.25 - 0.25 

 

Table 5-10: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Chi-Chi x 1.3 analysis 

– Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of  

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 7.5 0.17 5.7 4.75 5.50 0.99 8.7 4.75 5.50 1.00 

0.40 4.6 0.10 142.5 14.25 14.50 1.00 36.0 14.25 14.50 1.00 

0.50 5.8 0.13 28.5 8.25 9.00 1.00 16.0 8.25 9.00 1.00 

0.70 8.1 0.18 4.8 4.25 4.50 0.99 7.3 4.25 4.50 1.00 

0.80 9.3 0.21 3.4 3.25 - 0.80 5.6 3.25 3.50 1.00 

0.90 10.4 0.24 2.4 2.25 - 0.67 4.4 2.25 3.00 1.00 

1.00 11.6 0.26 1.9 1.75 - 0.64 3.2 1.75 2.50 1.00 
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Table 5-11: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Chi-Chi x 1.5 analysis 

– Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of  

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 8.6 0.19 6.0 3.75 4.00 1.00 9.0 3.75 4.00 1.00 

0.40 5.3 0.12 150.0 10.25 10.50 1.00 37.3 10.25 10.50 1.00 

0.50 6.6 0.15 30.0 6.25 7.00 1.00 16.6 6.25 7.00 1.00 

0.70 9.2 0.21 5.0 3.25 3.50 1.00 7.5 3.25 3.50 1.00 

0.80 10.6 0.24 3.5 2.25 3.00 1.00 5.8 2.25 3.00 1.00 

0.90 11.9 0.27 2.5 1.75 2.50 1.00 4.5 1.75 2.50 1.00 

1.00 13.2 0.30 2.0 1.25 2.00 1.00 3.3 1.25 2.00 1.00 

 

Table 5-12: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Kawasaki x 10.0 

analysis – Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 6.5 0.15 18.1 6.75 7.00 1.00 25.2 6.75 7.00 1.00 

0.40 4.0 0.09 452.0 22.75 23.00 1.00 104.9 22.75 23.00 1.00 

0.50 5.0 0.11 90.4 11.75 12.00 1.00 46.6 11.75 12.00 1.00 

0.70 7.0 0.16 15.0 5.75 6.00 1.00 21.2 5.75 6.00 1.00 

0.80 8.0 0.18 10.6 4.25 5.00 1.00 16.2 4.25 5.00 1.00 

0.90 9.0 0.20 7.5 3.25 4.00 1.00 12.7 3.25 4.00 1.00 

1.00 10.0 0.22 6.0 2.75 3.00 1.00 9.2 2.75 3.00 1.00 

 

Table 5-13: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Kawasaki x 12.0 

analysis – Dr=40% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 7.5 0.17 16.8 4.75 5.50 1.00 24.4 4.75 5.50 1.00 

0.40 4.6 0.10 419.3 14.25 14.50 1.00 101.5 14.25 14.50 1.00 

0.50 5.8 0.13 83.9 8.25 9.00 1.00 45.1 8.25 9.00 1.00 

0.70 8.1 0.18 14.0 4.25 4.50 1.00 20.5 4.25 4.50 1.00 

0.80 9.3 0.21 9.9 3.25 3.50 1.00 15.7 3.25 3.50 1.00 

0.90 10.4 0.24 7.0 2.25 3.00 1.00 12.3 2.25 3.00 1.00 

1.00 11.6 0.26 5.6 1.75 2.50 1.00 8.9 1.75 2.50 1.00 
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Relative density 60% 

Table 5-14: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Lotung x 1.5 analysis – 

Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 17.5 0.39 1.5 1.25 - 0.43 1.5 1.25 - 0.43 

0.40 10.8 0.24 36.5 5.25 6.00 1.00 6.1 5.25 6.00 1.00 

0.50 13.5 0.30 7.3 3.25 4.00 1.00 2.7 - - 0.47 

0.70 18.8 0.43 1.2 0.75 - 0.44 1.2 0.75 - 0.44 

0.80 21.5 0.49 0.9 0.25 - 0.25 1.0 0.25 - 0.48 

0.90 24.2 0.55 0.6 0.25 - 0.29 0.7 0.25 - 0.29 

1.00 26.9 0.61 0.5 0.25 - 0.26 0.5 0.25 - 0.26 

 

Table 5-15: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Lotung x 2.0 analysis – 

Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 18.7 0.42 1.6 0.75 - 0.69 1.9 0.75 - 0.69 

0.40 11.5 0.26 41.0 4.75 5.50 1.00 7.9 4.75 5.50 1.00 

0.50 14.4 0.33 8.2 2.75 3.50 1.00 3.5 2.75 - 0.92 

0.70 20.2 0.46 1.4 0.75 - 0.56 1.6 0.75 - 0.74 

0.80 23.0 0.52 1.0 0.25 - 0.60 1.2 0.25 - 0.60 

0.90 25.9 0.59 0.7 0.25 - 0.27 1.0 0.25 - 0.55 

1.00 28.8 0.65 0.6 0.25 - 0.23 0.7 0.25 - 0.23 

 

Table 5-16: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Chi-Chi x 1.3 analysis 

– Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 8.5 0.19 4.6 - - 0.42 8.0 - - 0.70 

0.40 5.2 0.12 114.5 22.25 23.0 1.00 33.3 22.25 23.0 1.00 

0.50 6.5 0.15 22.9 14.25 15.0 1.00 14.8 14.25 - 0.92 

0.70 9.1 0.21 3.8 - - 0.38 6.7 - - 0.64 

0.80 10.4 0.23 2.7 - - 0.34 5.2 - - 0.61 

0.90 11.7 0.26 1.9 - - 0.25 4.0 - - 0.58 

1.00 13.0 0.29 1.5 - - 0.29 2.9 - - 0.46 
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Table 5-17: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Chi-Chi x 1.5 analysis 

– Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of  

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 9.4 0.21 4.8 - - 0.48 8.5 7.25 8.50 0.99 

0.40 5.8 0.13 120.0 17.75 18.50 1.00 35.4 17.75 18.50 1.00 

0.50 7.3 0.16 24.0 11.25 12.00 1.00 15.7 11.25 12.00 1.00 

0.70 10.2 0.23 4.0 - - 0.49 7.1 5.75 6.50 1.00 

0.80 11.6 0.26 2.8 - - 0.39 5.5 4.75 - 0.90 

0.90 13.1 0.29 2.0 - - 0.38 4.3 3.25 - 0.87 

1.00 14.5 0.33 1.6 - - 0.34 3.1 2.75 - 0.71 

 

Table 5-18: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Kawasaki x 10.0 

analysis – Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of 

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 8.0 0.18 16.7 7.75 8.50 1.00 24.5 7.75 8.50 1.00 

0.40 4.9 0.11 417.5 25.25 26.00 

1.00 102.

1 25.25 26.00 

1.00 

0.50 6.2 0.14 83.5 15.75 16.00 1.00 45.4 15.75 16.00 1.00 

0.70 8.6 0.19 13.9 8.25 9.00 1.00 20.6 8.25 9.00 1.00 

0.80 9.8 0.22 9.8 6.25 7.50 1.00 15.8 6.25 7.50 1.00 

0.90 11.1 0.25 7.0 5.25 6.00 1.00 12.3 5.25 6.00 1.00 

1.00 12.3 0.28 5.6 4.25 5.00 1.00 8.9 4.25 5.00 1.00 

 

Table 5-19: Results of single element simulations of USS tests based on Kawasaki x 12.0 

analysis – Dr=60% 

   Seed et al. (1975) Liu et al. (2001) 

% of  

τmax 

τ 

(kPa) 

CSR

=

𝛕 𝐩′𝟎⁄  

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max 

ru 

neq cycles 

to PT 

cycles to 

ru=0.95 

or larger 

max ru 

0.65 8.8 0.20 21.5 7.75 8.50 1.00 28.3 7.75 8.50 1.00 

0.40 5.4 0.12 537.5 20.25 21.00 

1.00 118.

0 20.25 21.00 

1.00 

0.50 6.8 0.15 107.5 12.75 13.50 1.00 52.4 12.75 13.50 1.00 

0.70 9.5 0.21 17.9 6.75 7.50 1.00 23.8 6.75 7.50 1.00 

0.80 10.8 0.24 12.7 5.25 6.00 1.00 18.3 5.25 6.00 1.00 

0.90 12.2 0.28 9.0 3.75 5.00 1.00 14.2 3.75 5.00 1.00 

1.00 13.5 0.31 7.2 3.25 4.00 1.00 10.3 3.25 4.00 1.00 
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5.9 Discussion 

This sections discusses the appropriateness of the use of the Palmgren-Miner concept on 

non-linear stress path dependent soils by analysing the results presented above in terms 

of the liquefaction criterion and the weighting scheme used for each type of ground 

motion. It is emphasised that all the combinations of neq and the applied stress amplitudes, 

as obtained through the time-histories of the drained analyses and through conversion to 

different percentages of τmax, should be according to Miner’s rule equivalent. This means 

that any of the above uniform amplitude loading patterns when applied to single element 

testing should exhibit consistent results (i.e. all of them should predict liquefaction, 

marginal liquefaction or no liquefaction). The results from the USS testing should also be 

in agreement with the prediction in terms of liquefaction triggering of the “benchmark” 

coupled FE site response analysis at 7 m depth in the deposit.  

Stress levels of 0.40 and 0.50 of τmax were disregarded from the comparison process for 

the vibration and transitional motions (i.e. Kawasaki and Chi-Chi), as these were found 

to correspond to CSR levels where the predicted cyclic strength of NS might be 

underestimated by the constitutive model. Conversely, for the Lotung case, given its 

shock-type characteristics, larger PGA values were required to achieve the desired ru at 

7 m depth, in agreement with the findings of Ishihara & Yasuda (1975), resulting in CSR 

levels that, even for the lowest amplitude of 0.40τmax, were within the range where the 

cyclic strength is predicted accurately by the BSPM (see Tables 5-8, 5-9, 5-14 and 5-15). 

Tables 5-20 and 5-21 summarise the findings of the USS test simulations for all analysed 

cases, considering the PT and ru criterion, respectively. Results of the USS that agreed 

with the prediction of the “benchmark” coupled FE site response analysis at 7 m depth 

for all stress levels considered are marked by a “✓”, whereas those that did not exhibit 

consistency between the various percentages of τmax are marked with an “x”. Outcomes 

accompanied by a “?” imply that the results were fairly acceptable but some form of 

under-performance exists. A “comments box” next to the outcome briefly explains the 

inconsistencies observed. 
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Table 5-20: Summary of the USS test simulations for the PT criterion 

Motion 
Seed et al. 

(1975) 
Comments 

Liu et al. 

(2001) 
Comments 

Lot×1.5 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Lot×2.0 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Chi-Chi×1.3 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Chi-Chi×1.5 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Kaw×10 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Kaw×12 40% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Lot×1.5 60% ✓ 
 

×? 
All stress amplitudes 

accurate apart from 

0.50τmax 

Lot×2.0 60% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Chi-Chi×1.3 60% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

Chi-Chi×1.5 60% ✓ 
 

✓? 
Too conservative, could 

not distinguish no 

liquefaction case 

Kaw×10 60% ✓ Conservative ✓ Conservative 

Kaw×12 60% ✓ 
 

✓ 
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Table 5-21: Summary of the USS test simulations for the ru criterion  

Motion 
Seed 

et al. 

(1975) 

Comments 
Liu et al. 

(2001) 
Comments 

Lot×1.5 40% × 
0.4*-0.7:ok** 

0.8-1.0 NC*** 
× 

0.4-0.7:ok 

0.8-1.0 NC 

Lot×2.0 40% × 

0.4-0.5:ok 

0.65-0.7:fairly good**** 

(ru
*****≥0.75) but NC 

0.8-1.0:NC 

× 

0.4-0.5:ok 

0.65-0.7:fairly  

good (ru≥0.75)  

but NC 

0.8-1.0:NC 

Chi-Chi×1.3 40% ✓? 

0.65-0.7:ok 

(conservative) 

0.8:ok 

0.9-1.0:NC but close 

✓ Conservative 

Chi-Chi×1.5 40% ✓  ✓  

Kaw×10 40% ✓ Conservative ✓ Conservative 

Kaw×12 40% ✓  ✓  

Lot×1.5 60% × 

0.4-0.5:ok 

(conservative) 

0.65-1.0:NC 
× 

0.4:ok  

(conservative) 

0.5-1.0:NC 

Lot×2.0 60% × 
0.4-0.5:ok 

0.65-1.0:NC 
× 

0.4:ok 

0.5 & 0.7: fairly good 

(ru≥0.75) but NC 

0.65 & 0.8-1.0:NC 

Chi-Chi×1.3 60% ✓? 

0.65-1.0: NC but 

qualitatively ok 

(ru<0.75) 
✓ 

0.65-0.8:quite 

conservative 

0.9-1.0:ok 

Chi-Chi×1.5 60% ×? 
0.65-1.0:NC but 

qualitatively ok 

(ru<0.75) 

≥0.8:the most NC 

✓ 
0.65-0.9:too conservative 

(ru≥0.75) 

1.0:ok 

Kaw×10 60% ✓ Too conservative ✓ Too conservative 

Kaw×12 60% ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

*0.40, 0.50, 0.65, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90 and 1.00: represent the percentages of τmax considered 
**ok: used to show that the predictions of the USS test simulations agreed with those of the coupled 

FE analysis at 7 m depth 
***NC: stands for non-conservative 
****fairly good: used to show that the USS results did not quantitatively agree with the coupled 

FE analysis at 7 m depth but they were qualitatively satisfactory 
*****ru: The excess pore water pressure ratio developed in the USS test simulation that can be 

compared with the max ru of the corresponding coupled FE analysis at 7 m depth in Table 5-5. 

 

The following remarks can be made for each motion: 
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• Vibration-type: as anticipated, the Palmgren-Miner concept performed 

remarkably well for the Kawasaki motion for both liquefaction criteria. Where the 

results of the USS tests did not agree with the coupled analyses’ predictions, they 

were always found to lie on the conservative side for both criteria and for both 

WF schemes.  

• Transitional-type: the ru criterion showed some inconsistencies for the Chi-Chi 

motion, although still capturing qualitatively the response reasonably well. ru 

values of 0.65 and 0.70 of τmax were found to result in conservative or at least 

acceptable from a qualitative point of view estimates for the Chi-Chi motion 

(liquefaction or no liquefaction), although for the Liu et al. (2001) scheme and for 

cases of no liquefaction (ru  <0.75) stress levels of 0.65 to 0.80 were overly 

conservative. The highest stress levels of 0.90 and 1.00τmax provided less 

conservative predictions for Liu et al. (2001) in these cases. This difference 

between the two WF schemes is a result of the higher number of computed neq for 

such stress levels when using the Liu et al. (2001) scheme (see Figure 5-10). The 

PT criterion was very consistent, with Liu et al. (2001) being again more 

conservative. The criterion was successful in capturing the occurrence (ru≥0.75) 

and no occurrence (ru<0.75) of liquefaction, particularly for the Seed et al. (1975) 

scheme. It is, thus, inferred that the Palmgren-Miner concept requires more 

attention for transitional type motions, but performs well when the PT is used as 

the liquefaction criterion. 

• Shock-type: as anticipated for the shock-type motion, the results of the USS tests 

based on the ru criterion are not consistent, showing major departures from the 

coupled ‘benchmark’ analyses for both weighting schemes. Contrary to the 

findings of Biondi et al. (2004), stress amplitudes greater or equal to 0.80τmax, 

showed the highest disagreement with the benchmark case, with maximum 

attained ru values being largely non-conservative. Amplitudes of 0.65 and 0.70 of 

τmax provided better comparisons with the coupled analyses’ predictions, although 

sometimes predicting lower maximum ru  values than the benchmark analyses. 

More consistency was exhibited by amplitudes of 0.40 and 0.50 of τmax for Seed 

et al. (1975), but only at 0.40τmax for Liu et al. (2001), due to the substantially 

lower number of neq computed at stress levels lower than 0.65τmax in this case 

(Figure 5-10). Unfortunately, such low levels involved a degree of uncertainty for 

the more vibratory type motions, as they resulted in CSR levels where the cyclic 
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strength of NS might be underestimated by the constitutive model and, hence, no 

general conclusions could be drawn. Nevertheless, for mostly vibratory motions, 

such as the Kawasaki, they would be expected to result in overly conservative 

results, particularly for the Seed et al. (1975) scheme at 0.40τmax due to the 

excessively large neq resulting from the weighting process. It is also stressed that 

for the shock-type motions the ru  criterion did not perform well even for the 

loosest state (i.e. Dr of 40%). Conversely, the PT criterion exhibited a remarkable 

performance even for the case of the shock-type motion, with the only exception 

being the level of 0.50τmax for Lotung × 1.5 and Dr of 60% for the Liu et al. (2001) 

scheme, due to the weight given to these stress levels, as explained previously.  

Based on the above, the following can be concluded: 

• Use of the Seed et al. (1975) weighting curve combined with the PT criterion 

appears to be more suitable for use in high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner based 

liquefaction analyses, as this combination performed well for all stress levels and 

motions considered. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the PT liquefaction criterion, as 

defined in this study, resembles the newly proposed criterion by  Wijewickreme 

& Soysa (2016) based on the change of pattern of shear stress-shear strain loops, 

which was found to generally agree with, but to consistently constitute a more 

conservative approach to the ±3.75% SA strain criterion used commonly in CSS 

testing. However, by itself, the PT criterion is inadequate when the distinction 

between cases of liquefaction and marginal liquefaction is critical to the 

assessment of a given deposit, since, while it provides indication of the 

development of excess pore water pressures, these may or may not evolve towards 

the complete annulation of effective stresses. As such, it is suggested that both the 

PT and ru are monitored if site-specific testing is performed. 

• Conversely, the ru criterion was found to be entirely consistent for both schemes 

only when the purely vibratory Kawasaki motion was considered. Depending on 

the loading characteristics, use of this criterion with Palmgren-Miner resulted in 

both under-prediction and over-prediction of the response, agreeing with the 

findings of Green & Lee (2006).  

• If the excess pore water pressure ratio criterion is utilised, then due to the larger 

conservatism imparted in the Liu et al. (2001) WFs for stress levels larger than 

0.65τmax, where the resulting equivalent cycles are more limited, use of this 

weighting scheme appears preferable. However, different percentages of τmax were 
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found to fit the results of the various ground motions better and, as such, care is 

needed depending on the design type of motion. Amplitudes at 0.65τmax or larger 

were found more appropriate for vibration and transitional type motions, with the 

range of 0.65 to 0.8 resulting in more conservative predictions. Conversely, for 

shock-type motions only the amplitude of 0.4τmax was found to perform in a 

consistent manner.  

• Finally, based on all analyses conducted, it appears that for shock-type, as well as 

transitional type motions the outcome of empirical assessments for triggering of 

liquefaction will not necessarily be equivalent if any stress levels other than the 

0.65τmax reference one are used, even if the MSF is re-set to the stress level chosen.  

The current study cannot comment on whether the PT criterion will distinguish between 

cases of liquefaction (ru>0.75) and no liquefaction (ru<0.75) for the shock type motions 

as all the analyses using this type of motion resulted in ru  > 0.75. It should not be 

forgotten that an inherent uncertainty to the Palmgren-Miner concept is the method of 

counting the peaks. The rainflow range-counting method was used in this study, as it 

considers all peaks without placing overdue emphasis on non-zero crossings (Hancock & 

Bommer, 2005). However, as suggested by Hancock & Bommer (2005), different 

counting procedures might be more suitable for different applications and, as such, the 

conclusions of this study should be extended with caution when different peak counting 

methods are used, especially in the case of use of absolute instead of relative measures, 

as explained in section 5.5.3. Finally, careful manipulation of the conclusions drawn 

above should be made in studies involving relative densities much higher than those 

considered at present, especially if these are above the critical relative density, as defined 

by Tatsuoka et al. (1982), where a substantial increase in the cyclic strength under the 

cyclic torsional shearing mode was noted. 

5.10  Final remarks and conclusions 

The numerical study presented in this chapter focused on the irregularity of seismic 

loading and on its potential implications to the laboratory evaluated liquefaction 

resistance of sands derived from uniform element testing. In particular, the concept of 

equivalent number of uniform stress amplitude cycles was investigated by examining the 

weighting process of the widely used Seed et al. (1975) methodology. This is particularly 

important as the neq concept enables comparison of laboratory data with irregular seismic 
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motions, provides a basis for duration comparisons and is central to the liquefaction 

evaluation procedure either through the laboratory evaluation of cyclic strength or 

through the magnitude scaling factors in field assessments. The more recently developed 

Liu et al. (2001) weighting scheme, which utilises the same procedure with Seed et al. 

(1975) but was based on a larger database of cyclic strength laboratory test data, is also 

assessed. In terms of liquefaction triggering criteria, the traditional excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru, criterion of 95% is examined, while a criterion of crossing the phase 

transformation line leading to a substantially compliant response on load reversal is also 

used. The strong link between phase transformation and liquefaction triggering has been 

demonstrated by various studies (Kim et al., 2005; Azeiteiro et al., 2016; Wijewickreme 

& Soysa, 2016). Motivation for this study was driven by the number of uncertainties 

inherent to the concept, having been based on the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage 

hypothesis developed for metal theory and high cycle fatigue conditions. Its basic premise 

is that damage accumulates in a linear manner and is proportional to the stress level 

applied and not dependent on the sequence of loading (Miner, 1945). As such, its 

suitability for describing the behaviour of non-linear stress path-dependent sands 

subjected to strong ground motions during which the material behaviour is far from elastic 

is questionable. 

The framework for a numerical procedure for such an investigation was developed and 

outlined. Three different bedrock ground motions were considered, scaled to different 

levels: a shock-type motion for which the location of the peak stress cycle would be 

expected to affect largely the cyclic undrained response, a vibratory motion which 

resembles closely the uniform amplitude cycles applied in element testing and a 

transitional shock-vibratory motion.  

The results suggest that as the loading type departs further from the hypothesis of uniform 

amplitude cycles, the various points on the normalised weighting curve are not 

necessarily equivalent, when ru is used as the liquefaction criterion, meaning that not all 

“equivalent cases” will trigger liquefaction. This was found to hold for both weighting 

schemes examined. As anticipated, the methodology was verified for the purely vibratory 

motion for both schemes, when the traditional ru criterion was utilised. 

Given this inconsistency in the liquefaction predictions for shock- and transitional-type 

motions, when the ru liquefaction criterion is used, use of the Liu et al. (2001) weighting 

scheme for these cases appears preferable. This is because these WFs result in a larger 
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number of equivalent cycles for stress levels greater than 0.65τmax, as compared to the 

Seed et al. (1975) scheme, while both of them predict a large number of neq at lower 

percentages of τmax. It is for these larger stress levels (≥0.65τmax) where more 

conservatism in the WFs used is required (i.e. a prediction of higher neq is preferred), as, 

owing to the greater reference stress level used, the resulting number of equivalent cycles 

is more limited. However, different percentages of τmax were found to fit the results of the 

various ground motions better and, as such, care is needed depending on the design type 

of motion. This implies that careful consideration of the stress level chosen in uniform 

cyclic laboratory testing is required, in order to avoid over-prediction of the liquefaction 

resistance of sands under real seismic loading conditions. 

Conversely, as the response to liquefaction is found to be influenced by the sequence of 

loading in a random time-history, the more conservative phase transformation criterion 

coupled with the Seed et al. (1975) weighting factors is shown to perform in a consistent 

manner for all motions and scaling levels considered. As such, the current results suggest 

that this might be more suitable for use in future liquefaction studies utilising the high 

cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner implementation. This, however, should not be used for 

very high relative densities, where the PTL is crossed from the very early stages of 

loading, with initial liquefaction taking place much later in the cyclic loading sequence. 

The results also indicate that, when considering an ru liquefaction triggering criterion, the 

empirical procedures for liquefaction evaluation might not give a consistent answer for 

shock- and transitional-type motions, if other stress levels than 0.65 of the maximum 

shear stress are considered, even if the reference stress level is kept consistent throughout 

the process.  
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CHAPTER 6                            

Site-specific response analyses of a strong 

motion station in Christchurch, New Zealand, 

during the Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 seismic 

event 

6.1 Introduction  

In the field of earthquake geotechnics, and liquefaction in particular, the use of advanced 

constitutive models to replicate field response is not common due to a lack of field monitoring 

and material characterisation. Therefore, physical modelling, such as centrifuge testing, is often 

used as benchmark for numerical analyses (Arulanandan & Scott, 1993; Andrianopoulos et al., 

2010, Taborda, 2011). The 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence in New Zealand offers 

a unique opportunity for exploration by numerical analysis, as it was recorded by a densely 

populated network of strong motion stations at various distances from the earthquake epicentre. 

Additionally, data from an extensive field and laboratory programme has since become 

available, adequately describing the geological, geotechnical and hydrogeological conditions 

in the area. As such, the performance of the two-surface bounding surface plasticity model, 

described in Chapter 2 and modified in Chapter 4, calibrated based on site-specific laboratory 

data, is validated against field evidence and recordings of a SMS in Christchurch. The 

calibration aims at capturing both the trend of site-specific laboratory tests on reconstituted and 

undisturbed sand samples, as well as the field measurements (e.g. shear wave velocity and 

CPT-state parameter correlations) in a consistent manner. The model is then employed in fully-

coupled effective stress-based finite element analyses. As the stratigraphy at the considered site 
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is complicated, with layers of silts and clays between the sandy strata, the simpler Imperial 

College Generalised Small Strain Stiffness cyclic non-linear model (Taborda et al., 2016), 

introduced in Chapter 2, which cannot reproduce the liquefaction mechanism under cyclic 

loading, but can adequately incorporate basic aspects of dynamic soil behaviour, is also used 

for these strata. 

Initially, a comprehensive description of the geological and hydrogeological conditions in 

Christchurch is made, followed by the description of the Mw 6.2 February seismic event, which 

had the most detrimental consequences with severe liquefaction and unexpectedly high vertical 

ground accelerations. In order to define the input ground motion at the considered site, the 

recorded ground surface motions at two sites with no evidence of liquefaction are deconvolved 

and subsequently compared with the outcrop predictions of ground motion prediction equations 

in order to account for wave attenuation with distance. Cone penetration testing correlations, 

surface wave testing as well as downhole measurements, where available, are used to assess 

the small strain stiffness and the relative density of soils.  

Finite element analyses modelling separately the horizontal and vertical components, as well 

as combined bi-directional analyses are carried out and the numerical results are compared with 

the recorded ground surface acceleration time-histories of the 22nd February 2011 seismic 

event, as well as with evidence of occurrence or non-occurrence of liquefaction and with 

empirical assessments. The results highlight the substantial challenges faced when modelling 

field case studies with advanced constitutive models, but also paves the way for overcoming 

them and ensuring consistency between element level and field response.  

Part of the findings presented in section 6.12.1 have been presented in Tsaparli et al. (2017c). 

6.2 Seismological, geological and hydrogeological setting of the 

Canterbury region, New Zealand 

Christchurch is New Zealand’s second largest city and is situated on the east coast of the South 

Island of New Zealand, at the Pegasus Bay coast, within the Canterbury Plains (Figure 6-1). 

The latter extend to more than 160 km north-to-south and 60 km west-to-east (Brown et al., 

1995). South of Christchurch are the Port Hills, which are part of the extinct volcanic complex 

of Banks Peninsula, formed during the late Miocene age (Brown et al., 1995). Figure 6-2 shows 

the Central Business District of Christchurch (CBD), delimited by Bealey Avenue to the north, 
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Moorhouse Avenue to the south, Fitzgerald Avenue to the east and Rolleston Avenue to the 

west.  

 

Figure 6-1: General geology of the Canterbury Plains (Figure 2 of Brown et al. (1995)) 

N 
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Figure 6-2: Google Earth map of Christchurch showing the Avon and Heathcote Rivers and the 

Central Business District of Christchurch (CBD) (Google Earth, 2016) 

With regard to seismicity, New Zealand sits on the boundary of the Indian-Australian and the 

Pacific plates. The two plates form a subduction zone, with the Australian plate converging 

under the Pacific plate in the southern region at a rate of 30 mm/year along the Puysegur trench 

(Pettinga et al. 2001). The complexity of the tectonic environment coupled with the presence 

of deep sediments results in a number of hidden faults in the Canterbury area which are not 

known prior to an earthquake. Such previously unknown faults are the Greendale fault that 

generated the 2010 Darfield earthquake and the Port Hills fault which was the source of the 

extremely damaging 22nd February 2011 Christchurch event (Cubrinovski et al., 2011c). 

Geology and hydrogeology in central Christchurch 

The composition of the Canterbury Plains varies significantly within short distances, in both 

the vertical and lateral direction. It mainly consists of alluvial gravel and marine and alluvial 

sands and silts interbedded with layers of clays eroded from the volcanic rocks of the Banks 

Peninsula. Pockets of peat and organic material is also found present near Christchurch as a 

result of the former presence of swamps (Brown et al., 1995). The Riccarton Gravel horizon is 

the latest glacial deposit out washed from glacial alluvial fans as the sea level started rising 

during interglacial periods. It is the shallowest aquifer and together with older layers of gravel 

(such as the Linwood, Burwood and Wainoni gravels) it can reach depths down to 500 m or 
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even deeper near tectonic depression zones (Brown et al., 1995). With further rising of the sea 

level, swamp, beach and estuary sediments were deposited on top of the alluvial gravel, 

progressing westwards.  

These post-glacial deposits can have a varying thickness of between 15 to 40 m above the 

gravel deposits and mainly consist of the Springston Formation and the Christchurch Formation 

(Brown et al., 1995). The Springston Formation can be found immediately under the ground 

surface over most of central Christchurch and up to about 6 km west from the Pacific Ocean 

coast. It is up to 20 m thick and comprises of alluvial gravel deposits, overbank alluvial silt 

deposits, as well as peat swamp deposits (Brown et al., 1995). The Christchurch Formation 

consists of dune and beach sand deposits as well as estuarine, lagoon and interdune swamp 

deposits and can be up to 40 m thick at the New Brighton coast to the east of Christchurch 

(Brown et al., 1995). It can be found beneath the ground surface in the eastern suburbs up to 

about 6 km west of the Pacific Ocean coast, but also underlying the Springston Formation up 

to 11 km west from the coast (Brown et al., 1995).  

In terms of hydrogeology, the ground water reservoir of Christchurch is rich, comprising of 

rivers, streams, springs and several aquifers. This, as well as the low-lying land and the former 

existence of swamps result in a very shallow unconfined ground water table (GWT), located at 

about 5 m depth in the western suburbs, where gravelly layers outcrop, and ranging to only 1 

to 1.5 m depth below the ground surface along the central and eastern part of Christchurch 

(Cubrinovski & McCahon, 2011). Seasonal fluctuations are minor and can vary between 0.5 to 

1 m (Cubrinovski & McCahon, 2011). Figure 6-3 shows the variation of the unconfined GWT 

elevation in an east-west cross-section along Bealey Avenue. 

The above-mentioned surficial geology combined with the high GWT in the Christchurch 

region explains the high liquefaction susceptibility (Rees, 2010). 
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Figure 6-3: East-West cross-section along Bealey avenue showing ground surface, ground water table 

and top of Riccarton Gravel elevation (Figure 3a, Cubrinovski & McCahon, 2011)) 

6.3 The Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 Christchurch earthquake 

The 22nd February 2011 Christchurch seismic event with a moment magnitude of Mw 6.2 was 

the second of a sequence of strong seismic events that shook Christchurch between September 

2010 and June 2011, known as the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES). The 

sequence started with the Mw 7.1 4th September 2010 Darfield earthquake with an epicentre 

about 40 km west of the city of Christchurch and included up to ten earthquakes that resulted 

in liquefaction, the latest being the Mw 5.3 and Mw 6.0 13th June  2011 events.  

The Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event occurred at 12:51 pm local time on the 22nd February 

2011 and is the costliest seismic event to take place in New Zealand’s history, having resulted 

in 185 fatalities and unparalleled damage to buildings, bridges, stopbanks, infrastructure and 

lifelines (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a; Cubrinovski et al., 2011b; Cubrinovski et al., 2011c; 

Tasiopoulou et al., 2011). Its epicentre was at -43.545o, 172.690o, south-east of the CBD, at a 

distance of less than 10 km and at a focal depth of 4 km (Beavan et al., 2011). The spatial extent 

and impact of liquefaction and lateral spreading resulted in a number of ground and structural 

failures in both commercial and residential properties (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a; Orense et al., 

2011).  

In 2013 the figure of total losses from the 2010-2011 CES was estimated to be in the order of 

NZD $40 billion (CERA, 2013). Liquefaction-induced damage played a prominent role in this 
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as a large percentage of the costs was related to damage to residential building and 

infrastructure mainly caused by liquefaction.  

More information on the 2010-2011 CES and a detailed description on the ground motions 

recorded during the February event can be found in Appendix B. A summary of the main 

characteristics of registered ground motions is given below. 

6.3.1 Observed ground motions during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic 

event  

Ground motions during the earthquake were recorded by a dense network of strong motion 

stations (SMSs) around central Christchurch and the suburbs, providing valuable information 

on the ground motion characteristics, source-path and site conditions effects. Most of these 

seismographs were installed after 2001 as part of the GeoNet programme (Bradley & 

Cubrinovski, 2011). These are either Kinemetrics Etna or CSI CUSP3B seismographs 

(Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 

Horizontal component 

Figure 6-4 shows the fault parallel component as recorded during the Christchurch February 

main event together with the Beavan et al. (2011) single fault model. From these, the Lyttelton 

Port station (LPCC) at the edge of the Port Hills is the only station situated on engineering 

bedrock (class B in the NZS1170.5 site class guidelines (Standards New Zealand, 2004)), 

whereas all other stations fall into classes D, E or E*. A brief description of the main classes 

(A to E) is given in Appendix B. The main features of these horizontal motions are significant 

non-linearity and high frequency attenuation of shear waves accentuated by the shallow GWT 

(Fry et al., 2011) and liquefaction evidence (Bradley, 2012). The high frequency attenuation is 

a result of stress reversals and ensuing hysteresis resulting in energy dissipation through 

frictional mechanisms. Figure 6-5 shows the S80W and vertical (UP) components of SMS 

LPCC (GNS, 2014), with dominant high frequencies, which is a characteristic of an outcrop 

motion (Tasiopoulou et al., 2011). The large high frequency content is also justified by the 

reverse faulting mechanism (Chiou & Youngs, 2008). 
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Figure 6-4: Fault-parallel horizontal acceleration time-histories as recorded by a number of 

seismographs during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake (Figure 5, Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011)) 

 

Figure 6-5: Acceleration time-history and corresponding Fourier spectrum of (a) the LPCC S80W 

horizontal component and (b) the LPCC vertical component 

Liquefaction was evident in most horizontal acceleration time-histories in the CBD and eastern 

suburbs. This was shown by an abrupt reduction in the acceleration amplitude and the 

characteristic cyclic mobility spikes resulting from sand dilation.  

Another important characteristic of the Mw 6.2 event ground motions is basin effects. As a 

result of the deep sedimentary basin and its location relative to the fault, surface waves are 

likely to have been generated at the edges of the basin. These are then trapped within the basin 

N 
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due to the large impedance ratio between the sediments and the bedrock, propagating across it 

and resulting in large period amplitudes as well as longer ground motion duration (Cubrinovski 

et al., 2011a). It is speculated that Rayleigh waves could also be evident in the vertical 

acceleration time-histories of SMS at a further distance from the fault, where body waves 

diminish (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011).  

Forward-directivity effects were more prominent in the Darfield earthquake. In the 

Christchurch earthquake the centrally situated hypocentre within the fault segment, as 

presented in Beavan et al. (2011), suggests that such forward-directivity effects would be minor 

(Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). Given the direction of rupture and slip relative to the city, such 

effects would be expected to the north – northwest of the fault.  

Vertical component 

As already mentioned in Chapter 3, a number of unexpectedly high vertical ground 

accelerations were recorded in several SMSs in Christchurch during the main February 2011 

Christchurch seismic event. Maximum values of 2.21g and 1.63g were registered in Heathcote 

Valley School (HVSC) and Pages Road Pumping (PRPC) stations, while the Hulverstone Drive 

Pumping station (HPSC) registered a peak vertical to peak horizontal spectral acceleration 

equal to 4.8, largely exceeding the commonly adopted value of 2/3 (International Code 

Council, 1996). It should be noted that such a low spectral ratio value is also adopted by the 

current New Zealand standard, NZS1170.5:2004 (Standards New Zealand, 2004), increasing 

to unity for near-source and high frequency motions. The latter, however, is still an under-

prediction considering the values registered in Christchurch (Lee et al., 2013).  

The majority of these high vertical accelerations were observed in the near-field as the high- 

frequency P-waves attenuate rapidly with distance (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; Lee et al., 

2013). The steep dipping angle of the rupture plane (δ=66.5ο, Beavan et al., 2011) and the 

conversion of inclined SV waves to P waves due to refraction and reflection at the basin edges, 

as well as at the rock/soil interface with large impedance ratio have been stated to have 

contributed to the observed large vertical accelerations in the near-field (Silva (1997); Bradley 

& Cubrinovski, 2011; Gazetas, 2013). Silva (1997) suggests that as the shear wave amplitudes 

generated by a seismic rupture are larger than the compressional wave amplitudes, the 

converted SV waves result in an increase in the vertical acceleration towards the ground 

surface. However, in the far-field the vertical motion is governed by the lower amplitude direct 

compressional waves as the angle of incidence of SV waves is far from the critical one (Kawase 
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& Aki, 1990; Silva, 1997; Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2004). It should be also noted that large 

vertical accelerations were also recorded further away from the fault plane, such as in Cashmere 

High School station (CMHS). Given the above, resonance, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, could 

be an additional source of these unusually high vertical accelerations. This is further 

investigated in this chapter using site-specific data.  

Lee et al. (2013) performed a detailed comparison of various ground motion prediction 

equations (GMPE) which either predict the vertical acceleration and spectral vertical 

acceleration directly or provide an estimate of the vertical to horizontal spectral ratio. The 

results showed that these generally tend to provide good predictions for long periods, far-field 

(greater than 10 km) and smaller earthquake magnitudes. However, they can severely 

underestimate the expected values at the high frequency range in the near-source. When 

compared to the Christchurch vertical records, the vertical acceleration model of Campbell & 

Bozorgnia (2003) or Bozorgnia & Campbell (2004) exhibited the best performance, resulting 

in the least under-prediction in the short-period spectral amplitudes in the near-field, although 

slightly over-predicting the large site-to-source distances. These can be seen in Figure 6-6. The 

predictions of Ambraseys et al. (2005) model are also shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 6-6: Vertical PGA and spectral acceleration predictions of the Bozorgnia & Campbell (2004) 

and Ambraseys et al. (2005) GMPEs and comparison with the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake 

records. The latter have been divided into the NZS1170.5 site classes (Figure 5, Lee et al. (2013)) 

6.4 Earlier Christchurch-specific site response analyses 

Prior to the 2010-2011 CES, not much attention had been given into modelling site response 

in Christchurch. Elder et al. (1991) was perhaps the first study modelling in more detail the 
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deep sedimentary basin underlying the city of Christchurch by carrying out 1D equivalent 

linear frequency domain site response analyses. The adopted shear modulus degradation curves 

and damping coefficients were those of Seed & Idriss (1970). Empirical liquefaction 

assessments showed that the central and eastern parts of the city are particularly prone to 

liquefaction-induced ground damage, whereas the constructed ground surface acceleration 

response spectra showed that resonance, amplification and significant period elongation would 

be expected in certain areas, with the New Zealand design spectra being inappropriate for the 

deep Christchurch basin. Subsequently, Berrill et al. (1993) carried out equivalent linear 

analyses to calculate the transfer function and construct the ground surface acceleration 

response spectra for six sites in Christchurch, using the seismicity model developed by Elder 

et al. (1991). These were found to vary significantly as a result of the high variability of the 

soil conditions in the upper 30 m. The analyses also showed that the design code was 

underestimating significantly the intensity of shaking. 

Following the 2010-2011 seismic events, Smyrou et al. (2011) carried out finite difference 

effective stress analyses of a generic soil profile in CBD consisting of 25 m of silty sand and 

dense sand underlain by gravel down to 400 m depth. The LPCC outcrop horizontal record of 

the February event was used as the input motion, while the mechanical behaviour of soil was 

modelled with a simplified Mohr-Coulomb model coupled with the constitutive model of 

Byrne (1991) for excess pore pressure generation. The calibration was based on soil properties 

from Rees (2010), while the shear wave velocity profile was based on empirical Standard 

Penetration Test (SPT)-Vs correlations. The results predicted liquefaction of the biggest part of 

the lower silty sand layer down to 17 m depth, while the computed ground surface acceleration 

response is shown and compared against one of the CBD SMSs (Canterbury Botanical Gardens 

- CBGS) in Figure 6-7. Most of the non-linearity was found to take place within the top 25 m, 

whereas no major influence of the gravel layer on the ground motion was noted, apart from 

some de-amplification in the low-period response and amplification of the high period 

components. 
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Figure 6-7: Computed and recorded acceleration time-history at SMS CBGS during the February 

seismic event (Figure 5c, Smyrou et al. (2011)) 

Garini et al. (2013) carried out total stress equivalent linear analyses, as well as more advanced 

effective stress analyses using a bounding surface plasticity model for sands, in order to study 

the response of Christchurch CBD Resthaven (REHS) SMS during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

earthquake. The input motion prescribed at the base of 400 m of gravel was the north-south 

component of LPCC, after deconvolution to 6 m depth.  Three different available Vs profiles 

for REHS were utilised, while calibration of the advanced constitutive model was based on 

SPT values. Numerous stiffness degradation and damping variation curves found in the 

literature were utilised for the equivalent linear analyses. The results showed that, due to high 

soil non-linearity and liquefaction occurrence, total stress analyses cannot provide good 

predictions, especially in the long-period response. Conversely, the more advanced dynamic 

effective stress analyses can predict the occurrence of liquefaction and provide much more 

reasonable predictions. A comparison of the recorded and predicted ground surface spectral 

accelerations by the effective stress analyses can be seen in Figure 6-8. The bulge appearing in 

the record at a period of about 1.5 s is believed to be attributed to liquefaction of the sand layer 

leading to long-period oscillation of the overlying crust (Garini et al., 2013). 
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Figure 6-8: Computed and recorded ground surface response spectra at SMS REHS from the February 

seismic event (after Figure 6c, Garini et al., 2013) 

Arefi et al. (2013) and Arefi (2014) also carried out equivalent linear, as well as time-domain 

cyclic nonlinear 1D site-specific site response analyses, modelling ground motions recorded 

during the 4th September 2010 Darfield event. The ground motion registered at the Riccarton 

High School (RHSC) SMS, mostly underlain by gravel, was deconvolved within the Riccarton 

gravel layer and used as input for the modelled stations. The Newmark time-integration scheme 

was used to solve the equation of motion in time, while Rayleigh damping was also utilised in 

the lumped-mass non-linear analyses. The calibration of the cyclic non-linear models was 

based on site-specific stiffness and damping variation curves (Arefi, 2014), while the Riccarton 

gravel layer was modelled as linear elastic. The ground response at two SMSs located in the 

CBD (REHS and CBGS) were compared against the records, with the findings indicating that 

equivalent linear analyses, but also 1D cyclic nonlinear analyses were not adequate to describe 

the characteristics observed in the ground motions during the Darfield event. 

More recently, Markham et al. (2016) carried out 1D effective and total stress-based cyclic 

non-linear site response analyses, as well as equivalent linear analyses to model a number of 

SMSs across Christchurch. Six seismic events during the 2010-2011 CES were modelled with 

the aim to investigate further the capabilities of such analyses in capturing the ground response 

with and without excess pore water pressure development. Darendeli’s (2001) stiffness 

degradation and damping variation curves were used for the calibration of the hyperbolic cyclic 

non-linear model, while an empirical pore pressure generation model presented by Matasovic 

& Vucetic (1993) was incorporated into the effective-stress time-domain analyses. The latter 
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is a function of the shear wave velocity and fines content amongst others factors. However, it 

was not calibrated based on site specific undrained cyclic element testing. To model co-seismic 

drainage, Terzaghi’s 1D consolidation theory was used through correlations of CPT with the 

coefficient of consolidation, cv. In terms of input ground motion the records of two gravel-

underlain SMSs, RHSC and Canterbury Aero Club (CACS), were deconvolved to be used as 

input ground motions at the top of the Riccarton gravel. Prior to their application, scaling based 

on the predicted spectral accelerations of the New Zealand-specific attenuation model proposed 

by Bradley (2010) was also carried out to account for the motion intensity at each modelling 

site. Contrary to previous studies, the authors concluded that, even for the cases where 

significant excess pore water pressure development took place, ground surface spectral 

accelerations as obtained through effective and total stress-based cyclic nonlinear analyses as 

well as equivalent linear analyses were not very different. This is rather surprising given the 

additional stiffness degradation expected in effective stress analyses when permanent excess 

pore water pressures develop. The authors also comment that consistent biases in the 

predictions were, at least partly, a result of uncertainty introduced by the input ground motions, 

as no downhole array data exist. Particularly for the Darfield event, which shows pronounced 

forward directive effects in the fault normal components of many of the recorded ground 

motions, the RHSC motion gave consistently less underestimated predictions at long periods 

compared to that at CACS, since it already incorporates forward directivity effects. This shows 

the importance of the characteristics of the input ground motion in the computed results. A 

limited number of finite difference analyses for the main February Christchurch event utilising 

an advanced bounding surface plasticity model were also carried out, indicating an 

improvement to the predictions of spectral accelerations in liquefied soils compared to the 

cyclic non-linear analyses. However, no details of its calibration and of the hydraulic properties 

and boundary conditions were given. 

It should be noted that all analyses presented above considered only ground motions in the 

horizontal direction. Despite the surprisingly large vertical accelerations registered, no site-

specific vertical ground motion site response analyses were found to have been carried out. 

6.5 Selection of site – Pages Road Pumping Station 

Pages Road Pumping station (PRPC) was chosen for the site-specific site response finite 

element analyses.  The selection was based on a number of criteria, such as: 
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• A relatively uniform sand profile down to the Riccarton Gravel, to simplify as much as 

possible the complex soil stratigraphy found in Christchurch. Stations located towards 

the eastern suburbs, where the Springston Formation is absent and the cleaner marine 

sands of the Christchurch Formation are present below the ground surface, were 

deemed more suitable. Conversely, both the Springston and Christchurch Formations 

underlie the central parts of Christchurch, including the CBD, with the sand layers of 

the former consisting of various non-plastic fines with a content up to about 80%. 

Depending on the fines content, these sand layers can have a very different response as 

their Critical State Lines (CSL), small strain stiffness and cyclic strength can vary 

significantly (Rees, 2010; Arefi, 2014; Taylor, 2015). 

• Far away from any free face to exclude the possibility of lateral spreading and the 

presence of initial shear stresses in the sand layers which can alter the cyclic strength 

(Ishihara, 1996). For instance, station HPSC, despite being characterised by a uniform 

sand profile, it is located next to the Avon River and did suffer extensive liquefaction 

with lateral spreading characteristics (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 

• Observed liquefaction ejecta and post-liquefaction settlements with evident cyclic 

mobility characteristics in the horizontal acceleration time-histories. 

• High GWT and high vertical acceleration amplitudes to examine the case of resonance 

and additional contribution to liquefaction from the vertical motion, as presented in 

Chapter 3. 

• Site class D, E, or E* based on the NZS1170.5 site classification system and 

Wotherspoon et al. (2015a,b). Site class descriptions have been included in Appendix 

B. 

Location 

SMS PRPC is located at the intersection of Pages Road and Woodham Road (Figure 6-9), east 

of the CBD, 2.3 km north-west from the surface projection of the rupture, towards its up-dip 

edge (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). Its location relative to the CBD and to the fault can be 

seen in Figure 6-4. Its co-ordinates are given by -43.525 and 172.683. The seismograph itself 

is located in a one storey concrete masonry garage next to an old pumping station, founded on 

a shallow pad foundation (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a).  The structure suffered major damage 

during the Christchurch earthquake due to the displacement of one section of the building 

relative to another (Tasiopoulou et al., 2011). 
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Figure 6-9: Location of PRPC SMS and adjacent boreholes (shown as circles) and CPT’s (shown as 

triangles) (NZGD, 2016) - Google Earth (2016) 

Ground conditions 

Following the damaging consequences of the February and June 2011 seismic events, a large 

programme of site investigations was initiated by the New Zealand government through the 

New Zealand Earthquake Commission (EQC) and the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 

Authority (CERA) (Taylor, 2015). This consisted of a number of CPTs, boreholes and Multi-

channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) for shear wave measurements, mainly focussing 

on the CBD and residential areas of the eastern suburbs (Tonkin & Taylor Ltd., 2011). 

Additional investigations were carried out by private consultants, as well as by the University 

of Canterbury and University of California, Berkeley (Taylor, 2015; Bray et al., 2014a,b). The 

information has become available through the former Canterbury Geotechnical Database 

(CGD) (Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA), 2012), which as of June 2016 

forms part of the New Zealand Geotechnical Database, NZGD, (NZGD, 2016) launched by the 

Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, MBIE, and EQC. 

Figure 6-9 shows the CPTs and boreholes (BH 23529) that are available through the NZGD in 

the vicinity of PRPC.  For the identification of soil behaviour types from the cone tests, the soil 

behaviour type index, Ic, of Robertson & Wride (1998) was utilised, as given by Equation 6-1. 

Table 6-1 summarises the ranges of Ic and the corresponding soil types. 
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 Ic = [(3.47 − log (Q))
2 + (log(F) + 1.22)2]0.5 

Q = (
qc − σv0
Pa

) ∙ (
Pa
σ′v0

)
n

 

 

F = (
fs

qc − σv0
) ∙ 100% 

  6-1 

 

where qc and Q  are the measured cone tip resistance and normalised cone tip resistance, 

respectively, fs and F the sleeve friction and friction ratio, respectively, σv0 the total and σ′v0 

the effective in-situ vertical stress, Pa the atmospheric pressure, while the exponent n depends 

on the soil type and usually takes a value of 0.5 for sands (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

Table 6-1: Ranges of soil behaviour type index, Ic, and soil behaviour type (Robertson & Wride, 

1998) 

Soil behaviour type index, Ic Soil type 

Ic ≤ 1.31 Gravelly sand to dense sand 

1.31 ≤ Ic ≤ 2.05 Sands: clean sand to silty sand 

2.05 ≤ Ic ≤ 2.60 Sand mixtures: silty sand to sandy silt 

2.60 ≤ Ic ≤ 2.95 Silt mixtures: clayey silt to silty clay 

2.95 ≤ Ic ≤ 3.60 Clays: silty clay to clay 

Ic ≥ 3.60 Organic soils: peats 

 

Based on BH log 23529 and four CPTs adjacent to PRPC, highlighted in Figure 6-9, the 

stratigraphy shown in Figure 6-10a was inferred by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a). In this, qc1N 

is the normalised dimensionless cone penetration resistance given by Equation 6-2 (Youd et 

al., 2001). The cone resistance, qc, profiles of the four CPTs are also depicted in Figure 6-11a, 

showing consistent trends with depth. 

 

 
qc1N = (

qc
Pa
) ∙ CQ 

CQ = (
Pa
σ′v0

)
n

≤ 1.7 

  6-2 
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Figure 6-10: SMS PRPC (a) Summary borehole, (b) normalised CPT penetration resistance, qc1N, (c) 

soil behaviour type index, Ic, (d) sleeve friction, fs (NZGD, 2016; Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 

 

Figure 6-11: (a) Cone resistance and (b) overburden-stress corrected shear wave velocity profiles for 

SMS PRPC (NZGD, 2016) 

BH 23529 progressed down to a target depth of 10.45 m, encountering a relatively uniform 

profile of fine to medium to coarse sand with minor silt content from about 1m depth onwards 

(Christchurch Formation).  SPT N60 values of 10 also indicate a looser state down to about 3m, 

increasing thereafter to a value of 40 down to 10 m depth. The borehole log has been included 
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in Appendix C. Interpretation of CPTs at a closer distance to the station also revealed a 

relatively uniform profile of sands and silty sands with the following stratigraphy: 

• 0-3 m depth: sandy/clayey silt fill 

• 3-20 m depth: Christchurch Formations sand 

• 20-22 m depth: silts and clayey silts 

• 22-26.5 m depth: Christchurch Formation sand 

• 26.5-28 m depth: silts and clayey silts 

Two of the CPTs met refusal at 28 m depth (Figure 6-11a), possibly due to the presence of the 

top of the Riccarton Gravel at that depth (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 

Figure 6-11b shows the overburden-corrected mean shear wave velocity profile at PRPC, Vs1, 

as computed through Equation 6-3 (Youd et al., 2001). This was obtained from surface wave 

measurements from the study of Wood et al. (2011) carried out 70 m north of the station, which 

were later reviewed by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) in combination with additional testing. They 

include both active-source and passive-source surface wave techniques. The former in the case 

of PRPC SMS involve both Spectral Analysis (SASW) and Multi-channel Analysis (MASW) 

of surface waves, while the latter consist of linear and 2D L-shaped microtremor arrays 

(Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). For additional details of the various methodologies used, the 

reader should refer to Wotherspoon et al. (2015a). According to Wood et al. (2011), the 

accuracy of the estimates of Vs though such procedures is considered to be within 10%.   

 

 
   Vs1 = Vs ∙ (

Pa
σ′v0

)
0.25

   6-3 

 

The mean value of the Vs1 profile, as obtained through a Christchurch-specific CPT-Vs 

correlation by McGann et al. (2014a,b), is shown in Figure 6-11b for comparison purposes, as 

no Seismic Cone Penetration Test (SCPT) or other direct measure of Vs, such as downhole, 

were available in the vicinity of the station. The McGann et al. (2014a,b) CPT-Vs correlation 

(M-CPT) was developed based on a database of 86 seismic piezocone data (SCPTu) conducted 

in Christchurch and available through the CGD (CERA, 2012; NZGD, 2016). This was done 

as other generic CPT-Vs correlations, such as Andrus et al. (2009), were found to over-predict 
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the shear wave velocity of Christchurch soils (McGann et al., 2014a,b; Taylor, 2015). This was 

mainly attributed to the age-related strength which is believed to be practically non-existent in 

Christchurch soils due to a loss of bonding and a change in fabric due to the earthquake loading 

(McGann et al., 2014a,b; Taylor, 2015). It was in fact shown that the Andrus et al. (2009) 

correlation, which can explicitly account for the age of the considered deposit, provided good 

correlations of Vs with the SCPTu data only when a five-months and a one-month age-related 

fabric effect was considered for the sands of Christchurch for the 22nd February and 13th June 

2011 events, respectively (McGann et al., 2014a). The best-fit equation for the M-CPT 

correlation is given by Equation 6-4, whereas the piecewise standard deviation is shown by 

Equation 6-5. A study by Taylor (2015) showed that the M-CPT correlation tends to under-

predict the shear wave velocity for soils that have not undergone softening due to seismic 

loading.  

 

 

Vs = 18.4 ∙ q
c
0.144 ∙ fs

0.0832 ∙ z0.278   6-4 

 

σln(Vs) = {
0.162                            z ≤ 5 m

0.216 − 0.0108z           5 m ≤ z ≤ 10 m                       
0.108                          z ≥ 10 m

   6-5 

 

where Vs is the shear wave velocity in m/s, qc and fs are the measured cone tip resistance and 

sleeve friction in kPa and z is the depth below the ground surface measured in m. 

It can be seen from Figure 6-11b that, despite the uncertainty of the two methodologies (surface 

waves and CPT-correlation), as none of them is direct, the two profiles match reasonably well. 

Larger discrepancy occurs at the very top 2 to 3 m, where the Vs is severely under-predicted 

by the M-CPT. However, this can be attributed to the inaccuracy of the SCPTu data, on which 

the regression was based, at such shallow depths (Taylor, 2015). 

The above shear wave velocity profiles for SMS PRPC indicate a Vs1 of between 150 to 250 

m/s within the sandy layers, increasing with depth, and dropping to about 120 to 130 m/s within 

the interbedded clayey silty layers. At 28 m depth, the surface wave measurements indicate an 

increase of Vs1 to around 300 m/s, confirming the top of the Riccarton Gravel. Such Vs1 values 
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for the Riccarton Gravel have also been reported at other sites across Christchurch 

(Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 

With regard to site classes, Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) classified PPRC as class D based on 

SPT N60 values and site class E* when the Vs profile was considered.  

GWT levels for PRPC were obtained through the CGD and were found to be between 1 to 2 m 

depth, as shown in Figure 6-12. These represent the levels during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

seismic event (Van Ballegooy et al., 2014). Median values as monitored between 1990 and 

2010 are also reported to be around 2 m depth. 

 

Figure 6-12: GWT depth for SMS PRPC for the Christchurch seismic event (Van Ballegooy et al., 

2014; CERA, 2012; NZGD, 2016) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, crosshole measurements obtained through the NZGD revealed that 

the scenario of partial saturation below the GWT does not seem to hold true in this case. 

Recorded ground surface motions 

The three components of acceleration for PRPC and their associated Fourier spectra, as 

recorded during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event, are shown in Figure 6-13. The PGA 

values in the two EW and NS directions were equal to 0.664g and 0.589g, respectively, while 

in the vertical direction the peak ground acceleration (PGA) was the second highest measured 

during the February event, equal to 1.63g. Liquefaction is indicated in the horizontal time-
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histories by a change in the frequency content and amplitude drop between 7 and 8 s. As 

expected, given the high GWT, no-nonlinearity is indicated in the vertical component as no 

period elongation is evident. The horizontal component oriented roughly along the EW 

direction was modelled in the subsequent finite element (FE) analyses, as it exhibited one of 

the highest PGAs recorded at all stations during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event 

(Tasiopoulou et al., 2011).  

 

Figure 6-13: (a) EW (W) (b) NS (S) and (c) vertical (UP) acceleration time-histories and Fourier 

spectra as registered at PRPC station during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event (GNS, 2014) 

Evidence of liquefaction manifestation 

Limited amount of ejecta were present next to the station after the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic 

event according to Wotherspoon et al. (2015a). Settlements between 0.0 to 0.2 m following the 

Christchurch event are also reported in the CGD (Figure 6-14) based on Light and raDAR 

remote sensing imaging (LiDAR) (CERA, 2012). 
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Figure 6-14: Vertical elevation changes based on LiDAR data in the vicinity of PRPC station 

following the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake (CERA, 2012; NZGD, 2016) 

Empirical assessment of liquefaction 

Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) carried out an empirical assessment of liquefaction triggering based 

on the CPT procedure described in Youd et al. (2001). The resulting factor of safety against 

liquefaction, FSL, with depth is shown in Figure 6-15. Only a few thin layers below a depth of 

20 m are indicated to have been susceptible to liquefaction during the Christchurch event 

(FSL<1), which according to Ishihara (1985) would be insufficient to result in the observed 

surface manifestation. It should not be forgotten that the empirical assessment is only reliable 

down to about 20 m depth (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a).   

Given the above, the PRPC site presents an interesting and challenging case for further 

investigation through rigorous FE analyses, as in most cases the empirical assessment results 

in conservative predictions (Youd et al. 2001). 
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Figure 6-15: Liquefaction triggering assessment for SMS PRPC and the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

earthquake (adapted from Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 

Relative density of sand at the PRPC site 

Figure 6-16 shows the relative density profile for the PRPC site, as obtained through empirical 

CPT-Dr correlations. The expressions suggested by Baldi et al. (1986), Jamiolkowski et al. 

(2003), Green et al. (2014) based on Robertson & Cabal (2012), Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) 

and Lunne & Christoffersen (1983) were used. The various expressions are summarised in 

Appendix D. Relative density was calculated using the coefficients for normally consolidated 

sands. For the expression of Lunne & Christoffersen (1983) a 15% reduction was considered 

for coarse sands and for the presence of feldspar, as suggested by the authors. This is because 

Christchurch sands were described as fine to medium to coarse, with a quartz to feldspar ratio 

in the order of 65:35 to 70:30 (Taylor, 2015). This concerns both the clean sands of the 

Christchurch Formation and the sands of higher fines content (FC) of the Springston Formation 

(Taylor, 2015). Given the definition of compressibility of Kulhawy & Mayne (1990), as shown 

in Table 6-2, it is anticipated that Christchurch Formation clean marine sands are of low to 

medium compressibility, whereas the Springston Formation silty sands are expected to be of 

medium to high compressibility. Moreover, for the Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) relationship and 

the Christchurch Formation clean sands of the PRPC site, an age of 1 year was used, given the 

absence of age related fabric as previously described, while a low to medium compressibility 

was assumed. However, varying the age up to 1000 years and the compressibility to ‘high’ was 

not found to induce significant changes in this case. 
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Table 6-2: Compressibility characteristics of natural sands (Kulhawy & Mayne, 1990) 

Description Compressibility 

Quartz sands with little or no fines Low 

Quartz sands with some feldspar and several fines Medium 

Sands with a high FC, mica and other compressible minerals High 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Relative density profile with depth for PRPC as obtained through a number of CPT-Dr 

correlations 

It can be seen that the different expressions result in a wide range of Dr predictions, with 

Robertson & Cabal (2012) and Baldi et al. (1986) providing the lower and upper bounds, 

respectively. The other three relationships result in relatively similar predictions. The observed 

differences arise mainly from the fact that the various expressions are based on sands of 

different compressibility. The latter has been shown through calibration chamber tests to 

largely affect the cone resistance of a sand (Lunne et al. 1997). The in-situ confining stress of 

the sand deposit is an additional controlling parameter (Lunne et al. 1997).  

Baldi et al. (1986) expression was based on calibration chamber tests on Ticino sand, a clean 

uniform silica sand of moderate compressibility with quartz content of approximately 30%. As 

such, Lunne et al. (1997) recommends that this is only used for a sand possessing similar 

characteristics. It should be noted that according to Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) the results from 

calibration chamber testing should be corrected for size effects. The latter are negligible when 

the chamber-to-cone diameter ratio used is larger than 70 (Jamiolkowski et al., 2003). In the 
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case of Baldi et al. (1986) the respective ratio was in the order of 30, meaning that the resulting 

data would be affected by such effects (Loo, 2016).  

Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) proposed a similar expression to that of Baldi et al. (1986) based on 

Schmertmann (1976). However, the selection of coefficients was based on calibration chamber 

tests on three sands: low compressibility Toyoura sand, medium compressibility Ticino and 

Hokksund sand. As a result, the work by Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) covers a wider range of 

natural sands of various compressibilities. It is also applicable to fresh uncemented sands, 

agreeing with the condition of Christchurch soils following the earthquakes. The Jamiokowski 

et al. (2003) expression is also considered an update to Lunne & Christoffersen (1983), as both 

are based on the framework proposed by Schmertmann (1976). Conversely, the Robertson & 

Cabal (2012) relationship is based on the soil behaviour type index, Ic, and is therefore not 

considered to be as accurate as those resulting from direct calibration chamber tests. Finally, 

the Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) expression was based on calibration chamber testing of 24 

reconstituted uncemented mainly quartz sands and, as seen from Figure 6-16, it results in a 

very similar relative density profile with the Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) prediction. 

It emanates that different expressions would be suitable for the Springston and Christchurch 

Formation sands. For the inferred compressibility of the low FC sand of PRPC, the 

Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) relationship was deemed to be the most appropriate for use in the 

FE analyses. It is noted that the increase of Dr at shallow depths seen in Figure 6-16 might not 

be realistic, as most of the existing relationships were developed for a database of vertical 

effective stress no smaller than 40 to 50 kPa (Loo, 2016). The increase of relative density to 

values large than 100% for the Baldi et al. (1986) expression also corroborates the fact that the 

compressibility of the sand on which this expression was based may not be applicable for the 

type of sand under consideration (Loo, 2016).  

Given the above, the stratigraphy chosen for PRPC is the one shown in Figure 6-10a. A 

hydrostatic profile corresponding to a GWT located at a depth of 2m was assumed. A bulk unit 

weight of 17 kN/m3 and 18 kN/m3 was assigned to the silty layers above and below the GWT, 

respectively, while a value of 19.5 kN/m3 was used for the sand layers. These were consistent 

with the values suggested by Lunne et al. (1997) for various soil types (Table 5.2 in Lunne et 

al. (1997)). A value of 19.5 kN/m3 was also used by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) for the sandy 

layers below the GWT. A constant average relative density of 70%, based on the Jamiolkowski 

et al. (2003) prediction was assumed across the sand depth. The calibration of the model 
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parameters used for the various layers is described in the following sections. The Bounding 

Surface Plasticity Model (BSPM) (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014) with the new additions 

to the flow rule described in Chapter 4 was used to model the mechanical response of the 

liquefiable sandy strata, while the Imperial College Generalised Small Strain Stiffness Model 

(ICG3S, Taborda et al., 2016) was used to replicate the response of the non-liquefiable silty 

layers. 

6.6 Calibration of the bounding surface plasticity model for the 

Christchurch Formation sand FC 0-20% 

6.6.1 Available site-specific laboratory data 

Limited knowledge of the engineering properties of the Christchurch sands existed prior to the 

CES. Laboratory work preceding the 2010-2011 earthquakes involved the research study by 

Rees (2010) who carried out undrained monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests on different moist-

tamped (MT) mixtures of sands and non-plastic fines from various sites in Christchurch (sand 

from Fitzgerald Bridge (FBM) in the CBD, fines from Ferrymead about 6 km south-east from 

CBD, as well as sands and fines from Lichfield Street in the CBD). The main aim was to 

understand the effect of non-plastic fines on the undrained behaviour of sands. Later in 2014, 

Arefi completed a study on the dynamic properties of Christchurch sand-fine mixtures, carrying 

out drained cyclic triaxial tests on FBM MT sands to investigate the effects of fines on the 

stiffness degradation and damping variation curves. The data of these two studies (stress paths, 

stress-strain response) were not available in the associated references and hence no further 

details on these will be given here. More recently, Taylor (2015) carried out drained and 

undrained monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests on undisturbed Gel-Push (GP) and reconstituted 

moist-tamped (MT) specimens of fluvial and marine sands from two CBD sites, designated as 

K1 and MA1, to fully describe their mechanical response. Drained monotonic and undrained 

cyclic tests on FBM sands were also carried out as benchmark, by comparing them with those 

of Rees (2010) and Arefi (2014). The location of the three sampling sites relative to the selected 

SMS (PRPC) are shown in Figure 6-17.  

Tables 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5 summarise the types of field tests that were available in the vicinity of 

the three sites, as well as the samples taken and the available element testing. Summary 

boreholes showing the stratigraphy at the K1 and FBM sites, as inferred from adjacent 
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boreholes, as well as CPTs through the soil behaviour type index, Ic, (CERA, 2012; NZGD, 

2016; Taylor, 2015) are shown in Figures 6-18 and 6-19, respectively. The top of the Riccarton 

Gravel was found at depths of 22 m and 24 m at the two sites, respectively.  

 

Figure 6-17: Location of K1, MA1 and FBM sampling sites in Christchurch (Google Earth, 2016) 
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Table 6-3: Available field tests, soil samples and element testing at the K1 site 

Available field 

tests 

Available samples Available element testing 

Borehole logs  

(Taylor, 2015; 

NZGD, 2016) 

Piston sampler undisturbed Gel-

Push (GP) samples between 

depths of 2 and 6 m (fluvial sands 

of the Springston Formation)  

(Taylor, 2015) 

Isotropically consolidated 

drained (CID) and undrained 

(CIU)  monotonic triaxial 

compression tests on GP & MT 

samples of the Springston & 

Christchurch Formation (Taylor, 

2015) 

CPT’s and CPTu’s  

(Taylor, 2015; 

NZGD, 2016) 

Piston sampler undisturbed Gel-

Push (GP) samples between 

depths of 11 and 13 m (marine 

sands of the Christchurch 

Formation) 

(Taylor, 2015) 

Isotropically consolidated 

undrained cyclic triaxial tests on 

GP & MT samples of the 

Springston & Christchurch 

Formation (Taylor, 2015) 

Downhole Vs 

(Taylor, 2015) 

Moist-tamped (MT) reconstituted 

specimens 

(Taylor, 2015) 

Bender element tests on GP 

samples of the Springston & 

Christchurch Formation (Taylor, 

2015) 
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Table 6-4: Available field tests, soil samples and element testing at the MA1 site 

Available field tests Available samples Available element testing 

Borehole logs  

(Taylor, 2015; 

NZGD, 2016) 

Piston sampler undisturbed Gel-

Push (GP) samples between 

depths of 1 and 7 m (fluvial 

sands of the Springston 

Formation)  

(Taylor, 2015) 

Isotropically consolidated 

drained (CID) monotonic 

triaxial compression tests on GP 

samples of the Springston & 

Christchurch Formation (Taylor, 

2015) 

CPT’s  

(Taylor, 2015; 

NZGD, 2016) 

Piston sampler undisturbed Gel-

Push (GP) samples between 

depths of 8 and 9 m (marine 

sands of the Christchurch 

Formation) 

(Taylor, 2015) 

Isotropically consolidated 

undrained cyclic triaxial tests on 

GP samples of the Springston & 

Christchurch Formation (Taylor, 

2015) 

  Bender element tests on GP 

samples of the Springston & 

Christchurch Formation (Taylor, 

2015) 
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Table 6-5: Available field tests, soil samples and element testing at the FBM site 

Available field tests Available samples Available element testing 

Borehole logs 

(NZGD, 2016) 

Moist-tamped (MT) reconstituted 

specimens from a depth of about 5 

to 15 m (Springston & 

Christchurch Formation) 

(Rees, 2012; Arefi, 2014; Taylor, 

2015) 

Isotropically consolidated 

drained (CID) monotonic 

triaxial compression tests on 

MT sand specimens of 

different FC (Taylor, 2015) 

CPT’s (NZGD, 

2016) 

 Isotropically consolidated 

undrained cyclic triaxial tests 

on MT sand specimens of 

different FC (Taylor, 2015) 

MASW geophysics 

measurements 

(NZGD, 2016) 

 
Bender element tests on MT 

sand specimens of different 

FC (Arefi, 2014) 

 

 

Figure 6-18: K1 site (a) Summary borehole, (b) normalised CPT penetration resistance, qc1N, (c) soil 

behaviour type index, Ic, (d) Vs1 profile 
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Figure 6-19: FBM site (a) Summary borehole, (b) normalised CPT penetration resistance, qc1N, (c) 

normalised Vs1 profile, (d) inferred relative density 

The results of a downhole test in K1 (DH K1) have also been included in Figure 6-18d (Taylor, 

2015) and compared against the results of the Christchurch-specific CPT-Vs correlation (M-

CPT K1). The good agreement between shear wave velocities of the K1 fluvial sand 

undisturbed Gel-Push (GP) samples from bender element testing with the field data was used 

in Taylor (2015) as an indicator of the good quality of these samples. Those corresponding to 

the Christchurch Formation at the K1 site, however, were found to have possibly densified 

during the sampling process, as the ratios of Vs1,lab to Vs1,field were found to be larger than one 

(Taylor, 2015). Similar conclusions were reached following an indirect empirical CPT-state 

parameter, ψ, correlation (Robertson, 2012) which indicated larger negative ψ values for the 

in-situ clean sands (less denser-than-critical) compared to the state parameter of the GP samples 

(Taylor, 2015).  

The normalised Vs1 profile at the FBM site is also shown in Figure 6-19c and has been based 

on chainages of MASW measurements available in the NZGD. The location of the chainages 

and the chainages themselves have been included in Appendix C. For comparison purposes, 

the M-CPT Vs profile based on an adjacent CPT was also calculated, showing a relatively good 

agreement with the MASW-based interpretation. Finally, the result of a bender element (BE) 

test conducted by Arefi (2014) for clean sand specimens at a confining stress, p′0, of 100 kPa 

(corresponding to about 15 m depth based on the FBM profile) has been included in the same 

figure. This corresponds to a relative density of 70%, as obtained from the Jamiolkowski et al. 
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(2003) expression (Figure 6-19d). It can be seen that an excellent match is attained. The results 

of Arefi’s BE tests for clean sand have been included in Appendix C. Only reconstituted MT 

samples from this location were used and were only tested by Taylor (2015) for a mean 

effective stress after consolidation, p′0, of 100 kPa. 

CPTs and boreholes adjacent to the MA1 site indicated a similar stratigraphy to the K1 site 

with the GWT being between 2 to 3 m depth at the time of the earthquakes (CERA, 2012; 

NZGD, 2016). However, most of the GP samples that were retrieved from a borehole drilled 

to 9 m depth were characterised by a higher plasticity, with a plasticity index, as indicated by 

Atterberg limit tests, ranging from about 8.5 to 13.2 (Taylor, 2015). As such, these exhibited 

significantly higher cyclic strength compared to those from the K1 site. Given that the geologic 

origin of the Christchurch sands is the same, CPT cross-sections along the K1 and MA1 sites 

were examined to understand the source of such discrepancies. Interpretive CPT-Ic geological 

profiles based on Robertson & Wride (1998) through these sections were obtained from Taylor 

(2015). Two of these sections (sections CC′ and FF′) have been included in Appendix C. The 

description of soils was carried out according to the Unified Soil Classification System. Similar 

profiles along other sections were obtained. 

The general geology was found to agree with the description of highly variable subsurface 

conditions in the CBD, especially within the upper 10 to 11 m of the Springston Formation, 

with interbedded layers of sands and gravels and localised features of higher plasticity 

(Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). This is also shown in Figure 6-20 (adapted from Cubrinovski & 

McCahon (2011)). More uniform sandy material of the Christchurch Formation is encountered 

further deep, at a depth of about 10 to 12 m.  
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Figure 6-20: Geological section along Hereford Street in Christchurch CBD (Figure 5 of Cubrinovski 

& McCahon, 2011) 

An interpretation of the soil types at the sampling depths at MA1 showed that, as expected, the 

sand layers at MA1 are not of different nature to the K1 sands. However, samples taken from 

the former seem to have intersected local layers of silt and clay of higher plasticity, as well as 

peat pockets, which, although present in the vicinity of BH K1, were largely not intersected. 

The visual description of samples also revealed the presence of a natural structure with layers 

of silt or clay within the sand matrix (Taylor, 2015). Additionally, many of the MA1 GP 

samples were considered damaged after visual inspection, with the presence of shear cracks 

(Taylor, 2015). No reconstituted MT samples were tested for this location. As such, none of 

the MA1 samples were used for the calibration of the constitutive model for sand, as doing so 

would result in a significant over-prediction of the cyclic strength of the Christchurch 

Formation sands, due to their increased plasticity resulting from interbedded layers of clays 

and peats. Use of these in the model calibration would also further increase the uncertainty due 

to the observed disturbance. 
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Detailed logs of boreholes, as well as CPT profiles for the three sites from Taylor (2015), 

CERA (2012) and NZGD (2016) can be found in Appendix C. 

6.6.2 Selection of representative samples 

Taylor (2015) divided the undisturbed (GP) and reconstituted (MT) samples from the K1 site 

into four categories, depending on the fines content (FC0-5%, FC15-20%, FC30-50% and 

FC50-80%) and tested them under both monotonic and cyclic solicitations. The FBM MT 

samples were tested for two FC percentages by Taylor (2015), 0% and 30%. As Springston 

Formation is absent at the location of PRPC, samples with FC larger than 20% were not used 

in this study for the calibration of the BSPM.  

It was further decided to group together K1 samples with FC0-5% and 15-20%, as well as FBM 

FC0% samples, as these were found to have similar gradation and CSLs, as well as comparable 

cyclic strength. The gradation curves and cyclic strength for a criterion of an excess pore water 

pressure ratio, ru, of 100% are shown in Figure 6-21 for K1 FC0-5%, K1 FC15-20% and FBM 

FC0%. It can be seen that the effect of relative density on the cyclic strength does not appear 

to be particularly pronounced, at least for the range under consideration (50%-70%). It should 

be noted that calibration of the cyclic part of the model was performed through use of the cyclic 

triaxial tests at a relative density of 70%, the value characterising the in-situ state at station 

PRPC as obtained through the Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) expression. Cyclic tests on other 

relative densities were then utilised to check the model performance. The Critical State (CS) 

points from the monotonic triaxial tests will be subsequently presented, as part of the 

calibration process. The field shear wave velocity profiles at the two sites (K1 and FBM) are 

also shown in Figures 6-18d and 6-19c, exhibiting similar Vs values within the Christchurch 

Formation with that at the PRPC site (Vs1 ≈ 200 m/s).  
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Figure 6-21: (a) Particle size distribution and (b) cyclic strength for a criterion of ru=1.0 for the soil 

types used for the calibration of the bounding surface plasticity model 

Representative (average) gradation and index properties for each of the three sample types are 

presented in Table 6-6. 

Table 6-6: Representative (average) gradation and index properties of the sample types used in the 

calibration of the bounding surface plasticity model (after Taylor, 2015; Rees, 2010) 

Representative/average K1 FC0-5% K1 FC15-20% FBM FC0% 

D10 0.115 0.060 0.089 

D50 0.245 0.125 0.168 

Cu 2.650 2.430 2.000 

emax 1.010 1.105 0.907 

emin 0.605 0.600 0.628 

 

Table 6-7 presents a summary of the samples used for the calibration of the monotonic part of 

the BSPM, while Table 6-8 presents the samples used for the cyclic part. Note that, in the case 

of the former, a distinction was made between denser-than-critical and looser-than-critical 

based on the behavioural patterns suggested by the state parameter framework (Jefferies & 

Been, 2006). The first of these are characterised by contraction followed by plastic dilation and 

are typically associated to samples whose initial conditions are located below the CSL in the 

e-lnp′ plane, while the second type of behaviour typically consists of plastic contraction to 
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critical state and is exhibited by samples whose initial state is positioned above the CSL in the 

e-lnp′ plane. It should be noted that very few undisturbed (GP) samples were tested under 

monotonic conditions as most of them were first subjected to cyclic loading (Taylor, 2015). It 

was decided though not to use any GP samples in the monotonic calibration. This is because 

GP samples, the in-situ state of which was denser-than-critical, formed shear bands during 

monotonic triaxial loading and did not reach CS. This means that the end points would have to 

be projected to obtain the corresponding CSL. Taylor (2015) attempted to define the location 

of the CSL for each soil type based on the projected GP end points, by keeping the slope similar 

to the one obtained from reconstituted specimens of the same soil type. However, the resulting 

peak angle of shearing resistance for the GP samples at the initial in-situ conditions was found 

to be higher than the trends reported in the literature (Jefferies & Been, 2006), with average 

values as high as 42o to 46o (Taylor, 2015). This might be a result of the chosen CSL for 

undisturbed specimens which cannot be defined adequately from reconstituted specimens 

(Taylor, 2015). Yoshimine & Koike (2005) showed that the CSL of natural undisturbed 

samples tends not only to be higher, but also less inclined compared to that resulting from 

reconstituted specimens. Given the central role of the CSL in the BSPM, it was thus chosen 

not to include the GP specimens in the monotonic calibration. It should be noted that MT 

specimens exhibited a stiffer response on initial loading, but their behaviour was more brittle 

post-peak with a lower peak strength compared to GP samples of similar value of the initial 

state parameter, ψ0. Taylor (2015) attributed the latter response to the fabric formed during 

moist-tamping resulting in cavities, as well as to the uniformly distributed particles within this 

matrix which allows finer particles to move into these cavities during loading. He also 

postulated that the defined macrostructure in the natural specimens means that both fine and 

coarser particles take part in the force chain, resulting in less straining during loading.  

Contrary to the monotonic calibration, both GP and MT samples were used in the cyclic part. 

GP samples, especially those in the FC range of 10-20%, were generally found to have a smaller 

cyclic strength compared to MT specimens. This was attributed by Taylor (2015) to a higher 

small strain shear stiffness exhibited by the MT specimens, as confirmed by bender element 

test results, a possible outcome of the tamping energy creating a stiffer response at small strain 

levels. Particularly, for specimens with an intermediate FC range, due to the natural 

macrostructure which may include the presence of a layer of silt, GP samples exhibited higher 

compressibility than MT samples which can also justify the faster generation of excess pore 

water pressures during undrained cyclic loading (Taylor, 2015). 
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Table 6-7: Samples used in the calibration of the monotonic part of the bounding surface plasticity model (after Taylor, 2015) 

Sample ID3 BH 𝐩′
𝟎
 (kPa)1 FC (%) emin emax e0

1 Dr (%)2 Response5 Test 

conditions6 

MT40 K1 99.5 15 0.632 1.091 0.917 37.9 L. CIUC 

MT41 K1 50.2 15 0.632 1.091 0.963 27.9 L. CIUC 

MT42 K1 50.7 17 0.597 1.186 1.016 26.3 L. CIDC 

MT43 K1 49.8 17 0.597 1.186 0.813 61.1 D. CIDC 

MT44 K1 30.0 17 0.597 1.186 0.664 86.6 D. CIDC 

MT45 K1 49.7 17 0.597 1.186 0.954 37.0 D. CIUC 

MT46 K1 49.7 17 0.597 1.186 1.031 23.8 L. CIUC 

MT47 K1 199.5 17 0.597 1.186 0.813 61.1 D. CIUC 

MT48 K1 50.5 17 0.597 1.186 0.982 32.1 L. CIUC 

MT49 K1 99.8 17 0.597 1.186 0.886 48.7 L. CIUC 

MT50 K1 50.0 17 0.597 1.186 0.94 48.7 L. CIUC 

MT51 K1 100.5 17 0.597 1.186 0.931 40.9 L. CIUC 

MT52 K1 100.0 17 0.597 1.186 0.886 48.5 L. CIUC 

MT53 K1 50.2 3 0.652 1.068 0.954 14.3 L. CIDC 

MT54 K1 30.6 3 0.652 1.068 0.753 64.0 D. CIDC 

MT55 K1 29.9 3 0.652 1.068 0.806 51.0 D. CIDC 

MT56 K1 100.2 3 0.652 1.068 0.746 65.6 D. CIDC 

MT57 K1 49.6 1 0.652 1.068 0.884 31.7 D. CIUC 

MT59 K1 198.7 1 0.652 1.068 0.774 58.8 D. CIUC 

MT60 K1 198.7 1 0.652 1.068 0.825 46.3 D. CIUC 

FBM24 FBM 100.0 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.779 45.8 D. CIDC 

FBM26 FBM 99.9 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.789 42.3 D. CIDC 

FBM27 FBM 99.7 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.761 52.4 D. CIDC 

FBM28 FBM 99.5 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.663 87.3 D. CIDC 

FBM29 FBM 99.5 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.701 74.0 D. CIDC 

FBM30 FBM 99.9 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.663 87.3 D. CIDC 

1. Post-consolidation 

2. From Taylor (2015) 

3. Identical to sample ID of Taylor (2015) 

4. After Rees (2010) 

5. L.: looser-than-critical / D.: denser-than-critical 

6. CIUC: Isotropically consolidated undrained triaxial compression / CIDC: 

Isotropically consolidated drained triaxial compression test 
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Table 6-8: Samples used for the calibration of the cyclic part of the bounding surface plasticity model (after Taylor, 2015) 

Sample 

ID3 

BH 𝐩′
𝟎
 (kPa)1 FC (%) emin emax e0

1 Dr (%)2 CSR=𝐪 (𝟐𝐩′𝟎)⁄  

GP4 K1 60 15 0.620 1.129 0.788 67 0.202 

MT10 K1 90 17 0.597 1.186 0.756 73 0.247 

MT11 K1 90 17 0.597 1.186 0.762 72 0.293 

MT12 K1 90 17 0.597 1.186 0.762 72 0.345 

MT13 K1 90 17 0.597 1.186 0.744 75 0.199 

GP11 K1 90 17 0.578 1.153 0.722 75 0.255 

GP12 K1 90 17 0.597 1.186 0.774 70 0.208 

GP14 K1 130 1 0.624 0.995 0.735 70 0.286 

GP16 K1 140 2 0.582 0.987 0.724 65 0.222 

MT14 K1 130 1 0.652 1.068 0.814 61 0.199 

MT15 K1 130 1 0.652 1.068 0.818 60 0.299 

MT16 K1 130 1 0.652 1.068 0.802 64 0.248 

MT17 K1 130 1 0.652 1.068 0.814 61 0.188 

GP15 K1 130 3 0.588 1.013 0.754 61 0.175 

FBM8 FBM 100 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.762 52 0.244 

FBM9 FBM 100 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.768 50 0.343 

FBM10 FBM 100 1 0.6284 0.9074 0.765 51 0.49 
1. Post-consolidation 

2. From Taylor (2015) 

 

3. Identical to sample ID of Taylor (2015) 

GP: undisturbed Gel Push sample from K1 

MT: reconstituted moist-tamped sample from K1 

FBM samples are all reconstituted moist-tamped 

4. After Rees (2010) 
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It should be noted that the average minimum and maximum void ratios based on all samples 

used in the calibration are equal to 0.6016 and 1.0416, respectively. 

For the calibration of the BSPM, the hierarchical approach described in section 2.2.5 was 

slightly modified to account for the new flow rule for modelling the cyclic strength of sands, 

as described in Chapter 4. This modified calibration sequence is as follows: 

• Critical State Line and Critical State strength 

• Small strain elastic parameters 

• Dilatancy ratio 

• Non-linear response within the elastic region 

• Position of the bounding and dilatancy surfaces 

• Plastic hardening modulus 

• Correction of flow rule for cyclic loading 

• Fabric index parameters 

It should be noted that the results of all the tests used in the calibration process had to be 

digitised, meaning that greater judgement was required in order not to compromise the 

accuracy of the procedure.  

6.6.3 Critical State Line 

The CSL was estimated from the available monotonic triaxial compression tests. Figure 6-22 

shows the initial (denoted as In.) and final (denoted as Fin.) states of both initially looser- and 

denser-than critical samples (denoted as L. and D., respectively) with the chosen power-law 

CSL in black. The proposed CLSs by Taylor (2015) for the soil types with an FC lower than 

5%, FC 15% and FC 17% are also depicted in the figure. The average minimum and maximum 

void ratios, emin,ave  and emax,ave, have also been included. Projected CS states by Taylor (2015) 

for tests that did not reach CS were also used and are plotted in Figure 6-22 (denoted as proj.) 

together with their final states before projection (denoted as before proj.). Tests whose final 

points have not quite reached CS, whose initial state was very loose (lower relative density 

than 25%) or whose stress paths and stress-strain curves did not exhibit reliable trends have 

been marked with a question mark.  

The adopted CSL takes the form of Equation 6-6: 
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eCS = (eCS)ref − λ ∙ (

p′

p′ref
)ξ   6-6 

 

where p′ref =100 kPa, (eCS)ref =0.99, λ=0.08 and ξ=0.54. 

It should be noted that based on the chosen CSL only three samples were predicted to behave 

opposite to what expected according to the state parameter concept (denser- rather than looser-

than-critical and vice versa).  

 

 

Figure 6-22: Initial and final points of triaxial compression tests and chosen CSL for FC0-20% (Fin. 

D. = final state of initially denser-than-critical samples; Fin. L. = final state of initially looser-than-

critical samples; proj. = final states projected by Taylor (2015); before proj. = final states of tests that 

did not reach CS; (?) = final states of unreliable tests)  
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Figure 6-23: CPT-ψ correlation for the K1 site based on Robertson (2012) after Figure 8.21b of 

Taylor (2015). Superimposed in yellow triangles are the initial states of the GP samples of FC0-20%, 

as obtained for the CSL of this study 

Figure 6-23 presents a CPT-ψ correlation using the Robertson (2012) expression for the K1 

site carried out by Taylor (2015). The correlation was developed from laboratory studies and 

undisturbed frozen samples and it does not require an input of the CS parameters (Robertson, 

2012). Superimposed in triangles are the in-situ state parameter values, ψ0, of the GP samples 

from BH K1 for an FC range of 0-20%, as determined based on the calibrated CSL in the 

present study. A very good agreement between the estimated values of ψ0 and those suggested 

by the correlation is clearly visible, with the chosen position of CSL resulting in only slightly 

more negative ψ values as compared to the correlation. Given the empiricism imparted in such 

a correlation, the comparison is considered acceptable.  
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6.6.4 Critical State strength 

 

 

  

Figure 6-24: (a) CSL in deviatoric q - mean effective stress p′space under triaxial compression 

conditions and (b) stress path of an undrained cyclic triaxial test in normalised q p′0⁄  - p′ p′0⁄  stress 

space and inferred CSL in triaxial extension (for the symbols in the legend see Figure 6-22) 

The CS strength in triaxial compression conditions was assessed based on the final states of 

the monotonic triaxial tests. The stress ratio Mc
c was taken from the slope of the line in Figure 

6-24a and was found equal to 1.395, corresponding to an angle of shearing resistance of 34.5o. 

The value agrees with that reported by Taylor (2015). No triaxial extension tests were available, 

hence the strength was obtained from the slope of the stress path on the extension side of 

undrained cyclic triaxial tests during the cyclic mobility phase. An example is shown in Figure 

6-24b. These resulted in an average ratio of Me
c  of 1.107. This value is expected to be higher 

than the one derived from static monotonic tests due to the highly dilative response of sands 

and to errors associated to the measurement of soil response under low stress levels. Therefore, 

together with the limiting minimum value of 0.717 for the strength ratio c = Me
c Mc

c⁄ ,  which is 

a requirement for the convexity of the bounding surface to ensure numerical stability during 

integration of the constitutive equations (Loukidis & Salgado, 2009), a CS strength in triaxial 

extension of 0.717 ∙ Mc
c = 1.0 was adopted. 

6.6.5 Small strain elastic parameters 

Isotropic elasticity with a constant Poisson’s ratio is assumed within the yield surface of the 

BSPM and, to characterise the material’s response under very small strains, two quantities are 

required: the small strain elastic shear modulus, Gmax, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν. The two 

p′ p′0⁄   

𝑞 𝑝′𝑜⁄  

(a) (b) 
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quantities can be used to determine the volumetric response at very small strain levels. The 

former was obtained from available bender element tests on GP samples from BH K1 (Taylor, 

2015), as well as on MT specimens from FBM (Arefi, 2014). Taylor (2015) also carried out 

BE tests on K1 MT specimens. However, these were not available in a tabulated format and 

were therefore not included as it was not possible to ensure adequate precision. Use of the BE 

tests on K1 and FBM samples to model the elastic stiffness at PRPC was justified by the 

relatively good agreement between these values and those obtained using the normalised cone 

resistances. Moreover, as previously shown, there was a very good agreement between the 

different Vs1 profiles within the Christchurch Formation sands for all three sites (see Figures 

6-11, 6-18 and 6-19). 

Figure 6-25 plots the results for an FC of 0-20% in terms of Gmax versus a normalisation of the 

mean effective stress which includes the effect of void ratio: p∗ = √p′ ∙ p′ref (0.3 + 0.7 ∙ e2)⁄ . 

According to Equation 2-12, the slope in Figure 6-25 should correspond to the B constant, the 

only parameter requiring calibration. 

This results in a value of 420.0. Similar to the bender element results on K1 MT specimens, 

briefly described in section 6.6.2, BE tests on FBM MT resulted in higher Gmax values as 

compared to those obtained from the undisturbed GP samples. As previously explained, this 

could be due to the tamping energy, but also due to the macrostructure of the natural specimens, 

resulting in higher compressibility (Taylor, 2015). Arefi (2014) showed that the small strain 

shear stiffness of sands decreases, as the content of non-plastic fines increases, which also may 

contribute to the higher Gmax values in the case of the clean sand FBM MT specimens. 

The Gmax of GP samples of FC 0-20% obtained through the calibration process was checked 

against the downhole Vs measurements, as well as the M-CPT Vs in BH K1. Through this it 

was found that the B value had to be increased to a value of 500 to give a better match with the 

field data (Figure 6-26a). The comparison of the computed shear wave velocity for the FBM 

MT specimens with Arefi’s (2014) BE tests for a B value of 420 and 500 is also shown in 

Figure 6-26b, resulting in underestimation of the elastic shear stiffness in reconstituted state. 

However, given the observed higher Gmax of MT specimens compared to that of GP samples, 

the value of 500 was deemed appropriate. Due to the very poor regression in Figure 6-25, which 

highlights the difficulty in calibrating the model for a field soil of very variable nature, Table 

6-9 compares the B and D50 values of the Christchurch sand with those of other sands for which 

the BSPM has been calibrated. The B value of 500 was found to be in agreement with the range 
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of values reported for other sands and it was, thus, adopted for the subsequent stages of the 

calibration.  

 

Figure 6-25: Determination of parameter B through bender element tests of Taylor (2015) and Arefi 

(2014) 
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Figure 6-26: Back-calculation of Vs for B=420 and B=500 for the (a) K1 GP (Taylor, 2015) and (b) 

FBM MT samples (Arefi, 2014) 

Table 6-9: Reported D50 and B values for various sands 

Sand D50 B 

Christchurch sand FC 0-20% 0.179* 500.0 

Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand (Taborda, 2011) 0.120 623.0 

Nevada sand (Taborda, 2011) 0.170 518.6 

Fraser River Sand (Williams, 2014) 0.300 422.0 

*Calculated as an average of the values reported in Table 6-6 
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Figure 6-27: (a) Back-calculation of Vs profile at SMS PRPC based on the relative density of the 

various CPT-Dr correlations and comparison with the McGann et al. (2014a) CPT-Vs correlation (b) 

Back-calculation of Dr in BH K1 from downhole Vs values and comparison with CPT-Dr correlations 

Having calibrated the small strain stiffness shear modulus constant, B, the Vs profile across 

PRPC was back-calculated based on the relative density obtained from the Baldi et al. (1986), 

Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) and Robertson & Cabal (2012) expressions (Figure 6-27a). Average 

emin and emax values considering all the samples used in the calibration process were adopted to 

estimate the in-situ void ratio and use it as input in Equation 2-12. A bulk density, ρb, of 1.733 

Mg/m3 (i.e. a unit weight γb of 17 kN/m3) was used for the sand above the GWT, while a ρb of 

1.988 Mg/m3 was adopted for the sand below the GWT (i.e. γb of 19.5 kN/m3). The results are 

valid between a depth of 3 and 20 m, as well as between 22 and 26.5 m approximately, where 

sand is present. Despite the large discrepancies in the predicted relative density amongst the 

various expressions, the various Vs profiles were not significantly different, especially between 

the first two correlations, generally resulting in some underestimation of the values obtained 

when using the site specific correlation (M-CPT, McGann et al. (2014a)). The small sensitivity 

of the Vs to the relative density agrees with published correlations (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008).  

Once again, given the uncertainty in the CPT-Vs correlations, the comparison with Baldi et al. 

(1986) and Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) were deemed acceptable. 

Additionally, the relative density at the K1 site was back-calculated from the Gmax values 

obtained through the downhole Vs measurements, using a B value of 500 (Figure 6-27b). The 

GWT was assumed to be at 2 m depth, while similar bulk densities to PRPC were used here 

too. Back-calculated data for FC 0-20% are plotted at depths of about 10 to 14 m, where sands 
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with such FC were found (downhole Vs measurements were terminated at a depth of 14 m (see 

section 6.6.1)). Profiles of relative density based on the CPT-Dr correlations of Jamiolkowski 

et al. (2003) and Baldi et al. (1986) are also plotted for comparison. The results seem to indicate 

that the former expression is more applicable for the clean and low FC Christchurch sands.  

The above findings reinforce the use of Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) CPT-Dr correlation for the 

low FC sands of PRPC station.  

Finally, as neither radial strains were measured during triaxial testing nor P-wave velocity 

measurements exist, the Poisson’s ratio value had to be assumed. A value of 0.15 was adopted 

by Taylor (2015), while a value between 0.1 and 0.3 was used by Arefi to compare the small 

strain shear modulus from bender element and triaxial tests. Given that this property does not 

vary drastically for most sands (Taborda, 2011) a value of 0.15 was also adopted. 

6.6.6 Dilatancy constant and shear modulus degradation 

The plastic dilatancy rate, D, is defined between incremental plastic volumetric strains (dεvol
p

) 

and incremental plastic deviatoric strains (dεs
p

) according to Equation 6-7 (Taborda, 2011; 

Taborda et al., 2014): 

 

 

D =
dεvol

p

dεs
p ≈

Δεvol
p

Δεs
p =

Δεvol − Δεvol
el

Δεs − Δεs
el

=
Δεvol −

Δp′
Ktan

Δεs −
Δq

3 ∙ Gtan

   6-7 

 

where Δp′ is the change in mean effective stress, Δq is the change in deviatoric stress, Ktan is 

the tangent bulk modulus and Gtan the tangent shear modulus. It should be emphasised that the 

latter two vary with the mean effective stress and void ratio.  

As described previously, in the adopted constitutive model the dilatancy rate, D, is equal to the 

product of the dilatancy coefficient, Ad , and the distance to the dilatancy surface, dd (see 

Equation 4-27). At this stage of the calibration, only the dilatancy constant, A0, will be 

calibrated, while the non-linear power expression of the new flow rule presented in Chapter 4 

forms the last part of the calibration. As such, A0,min is assumed at this stage to be equal to A0 . 

Since dd and the current stress ratio, η, are characterised by an approximate linear relationship, 
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the dilatancy constant can be obtained from the slope of a graph of D versus η (Loukidis & 

Salgado, 2009; Taborda, 2011). As this requires the determination of the elastic strain 

components, the degradation of Gtan will be defined simultaneously with A0. This is given by 

a Ramberg-Osgood (1943) formulation proposed initially by Papadimitrou & Bouckovalas 

(2002) and defined by Equation 6-8: 

 

 
Gtan =

Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1
− 1) ∙ (

χref
r

NT ∙ η1
)κ−1

≥
Gmax

1 + κ ∙ (
1
a1
− 1)

 
  6-8 

 

where χref
r  is the distance in stress space measured along the deviatoric plane from the last 

registered shear reversal, which for isotropically consolidated samples subjected to monotonic 

triaxial loading conditions, is equal to the ratio between the second invariant of the stress tensor, 

J, and the mean effective stress, p′ ; κ is a parameter controlling the nonlinearity of the 

degradation of Gtan and takes a value of 2 (Papadimitriou et al., 2001); NT is a scaling factor 

taking a starting value of 1 and becoming 2 once the first reversal is detected, reproducing 

hysteretic response within the yield surface (Masing, 1926); a1  is a model parameter that 

controls the vertical position of Gtan. η1 in Equation 6-8 is given by: 

 

 
η1 = a1 ∙ (

Gmax
SR

p′SR
) ∙ γ1 

  6-9 

 

where p′SRand Gmax
SR  are the mean effective stress and maximum shear modulus at the last shear 

reversal, respectively, and γ1 is a model parameter that controls the rate of degradation of Gtan 

with strain level, effectively corresponding to the cyclic threshold of Vucetic (1994) above 

which irreversible plastic strains dominate the response (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002). 

The procedure described in detail in Taborda (2011) was followed to obtain A0 and a1. For 

this, denser- and looser-than-critical drained and undrained monotonic triaxial tests were used 

to calculate the variation of D with the current stress ratio, η, for different values of a1. For 

monotonic triaxial tests, NT is equal to 1, while p′SR  and Gmax
SR  are equal to the post-
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consolidation values as there is no reversal. The point at which the results of drained and 

undrained tests coincided was taken for defining the adopted values of A0 and a1, as shown in 

Figure 6-28a. Since dilatancy characterises the material, the two types of tests should yield the 

common value, while any deviation from this should be due to inadequate characterisation of 

the elastic shear modulus degradation (Loukidis & Salgado, 2009; Taborda, 2011). This 

process resulted in an A0 value of 1.0 and an a1 value of 0.375. Examples of looser- and denser-

than-critical D-η plots with the A0 fitting process are shown in Figure 6-28b. It should be noted 

that the A0 value for the denser-than-critical samples was taken from the post-peak softening 

part, as the rapid variation of the stress ratio and the small magnitude plastic strains during the 

pre-peak response would render the process more inaccurate. 

As seen in Figure 6-28a, the results obtained from the drained tests are constant irrespective of 

the value of a1 used. As such the value of A0 could have been obtained from the drained tests 

through the use of Gmax and Kmax rather than Gtan and Ktan, as outlined in Loukidis & Salgado 

(2009) and Taborda (2011).   

 

Figure 6-28: (a) Variation of dilatancy constant with degradation parameter, (b) process of 

determining the dilatancy constant through monotonic triaxial tests  

Having defined a1, parameter γ1 was obtained through Equation 6-10 of Loukidis & Salgado 

(2009) which was derived through well-established curves such as those of Vucetic & Dobry 

(1991). 

 

 
γ1 = 0.00055 ∙

1 − a1

2 ∙ a1
2    6-10 
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The above yielded a γ1 value of 1.222E-03 m/m. 

6.6.7 Size of bounding and dilatancy surface 

The size of the bounding and dilatancy surfaces are determined through model parameters kc
b 

and kc
d. The former is obtained by identifying the peak stress ratio values of denser-than-critical 

samples which exhibited peak strengths during triaxial testing and subtracting the stress ratio 

at CS in triaxial compression conditions, Mc
c. This is then plotted against the state parameter at 

peak stress ratio to obtain  kc
b through the slope of the best fit line. This is shown in Figure 

6-29a, resulting in a kc
b value of 1.83.  

Similarly, kc
d is the slope of the best fit line in a graph where the state parameter at the point of 

zero incremental plastic volumetric strains is plotted against the corresponding stress ratio if 

the CS stress ratio, Mc
c, is subtracted. In undrained tests this corresponds to the minimum p′ 

(phase transformation point (PTP), Ishihara et al., 1975), in accordance with Equation 6-11.  

 

 PTP: p′ = p′min ⟹  dp′ = 0  ⟹  dp′ = dεvol
el ∙ Ktan = 0 ⟹ dεvol

el = 0  

         for undrained material:        dεvol = dεvol
el + dεvol

p
= 0  

 

hence:        dεvol
p

= −dεvol
el = 0 

  6-11 

 

In drained tests, however, it requires a rather more complex procedure to identify it. This 

involves the estimation of the maximum elastic bulk modulus, Kmax: 

 

 
Kmax =

2 ∙ (1 + v)

3 ∙ (1 − 2v)
∙ Gmax   6-12 

 

The incremental elastic volumetric strains are then assumed to be given by Equation 6-13 and 

the incremental plastic volumetric strains can be obtained by subtracting the incremental elastic 

volumetric strains from the measured total incremental volumetric strains (Equation 6-14). The 

point of zero incremental plastic volumetric strains can then be easily defined.  
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dεvol

el =
dp′

Kmax
   6-13 

 dεvol
p

= dεvol − dεvol
el    6-14 

 

The results from such a procedure have been plotted in Figure 6-29b, resulting in a kc
d value of 

2.21. As it can be seen, the scatter is more pronounced in the case of kc
d, possibly an outcome 

of the assumptions of the above procedure (Kmax is used rather than Ktan). The digitisation 

process also introduces further uncertainty.  

 

Figure 6-29: Determination of the size of the (a) bounding (kc
b) and (b) dilatancy (kc

d) surfaces 

It is important to note that in the case of kc
d the sets of drained and undrained tests resulted in 

considerably distinct trends, with the exception of a single undrained point shown in Figure 

6-29b. In particular, the undrained tests resulted in a much higher kc
d value of 5.20, which, 

when used in the subsequent stage of the calibration of the hardening modulus parameters, 

resulted in almost non-existent contraction phases which could not fit the lab data well. Given 

the ψ values of most of the denser-than-critical undrained tests resulting in PTPs which are not 

very clear and the additional uncertainty introduced through the digitisation process, it was 

decided to base the selection of kc
d mainly on the drained tests, even though these require a 

more elaborate estimation process. Table 6-10 compares the calibrated values with those for 

Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand, Nevada sand and Fraser River sand. It becomes obvious 

that the kc
d value of 5.20, as obtained based on the undrained tests, is much higher than the 

range of values that have been reported, further corroborating the use of the value calibrated 

based on the drained tests. 
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Table 6-10: kc
b and kc

d values for various sands 

Sand 𝐤𝐜
𝐛 𝐤𝐜

𝐝 

Christchurch sand FC 0-20% 1.83 2.21 

Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand (Taborda, 2011) 1.92 2.14 

Nevada sand (Taborda, 2011) 2.18 2.35 

Fraser River Sand (Klokidi, 2015) 2.50 1.80 

 

6.6.8 Plastic hardening modulus 

The plastic hardening modulus, A, requires the calibration of eight parameters in total. At this 

stage the fabric tensor parameters, H0 and ζ, are disregarded, as the monotonic response is first 

of interest. Additionally, the parameter αG which determines the effect of the elastic tangent 

shear modulus on the plastic modulus, as discussed in Chapter 2, is taken directly as one, to 

fully activate the effect of the elastic properties on the plastic behaviour (Taborda, 2011; 

Taborda et al., 2014). Moreover, as there are no available undrained denser-than-critical tests 

with clearly defined PTPs, the calibration of parameter β, which controls the effect of the 

distance to the bounding surface on the plastic modulus and hence the rate of change of plastic 

stiffness, would be problematic. Therefore, it was taken to be equal to zero, reverting to the 

original formulation of Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002). 

Subsequently, the expression for the void ratio, given in Equation 6-15, was calibrated through 

a trial-and-error process, as outlined in Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. (2014). In the first 

stage of this process the void ratio was not accounted for by setting γ equal to 0. Subsequently, 

h0
* was varied until single element (SE) simulations of undrained and drained triaxial 

compression tests of both denser- and looser-than-critical states agreed with the laboratory data 

(the notation h0
* is used to distinguish the required value from the model parameter). During 

this stage parameter μ, which determines the effect of p′ on the plastic modulus, was also taken 

as unity to remove its effect on A. Table 6-11 presents the values of h0
* thus obtained for the 

various tests together with the initial conditions. 

 

 he = h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ e) ≥ h0 ∙ (1 − γ ∙ emax)   6-15 
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Table 6-11: Initial conditions and values of h0
* for the tests used in the monotonic calibration 

Soil response Test ID e0 () p'0 (kPa) h0
* () 

Denser-than-critical 

Drained 

MT43 0.813 49.8 0.100 

MT54 0.753 30.6 0.150 

MT56 0.746 100.2 0.150 

FBM29 0.701 99.5 0.150 

MT55 0.806 29.9 0.150 

FBM24 0.779 100 0.030 

FBM26 0.789 99.9 0.030 

FBM27 0.761 99.7 0.120 

FBM28 0.776 99.5 0.120 

FBM30 0.663 99.9 0.060 

Denser-than-critical 

Undrained 

MT57 0.884 49.6 0.150 

MT60 0.825 198.7 0.040 

MT47 0.813 199.5 0.040 

MT59 0.774 198.7 0.009 

Looser-than-critical 

Drained 

MT42 1.016 50.7 0.015 

MT53 0.954 50.2 0.025 

Looser-than-critical 

Undrained 

MT46 1.031 49.7 0.080 

MT41 0.963 50.2 0.150 

MT51 0.931 100.5 0.050 

MT50 0.940 50.0 0.070 

MT48 0.982 50.5 0.080 

 

The modelled values of h0
* are plotted versus the void ratio in Figure 6-30a. Parameters h0, γ 

and μ can then be obtained through a multi-variable non-linear regression. As stated by Taborda 

(2011), there is no consensus on the dependence of the hardening modulus on p′, introduced 

through Equation 6-16. As such, the influence of this was chosen to be disregarded by adopting 

a value of unity for parameter μ. A linear regression was performed using the least square 

regression method in Microsoft Excel resulting in the values shown in Figure 6-30a. The 

accuracy of the process is depicted in Figure 6-30b where the h0
* values calculated through use 

of the resulting parameters is plotted against the original modelled values given in Table 6-11. 

The difficulty of calibrating the model for a natural material, which can be very variable in 

nature as it is sourced from different depths, has different fines content and may be 

characterised by different origin as in this case (i.e. Springston and Christchurch Formations), 

versus calibrating the model for a particular fraction of a sand as is often done for testing and 

calibration, becomes immediately evident from the large scatter in Figure 6-30. In fact, if only 

the data related to the Springston Formation (alluvial origin) at the K1 site are plotted separately, 

as shown in Figure 6-31, a much more accurate regression can be achieved. This shows that 
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careful engineering judgement is required when calibrating such a complicated constitutive 

model, particularly for a natural material. As the trend obtained through the linear regression 

in Figure 6-30a is of the form seen for other sands for which the model has been calibrated in 

the past (e.g. Fraser River sand, Nevada sand, Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sand), the 

calibrated values shown in Figure 6-30a were adopted for the subsequent analyses. 

Finally, for a minimum value of h0
* of 0.009, emax takes a value of 1.51. 

 

Figure 6-30: (a) Linear regression to obtain the parameters of the void ratio function (b) Comparison 

between calculated and modelled h0
* values 

 

 

Figure 6-31: Linear regression between e0 and h0* for samples originating from the Springston 

Formation only at the K1 site 
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hb = (
p′

p′
ref

)

μ−1

∙
|db|

|dref
b − |db||

β+1

 

 

  6-16 

where dbis the distance of the current stress state to the bounding surface and dref
b  defines the 

opening of the bounding surface along the Lode’s angle, θ, direction (Taborda, 2011; Taborda 

et al., 2014). 

6.6.9 Correction of flow rule for cyclic loading and fabric index 

The new formulation of the flow rule described in Chapter 4 introduces the influence of the 

distance to the dilatancy surface on the dilatancy coefficient, A0, and hence on the rate of 

generation of contractive pore water pressures following a power law. This new formulation is 

adopted in this calibration to capture more accurately the cyclic undrained response of 

Christchurch sands. The new expressions are repeated in Equations 6-17, 6-18 and 6-19, with 

bold characters representing tensorial quantities: 

 

 
Ad = A0 + (A0,min − A0) ∙ (

dd

dd,SR
)b   6-17 

 dd,SR = (𝛂𝐝 − 𝐫𝐒𝐑): 𝐧   6-18 

 

{
 
 

 
 
if p′0 ≥ p′

0,A
 then b = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0) ≤ bmax

if p′
0
< p′

0,A 
then b = bd + (

p′
0

p′
0,A

)d3 ∙ (bl − bd),

 where bl = d1 ∙ exp (d2 ∙ p′0,A)

   6-19 

 

where dd,SR is the distance to the dilatancy surface in the deviatoric plane of the last reversal 

point, given by Equation 4-3 and rSR is the stress ratio tensor at the last known reversal. 

Parameters A0,min, d1, d2, d3, bd, bmax and p′0,A have been discussed in detailed in Chapter 4 and 

will not be repeated herein. It should be noted that in this case the spherical part of the fabric 

formulation was de-activated, as the number of cycles up to phase transformation is now 

controlled through this new expression of the flow rule. Moreover, parameter Cf, which 
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controls the evolution of the deviatoric part of fabric, is uncoupled from the spherical part and 

requires calibration (Klokidi, 2015). 

At the initial stage it was chosen to calibrate the above parameters in order to ensure that the 

number of cycles up to the PTP (N_PT) in the numerical simulation shows an acceptable 

agreement with the laboratory observations. For this, parameter A0,min was chosen to be zero, 

so as to acquire the biggest flexibility of variation of Ad. The dilatancy constant, A0, was 

determined in section 6.6.6 and is equal to 1.0. The process followed to determine the rest of 

parameters was similar to the one described in Chapter 4: each available CRR curve or single 

CRR point for a given p′0 level was modelled initially by varying parameter b* (p′0,A = d2 = 0) 

until a good fit with the laboratory data was observed. An example for a p′0 level of 90 kPa 

and a relative density of 70% is shown in Figure 6-32a, where the individual data are fitted 

with a power law of the form shown in Equation 6-20 (N: number of cycles to liquefaction), as 

presented in Chapter 3. The power BCRR represents the slope of these trend lines. Unlike the 

case of Nevada sand, there are no enough laboratory data at different mean effective stress 

levels, so as to obtain a complete description of the overburden correction factor, Kσ (Ishihara, 

1996). Kσ was defined in Chapter 3 and is not repeated herein. For this reason, the empirical 

trend from CRR-penetration resistance correlations by Idriss & Boulanger (2008), as given in 

Equations 6-21 and 6-22, was adopted to ensure that a reasonable field cyclic response is 

simulated. In these, σ′v0 is the in-situ vertical effective stress and Pa the atmospheric pressure 

(i.e. 101.3 kPa). By matching the Kσ trend for various p′0 levels, the points shown in Figure 

6-32b were obtained. The resulting parameters as obtained by fitting these points are also 

depicted in the figure, while the numerical Kσ trend can be seen in Figures 6-33a and 6-33b for 

cyclic triaxial (CTX) and cyclic simple shear (CSS) conditions, respectively.  The empirical 

trend of Idriss & Boulanger (2008) is also shown, together with a number of other laboratory 

findings on Kσ (Vaid & Thomas,1994; Seed & Harder (1990); Kokusho et al., 1983; Frydman 

et al., 1980). It can be seen that the new formulation results in a very good fit.  

 

 CRR = ACRR ∙ N
−BCRR    6-20 
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Kσ = 1 − Cσ ∙ ln

σ′v0
Pα

≤ 1.1   6-21 

 
Cσ =

1

18.9 − 17.3 ∙ Dr
≤ 0.3   6-22 

 

 

Figure 6-32: (a) Computed CRR curve for a p′0 of 90 kPa and a Dr of 70% for a constant b* value of 

0.65 (b) Calibration of parameters of flow rule 

 

Figure 6-33: Computed Kσ trend for (a) CTX and (b) CSS conditions and a Dr of 70% and comparison 

with available laboratory and field data 
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Figure 6-34: Computed CRR curves for the PT criterion for a Dr of 70% and different p′0 levels and 

comparison with laboratory data 

Figure 6-34 shows the numerical CRR curves for the PT criterion versus laboratory data for a 

relative density of 70% and for p′0 levels of (a) 60 kPa, (b) 90 kPa and (c) 130/140 kPa under 

CTX conditions, for which tests were available. The slopes of the trend lines, BCRR, are also 

given for both the laboratory – where possible – and the numerical data. It can be seen that the 

new flow rule allows for a reasonable match of BCRR values to be achieved. Some 

underestimation of cyclic strength still takes place at small cyclic stress ratios (CSR), but BCRR 

values are much lower than those registered by the original formulation in Chapter 4. Some 

overestimation of cyclic strength is also predicted at large CSRs. However due to the 

logarithmic scale of the horizontal axis, this difference is not so pronounced. As mentioned in 

section 6.6.2, GP samples exhibit smaller cyclic strength compared to the reconstituted MT 

specimens. As such, the numerical predictions were calibrated to lie somewhere in-between. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 4, the fabric parameter H0 (the fabric index constant), unlike 

the original version of the model (Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas, 2002; Taborda, 2011), no 

longer controls the number of cycles to liquefaction, while Cf is uncoupled and requires 

calibration. As such, a different calibration process to that followed in the original version of 

the model is required. It was, thus, deemed appropriate to simulate the remaining cycles after 

phase transformation and up to initial liquefaction, defined by an ru value of 1.0, by adjusting 

the values of the fabric parameters (Cf, H0 and ζ), until an acceptable match with the laboratory 

data was accomplished. This resulted in Cf=50, H0=2000 and ζ=2.35. The final CRR curves 

under CTX conditions for various relative densities and for a criterion of an ru=1.0 (N_ru=1) 
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are shown in Figure 6-35 (a-e). The variation of the fabric coefficient H with depth for a Dr of 

70% is also depicted in Figure 6-35f. An acceptable agreement is noted for all densities and 

stress levels. This is particularly important as only data for Dr = 70%, the relative density for 

sands encountered at the PRPC station as predicted by the Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) 

relationship, were used in the cyclic calibration of the model. As it can be seen, the BCRR values 

of the model simulations are well within the range of values reported in the literature (0.1 - 0.5, 

Boulanger & Idriss (2015)). Examples of simulated stress paths and stress-strain curves for a 

relative density of 70% and comparison with the laboratory data have been included in 

Appendix E. 

 

Figure 6-35: (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Computed CRR curves for an ru=1.0 criterion for different relative 

densities and p′0 levels and comparison with laboratory data (f) fabric index H with depth for a Dr of 

70% 

It should be noted that a bmax value of 50 was adopted to ensure that b does not become infinitely 

large, resulting in a high non-linearity in the Ad expression and numerical instability, as 
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explained in Chapter 4. For a mean effective stress of 200 kPa, corresponding to about 30 m 

depth for a stratigraphy similar to that found at PRPC, the maximum value of b for the 

calibrated parameters is equal to 4.663. As such, the value of 50 appears to be sufficiently large 

for most cyclic mobility problems. Additionally, to ensure that fabric will not dominate the 

response, especially at small p′0 levels, minimum and maximum values of the fabric scalar hf 

as well as of the fabric index, Hmax, were used in the boundary value problems as proposed in 

Taborda (2011). Values of hf,min and hf,max of 0.01 and 100.0 were found not to affect any of the 

simulated tests. Experience has shown that an Hmax value equal to twice the value obtained for 

the minimum principal effective stress, σ′1,0, and maximum 〈−ψ0〉 (most denser-than-critical) 

of the tests used in the cyclic calibration is adequate (Taborda, 2011). A value of 2560.0 was 

thus adopted. 

6.6.10  Model performance 

Table 6-12 presents the final parameters for the BSPM as obtained for the Christchurch sand 

with an FC of 0-20%. Parameters p′min and Gmin are used to define a cut-off value of p′for 

determining Gmax  and a minimum degraded elastic tangent shear modulus, respectively 

(Taborda, 2011). Values similar to those used by Taborda (2011) were adopted. The size of the 

yield surface, m, was also chosen as 0.065, in accordance with the range suggested by 

Papadimitriou & Bouckovalas (2002) (i.e. m=0.06-0.07). It is noted that the permeability 

values, which characterise the hydraulic regime and, thus, are of fundamental importance for 

the problem under investigation, have not been included in Table 6-12, but are discussed later 

in section 6.8.1, as they are not part of the constitutive model. 
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Table 6-12: BSPM model parameters for Christchurch sand FC0-20% 

Final parameters 

CSL  
p'ref    100.00 kPa 

(eCS)ref 0.99 

λ 0.08 

ξ 0.54 

  Surface parameters 

Mc
c 1.395 

Me
c 1.00 

kc
b 1.83 

kc
d 2.21 

A0 1.00 

A0,min 0.00 

p'0,A      40.00 kPa 

bd 0.115 

d1 0.12 

d2    1.83E-2 

d3 6.50 

bmax 50.00 

m 0.065 

p'YS      1.00 kPa 

  Nonlinear elasticity 

B 500.00 

a1 0.375 

κ 2.00 

γ1 1.222E-03 

p'min 5.00 kPa 

Gmin 1.00 kPa 

ν 0.15 

 Ηardening modulus 

h0 0.179 

γ 0.629 

emax 1.51 

α 1.00 

β 0.00 

μ 1.00 

 

 

       Fabric tensor 

H0 2000.00 

ζ 2.35 

Hmax 2560.00 

hf,min 0.01 

hf,max 100.00 

Cf 50.00 
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Monotonic response 

The performance of the model in terms of drained and undrained monotonic triaxial tests is 

shown below. Additional tests have been included in Appendix E. The deviatoric part of the 

fabric does not induce any changes to the monotonic response, as it only gets activated post-

phase transformation, once a reversal takes place. The alteration of the flow rule to account for 

the cyclic response is expected to affect only the response prior to plastic dilation, as the new 

formulation is such that Ad reverts to the original expression (=A0) above the dilatancy surface. 

It is also expected to affect more the smaller p′0 levels, where the values of b are smaller and 

hence Ad approaches the value of A0, for which the monotonic tests were calibrated, at a slower 

rate. The drained denser-than-critical tests with the full set of parameters showed no difference 

with the monotonic calibration. Very small differences were seen in the undrained denser-than-

critical tests, while the most notable differences were those observed in the looser-than-critical 

undrained and drained tests. As some of the simulations were improved whereas other 

worsened, the overall performance of the model in monotonic response was similar to the one 

before the cyclic calibration and, as such, no further modifications to the calibration were made. 

It can be seen in Figures 6-36 to 6-39 that, considering the range of initial conditions, the 

calibration yields a good agreement with the laboratory data. This is particularly the case for 

the denser-than-critical samples, whereas for the looser-than-critical samples the performance 

is not as good, but is still satisfactory. However, it should be noted that in accordance with a 

CPT-ψ correlation by Robertson (2012) for the main sand layer between 3 m and 20 m depth 

at PRPC, as seen in Figure 6-40, it is expected that the entire simulated deposit is characterised 

by negative values of initial state parameter (i.e. corresponding to denser-than-critical 

behaviour), meaning that the abovementioned limited accuracy of the model for looser-than-

critical conditions is, to a considerably extent, less important. 
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Figure 6-36: Model performance for denser-than-critical drained triaxial tests (volumetric strain-axial 

strain and deviatoric stress-axial strain response) 
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Figure 6-37: Model performance for denser-than-critical undrained triaxial tests (stress path in 

deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial strain response and pore water pressure-

axial strain evolution) 
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Figure 6-38: Model performance for looser-than-critical drained triaxial tests (volumetric strain-axial 

strain and deviatoric stress-axial strain response) 
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Figure 6-39: Model performance for looser-than-critical undrained triaxial tests (stress path in 

deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial strain response and pore water pressure-

axial strain evolution) 
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Figure 6-40: Estimated state parameter values across the main sand layer at PRPC based on the 

Robertson (2012) CPT-ψ correlation 

Cyclic response 

The performance of the final calibration in terms of CRR curves against laboratory data for 

various mean effective stress levels and relative densities, as well as the Kσ trend for both CTX 

and CSS conditions has already been shown in section 6.6.9. In this section, a more thorough 

investigation of the performance in terms of different p′0 levels, as well as different relative 

densities is carried out.  

Figure 6-41 depicts the variation of cyclic strength with p′0 for both liquefaction criteria of PT 

and ru=1.0 and for densities of 50%, 60% and 70%. For the PT criterion a reduction in cyclic 

strength with increasing stress level is observed, tying in with the trends reported in the 

literature (Ishihara, 1996). Similar conclusions can be drawn for the ru=1.0 criterion, with the 

only exception being the points at high CSR levels which depart from the desired trend. This 

is believed to be a result of the fabric index formulation and Equation 6-23:  

 

 
H = H0 ∙ (

σ′1,0
p′ref

)−ζ ∙ 〈−ψ0〉   6-23 

 

as well as of the deviatoric part formulation of the fabric according to Equation 6-24: 
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 Δ𝐟 = −H ∙ 〈−Δεvol
p 〉 ∙ [Cf ∙ 𝐧 + 𝐟]   6-24 

which, for the same value of Cf, result in higher values of H and hence higher compliance on 

reversal for lower p′0  levels, assuming that comparable magnitudes of Δεvol
p

 are generated 

during the post-dilation path. This discrepancy is evident for high CSR levels because the 

dilatancy surface is crossed from the early loading stages, leading very quickly to liquefaction. 

Conversely, in the low CSR range it takes many cycles to reach the PTL and, as a result, this 

part of the formulation does not govern the cyclic strength. Nevertheless, as this behaviour 

takes place only at high CSR levels where few cycles are required for liquefaction, the impact 

of the observed difference is not expected to be significant.  

 

Figure 6-41: Effect of mean effective stress level on the computed cyclic strength of the Christchurch 

sand FC0-20% for both PT and ru=1.0 liquefaction criteria for (a) Dr = 70%, (b) Dr = 60% and (c) Dr 

= 50% 
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In Figure 6-42 the variation of cyclic strength for different relative densities is presented for 

both liquefaction criteria and for different p′0 levels. Clearly, a higher relative density leads to 

a higher cyclic strength, with the CRR points moving to the right of the graphs. The effect of 

relative density is shown not to be substantial, agreeing well with the trends observed in the 

laboratory tests (see section 6.6.2). 

 

Figure 6-42: Effect of relative density on the computed cyclic strength of the Christchurch sand FC0-

20% for both PT and ru=1.0 liquefaction criteria for (a) p′0 = 60 kPa, (b) p′0 = 90 kPa and (c) p′0 = 

130 kPa 
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6.7 Calibration of the Imperial College Generalised Small Strain 

Stiffness model for non-liquefiable strata 

The ICG3S model (Taborda et al., 2016) was used for the calibration of the non-liquefiable 

silty/clayey layers between 0-3 m, 20-22 m and 26.5-28 m depth.  Its formulation has been 

described in detail in Chapter 2. A constant Poisson’s ratio has been assumed, meaning that the 

deviatoric and bulk mechanisms are coupled, in terms of both stiffness degradation and reversal 

behaviour. No loading direction or θ dependency was considered in the degradation rate of the 

shear modulus. Due to the cyclic nature of the problem under consideration, the cyclic mode 

interpretation of the strain history is employed (see Chapter 2). Finally, to simulate material 

damping at very small strain levels the novel varying scaling factor of Taborda & Zdravković 

(2012), which was established using a random mutation Hill-Climbing local optimisation 

technique, as described in Chapter 2, has been adopted during loading/unloading cycles. It 

should be noted that no p′  dependence was considered ( d1,G
 ′′ =0). More details of the 

formulation and implementation of this varying scaling factor can be found in the original 

reference. The calibration of model parameters ac, bc and RG,min based on the reference stiffness 

degradation curve was performed utilising optimisation techniques following the procedure 

described in Taborda et al. (2010), while the parameters for the damping were calibrated based 

on a Hill-Climbing optimisation technique, as described  in Taborda & Zdravković (2012). 

6.7.1 Stiffness degradation and damping variation curves 

Darendeli (2001) was used to reproduce the normalised stiffness degradation and damping 

variation curves for each layer. The mean effective stress at mid-depth of each layer was used 

for the calculation. For the shallow 0-3 m depth sandy/clayey silt layer this takes a value of 30 

kPa, which is just within the range of stress levels tested by Darendeli (2001). Based on the Ic 

values obtained at these depths (see Figure 6-10c), no indication of organic soils exists (no 

values greater than 3.60). A PI value of 10% was allocated to the 0-3 m sandy/clayey silt layer 

and of 15% to the 20-22 and 26.5-28 m clayey silt layers. In terms of over-consolidation ratio, 

OCR, the choice was based on CPT-OCR correlations by Lunne et al. (1997) for fine-grained 

soils, as shown in Figure 6-43. Based on average values of normalised cone resistance, Qt =

(qt − σv0) σ′v0⁄ , of 15 for the 0-3 m layer and 7 for the deeper 20-22 and 26.5-28 m layers, 

OCR values of 5, 2 and 2 were adopted, respectively. In the above expression qt is the cone 

resistance corrected for water pressures (Robertson & Cabal, 2012), while σv0 and σ′v0 are the 

in-situ total and effective vertical stress. Finally, the curves were obtained for the 10th cycle of 
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loading and for a frequency of 1 Hz, values commonly used, as they are representative of 

geotechnical earthquake engineering problems.   

The resulting curves for each layer are plotted in Figures 6-44 to 6-46.  The calibrated curves 

for the ICG3S model have also been included in these figures. A very good match of the 

damping evolution, even at very small strain levels, can be seen. This was the main target of 

the calibration, as the damping evolution is critical for the type of modelling under 

consideration (Taborda, 2011), Concurrently, an adequate simulation of the stiffness 

degradation curves is also achieved using the same set of parameters.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

Figure 6-43: CPT-OCR empirical correlation for fine-grained soils (Figure 5.14, Lunne et al. (1997)) 

 

Figure 6-44: Darendeli (2001) stiffness degradation and damping variation curves and ICG3S 

calibrated curves for the sandy/clayey silt layer at 0-3 m depth 
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Figure 6-45: Darendeli (2001) stiffness degradation and damping variation curves and ICG3S 

calibrated curves for the clayey silt layer at 20-22 m depth 

 

Figure 6-46: Darendeli (2001) stiffness degradation and damping variation curves and ICG3S 

calibrated curves for the clayey silt layer at 26.5-28 m depth 

6.7.2 Small strain elastic parameters 

Having determined the stiffness degradation curve for each layer, the small strain shear 

modulus needs to be defined. For simplification, no dependency on p′ or e was assumed for 

these strata. Gmax was obtained from the Vs profile from surface wave measurements from 

Wotherspoon et al. (2015a), shown in Figure 6-11b. These resulted in values of 50852.0, 

46976.0 and 53032.0 kPa for depths 0-3, 20-22 and 26.5-28 m, respectively. The value for the 

shallow layer was calculated as a thickness-based weighted average of the various Vs values 

within the first 3 m, resulting in a higher value than that of the clayey silt layer at 20 m depth. 

However, as it will be discussed in section 6.12.1, varying this value between about 25 MPa 

and 80 MPa, the minimum and maximum values obtained from the surface wave measurements 

between 0 and 3 m depth, resulted in insignificant variations. 
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Given the uncertainty imparted in surface wave measurements and in their interpretation 

(Wotherspoon et al., 2015a), the values obtained above were validated against CPT-Gmax 

correlations. Such a direct correlation is given by Lunne et al. (1997) and is depicted in Figure 

6-47. Based on the average Qt values previously presented, a Gmax of 20, 46 and 50 MPa was 

obtained for each of the three strata. Apart from the shallow layer, these exhibit a very good 

agreement with the surface wave measurements. Given the inaccuracy of the CPT close to the 

ground surface (Taylor, 2015), but also due to the aforementioned insensitivity of the computed 

results to the Gmax value of the shallow layer, the original average value of 50852.0 kPa was 

adopted in the analyses for the shallow clayey silt layer.  

 

Figure 6-47: CPT-Gmax correlation (after Figure 5.10, Lunne et al. (1997)) 

Based on the soil type of these layers, as inferred from log descriptions and CPT interpretations, 

a Poisson ratio of 0.3 was assumed for the shallow 0-3 m sandy/clayey silt layer and of 0.35 

for the deeper clayey silt layers.  

Table 6-13 presents a summary of the ICG3S model parameters for the three silty layers at 

PRPC. 
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Table 6-13: Model parameters for ICG3S 

Model parameter Silt 0-3 Silt 20-22 Silt 26.5-28 

Maximum stiffness    

Gmax 50852.0 kPa 46976.0 kPa 53032.0 kPa 

Shear stiffness degradation    

a0,c 1.0600E-4 0.21410E-3 0.2350E-3 

a1,c 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

a2,c 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

b0,c 1.0760 1.0560 1.0610 

RG,min 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Gmin 1.0000 kPa 1.0000 kPa 1.0000 kPa 

Varying scaling factor    

d′1,G 203.0796 105.8509 103.4601 

d′′1,G 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

d2,G 0.206176 0.194948 0.195534 

d3,G 9661.7640 7017.6490 6888.2910 

d4,G 0.638378 0.652856 0.657224 

6.8 Other considerations on the selection of soil properties 

6.8.1 In-situ permeability 

The selection of the permeability coefficient is of profound importance as it controls the 

drainage regime and hence, liquefaction occurrence. This property also affects the fundamental 

frequency of a saturated deposit in terms of P-waves and the amplification of vertical motion 

towards the ground surface, as it has been observed in previous numerical studies (Han, 2014), 

but also in the theoretical investigation presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Extra care in the 

selection of permeability is required given the complexity of the stratigraphy and hence, of the 

in-situ hydraulic conditions. 

Taylor (2015) obtained estimates of the vertical permeability for the various types of 

Christchurch sands through correlations with soil gradation properties. The relationships of 

Hazen (1892) and Kozeny-Carman (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1956) were used and provided 

comparable predictions. The results are shown in Figure 6-48, indicating a permeability of 
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1.0E-04 to 3.0E-04 m/s for the K1 GP samples of clean sand, decreasing thereafter with 

increasing FC. For the FC range considered in this study (0-20%), a value of 1.0E-04 m/s was 

adopted. 

 

Figure 6-48: Estimates of vertical permeability of Christchurch sands for different FC based on soil 

gradation (Figure 9.7, Taylor (2015)) 

Given the lack of site-specific data for the silty layers, the choice of in-situ permeability was 

based on the inferred soil behaviour type and Table 5.13a of Lunne et al. (1997). For category 

6 and sandy silt to clayey silt a value of 1.0E-07 m/s was adopted for the shallow 0-3 m layer, 

whereas the deeper layers were allocated a permeability of 1.0E-08 m/s based on category 5 

(clayey silt to silty clay). 

6.8.2 Lateral earth pressure coefficient at rest, K0 

Given the difficulty in obtaining accurate estimates of K0 through direct measurements of the 

in-situ horizontal effective stresses, the widely used approximation of Jaky (1944) based on the 

angle of shearing resistance at CS, φ′CS, for normally consolidated soils was used for the 

Christchurch sand: 

 

 K0 = 1 − sinφ′CS   6-25 
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For a φ′CS of 34.5o this resulted in a K0 of 0.44. 

For the silty layers, Lunne et al. (1997) present an indirect CPT correlation through the value 

of OCR and the plasticity index, according to Figure 6-49. This resulted in a K0 value of 1.0 

for the shallow 0-3 m layer and to a value of 0.65 for the deeper 20-22 and 26.5-28 m layers. 

 

 

Figure 6-49: Indirect CPT-K0 correlation for fine-grained soils (after Figure 5.12, Lunne et al. (1997)) 

6.8.3 Porosity of silty layers and void ratio of sand 

The final property requiring characterisation is the porosity or in-situ void ratio of the various 

layers. An average relative density of 70% was assigned to the sand layers as obtained through 

the CPT-Dr correlation of Jamiolkowski et al. (2003). Based on average emin and emax values of 

0.6016 and 1.0416 and Equation 6-26 this resulted in a void ratio of 0.734. 

 

 
Dr =

emax − eo
emax − emin

   6-26 
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Finally, the porosity of the secondary strata was chosen equal to 43% and 53% for the shallow 

sandy/clayey silt and the deeper clayey silt layers, respectively, in agreement with general 

trends found in the literature (Lunne et al., 1997). 

The choice of profile and properties for PRPC led to the vertical effective stress, mean effective 

stress and Gmax profiles shown in Figure 6-50. Values down to 28 m depth, at the interface 

with the Riccarton gravel, are shown as the deeper layers of gravel were not modelled in the 

FE analyses. 

 

Figure 6-50: Modelled in-situ (a) vertical effective stress (b) mean effective stress and (c) maximum 

elastic shear stiffness profiles at SMS PRPC 

6.9 Selection of input ground motions 

The selection of ground motion to be used as input in the FE analyses is one of the biggest 

challenges when modelling case studies from the 2010-2011 CES, due to the absence of 

downhole arrays in the wider area and the scarcity of outcrop rock records. Two ground 

motions recorded during the Mw 6.2 February seismic event were used as input in the FE 

analyses. Details of the sites and of the ground motions are given below. From the two 

horizontal components only the one with the highest PGA is presented, as only this was 

modelled in the analyses. In the case of the Christchurch event, this component almost 

coincides with the fault parallel direction, which is known not to be affected by forward 

directivity effects (Garini et al., 2011). PRPC did exhibit such forward directivity effects in the 

fault normal component (Bradley, 2012). As such, modelling of the component in that direction 
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would have potentially increased the uncertainty in the computed results, especially when using 

input motions that were not affected by forward directivity. 

6.9.1  LPCC record 

The first motion used as input in this study is the one recorded at the Lyttelton Port Company 

station (LPCC), at the edge of the Port Hills, which has already been presented in section 6.3.1. 

As aforementioned, this is the only station situated on engineering bedrock (class B in the 

NZS1170.5 site class guidelines (Standards New Zealand, 2004)) which recorded the 

Christchurch earthquake.  The closest distance to the surface projection of the rupture (RJB, 

Boore et al., 1997) is 4.8 km (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011), while it is located about 8 km 

south-east from the epicentre. Very high motions were registered during the Christchurch event 

in this station with a maximum acceleration of 0.88g in the S80W direction and of 0.41g in the 

vertical direction. Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011) attribute this large acceleration values to the 

possible low levels of motion attenuation through the volcanic bedrock.  

As already discussed in Chapter 3, the station is located in private land and, as such, the exact 

surface stratigraphy is unknown (Van Houtte et al., 2012). Nearby boreholes in the NZGD are 

located on a hilly area to the north-east of the station and as such cannot be used to define the 

depth to bedrock (Figure 6-51). The Vs profile from surface wave measurements by Wood et 

al. (2011), about 300 m away from the station, is shown in Figure 6-52. This reveals some 

softer surficial deposits down to about 6 m depth, where the top of the basaltic bedrock is 

indicated by the sharp increase in the velocity. There are no CPT data close to LPCC and as 

such no CPT-Vs correlations could be used. It was decided to deconvolve the recorded motion 

down to 6 m depth in order to obtain a more realistic bedrock motion, in agreement with 

Gazetas (2013). This was done only for the horizontal component, since for the vertical 

component, given the proximity of the station to the sea, the GWT was assumed to be at ground 

surface (no nearby measurement of the GWT was available) and hence the response in the 

vertical direction within these first 6m is expected to be mostly linear. Additionally, given the 

short thickness of the surficial layers, the fundamental frequency for P-waves is expected to 

attain very high values and hence no resonance would be expected to take place (see Chapter 

3 of this thesis). 
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Figure 6-51: LPCC location and nearby boreholes shown as circles (CERA, 2012; NZGD, 2016) 

 

Figure 6-52: Vs profile in LPCC (after Wood et al., 2011) 

Darendeli (2001) was used to obtain the stiffness degradation and damping variation curves for 

the surficial stiff material. The latter was described in nearby boreholes as a sandy/clayey silt, 

mostly non-plastic to low plasticity, possibly loess. This ties in with the general geological 

model described in section 6.2. A PI of 5% was used in the calculations, while the mean 

effective stress at 3 m depth was equal to 20 kPa, based on a γb of 17 and 19.5 kN/m3 for the 

soil above and below the GWT, respectively, and on an assumed K0 of 0.5. As this value is 

below the 30 kPa lower limit found in Darendeli’s database, the curves were calculated for a 

p′0 value of 30 kPa. Finally, an OCR of 1 was used in the calculations. It should be noted that 
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the effect of this latter property on the shape and rate of variation of the stiffness and damping 

is insignificant (Taborda, 2011). The resulting curves are shown in Figure 6-53. 

The equivalent linear analysis was carried out with the frequency domain program EERA 

(Bardet et al., 2000). Han (2014) showed that the same methodology can also be employed for 

the vertical propagation of compressional waves. 

For the deconvolution process, the original motion is prescribed at ground surface as outcrop 

motion. The Vs profile, as shown in Figure 6-52, was utilised with the bottom boundary defined 

by the basaltic layer with a Vs of 1520 m/s at 6 m depth. The input motion was baseline 

corrected with the computer software SeismoSignal v5.0.0 (Seismosoft, 2014) prior to 

deconvolution. The outcome of the baseline process has been shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3-20, 

for both components (LPCC S80W and UP).  

 

Figure 6-53: Adopted stiffness degradation and damping variation curves for the 6m thick surface 

layer at the SMS LPCC (Darendeli, 2001) 

The original and deconvolved horizontal motion with a duration of 20 s is shown in Figure 

6-54a, while the original vertical component is shown in Figure 6-54b. For the horizontal S80W 

component the PGA reduced by 35.9%, taking a value of 0.563g, while from the Fourier 

spectrum it becomes evident that frequencies between 5 and 13 Hz approximately must have 

been amplified by this surficial stiff silty layer, in agreement with the findings of Gazetas 

(2013). 

It is important to note that the station LPCC lies on the hanging wall of the fault, whereas PRPC 

on the footwall. This would be expected to significantly affect the recorded ground surface 

motion and adds additional uncertainty to using the LPCC record as input when modelling 

stations on the footwall. Abrahamson & Silva (1997) found consistently increased 

accelerations on sites lying on the hanging wall compared to those on the footwall of a fault 
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rupture. However, as noted by Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011), due to the steep angle of the 

fault dip (66.5o, Beavan et al. (2011)), the amplifying hanging wall effect is not expected to be 

significant. This is corroborated by a number of statistical regressions for the development of 

GMPEs, such as Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) and Chiou & Youngs (2008) who found that 

the hanging wall effect diminishes for dip angles of about 70o or larger or for RJB distances 

greater or equal to 5 km. 

 

Figure 6-54: (a) Original and deconvolved acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum of LPCC 

S80W (b) original acceleration time-history and Fourier Spectrum of LPCC UP as registered during 

the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake 

6.9.2 RHSC record 

Given the uncertainties for SMS LPCC and the importance of the characteristics of the input 

motion, as highlighted by Markham et al. (2016), a second record was also considered. The 

main objectives for the selection were that this, similarly to PRPC, originates from a station 

located on the footwall of the fault rupture, the stratigraphy is known with more certainty 

compared to LPCC and no liquefaction took place during the Christchurch event, so that the 

equivalent-linear approach is applicable. As such, the focus was on the area to the west of CBD 

were gravelly deposits prevail below the ground surface and no significant non-linearity is 

expected to have taken place. Amongst the various stations, the Riccarton High School station 

(RHSC), with an RJB of 6.5 km (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011) and the Canterbury Aero Club 

(CACS) station, with an RJB of 12.7 km (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011) were found 

appropriate. The location of both stations can be seen in Figure 6-4. Given the importance of 

the attenuation of high frequency waves with distance, especially when P-wave propagation is 

modelled (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2016), and the much closer distance of the modelled station 
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(i.e. PRPC) to the rupture, it was decided to use SMS RHSC with the shortest distance from 

the fault. 

Stratigraphy details and Vs data were taken from Wotherspoon et al. (2015a). The SMS and the 

location of the adjacent borehole (BH1) can be seen in Figure 6-55. This revealed about 6.5 m 

of sand with silt and some organic material underlain by gravel, characterised by SPT N60 

values greater than 50 down to a depth of 27 m where the borehole was terminated (Appendix 

C). Figure 6-56 also shows the shear wave profile, with Vs increasing to a value of 280 m/s at 

the interface between sand and gravel and to 450 m/s at a depth of 17 m, possibly indicating 

the top of the Riccarton gravel at that depth. The gravel layer between 6.5 and 17 m depth is 

believed to be alluvial gravel of the Springston Formation. No CPTs were undertaken in the 

vicinity of the station as the profile is dominated by gravel. As such, no CPT-Vs correlations 

were carried out. According to Wotherspoon et al. (2015a), the GWT is located at a depth of 6 

m, very close to the interface with the gravel, justifying the absence of liquefaction during the 

various seismic events, despite the low SPT values within the sandy layer as seen in Appendix 

C. 

 

Figure 6-55: SMS RHSC and adjacent borehole location (Figure 79, Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 
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Figure 6-56: Vs profile and stratigraphy at SMS RHSC (adapted from Wotherspoon et al. (2015a)) 

As the exact depth of gravel is unknown, it was decided to deconvolve the horizontal 

component down to the interface with the stiffer Riccarton Gravel at a depth of 17m, due to the 

high stiffness contrast. For the vertical motion, as now the GWT is located at a depth of 6m, 

deconvolution was also carried out down to this depth. Darendeli (2001) was used to obtain the 

stiffness and damping curves for the sandy stratum, while Rollins et al. (1998) was used to 

obtain the dynamic properties of the alluvial gravel layer. A unit weight of 17 and 19.5 kN/m3 

was used for the sandy stratum above and below the GWT, respectively, while a value of 20 

kN/m3 was adopted for the gravelly layer. An OCR of 1.0 and a K0 of 0.5 were assumed for 

both layers, while the plasticity index was taken as 5% and 0% for the sandy and gravelly strata, 

respectively. As previously, the curves were calculated for the mean effective stress level at 

mid-depth of each layer. These are shown in Figure 6-57. Rollins et al. (1998) presented mean 

and ± standard deviation (SD) stiffness degradation and damping variation curves based on 

triaxial as well as torsional shear tests on reconstituted and undisturbed gravel, with gravel 

content between 0 and 90% and mean effective stress levels between 29 to 490 kPa. Taborda 

(2011) modified the Darendeli (2001) coefficients for sands in order to fit, through a trial-and-

error process, the range of stiffness degradation and damping variation curves for gravels, as 

defined by the mean ± SD curves of the study by Rollins et al. (1998). The main aim of this 

exercise was to obtain a set of equations that would estimate the dynamic behaviour of gravels 

under any value of p′ with a maximum limit of 500 kPa, the upper mean effective stress limit 

in the database used by Rollins et al. (1998) (Taborda, 2011). These Darendeli (2001) 
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expressions with the modified coefficients for gravel were thus used for the reproduction of the 

gravel curves used herein. 

It should be noted that Arefi (2014) modified Darendeli’s (2001) coefficients to incorporate 

results from the drained cyclic testing he conducted on Christchurch sands. All tests, however, 

were carried out at a p′0 level of 100 kPa, and all soils were non-plastic. As such a combination 

of ‘new’ and ‘old’ coefficients were used for the new curves. Given the uncertainty arising 

from this and from the fact that Arefi (2014) carried out triaxial testing, whereas Darendeli 

(2001) torsional shear, which increases the uncertainty in the conversion of axial strains and 

Young’s modulus to shear strains and stiffness, as measurements of radial strains do not appear 

to have been taken, it was decided to use the original Darendeli (2001) coefficients for the 

sandy stratum. 

Similarly to LPCC, the two components were baseline corrected prior to deconvolution (Figure 

6-58). The Vs profile, as shown in Figure 6-56, was used for the horizontal motion, while for 

the vertical, this was converted to Vp down to the GWT depth, according to Equation 6-27: 

 

 

Vp = Vs ∙ √
2 ∙ (1 − v)

1 − 2 ∙ v
   6-27 

 

which is applicable for soils above the GWT. For this a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was assumed, 

given the composition of the surficial sand/silt stratum. A Vp value of 1600 m/s, typical for a 

fully-saturated deposit, was used in the equivalent linear analysis for the ‘bedrock’ level, i.e. 

for the interface with the sandy/silty stratum below the GWT at 6 m depth. Given the absence 

of constrained modulus stiffness degradation and damping variation curves for sandy soils 

above the GWT, the Darendeli’s (2001) curves for the sandy stratum were used in the case of 

the vertical component too (Figure 6-57). This adds additional uncertainty to the resulting 

vertical motion, as perhaps lower degradation rate or at least wider linear plateau would be 

expected for the constrained modulus compared to the shear modulus (Han et al., 2015). 

It should be noted that due to the high vertical stiffness of gravel relative to the bulk modulus 

of water, especially for deeper layers, it is possible that part of the observed non-linearity in 

the vertical direction might be a result of stiffness degradation within the gravel layer. This 
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would imply that the deconvolution process should be carried out for a deeper depth within the 

gravel layer. Nevertheless, given the unknown depth to bedrock and the additional uncertainty 

that would be imparted by the unknown stiffness degradation and damping variation for the 

gravelly layers below the GWT, it was decided not to carry out such a deconvolution. Most of 

the non-linearity after all would be expected to occur within these first 6 metres of sand above 

the GWT. 

 

Figure 6-57: Stiffness degradation and damping variation curves for the 0 - 6.5 m depth sandy/silty 

stratum and the 6.5 - 17 m depth alluvial gravel layer at SMS RHSC 

 

Figure 6-58: Quadratic baseline correction of the horizontal (N86W) and vertical (UP) components 

registered during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event at SMS RHSC (Seismosoft, 2014) 

The original and deconvolved N86W horizontal and vertical acceleration time-histories, as well 

as the corresponding Fourier spectra are shown in Figure 6-59.  The modelled duration for the 

RHSC motion was chosen equal to 30 s, as some oscillations are still present after 20 s. These 

are more pronounced in the vertical motion, possibly due to the arrival of surface waves. The 

reduction in the horizontal PGA was in the order of 53.2%, from a value of 0.293g to 0.137g, 

while in the vertical direction the respective reduction was 45.2%, from 0.188g to 0.103g. 

Naturally, an additional uncertainty arising concerns the independent deconvolution process of 
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the horizontal and vertical components, as some interaction might take place in the field 

between the two orthogonal directions. 

 

Figure 6-59: Original and deconvolved acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum of (a) RHSC 

N86W (b) RHSC UP as registered during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake 

6.10 Attenuation of waves with site-to-source distance 

As seismic waves travel through media, attenuation takes place due to two main mechanisms: 

material damping which involves viscous and hysteretic mechanisms during which the elastic 

energy is converted to heat, as well as radiation or geometrical damping due to stiffness contrast 

and an ever-increasing area over which the energy of the wave is spread (Kramer, 1996). Given 

the different distances of the deconvolution stations (i.e. LPCC and RHSC where the input 

motion is determined) and the modelled or convolution station (i.e. PRPC) from the plane of 

rupture, as schematically shown in Figure 6-60, it is particularly important to account for such 

an amplitude decay with distance.  

Ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) have been statistically developed via regression 

of past events’ ground motions in order to predict the PGA and spectral acceleration (SA) 

generated by an earthquake. These depend on a number of factors, such as source and faulting 

mechanism, path, local site conditions and hanging wall effects. More recently, a number of 

studies on both horizontal and vertical acceleration prediction equations for active shallow 

crustal earthquakes, as is the case of the Canterbury region, have immersed as part of the Pacific 

Earthquake Engineering Research Center Next Generation Attenuation Phase 2 (PEER NGA-

West2) project (Bozorgnia et al., 2014). Several research groups are involved in the project: 
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Chiou & Youngs (2013), Campbell & Bozorgnia (2014), Boore et al. (2014), Bozorgnia & 

Campbell (2016) and Stewart et al. (2016) amongst others.   

 

 

Figure 6-60: Schematic representation of the location of the convolution (PRPC) and deconvolution 

stations (LPCC and RHSC) used in the study relative to the 22nd February 2011 fault (map not in 

scale) 

Given the abundance of GMPEs, a critical review was performed to choose the most relevant 

ones for the present study. With regard to the vertical component, it has already been mentioned 

that Lee et al. (2013) found the Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) model - denoted as CB03 - to 

perform better than other GMPEs on account of the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event. 

Similarly, Bradley (2010) - denoted as B10 -, on the basis of the Chiou & Youngs (2008) 

GMPE for the geometric mean of the horizontal component, developed a New Zealand-specific 

model which has been shown to perform well for the Christchurch earthquake (Bradley, 2013). 

As such, CB03 and B10 were used as the basis of the PGA predictions for the SMS PRPC. The 

GMPE by McVerry et al. (2006) is another New Zealand-based model. However, Bradley 

(2013) found this to underperform for active shallow crustal earthquakes in New Zealand. The 

results of the two main models used were checked against another set of GMPEs, as general 

practice is to compare the results of different models due to epistemic variability (Campbell & 

Bozorgnia, 2003). The Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) (CB03) horizontal GMPE and the 

Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) - denoted as BC16 - NGA-West2 vertical GMPEs were chosen 

for this purpose. It should be noted that any other models applicable to active shallow crustal 
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earthquakes could have been used for comparisons with the main Bradley (2010) and Campbell 

& Bozorgnia (2003) models. 

As the response within the stiff gravel is anticipated to be fairly linear (Smyrou et al., 2011), 

bedrock outcropping instead of Riccarton gravel outcropping motions were calculated for the 

PRPC station. This means that the base of the numerical model was taken as the interface of 

the clayey silt layer at 28 m with the basaltic bedrock rather than with the Riccarton gravel 

layer. For this, bedrock Vs30 values were required. Vs30 is the average shear wave velocity to a 

depth of 30 m in a deposit, as given by the harmonic mean (Equation 6-28), and is commonly 

used in GMPEs to account for non-linear site effects and site amplification. In particular, a 

value of 1500 m/s was used in the calculations for the B10 and BC16 models, based on surface 

wave measurements at LPCC (section 6.9.1). This is also the upper boundary of Vs30 values for 

which these equations have been developed (Chiou & Youngs, 2008; Bozorgnia & Campbell, 

2016). Conversely, the CB03 model utilises site classes to account for the local site conditions. 

As such, the firm rock class was chosen for outcrop predictions, as defined in the original 

reference.  

 

 
Vs30 =

30

∑
hi
Vsi

L
i=1

   6-28 

 

In Equation 6-28 hi and Vsi are, respectively, the thickness and shear wave velocity of layer i 

and L is the number of different layers within the first 30 m of the deposit. 

Figure 6-61 is a schematic representation of the procedure followed to obtain the ground 

motion to be used as input in the FE analyses. Point A represents the deconvolution station (i.e. 

LPCC and RHSC), while B is the convolution station (i.e. PRPC). The procedure is as follows: 

• The recorded motion at ground surface at station A is deconvolved down to bedrock 

(Ab), as explained in section 6.9 for SMSs LPCC and RHSC.  

• The bedrock motion, Ab, is then scaled to the outcropping PGA at Bout (Figure 6-61a), 

as predicted through use of the GMPE. The main assumption in this is that the 

outcropping motion at the convolution station Bout will have the same characteristics 
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with the bedrock motion at station A, but due its different distance from the fault rupture, 

as shown in Figure 6-60, it will be characterised by different acceleration amplitudes.  

• The scaled bedrock outcropping motion Bout is then used as the transmitted to the clayey 

silt layer motion at the base of the deposit at the convolution station, Binput, in order to 

predict the ground surface response C (Figure 6-61b). Given the high relative stiffness 

contrast between the clayey silt layer and the basaltic bedrock, the transmitted 

amplitude into the clayey silt layer would be similar to that measured in an outcropping 

rock (Kramer, 1996). As a result, the outcropping motion was considered appropriate 

for use as input in the numerical model at the base of the 28 m deep deposit (Bout=Binput). 

 

Figure 6-61: Schematic representation of the procedure followed to obtain the ground motion used as 

input in the FE analyses (a) deconvolution at station A and use of GMPE to obtain the rock 

outcropping motion at station B, (b) convolution at station B to obtain the surface response, C 

The GMPEs for S-waves provide predictions (i.e. PGA amplitude) for the geometric mean of 

the two components on the horizontal plane. To obtain the PGA amplitude of the single 

outcropping horizontal component of PRPC under consideration, it was assumed that the 

outcropping ratio of horizontal PGAs at PRPC would be the same as the ratio of the 

deconvolved accelerations at LPCC. As such, Equation 6-29 was used: 

 

 GM = √PGA1 ∙ PGA2 = √PGA1 ∙ rat ∙ PGA1 = PGA1 ∙ √rat 

rat =
PGA2,LPCC
PGA1,LPCC

 

  6-29 
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where GM is the geometric mean prediction of the outcropping PGA for PRPC as obtained 

through the GMPE, PGA1 and PGA2 are the corresponding outcropping PGA values of the two 

normal horizontal components at PRPC and rat is the ratio of the two horizontal PGA values 

at LPCC as obtained from the deconvolution process. The same process was followed when 

the deconvolved RHSC motion was used.  

Based on a review of various fault models for the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake (Beavan et 

al., 2011; Kaiser et al., 2012; Beavan et al., 2012; Elliot et al., 2012), the single fault GPS & 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) model of Beavan et al. (2011) was used to obtain the various 

characteristics of the fault rupture and the source-site distances, which are required as input in 

the GMPEs. This indicated the main slip to have a magnitude of maximum 2.5 m, centred at 4 

km depth and to be a combination of reverse and right-lateral strike slip faulting (Beavan et al., 

2011). On the south-western part of the fault there was another right-lateral slip of maximum 

displacement of 1 m. The single fault model was adopted in this study due to its simplicity, but 

also in order to be consistent with the rupture, Rrup (or Rseis), and Joyner-Boore, RJB, distances 

of the various SMS from the fault plane, as presented in Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011). The 

various fault characteristics of the GPS&SAR single fault model of Beavan et al. (2011) for 

the Mw 6.2 event are presented in Table 6-14. Tables 6-15, 6-16 and 6-17 present the input 

parameters for each GMPE used in this study in order to calculate the PGA at PRPC. 

Definitions of Rseis and RJB are also given in Table 6-15. 

Table 6-14: Characteristics of the fault rupture of the Mw 6.2 February seismic event (Beavan et al., 

2011) 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Epicenter longitude (o) 172.69 Dip angle δ (o) 66.5 

Epicenter latitude (o) -43.545 Length (km) 16 

Dip direction SE Downdip width (km) 7 

Mw
* 6.2 Average slip (m) 1.7 

ZHYP
** (km) 4 Average rake angle λ (o) 146 

Strike (o) 59 ZTOR
*** (km) 1 

*Mw: Seismologically determined moment magnitude (GNS, 2014). The geodetic magnitude was 

calculated as 6.3, suggesting that a percentage of aseismic slip took place following the February event 

(Beavan et al., 2011; Beavan et al., 2012) 
* *ZHYP: hypocentral depth of the earthquake 
***ZTOR: depth to top of the rupture 
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Table 6-15: Input parameters for the Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) GMPE 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Faulting mechanism Reverse fault Rseis or Rrup
* (km) 2.5 

Soil category Form rock RJB
** (km) 2.3 

Mw 6.2 Deep angle δ (ο) 66.5 

* Rseis or Rrup: closest distance to the fault plane (Bradley, 2013; Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011) 
**RJB: closest distance to the surface projection of the fault plane (Bradley, 2013; Bradley & 

Cubrinovski, 2011) 

 

Table 6-16: Input parameters for the Bradley (2010) GMPE 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Mw 6.2 ZTOR (km) 1 

Rseis or Rrup (km) 2.5 Rake angle λ (ο) 146 

RJB (km) 2.3 Vs30 (m/s) 1500 

Deep angle δ (ο) 66.5 Z1,0
** (m) 1000 

Rx
* (km) -2.3 RTVZ

*** (km) 0 

*Rx: distance from the surface projection of the updip edge of the fault plane, measured normal to the 

fault strike (Chiou & Youngs, 2008) – sign convention is updip direction negative 
**Z1,0: depth to Vs of 1 km/s (Chiou & Youngs, 2008) 
***RTVZ: Volcanic path distance through the Taupo Volcanic Zone through which anelastic attenuation 

is considered to be higher (Bradley, 2010) 

 

Table 6-17: Input parameters for the Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) GMPE 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Mw 6.2 ZTOR (km) 1 

Rseis or Rrup (km) 2.5 Rake angle λ (ο) 146 

RJB (km) 2.3 Vs30 (m/s) 1500 

Deep angle δ (ο) 66.5 W* (km) 7 

Rx (km) -2.3 SJ
** 0 

ZHYP (km) 4   

*W: downdip width of the fault rupture plane (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2016)  
**SJ: shallow site response term, 1 for sites located in Japan and 0 for all other sites (Bozorgnia & 

Campbell, 2016)  

 

CB03 considered both uncorrected and corrected PGA. The terms uncorrected and corrected 

correspond to the standard processing procedure of accelerograms, known as phase 1 and 2, 
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respectively, where phase 1 is the accelerogram as recorded or post baseline and instrument 

correction and phase 2 is the accelerogram at a uniform time-step following bandpass filtering 

(Campbell & Bozorgnia, 2003). The uncorrected PGA coefficients were used in the case of 

CB03, as suggested by the authors. Additionally, the standard deviation in this model was based 

on PGA rather than magnitude, as it is statistically more robust (Campbell & Bozorgnia, 2003). 

For the B10 model, out of the 28 coefficients, 20 were taken from Chiou & Youngs (2008) as 

only 8 were updated by Bradley (2010). Additionally, Bradley (2010) suggests use of Equation 

6-30 from Chiou & Youngs (2008) to obtain the basin depth to a Vs of 1 km/s, Z1,0. However, 

due to the existence of the gravel horizon in the Christchurch basin, which is known to extend 

to depths greater than 500 km, Z1,0 was adopted from Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011) and was 

taken equal to 1000 m. 

 

 
ln(Z1,0) = 28.5 −

3.82

8
∙ ln (Vs30

2 + 378.78)   6-30 

 

Finally, with regard to the BC16 model, a depth to a Vs of 2.5 km/s, Z2.5, which accounts for 

shallow sediment effects (Z2.5≤1 km) or deep 3D basin effects (Z2.5>1 km) is not given as this 

was considered to be larger than 1 km (given that Z1,0 was taken equal to 1000 m in B10), 

implying deep basin effects. The latter were not taken into account in the current version of the 

vertical GMPE. Additionally, the shallow non-linear site response term requires as an 

additional input parameter A1100, which is the median vertical PGA for rock characterised by a 

Vs30 of 1100 m/s. This, however, is herein neglected as the authors have considered soil 

response for P-wave propagation to be linear (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2016). 

Table 6-18 presents the median and median ± SD values for the outcrop geometric mean 

horizontal PGA, as obtained through the B10 GMPE. The median value of the CB03 model is 

also presented and is found to lie within the range predicted by B10. Tables 6-19 and 6-20 

present the corresponding values of outcrop PGA for the largest horizontal component of 

PRPC, obtained through Equation 6-29 as discussed previously. These are the PGA values to 

which the deconvolved LPCC and RHSC motions were scaled to be used as input motions in 

the FE analyses modelling the PRPC station, respectively. 
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Finally, Table 6-21 presents the vertical motion median and median ± SD predictions based on 

the CB03 model. The median value of the BC16 model is also included and is shown to lie 

well below the lower boundary of the former. A comparison of the two models’ predictions 

was also made by Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) for both site categories D and B/C, as defined 

by the authors (i.e. Vs30=255 and 760 m/s, respectively). Their findings also showed the 

predictions of the new model to lie below those of the preceding model, especially at short 

periods. Given that Lee et al. (2013) found the CB03 model already slightly underestimating 

the February spectral acceleration values at the high frequency range, the PGA values bounded 

by the lower and upper limits of CB03 were used in the subsequent FE analyses. Similar to the 

horizontal components, the vertical components from the deconvolution stations were scaled 

to the predicted PGA values at SMS PRPC (Table 6-21) prior to use as input in the FE analyses. 

Table 6-18: Predictions of the geometric mean of the outcrop PGA of the two horizontal components 

at SMS PRPC 

Horizontal component 

Median (CB03) Median (B10) Median + SD (B10) Median – SD (B10) 

6.671 m/s 4.395 m/s 7.877 m/s 2.453 m/s 

 

Table 6-19: Predictions of the largest outcrop horizontal PGA at SMS PRPC based on the PGA ratio 

of the deconvolved horizontal components at SMS LPCC 

LPCC S80W 

Median (CB03) Median (B10) Median + SD (B10) Median – SD (B10) 

7.055 m/s 4.648 m/s 8.331 m/s 2.594 m/s 

 

Table 6-20: Predictions of the largest outcrop horizontal PGA at SMS PRPC based on the PGA ratio 

of the deconvolved horizontal components at SMS RHSC 

RHSC N86W 

Median (CB03) Median (B10) Median + SD (B10) Median – SD (B10) 

7.231 m/s 4.764 m/s 8.539 m/s 2.659 m/s 
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Table 6-21: Predictions of the outcrop PGA of the vertical component at SMS PRPC 

Vertical component 

Median  

(BC16) 

Median  

(CB03) 

Median + SD 

(CB03) 

Median – SD 

(CB03) 

1.837 m/s 5.119 m/s 9.042 m/s 2.898 m/s 

6.11  Numerical aspects of finite element analyses 

As aforementioned, only the first 28 m of soil are modelled in the FE analyses, down to the 

interface with the Riccarton gravel horizon. This is because no substantial soil non-linearity is 

expected to take place within the stiff gravel strata (Smyrou et al., 2011). CPTu tests in the 

vicinity of PRPC showed no presence of artesian pressures within the sandy strata and, as such, 

a hydrostatic pore water pressure was prescribed with the GWT at 2 m bgl, with suction being 

allowed within the first 2 m of the sandy/clayey silt layer. Given the thickness of the various 

strata, as shown in Figure 6-50, and their small strain elastic properties as described in the 

preceding sections, the natural non-degraded frequency of the 28 m depth deposit for S-wave 

propagation is equal to 1.633 Hz, while for P-wave propagation it is equal to 14.640 Hz. These 

have been calculated based on Equations 3-6 to 3-8 and 3-15, as described in Chapter 3. 

The value of 1.633 Hz exhibits good agreement with the fundamental frequency of 1.690 Hz 

obtained by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) for PRPC through the use of the measured shear wave 

velocity. It also agrees with the value of 1.639 Hz obtained through ambient noise recordings 

by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) (Appendix C) and lies in close proximity to the value of 1.205 

Hz obtained via H/V spectral analysis by Wood et al. (2011).  

Non-linear elasto-plastic effective stress-based finite element (FE) analyses were carried out 

with the Imperial College Finite Element Program (ICFEP, Potts & Zdravković, 1999). The 

coupling between the solid skeleton and the pore fluid was modelled using the u-p hydro-

mechanical formulation (Zienkiewicz et al., 1980). Plane strain conditions were modelled, with 

the mesh consisting of a single column of 112×1 8-noded quadrilateral elements with pore 

water pressure degrees of freedom at the 4 corner nodes. Similar to the analyses of the previous 

chapters and in order to satisfy Bathe’s (1996) recommendations for frequencies up to about 

30 Hz and 8-noded solid elements, an element size of 0.25×0.25 m2 was adopted to ensure that 

waves of short wavelengths are not filtered out. For this, stiffness degradation due to cyclic 

straining was accounted for in the calculation of the minimum degraded shear wave velocity 
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and hence of the minimum wavelength, λmin, through a preliminary equivalent linear analysis. 

As a result of such analyses, a stiffness reduced to 20% of its small strain value was used in 

element size calculations. It should be emphasised that the size of the element in the direction 

of wave propagation was dictated by the shear wave velocity, as the P-wave velocity is much 

larger, even when considering drained conditions.  

Tied degrees of freedom were employed at the lateral boundaries to ensure 1D soil response 

(Zienkiewicz et al., 1988).  Additionally, for the horizontal or vertical motion dynamic analyses 

the displacements were assumed to be zero at the base of the mesh in the vertical or horizontal 

direction, respectively, while no restriction of this kind was imposed for bi-directional dynamic 

analyses. The hydraulic regime in the soil column was defined through restricting the flow at 

the base of the mesh, a choice driven by the presence of the low permeability clayey silt layer 

at the interface with the gravel. Additionally, the pore water pressure degrees of freedom at the 

lateral nodes were tied to ensure 1D flow and drainage through the ground surface, while a 

precipitation boundary condition, as described in Chapter 3, was imposed at the top boundary 

(Potts & Zdravković, 1999). Finally, the acceleration time-history was applied incrementally 

in the horizontal or vertical direction at the bottom boundary.  

In all analyses the non-linear solver is based on a modified Newton-Raphson scheme with a 

sub-stepping stress point algorithm (Potts & Zdravković, 1999), while the generalised α-

method of Chung & Hulbert (1993) is used as the time-integration scheme with a spectral radius 

at infinity, ρ∞, of 0.818 (Chung & Hulbert, 1993; Kontoe 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). As the 

time-integration scheme is unconditionally stable, the choice of time step was led by accuracy 

considerations. These take into account the natural period of the deposit under both the shearing 

and compressional mode, as well as the period corresponding to the maximum significant 

frequency of the input excitation expected to excite higher modes of the system, as obtained 

from the Fourier Spectrum. Considering one tenth of the minimum of the above values, a time 

step of 0.004 s and 0.005 s was found adequate when the horizontal component of the LPCC 

and the RHSC motions, respectively, were modelled alone, but this had to be decreased to 

0.003 s for vertical motion and bi-directional analyses, due to the wider frequency content of 

the input motions in the vertical direction. 

Figure 6-62 depicts the FE mesh and the boundary conditions for the 28 m deep PRPC deposit, 

while Tables 6-22, 6-23 and 6-24 present the analyses that will be described in the subsequent 

sections. In general, analyses with the input acceleration scaled to the median PGA value, as 
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this was predicted by the B10 and CB03 GMPEs for the horizontal and vertical components, 

respectively, but also to the upper and lower bound predictions (i.e. median ± SD) were 

considered. When the median – SD or median PGA analyses result in ground surface 

acceleration predictions which exceed in amplitude the PRPC record, then no further analyses 

with higher input PGA values are presented. In terms of bi-directional loading, the horizontal 

and vertical input PGA values that gave the best predictions in the uni-directional analyses, 

when compared against the ground surface acceleration PRPC records, were combined in the 

FE analyses.  All computed ground surface acceleration time-histories have been filtered using 

the default settings of a Butterworth filter type with a bandpass configuration in the computer 

software SeismoSignal v5.0.0 (Seismosoft, 2014), as described in Chapter 3. A limit frequency 

of 20 Hz was applied in the numerical predictions of the horizontal motion analyses using the 

LPCC record, while a lower value of 10 Hz was used in the analyses modelling as input the 

RHSC deconvolved horizontal record due to its narrower frequency content. Similarly, a limit 

frequency of 30 Hz was used in all vertical motion analyses to account for the larger frequencies 

predominant in the input motions, as well as due to the higher natural period of the deposit for 

the compressional mode. 
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Figure 6-62: Finite element mesh and boundary conditions for analyses modelling SMS PRPC  

Table 6-22: Summary of horizontal component FE analyses 

 Horizontal component  

Analysis ID Description PGA (g) 

LPCC S80W   

LS1 Median – SD PGA  (B10) 0.264g 

LS3 Median PGA           (B10) 0.474g 

LS2 Median + SD PGA  (B10) 0.849g 

RHSC N86W   

RN1 Median – SD PGA  (B10) 0.271g 
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Table 6-23: Summary of vertical component FE analyses 

 Vertical component  

Analysis ID Description PGA (g) 

LPCC UP   

LV1 Median – SD PGA  (CB03) 0.295g 

LV3 Median PGA           (CB03) 0.522g 

RHSC UP   

RV1 Median – SD PGA (CB03)  0.295g 

RV3 Median PGA          (CB03) 0.522g 

 

Table 6-24: Summary of bi-directional FE analyses 

 Bi-directional analyses  

Analysis ID Description PGA (g) 

LPCC   

LS3V3 
Median PGA  

(B10; CB03) 

H: 0.474g  

V: 0.522g 

6.12  Results of horizontal component analyses 

6.12.1  LPCC – median PGA (LS3) 

The computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum (FS) for the 

analysis using the deconvolved LPCC S80W motion scaled up to the B10 median PGA value 

is shown in Figure 6-63. This is compared against the input motion (Figure 6-63a) and against 

the PRPC record (Figure 6-63b). Soil non-linearity and stiffness degradation are evident from 

the early stages of loading through the high frequency attenuation and period elongation, with 

a pronounced peak appearing in the FS at a frequency of 0.732 Hz (Figure 6-63a). The 

occurrence of liquefaction is inferred from the amplitude drop at about 8.7 s, only slightly later 

compared to the recorded motion at about 7 - 8 s, followed by characteristic acceleration spikes 

indicating strain hardening during cyclic mobility. Late triggering of liquefaction allows for 

amplification due to resonance to occur close to the degraded fundamental frequency and, as 

such, for relatively high amplitudes of acceleration in both the recorded and computed response 

to develop. A characteristic example of a mean effective stress ratio, rp, time-history within 

the sand stratum is also shown in Figure 6-64 for a depth of 5 m. rp has been defined in Chapter 

3 (see Equation 3-18) and is used in the place of the excess pore water pressure ratio, ru, 

(Ishihara, 1996) for consistency whenever both vertical and horizontal or bi-directional 
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analyses are carried out. The triggering of liquefaction at that depth is also inferred by an rp 

value of 0.9 at about 9 s. It is also interesting to note that, as suggested by the frequent drops 

in the value of rp, the PTL appears to be crossed from the early stages of loading, as it would 

be expected for a dense sand (Ishihara, 1985). 

 

Figure 6-63: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

LS3 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

 

Figure 6-64: Mean effective stress ratio (rp) time-history at 5 m depth in the sand stratum for analysis 

LS3 

Figure 6-63b shows that the computed ground surface response matches the recorded one 

particularly well. The plot of FS shows that a very good match has been achieved across the 

whole frequency content, with the highest peak at 0.732 s being captured accurately in terms 
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of both frequency and amplitude. The computed acceleration time-history, however, does not 

capture the high frequency spikes that appear between 4.5 and 7 s in the record. It is likely that 

this discrepancy originates from differences in the bedrock acceleration, given the assumptions 

that had to be made. As highlighted by Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011), ground motions 

recorded east from CBD during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake present rather complex 

characteristics compared to those within the CBD. PRPC is a characteristic example of the 

former, exhibiting high accelerations, perhaps resulting from source effects as it is located at a 

distance of only 2.3 km from the surface projection of the updip edge of the fault plane (Bradley 

& Cubrinovski, 2011). The combination of somewhat lower modelled Gmax profile than the in-

situ one (shown in Figure 6-27a) and the fact that all samples on which the calibration of the 

BSPM was based were extracted from layers that were subjected to very high cyclic strains, 

implying loss of fabric (Taylor, 2015), could also have led to earlier and quicker stiffness 

degradation in the analyses. Finally, as pointed out by Tasiopoulou et al. (2011), the 

seismograph at SMS PRPC was positioned in the vicinity of a number of heavy objects which 

might have affected the observed response. 

The amplification function (AF), obtained as the 5% damped spectral acceleration at ground 

surface over the corresponding values at 28 m depth (i.e. input motion), is shown in Figure 

6-65a. This ratio was preferred over the transfer function (TF) obtained from Fourier spectra, 

as the irregularity of the latter, even when a moving average was used, masked the true 

fundamental frequency. It can be seen that the computed peak response takes place at a period 

of 1.44 s - denoted as T′1 - or a frequency of 0.694 Hz. This period is much larger than that 

corresponding to the non-degraded natural frequency of 1.633 Hz, as presented in section 6.11 

(i.e. a period of 0.612 s) - denoted as T1  - and ties in with the non-linearity and stiffness 

degradation observed.  

The plasticity exhibited in the analysis is compatible with the CSR profile shown in Figure 

6-65b. As previously mentioned, it is common practice to calculate CSR from the maximum 

amplitude of the ground surface acceleration time-history that shows no signs of liquefaction 

(Youd et al., 2001). Therefore, the CSR profile was calculated based on predictions of a drained 

FE analysis characterised by the same conditions to the coupled analysis. In this way, the 

computed results are not affected by excess pore water pressure development and ensuing 

liquefaction. However, for more rigorous calculations, the CSR was calculated based on the 

maximum value of shear stress, τmax,  registered in the drained analysis at various depths across 

the deposit, rather than from the ground surface acceleration time-history (see Equation 3-25, 
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Chapter 3). Equivalent CSR values (τeq p′0⁄ )20 were calculated according to Equation 4-44, as 

described in Chapter 4, for a C2 value of 1.7 (Ishihara, 1996), corresponding to a Dr of 70% and 

a K0 of 0.44. Values as high as 0.4 are noted at depths between 3 and 10 m, which, based on 

the computed CRR curves in section 6.6.9, are sufficiently high to induce liquefaction in less 

than 10 loading cycles.  

 

Figure 6-65: (a) Amplification function and (b) CSR profile for analysis LS3 

The maximum liquefaction depth, as well as the one at the end of the dynamic loading, i.e. at 

20 s, can be inferred from profiles of the maximum and final values attained by rp in the sand 

layers, as depicted in Figure 6-66. Note that, as previously explained, the constitutive model 

adopted for the non-liquefiable strata does not allow the calculation of rp for these strata. Thus, 

the data in Figure 6-66 do not include results for the layers at depths of 0-3 m, 20-22 m and 

below 26.5 m. This shows that the maximum depth of liquefaction (rp≥0.9) extends down to 

about 6.5 m, while at the end of the dynamic motion the liquefaction front has slightly retreated, 

extending to 5.5 m depth, implying that limited drainage takes place. Despite the higher CSR 

values noted at depths between 7 and 10 m and the less denser-than-critical states at these  

levels (i.e. less negative values of the state parameter), significant excess pore water pressure 

development takes place but no liquefaction occurs. This is because at each elevation the total 

excess pore water pressure is equal to the one generated locally by the seismic loading plus the 

one resulting from the co-seismic upward water flux (Coelho, 2007). The latter is a result of 

the gradient in the total head between the base and the top of the sand layers, as the excess pore 

water pressure generated is limited to the magnitude of the initial vertical effective stress, 

σ′v0.  This, coupled with the hydraulic boundary conditions, leads to a flow of water upwards 
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and an earlier dissipation at the deeper parts of the deposit. As such, liquefaction of the more 

dilative states closer to the ground surface is aided by the continuous supply of water from 

these deeper layers (Coelho, 2007). This contradicts the results of undrained cyclic element 

testing, which suggests that lower cyclic strength is expected for samples under higher mean 

effective stress level (i.e. Κσ reduces with p′ - Ishihara (1996)). The presence of the low 

permeability silty layer below the ground surface further contributes to liquefaction of the first 

few metres of sand and to the temporal continuation of their liquefaction state until final 

equilibrium has been achieved. Further discussion on this is made in section 6.15.2 where the 

hydraulic regime is investigated using variable permeability.  

 

Figure 6-66: Profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand layers during the strong 

motion for analysis LS3 

Finally, Figure 6-67 shows typical examples of vertical effective-shear stress paths and shear 

stress-strain curves at 6 and 15 m depth within the sand stratum. The more dilative state at 6 m 

depth is shown to cross the dilatancy surface, exhibiting a more compliant response after stress 

reversal, as a result of the activation of the deviatoric part of fabric. This is also accompanied 

by the development of high shear strains. The strain hardening response on crossing of the 

PTL, prior to the load reversal, is also evident in the stress-strain response by a change of the 

inclination of the loops to higher values, implying higher secant shear stiffness. Dilation due 

to cyclic mobility can also be seen in the stress path, close to the origin of space. Conversely, 

a reduction in the vertical effective stress takes place at 15 m depth, but no crossing of the PTL 

or liquefaction is observed. As such, strain levels remain much lower than the traditional 5% 

double amplitude (DA) axial strain criterion used in liquefaction analyses (Ishihara, 1996). 
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Figure 6-67:  (a) Vertical effective-shear stress paths and (b) shear stress-strain curves at 6 and 15 m 

depth within the sand stratum for analysis LS3 

6.12.2  LPCC – lower bound PGA (LS1) 

The results of the analysis using the LPCC S80W component scaled up to a PGA corresponding 

to the B10 median – SD value are shown in Figures 6-68 and 6-69 in terms of ground surface 

acceleration time-history and FS as well as rp profiles, respectively. Due to the weaker motion, 

a smaller degree of soil non-linearity, when compared to the results of analysis LS3 and to the 

PRPC record, is evident in the FS, with the maximum peak corresponding now to a frequency 

of 0.946 Hz, larger than the 0.732 Hz value determined for analysis LS3. Neither dilation 

spikes, evidence of PTL crossing, nor sudden amplitude cut-off, evidence of liquefaction 

triggering, can be seen in the acceleration time-history. The absence of liquefaction is also seen 

in the rp,max profile in Figure 6-69, where the maximum attained value is 0.62, registered at 3 

m depth. 
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Figure 6-68: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

LS1 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

 

Figure 6-69: Profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand layers during the strong 

motion for analysis LS1 

6.12.3 LPCC – upper bound PGA (LS2) 

When the LPCC input motion is scaled up to the upper bound of Bradley’s (2010) model 

prediction (median + SD), greater non-linearity and liquefaction depth than the one noted in 

analysis LS3 are expected. The former is confirmed in Figure 6-70, where not only greater, but 
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also earlier onset of significant non-linearity is observed in the computed ground surface 

acceleration time-history. This is indicated by a significant period elongation at about 4.7 s, 

coupled with the absence of high frequency components from the early stages of dynamic 

loading. The maximum peak in the FS corresponds to a frequency of 0.702 Hz, however, a 

second large peak also now appears at 0.305 Hz. The degradation in stiffness and period 

elongation is inferred from the AF in Figure 6-71, with the computed natural period, T′1 , 

corresponding to a value of 1.58 s. The corresponding amplitude of the AF for this period is 

4.34 as compared to the peak of 6.05 obtained for the fundamental period in analysis LS3, 

implying that higher values of hysteretic damping develop in the former. 

 

Figure 6-70: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

LS2 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 
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Figure 6-71: Amplification function for analysis LS2 

As anticipated, the liquefaction front now propagates to deeper levels down to about 7.5 m 

depth (Figure 6-72), while higher rp values are generally noted across the whole depth within 

the sand layers, when compared to those calculated in analysis LS3 (Figure 6-66). 

 

Figure 6-72: Profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand layers during the strong 

motion for analysis LS2 

6.12.4  RHSC – lower bound PGA (RN1) 

The results of the analysis with the deconvolved horizontal RHSC component scaled to the 

lowest bound prediction of Bradley (2010) (median – SD), with a PGA of 0.271g, are shown 

in Figures 6-73 to 6-75. It can be observed that the resulting ground surface response is now 

significantly different to the recorded one, with significant period elongation taking place from 

about 6.5 s and liquefaction occurrence at about 11 s. Large cyclic mobility spikes govern the 

response thereafter. 
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Figure 6-73: Computed ground  surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

RN1 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

An example of a stress path is shown in Figure 6-74 for a depth of 5 m, where dilation is 

prominent. The well-known ‘butterfly’ shape during the cyclic mobility phase appears to be 

particularly pronounced for a strain-controlled problem such as this one. This is believed to 

stem from the unrealistic re-production of hydraulic regime modelling, which assumes a 

constant value of the coefficient of permeability, thus not allowing significant upward water 

flux to take place in order to supress the tendency for dilation. However, given, the very 

different frequency content of the computed ground surface motion compared to the recorded 

one (Figure 6-73b), it was decided not to carry out analyses with variable permeability using 

this input motion.  
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Figure 6-74: Vertical effective-shear stress path at 5 m depth as predicted by analysis RN1 

The final observations concern the maximum depth of liquefaction, which is shown to be equal 

to about 6 m, when no liquefaction at all was predicted by the analysis with the LPCC input 

motion scaled to the median – SD level (LS1).   

 

Figure 6-75: Profile of maximum rp values within the sand layers during the strong motion for 

analysis RN1 
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Figure 6-76: Comparison of LS1 and RN1 input acceleration time-histories 

The above can be understood by comparing the two input motions, LS1 and RN1 (Figure 6-76). 

The much higher dilation and greater number of dilation spikes, as well as the significantly 

higher plasticity noted in the latter case are a result of the much more vibratory characteristics 

of the deconvolved RHSC motion. Despite very similar PGA values, the RHSC motion is 

characterised by more cycles of high acceleration amplitude, which, as noted in Chapter 5, are 

more likely to lead to liquefaction compared to a less vibratory motion (Ishihara & Yasuda, 

1973). The mismatch between the results using the RHSC horizontal component and the 

recorded PRPC motion may suggest that further uncertainty is introduced through the role of 

the deep gravel horizon, which is incorporated in the deconvolved RHSC motion. Despite any 

hanging wall effects, the LPCC record appears to constitute a more representative outcrop 

motion than the deconvolved one at RHSC, at least as far as the horizontal component is 

concerned. 

Given the computed results, it was decided not to carry out further FE analyses with the RHSC 

horizontal component scaled to the median and upper bound (median + SD) PGA values. 

6.13  Results of vertical component analyses 

6.13.1  LPCC – lower bound PGA (LV1) 

Similarly to the horizontal component, the results of the vertical deconvolved component of 

LPCC scaled to a PGA corresponding to the median – SD yielded by the Campbell & 

Bozorgnia (2003) GMPE are shown in Figures 6-77 to 6-79. It becomes evident that resonance 

and amplification take place at the (non-degraded) fundamental frequency of the deposit at 

about 14.6 Hz or a period of 0.07 s, as shown in Figures 6-77 and 6-78a, resulting in an increase 
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of the maximum acceleration from 2.9 m/s2 at base level to 10.12 m/s2 at the ground surface, 

slightly lower than the 15.98 m/s2 measured in PRPC. Nevertheless, it appears from Figure 

6-77b that the effect of the higher fundamental frequency, as a result of neglecting the gravel 

layer down to bedrock is much more dramatic compared to the horizontal motion: it is evident 

from the recorded FS that the components that should be amplified correspond to frequencies 

of around 7 Hz rather than 14 Hz. The shape of the computed surface acceleration time-history 

is also very different to the recorded one.  

 

Figure 6-77: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

LV1 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 
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Figure 6-78: (a) Amplification function and (b) initial and final (end of dynamic motion) mean 

effective stress profile for analysis LV1 

No plasticity is triggered in the analysis with the mean effective stress profile remaining 

unaltered (Figure 6-78b). An example of a linear elastic stress path at 13 m depth (p′0 = 87 

kPa) within the sand layer is also shown in Figure 6-79a, while the corresponding CSR time-

history, calculated following the procedure outlined in Chapter 3, is shown in Figure 6-79b. It 

can be seen that the computed CSR values are quite small, justifying the observed response. 

 

Figure 6-79: (a) Stress path in mean effective – deviatoric stress space and (b) CSR time-history at 13 

m depth in the sand layer for analysis LV1 

It is noted that, due to the high fundamental frequency of the 28 m deep deposit for P-waves, 

Π1 and Π2 values for the vertical component of LPCC were calculated based on Equations 3-9 

and 3-10 and were found equal to 2.49E-03 and 2.27E-01, respectively. These, according to 

Zienkiewicz et al. (1980), would place the response within the bounds of undrained behaviour, 

validating the use of the u-p formulation. 
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6.13.2 LPCC – median PGA (LV3) 

The results with the CB03 median prediction of PGA and the LPCC vertical component are 

also shown briefly in terms of ground surface acceleration response in Figure 6-80. A PGA of 

17.954 m/s2 is predicted, however, the response is once again very different to the recorded 

one. No plasticity is triggered in this analysis either, as the computed CSR values are below 

0.1. 

 

Figure 6-80: Computed surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis LV3 and 

comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

6.13.3  RHSC – lower bound PGA (RV1)  

Similarly to LV1, analysis RV1 also results in resonance at about 14.6 Hz, where the 

fundamental frequency for P-waves of the 28 m deep deposit lies. Due to the presence of 

smaller input components in this region compared to LV1, the resulting acceleration time-

history is characterised now by smaller amplitudes, with a PGA of 6.4 m/s2. Based on the 

amplitude of the latter, the response is linear elastic.  

It is interesting to note that this input motion is characterised by higher amplitudes at a 

frequency range of 6.5 to 10 Hz, compared to the LPCC vertical component. This could be a 

result of source path effects and/or the effect of any potential gravel non-linearity which is 

already incorporated in the RHSC motion. It should be noted that both stations are much further 
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from the surface projection of the fault rupture compared to PRPC and, as such, it would be 

expected that higher wave attenuation is a contributing factor to the observed discrepancies 

between the computed and recorded response.  

Π1 and Π2 values for the deconvoled RHSC vertical component were also calculated to ensure 

the validity of the u-p formulation. These were again found to lie within the bounds of 

undrained response, similar to the LPCC vertical component (Π1=7.42E-03 and Π2=2.56E -

02). 

 

Figure 6-81: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

RV1 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

6.13.4  RHSC – median PGA (RV3) 

Given the better fit of the computed RV1 response with the PRPC record, an analysis with the 

same input motion scaled up to the CB03 median PGA value was also carried out. As seen in 

Figure 6-82, the shape of the computed ground surface acceleration time-history is now 

relatively similar to the recorded one, with a PGA of 11.186 m/s2. The computed ground surface 

FA components in frequencies between about 6.5 and 10 Hz are also in better agreement with 

the PRPC record. However, the resulting amplification of the vertical motion is still a result of 

resonance taking place at about 14.6 Hz (Figure 6-83a), which is not shown in the record 

(Figure 6-82b). 
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Figure 6-82: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

RV3 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

Despite the larger predicted acceleration, the response still remains within the elastic bounds, 

as seen in Figure 6-83b and Figure 6-84a, justified by the computed CSR amplitudes shown in 

Figure 6-84b. 

 

Figure 6-83: (a) Amplification function and (b) initial and final (end of dynamic motion) mean 

effective stress profile for analysis RV3 
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Figure 6-84: (a) Stress path in mean effective – deviatoric stress space and (b) CSR time-history at 13 

m depth in the sand layer for analysis RV3 

6.14  Results of bi-directional analyses 

6.14.1  LPCC – median PGA (LS3V3) 

The combined effect of horizontal and vertical components is shown here for the analysis with 

the LPCC motions scaled up to the median predictions of Bradley (2010) (used in LS3) and 

Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003 (used in LV3), respectively. The results are presented in Figures 

6-85 to 6-87 in terms of ground surface acceleration time-histories, representative stress paths 

within the sand layers and profiles of maximum and final rp values. These are compared 

against the results of the analysis modelling the horizontal component alone (LS3). Given the 

linear elastic response obtained when considering the vertical direction only (see results of 

LV3), no major differences between the horizontal analysis (LS3) and the bidirectional analysis 

(LS3V3) can be observed.  

 

Figure 6-85: Comparison of computed (a) horizontal and (b) vertical ground surface acceleration 

time-histories between uni- and bi-directional analyses 
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Figure 6-86: Comparison of representative stress paths within the sand layers between uni- and bi-

directional analyses 

 

Figure 6-87: Comparison of profiles of maximum and final (end of dynamic motion) rp values within 

the sand layers between uni- and bi-directional analyses 

Similar conclusions were drawn from the analysis combining the horizontal (RN1) and vertical 

(RV3) components of RHSC and, as such, they are not shown for brevity. 

6.15  Effect of hydraulic regime 

Given the uncertainty in the in-situ permeability and its effects on sand liquefaction, as 

described in more detail in Chapter 3, a parametric study was carried out for the horizontal 

ground motion analysis LS3, which provided the best fit with the PRPC record, using a constant 

higher permeability, as well as a variable one. An analysis with a constant higher permeability 

was also carried out for the vertical motion analysis LV3 to ensure that differences in the 

fundamental frequency and subsequent resonance are not due to the hydraulic regime. It should 
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be noted that, similar to the analyses described in Chapter 3, given the instabilities observed 

with the CH scheme and a ρ∞ of 0.818 when a variable permeability was used, the analyses 

with the horizontal component are presented in this section for a ρ∞ of 0.99, and with CH 

parameters am=af, which guarantees that the G matrix in the finite element formulation is 

evaluated at a single time instant within a given time step (see Chapter 3, section 3.5.2). None 

of the variable permeability analyses attempted exhibited instability problems when such a 

value of spectral radius was used. 

6.15.1  LPCC – median PGA with sand permeability 1.0E-3 m/s (LS3_k10-3) 

Based on what has been noted in centrifuge and numerical studies, as described in Chapter 3, 

a constant permeability 10 times larger than the original one (i.e. 1.0E-03 m/s), assumed to 

approximate well the effect of liquefaction on this property, was assigned to the sand layers. 

The properties of the remaining materials were kept the same.  

Before presenting these results, a brief comparison of the original analysis LS3 with a ρ∞ of 

0.818 (denoted as LS3) and analysis LS3 with a ρ∞ of 0.99 (denoted as LS3_ ρ∞0.99) is 

performed in Figures 6-88 and 6-89. It can be seen that the results are very similar, although 

not entirely identical. This is believed to stem from the difference in the numerical damping, 

leading to differences in the numerical integration. The rp  profiles (Figure 6-89) are 

indistinguishable, suggesting that changes in numerical damping do not affect the pore water 

pressure generation or the prediction of liquefaction depth. 
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Figure 6-88: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

LS3 with ρ∞=0.99 and comparison with (a) LS3 and ρ∞=0.818 (b) recorded ground surface motion at 

PRPC 

 

Figure 6-89: Comparison of computed profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand 

layers during the strong motion for analysis LS3 with ρ∞=0.99 and LS3 with ρ∞=0.818 

The predicted ground surface acceleration time-history and FS for the analysis with the 

constant higher permeability (denoted as LS3_k10-3) are presented in Figure 6-90. As 

anticipated, the high permeability allows for larger water flux upwards within the duration of 
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dynamic motion, supressing in part the dilation when the stress path crosses the PTL. This is 

evident by the smaller amplitude of the spike in acceleration which appears at about 7 s. Initial 

liquefaction takes place earlier than in the original analyses, at about 7.8 s, which is understood 

given the greater quantities of water reaching the shallow layers from below, which cannot 

freely drain due to the existence of the low permeability top layer, hence pushing the stress 

state towards lower effective stresses. Characteristic cyclic mobility spikes also appear 

thereafter and up until about 10 s, coinciding with the end of the strong motion. To confirm the 

time of liquefaction triggering and subsequent cyclic mobility, the stress path at 3 m depth 

within the sand layer has been plotted in Figure 6-91 from 0-7.8 s and from 7.8-10s. The 

observed paths agree with the interpretation made above. It should be noted that the frequency 

content of the computed acceleration time-history for the analysis with the original sand 

permeability resulted in a better fit with the recorded PRPC FS. 

 

Figure 6-90: Comparison of computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum 

of analysis LS3 using a constant sand permeability equal to 1.0E-03 m/s with the recorded ground 

surface motion at PRPC 

 

Figure 6-91: Stress path at 3 m depth for analysis LS3 using a constant sand permeability equal to 

1.0E-03 m/s (a) 0.0 to 7.8 s of and (b) 7.8 s to 10.0 s of seismic loading (end of strong motion part) 
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Finally, the higher co-seismic dissipation rate in the deeper layers due to the higher 

permeability results in a decreased maximum liquefaction depth compared to the original 

analysis, reaching down to about 5.5 m (Figure 6-92). The greatest difference is observed at 

the end of the dynamic loading, where a quicker solidification process is noted due to the larger 

flow of water towards the interface with the silt layer at 3 m depth. However, the overall 

differences noted are not major. It should be noted that based on the analytical solution of 

Biot’s equations (Biot, 1941; Biot, 1956) by Zienkiewicz et al. (1980), as presented in Chapter 

3, the response of the 28 m deep PRPC deposit when subjected to the horizontal deconvolved 

motion of station LPCC corresponds to undrained response for both sand permeabilities 

considered (Π1=4.72E-5, Π2=7.90 for k=1.0E-4 m/s and Π1=4.72E-4, Π2=7.90 for k=1.0E-3 

m/s). This is further aided by the presence of the low permeability silty layer at the top 3 m 

which controls the dissipation of the excess pore water pressures towards the ground surface. 

 

Figure 6-92: Comparison of computed profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand 

layers during the strong motion for analysis LS3 with ksand=1.0E-03 (LS3_K10-3) and original LS3 

(LS3_ρ∞0.99) 

6.15.2  LPCC – median PGA with variable sand permeability (LS3_Vk) 

To simulate a more realistic hydraulic regime, the variable permeability model used in Chapter 

3 (power law) is also adopted here for the sand layers. This is because the velocity of flow 

needs to increase in order for the rate of co-seismic settlement to increase to levels observed in 

centrifuge testing (Coelho, 2007), since the volumetric contraction of a fully saturated sand is 

equal to the amount of water flowing outwards. Assuming that the flow is laminar and Darcy’s 

law is valid, this implies that an increase in sand permeability takes place.  
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The same variation as in Chapter 3 is utilised, by adopting values of kmax k0⁄  of 10 and nk and 

rp
∗  equal to 10 and 0.9, respectively. The resulting variation is shown in Figure 6-93, while 

computed time-histories of permeability during the analysis at 3 and 10 m depth are shown in 

Figure 6-94. At shallow depths, where rp  attains values greater than 0.9, implying the 

occurrence of liquefaction, the full range of permeability values can be observed. Conversely, 

at deeper depths, where the reduction in mean effective stress leads to rp values lower than 0.6, 

no change in the static permeability is seen. This agrees with the maximum rp profile shown 

in Figure 6-95. The predicted maximum liquefaction depth is now similar to the original 

analysis with a constant sand permeability of 1.0E-04 m/s (LS3_ρ∞0.99), highlighting the 

difference between using a constant higher permeability and a more realistic variable function. 

The rp profile at the end of the dynamic loading at shallow levels, however, resembles the 

analysis LS3_k10-3, implying that the permeability increases for a significant duration to allow 

for more flow of water to take place towards the top silt layer, as compared to analysis LS3. 

With increasing depth, the final rp profile approaches the predictions of the original analysis 

as no increase of permeability has taken place at these deeper levels.  

 

Figure 6-93: Modelled variation of permeability with mean effective stress ratio 

 

Figure 6-94: Computed time-histories of permeability at 3 and 10 m depth within the sand layer 
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Figure 6-95: Profiles of maximum and final values of rp within the sand layers during the strong 

motion for analysis LS3_Vk. Results of analyses LS3_K10-3 and LS3_ρ∞0.99 are also shown for 

comparison purposes 

The computed liquefaction depth of 6.5 m contradicts the findings of the empirical assessment 

based on the CPT procedure of Youd et al. (2001) which predicted only a few thin layers below 

a depth of 20 m to liquefy during the Mw 6.2 seismic event (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). The 

inability of the empirical procedure to account for the co-seismic upward pore water flux, 

which forces the shallow sand layers to liquefaction despite their less contractive response, is 

believed to be the main reason of the observed discrepancy. This is of profound importance as 

qc1N values in the sand layer at shallow levels at PRPC is larger than 200 (Figure 6-10b), 

exceeding the qc1N upper bound value in most design charts for liquefaction triggering 

assessment (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

Through observation of the ground surface acceleration time-history in Figure 6-96 it can be 

seen that initial liquefaction appears to take place at a fairly similar instant with the original 

analysis (i.e. at 8.7 s), followed by cyclic mobility spikes. Although at the early stages of 

loading plastic dilation appears to be somewhat suppressed compared to the original analysis, 

this latter cyclic mobility spikes appear to be particularly more pronounced. It is believed that 

this is a result of the increased drainage within the sand layer that takes place, meaning that 

shear stiffness will be higher towards the end of the strong motion compared to analysis LS3, 

thus allowing for a more dilative response to take place.  
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Figure 6-96: Comparison of computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum 

of analysis LS3_Vk using variable sand permeability with the recorded surface motion at PRPC 

The final aspect investigated is the computed co-seismic, as well as post-liquefaction 

settlements. The initial, end of dynamic motion and post-consolidation pore water pressure 

profiles have been plotted in Figure 6-97, where it can be seen that equilibrium has been 

achieved as the excess pore water pressures have dissipated and the profile is back to 

hydrostatic. 

 

Figure 6-97: Profiles of pore water pressure within the 28 m deep deposit before the application of 

seismic loading, at the end of seismic loading and after consolidation for analysis LS3_Vk 

Figure 6-98a shows the co-seismic settlements at ground level and at 3.25 m depth, 

immediately below the interface with the sand layer, using variable permeability. Settlements 

at 3 m depth, which are not shown for brevity, were, as expected, equal to those at ground 

surface as no volumetric change is expected to take place within the top silt layer. It can be 

seen that, as soon as the permeability starts increasing, the higher upward water flux allows for 
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more consolidation to take place within the sand layer (significant change in inclination in the 

co-seismic settlement variation at 3.25 m depth). As such, settlements increase up to a value of 

3.5 mm at 20 s. Conversely, due to the much lower permeability of the top silt layer, hardly 

any drainage takes place through the ground surface, with settlements of about 0.3 mm at the 

end of dynamic loading, implying plastic dilation of this 0.25 m zone of sand immediately 

below the silt layer during dynamic loading. Figure 6-98b plots the total (co-seismic and post-

consolidation) settlements: these indicate that, when the solidification process is over, 

settlements at 3.25 m depth have increased to 21 mm while ground surface settlements are 

smaller, in the order of 15 mm, due to the plastic sand dilation noted above. It is believed that 

due to the co-seismic upward flow, large quantities of water pond below the base of the silt 

layer. For the continuity condition to stand, as water flowing into this 0.25 m thick sand zone 

cannot quickly permeate the low permeability silty layer and flow out, part of it gets stored 

within these top elements of sand which exhibit a tendency for dilation. The above phenomenon 

is believed to represent what in the field causes sediments ejected through the ground surface: 

if the resulting hydraulic gradient between the base of the upper crust layer and the ground 

surface is large enough, then the pore water pressure within the sand layer will break through 

the top crust resulting in fissuring and sand boiling (Ishihara, 1985). This latter effect is not 

modelled in the finite element analysis as it involves the reproduction of discrete features, an 

aspect which this method is unable to simulate accurately.  

The results in terms of settlements obtained from the original analysis with a constant sand 

permeability of 1.0E-04 m/s (LS3_ρ∞0.99) have also been superimposed in Figure 6-98 for 

comparison purposes. The difference arising from the two different hydraulic regimes is quite 

pronounced at 3.25 m depth, at the top of the sand layer, during the dynamic phase: the 

predicted settlements are less than half those predicted when variable permeability is modelled, 

as no increase in the permeability takes place to allow for a larger co-seismic flow of water 

upwards. The latter was also seen in Figure 6-95 (rp,final). Nevertheless, as the flow is very 

limited within the surficial clayey silt layer, the two analyses yield the same results at ground 

surface (0 m depth). In the long-term, since both analyses predicted similar amounts of excess 

pore water pressures and similar liquefaction zones (see Figure 6-95), total settlements are very 

similar, with the original constant permeability analysis (LS3_ρ∞0.99) predicting marginally 

larger settlements due to the slightly higher rp values obtained with depth (Figure 6-95). It 

becomes apparent that for such cases where the overall hydraulic response is controlled by the 

presence of a surficial soil layer of low permeability, which restricts the flow of water towards 
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the ground surface, the necessity of the use of such a non-linear variable permeability function 

in the analysis does not appear to be justified. This was not the case in Chapter 3 where excess 

pore water pressures could freely drain through the ground surface. The criteria controlling this 

would necessary relate to the thickness of the surficial layer and the depth of the liquefaction 

zone, the permeability of the top stratum, as well as the duration of the dynamic loading. 

 

Figure 6-98: Predicted (a) co-seismic and (b) total post-liquefaction settlements at 0 and 3.25 m depth 

for analyses LS3_Vk and LS3_ρ∞0.99 

It is of further interest to examine whether the above predicted results can actually lead to a 

breach in the top crust layer, resulting in ground surface manifestation of liquefaction, as it was 

observed at SMS PRPC after the Mw 6.2 seismic event (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). Ishihara 

(1985) emphasised the importance of two main factors governing this phenomenon: the 

thickness of the surficial low permeability layer and the thickness of the underlying liquefied 

layer. Both of them were found to be a function of the maximum horizontal ground 

acceleration, meaning that as the PGA increases, the threshold thickness of the upper layer and 

of the liquefied sand layer for sediment ejecta occurrence vary, with the former becoming 

thicker and the latter thinner. By collating data from a number of case studies, Ishihara (1985) 

suggested the boundaries shown in Figure 6-99. In this the thickness of the surface crust layer 

should be taken equal to the depth of the GWT, if the latter is located below its base. 

Superimposed on the graph is the prediction of the maximum liquefaction zone in analyses LS3 

and LS3_Vk. Based on a PGA of 6.51 m/s2, as recorded in PRPC, the numerical results do 

predict ground surface manifestation of liquefaction, in accordance with the observations 

(Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). Additionally, the total predicted settlements lie within the 

observed post-earthquake vertical movements (0.0 to 0.2 m, (CERA, 2012)). Conversely, no 

ground surface manifestation of liquefaction was expected based on the empirical assessment 

results (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 
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Figure 6-99: Proposed boundaries for the prediction of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction 

(adapted from Figure 88, Ishihara (1985)) 

6.15.3  LPCC UP – median PGA with sand permeability 1.0E-3 m/s 

(LV3_k10-3) 

An analysis with the vertical LPCC component scaled to the CB03 median value of PGA and 

a constant higher permeability of 1.0E-03 m/s was also carried out. Han (2014) showed that 

the vertical site response is strongly affected by the value of hydraulic conductivity, with a shift 

of the fundamental frequency taking place from the undrained value, where it is a function of 

the bulk modulus of water (see Equation 3-6 in Chapter 3) towards the drained scenario, where 

the bulk stiffness of the soil skeleton is the controlling factor, as permeability increases. As 

from the vertical motion analyses conducted so far it would appear that the fundamental 

frequency for P-waves is not representative of the field conditions, the aim of this analysis was 

to investigate whether the increase in sand permeability by an order of magnitude would shift 

the fundamental frequency for P-waves to lower, more realistic, values.  

The computed results are shown in terms of ground surface acceleration time-history and FS 

in Figure 6-100 and are compared with the predictions of the original analysis (i.e. 

ksand=1.0E-04 m/s). No change in the frequency content is observed, apart from a reduction in 

the Fourier amplitude, as a result of the higher viscous damping due to the increased sand 

permeability (Han, 2014). This agrees with the findings of Han (2014) who observed a 
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reduction in the amplification, but no substantial change in the fundamental frequency for P-

waves, when the permeability ranged from a value of 1.0E-07 to 1.0E-03 m/s. 

 

Figure 6-100: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and FS for analysis LV3_k10-3. The 

results of the original analysis (LV3) are also shown for comparison   

6.16  Finite element analyses modelling the Riccarton gravel 

horizon 

It has been shown that the fundamental frequency corresponding to the 28 m deep PRPC 

deposit, which is larger than what it would have been if the thickness of the gravel horizon was 

known and accounted for in the calculation, has a much bigger impact on the computed results 

when vertical site response is modelled. This is because of the phenomenon of resonance that 

governs the response in the vertical direction (see Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the 

analyses supporting this hypothesis). In order to further investigate this, an attempt is made 

below to model the gravel horizon below the 28 m deep PRPC deposit. It should be emphasised 

that the subsequent analyses are only indicative as the exact depth and properties of gravel are 

not known.  

6.16.1  Soil properties of Riccarton gravel and description of modelled 

deposit 

In section 6.2 the deep gravel horizon underlying Christchurch was described as gravel strata 

interbedded with thin layers of silt, clay, peat and shelly sand (Brown et al., 1995). For 

simplicity, a uniform layer of gravel was modelled below the interbedded sand and silt layers 

of PRPC in the subsequent analyses. Vs profiles at PRPC and RHSC from surface wave 

measurements (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) are shown in Figure 6-101.  
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Figure 6-101: Vs profiles at SMS (a) RHSC (b) PRPC (after Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 

These indicate a Vs of 450 m/s within the Riccarton gravel, below a depth of 17 m, at SMS 

RHSC, whereas a value of 400 m/s was measured at 28 m depth at PRPC where the top of the 

Riccarton gravel is believed to lie. Given the uncertainty of surface wave measurements, as it 

was earlier explained, SPT-Vs correlations were used to confirm the above interpretation. The 

expression by Yoshida et al. (1988) developed for gravels was used for this purpose. This was 

found to depend on the gravel content (GC) and is given by Equation 6-31: 

 

 Vs = 56 ∙ N0.25 ∙ σ′v0
0.14 for GC = 25%  

Vs = 60 ∙ N0.25 ∙ σ′v0
0.14 for GC = 50% 

  6-31  

 

where N is the SPT blow count. No energy corrections were considered in the above 

expressions (Yoshida et al., 1988). Assuming a bulk unit weight of 20 kN/m3 for the gravel 

layer, the vertical effective stress after consolidation at 28 m depth at PRPC is equal to 279 

kPa. The N60 value was adopted from SPT tests conducted at RHSC: a value of 60 was obtained 

for a depth of similar initial vertical effective stress (≈23 m). This was further corrected based 

on the expression used in Japanese practice (Ishihara, 1996): 
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 NJ = 0.833 ∙ N60   6-32  

 

where NJ is the SPT blow count in Japanese practice. This resulted in an NJ value of 50. 

Equation 6-31 resulted in a Vs of 328 and 351 m/s for a GC of 25 and 50%, respectively, when 

using NJ. If N60 had not been converted to NJ, then the respective values would be 342 and 367 

m/s. The above correlations are in a relatively good agreement with the 400 m/s measured 

velocity at the PRPC site. They also imply a high gravel content of the Riccarton gravel layer. 

It is noted that the SPT-correlation resulted in smaller values compared to surface waves. 

Additionally, the adopted N60 value was obtained from the RHSC site where the measured Vs 

was slightly higher than the gravel velocity in PRPC. As such, a value of 350 m/s, as obtained 

for a GC of 50% and a corrected, NJ, value was adopted for the top of the gravel layer at 28 m 

depth. Based on this value, the maximum small strain shear modulus, Gmax, at that depth was 

found to be equal to 250 MPa. 

It should be noted that an indication of the D50 of the gravelly layers was additionally obtained 

from the GNS Science Consultancy report 2012/218 (GNS Science, 2012), which presents 

particle size distributions for a number of post-Darfield earthquake borehole samples. This was 

found to be in the order of 6 mm, which, based on Figure 6-102 from Ishihara (1996), 

corresponds to a gravel content of 50% or higher, tying in with the results of the SPT-Vs 

correlations.  
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Figure 6-102: Particle size distribution curves for different gravel content (Figure 6.13, Ishihara 

(1996)) 

Having established Gmax at the top of the Riccarton gravel layer at PRPC, the void ratio can 

now be back-calculated. For this, the relationship of Nishio et al. (1985) based on reconstituted 

specimens of gravel, as presented by Ishihara (1996), was chosen to represent the Gmax 

dependency on p′ and e0. This is given by Equation 6-33: 

 

 
Gmax (kPa) = 9360 ∙

(2.17 − e0)
2

1 + e0
∙ p′0

0.44
   6-33  

 

Assuming a K0 of 0.5 for the gravel layer, which results in a p′0 of 186 kPa at 28 m depth at 

the PRPC site within the gravel layer, the void ratio was back-calculated as 0.3027, 

corresponding to a porosity of 0.23. The values were considered reasonable for gravels and, 

thus, they were adopted for the subsequent FE analyses. It should be noted that an assumption 

of constant void ratio with depth of gravel was made. The adopted σ′v0, p′0 and Gmax profiles 

are shown in Figure 6-103. As the exact thickness is not known, total depths between 60 m and 

70 m were chosen as these were found to correspond to a fundamental frequency for the 

compressional mode close to 7 Hz, where the peak response in the recorded PRPC FS appears. 

A Poisson’s ratio value of 0.15 was also assigned to the gravel layer. 
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Figure 6-103: Extended σ′v0, p′0 and Gmax profiles at SMS PRPC modelling the gravel horizon 

below a depth of 28 m 

The adopted Gmax profile with mean effective stress, p′0, is compared in Figure 6-104 with 

Gmax profiles from sites where undisturbed gravel specimens were obtained (Ishihara, 1996). 

A smaller rate of increase with depth is noted as compared to the trends from undisturbed 

samples. This is due to the lower value of the exponent in Equation 6-33 (i.e. 0.44) as compared 

to the values shown in the legend of Figure 6-104 based on undisturbed gravel samples. 

Ishihara (1996) reports an average value of the exponent of 0.75 based on undisturbed 

specimens.   
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Figure 6-104: Profiles of elastic Gmax (denoted as G0) with mean effective stress level after 

consolidation for undisturbed samples of sandy gravel (Figure 6.20, Ishihara (1996)). Superimposed is 

the Gmax profile of the gravel layer at PRPC based on Nishio’s et al. (1985) expression – the values in 

the legend represent the effect of p′ on Gmax 

If the void ratio is re-calculated based on Equation 6-33 for an exponent value of 0.75, such 

that Gmax at 28 m depth is equal to 250 MPa, the variation shown in Figures 6-105 and 6-106 

is obtained. It can be seen that the rate of increase of Gmax with mean effective stress level is 

now in agreement with observations from tests on undisturbed specimens. 
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Figure 6-105: Gmax profile with depth within the gravel layer at PRPC based on Nishio’s et al. (1985) 

expression with an exponent value of 0.44 (reconstituted specimens) and 0.75 (undisturbed gravel) in 

Equation 6-33 

 

Figure 6-106: Profiles of elastic Gmax (denoted as G0) with mean effective stress level after 

consolidation for undisturbed samples of sandy gravel (Figure 6.20, Ishihara (1996)). Superimposed is 

the Gmax profile of the gravel layer at PRPC based on Nishio’s et al. (1985) expression with an 

exponent value of 0.75 – the values in the legend represent the effect of p′ on Gmax 
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Given that Nishio’s et al. (1985) expression was developed for reconstituted samples, the above 

procedure for an exponent of 0.75 in Equation 6-33 resulted in a gravel porosity as high as 

0.526. Due to the dependency of the P-wave velocity on the porosity, according to Equation 

3-6, the depth of the modelled deposit had to be reduced to result in similar fundamental 

frequencies as those corresponding to a deeper deposit when the exponent in Equation 6-33 is 

equal to 0.44. As the computed differences were found to be small, however, in the order of 10 

m, the porosity and Gmax profile obtained through the use of the original expression of Nishio 

et al. (1985) were adopted for the subsequent FE analyses. 

Permeability 

The gravel layer was also modelled with a u-p coupled hydro-mechanical formulation. Lunne 

et al. (1997) reports a permeability range of 1.0E-03 to 1.0E+00 m/s for gravelly sand to gravel. 

Two different cases of gravel permeabilities of 1.0E-02 and 5.0E-02 m/s were used 

parametrically in the analyses due to the uncertainties involved. 

Stiffness degradation and damping variation curves 

The gravel layer was modelled with the ICG3S model, in a similar manner to the silty layers 

between 0 and 28 m depth. Stiffness degradation and damping variation for the gravel layer 

was based on the mean curve of Rollins et al. (1998). The original curves, as well as the 

calibrated ones are shown in Figure 6-107. It should be noted that the maximum p′0 levels in 

the modelled deposit were well inside the range tested by Rollins et al. (1998) (i.e. 29-490 kPa). 

 

Figure 6-107: Rollins et al. (1998) mean stiffness degradation and damping variation curves and 

calibrated curves for the Riccarton gravel layer at PRPC below 28 m depth 

The model properties used for the gravel layer are shown in Table 6-25, while Tables 6-26 and 

6-27 present the FE analyses conducted. The results presented are for a total depth of 66 m (i.e. 
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264 elements), as this was found to provide a reasonable comparison with the PRPC record. 

The dimensions of elements and boundary conditions were the same as those for the 28 m deep 

deposit. It is emphasised that the depth of 66 m is only indicative as a number of simplifications, 

as described above, were made for the Riccarton gravel properties and composition. 

Table 6-25: Model parameters for ICG3S for the Riccarton gravel layer 

Model parameter Silt 0-3 

Maximum stiffness  

G0 71002.860 

fG(e) 
(2.17 − e)2

(1 + e)⁄  

p′ref 100.000 kPa 

mG 0.440 

v 0.150 

Shear stiffness degradation  

a0 1.111E-4 

a1 0.000 

a2 0.000 

b0 1.180 

RG,min 0.000 

G𝑚𝑖𝑛 1.000 kPa 

Varying scaling factor  

d′1,G 451.990 

d′′1,G 0.000 

d2,G 0.168 

d3,G 3267.260 

d4,G 0.520 
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Table 6-26: Summary of vertical component FE analyses modelling the Riccarton gravel layer 

 Gravel - Vertical component  

Analysis ID Description PGA (g) 

LPCC UP   

GLV1_kG10-2 
Median - SD PGA (CB03) –  

gravel permeability = 1.0E-2 m/s 

0.295g 

GLV1_kG5×10-2 
Median - SD PGA (CB03) –  

gravel permeability = 5.0E-2 m/s 

0.295g 

RHSC UP   

GRV1_kG5×10-2 
Median – SD PGA (CB03) –  

gravel permeability = 5.0E-2 m/s 

0.295g 

 

Table 6-27: Summary of bi-directional FE analyses modelling the Riccarton gravel layer 

 Gravel – Bi-directional analyses  

Analysis ID Description PGA (g) 

LPCC UP   

GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 
Median – SD PGA (B10/CB03) –  

gravel permeability = 5.0E-2 m/s 

H: 0.264g 

V: 0.295g 

 

6.16.2 Vertical motion analyses 

LPCC UP – lower bound PGA and kG=1.0E-2 m/s (GLV1_kG10-2) 

The computed ground surface acceleration time-history and FS for the analysis using as input 

motion the LPCC vertical component scaled to the lower bound CB03 PGA prediction (median 

value – SD) are shown in Figure 6-108. The shift in the fundamental frequency from the value 

corresponding to the 28 m deep deposit (i.e. 14.6 Hz) to about 8.3 Hz, as shown from the FS 

in Figure 6-108 and the amplification function in Figure 6-109a, is evident.  As such, resonance 

now results in an amplification of frequencies between 6 and 10 Hz, coinciding with the peak 

response in the PRPC record (Figure 6-108b). The shape of the computed ground surface 

acceleration time-history is also now very similar to the recorded one, with a PGA of 8.92 m/s2. 

Given the relatively small amplitudes of acceleration, no plasticity is once again predicted due 
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to the vertical motion alone. This can be seen in Figure 6-109b and Figure 6-110 where the 

initial and final (end of dynamic) mean effective stress profiles as well as an indicative stress 

path and CSR evolution with time at 13 m depth within the sand layer are depicted. 

 

Figure 6-108: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

GLV1_kG10-2 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at PRPC 

 

Figure 6-109: (a) Amplification function and (b) initial and final (end of dynamic motion) mean 

effective stress profile for analysis GLV1_kG10-2 
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Figure 6-110: (a) Stress path in mean effective – deviatoric stress space and (b) CSR time-history at 

13 m depth in the sand layer for analysis GLV1_kG10-2 

It is recalled that, based on the calculated Π1 and Π2 values, the response for the 28 m deep 

deposit and the vertical seismic motion fell within the bounds of undrained behaviour - see 

section 6.13.1. As such, the response for the deeper deposit would also be expected to fall 

within the undrained zone (see Equation 3-9). 

LPCC UP – lower bound PGA and kG=5.0E-2 m/s (GLV1_kG5×10-2) 

Given that in the previous analysis the peak response in the Fourier spectrum exceeds that 

measured at PRPC, the analysis was repeated with an increased permeability for the gravel 

layer equal to 5.0E-02 m/s. The results are shown in Figure 6-111 where it can be seen that, 

due to the increased velocity proportional (viscous) damping as a result of the higher 

permeability and interaction between the solid and fluid phase of the pores, the prediction 

matches the Fourier spectrum of the recorded motion very well, at least in the frequency range 

where the peak response lies. As previously explained, at least part of the discrepancy seen for 

other frequencies should be a result of the input ground motion which has been recorded at a 

greater distance from the fault compared to the modelled station. 
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Figure 6-111: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

GLV1_kG5×10-2 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface motion at 

PRPC 

The computed acceleration time-history matches the recorded acceleration amplitudes on the 

negative side particularly well, however, it fails to reproduce the individual high peaks noted 

on the positive (upward) side. Apart from differences in the input ground motion, the observed 

asymmetry might be a result of the trampoline effect, as described in Chapter 3, due to zero 

tensile strength and separation of stiff surface soil layers arising from resonance and large 

vertical accelerations (Aoi et al., 2008; Yamada et al., 2009). Such a phenomenon cannot be 

modelled with the current constitutive models used. 

As in the Fourier Spectrum the simulated behaviour matches relatively well the recorded peak 

response, analyses with higher predictions of PGA are not presented.  

RHSC UP – lower bound PGA and kG=5.0E-2 m/s (GRV1_kG5×10-2) 

To examine the influence of the characteristics of the input motion, an analysis utilising the 

deconvolved vertical component (UP) of RHSC, scaled to the CB03 lower bound PGA (median 

value – SD) was also conducted. A value for the coefficient of permeability of 5.0E-02 m/s 

was assigned to the gravel layer, as this gave the best predictions with the LPCC UP. Given 

that this motion already incorporates any potential response arising from the gravel layer, as it 
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has been explained earlier (section 6.9.2), the predictions are expected to be worse than those 

when the gravel layer was not modelled. The computed ground surface acceleration time-

history and Fourier spectrum are shown in Figure 6-112, where the mismatch can be clearly 

seen. Scaling to much lower PGA values, within the bounds of Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) 

predictions, would be required to result in more realistic predictions. Given that the shape of 

the Fourier Spectrum of the input vertical motion of RHSC is quite different to the PRPC record 

as compared to LPCC UP (see Figures 6-13, 6-54 and 6-59), no further analyses with this 

motion were carried out. 

 

Figure 6-112: Computed ground surface acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for analysis 

GRV1_kG5×10-2 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded surface motion at PRPC 

6.16.3  Bi-directional analyses 

LPCC bi-directional – lower bound PGA and kG=5.0E-2 m/s (GLS1V1_ kG5×10-2) 

The final analysis conducted is bi-directional in nature, using as input the horizontal and 

vertical components of LPCC, both scaled to the lower bound PGA values (median value – 

SD) as predicted by Bradley (2010) and Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003), respectively. This is 

to examine whether the gravel layer that is now incorporated in the numerical model will affect 

the computed response. Gravel permeability (kG) is equal to 5.0E-02 m/s. It is noted that as the 
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predicted response in analysis GLV1_kG5×10-2 was elastic, the predictions are expected to be 

similar to those obtained if only the horizontal component was modelled. 

The predicted vertical acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum are shown in Figure 

6-113 and are compared to the results of the corresponding uni-directional analysis. No 

substantial difference is observed. Similarly, Figure 6-114 shows the corresponding predictions 

in the horizontal direction and comparisons with the input and recorded ground motions are 

made. The results show a very good agreement in terms of acceleration, similar to when the 28 

m deep deposit was modelled, although the prediction of the high frequency amplitudes noted 

in the early stages of the PRPC record has not improved through the inclusion of the gravel 

layer. The peak response in the FS also matches the record accurately, both in terms of 

amplitude and frequency, although amplitudes at other frequencies up to 12 Hz appear to be 

underestimated. Liquefaction occurrence is inferred from the accelerogram at about 8.9 s 

through a drop in amplitude, tying in with rp values exceeding 0.9 at shallow depths. The 

maximum depth of liquefaction is also found to be equal to 5.5 m, as shown in Figure 6-115.   

 

Figure 6-113: Computed ground surface vertical acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for 

analysis GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 and comparison with predictions of corresponding vertical motion 

analysis 
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Figure 6-114: Computed ground surface horizontal acceleration time-history and Fourier spectrum for 

analysis GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 and comparison with (a) input motion and (b) recorded ground surface 

motion at PRPC 

 

Figure 6-115: Profile of maximum values of rp within the sand layers during the strong motion for 

analysis GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 

It is interesting to note that the predictions are very similar to those of analysis LS3, when the 

gravel was not modelled and the input LPCC horizontal component had been scaled up to the 

B10 median PGA value. This is a result of the difference between the case that the motion is 
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transmitted rigid to the sand and the case where the presence of the underlying gravel result in 

some degree of non-linearity and amplification. This is evident in Figure 6-116 where the 

computed acceleration time-history in the horizontal direction at 28 m depth in analysis 

GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 is compared against the input LPCC motion scaled to the B10 median - SD 

PGA value (Figure 6-116a), as well as the input LPCC motion scaled to the B10 median PGA 

value (Figure 6-116b). It is very important to note, however, that the stiffness contrast between 

the base of the modelled gravel layer and the bedrock is now much smaller than the impedance 

ratio at the interface with a free surface, meaning that the use of the outcrop predictions of the 

various GMPEs is not directly applicable. As such, it appears that the median prediction of 

PGA would still have provided a better comparison against the recorded response had the 

outcrop prediction been modified (i.e. reduced) to account for the modelled base stiffness 

contrast. This is also applicable to the vertical site response analysis in section 0, meaning that 

input PGA values required to obtain a satisfactory comparison with the measurements when 

the LPCC motion is used are well outside the Bozorgnia & Campbell (2016) model predictions. 

 

Figure 6-116: Computed horizontal acceleration time-history at 28 m depth for analysis 

GLS1V1_kG5×10-2 and comparison with (a) the input ground motion (LS1) and (b) the deconvolved 

component of LPCC scaled to the B10 median PGA value (LS3) 

6.17  Final remarks and conclusions 

In this chapter, the bounding surface plasticity model for sand presented in Chapter 2 

incorporating the modifications to the flow rule introduced in Chapter 4, as well as the Imperial 

College Generalised Small Strain Stiffness cyclic non-linear model, also described in Chapter 

2, were employed in order to model the level-ground response of a SMS in Christchurch during 

the 22nd February 2011 Mw 6.2 seismic event. Strong motion station PRPC, to the east of central 

Christchurch, was chosen for the FE analyses due to its relatively uniform profile of sand down 
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to 28 m depth where the top of the gravel is, the surface manifestation of liquefaction after the 

February event and the high GWT combined with the high vertical accelerations recorded, 

implying that resonance, as presented in Chapter 3, may have taken place. The station was of 

particular interest as an empirical assessment of liquefaction susceptibility by Wotherspoon et 

al. (2015a) predicted only a few thin liquefied layers below a depth of 20 m.  

The conducted FE study highlights the challenges faced when modelling field case studies, 

particularly with the use of advanced constitutive models: 

• The calibration of the advanced BSPM for the mechanical behaviour of sand was 

undoubtedly the greatest challenge, as it aimed at reproducing a model performance 

which would capture both the laboratory and field trends in a consistent manner. The 

latter were obtained through available field measurements and appropriate CPT 

empirical correlations. An extensive review of the available site-specific laboratory 

tests conducted by Arefi (2014) and Taylor (2015) was performed in order to select 

representative tests for model calibration. Differences arising from tests on undisturbed 

and reconstituted specimens also had to be taken into account. The calibration involved 

an iterative process in which the model parameters were re-adjusted, when necessary, 

to fit the field shear wave velocities and field state parameter values. Additionally, 

back-calculated relative densities from available downhole Vs measurements were also 

compared against relevant CPT-Dr correlations to ensure that the expressions used to 

determine the in-situ state are appropriate. The effect of overburden stress on the cyclic 

strength of sands was also compared against the empirical trend proposed by Idriss & 

Boulanger (2008) such that a reasonable field cyclic response with depth is simulated. 

The capabilities of this type of constitutive model are often demonstrated for a 

calibrated material, typically artificially created by retaining a given fraction of a soil 

using two consecutive sieves. However, it was noted here that when calibrating such a 

complex model for a real soil, extra care and critical engineering judgement is required 

to ensure that the adopted trends and model parameters are consistent with those of 

other available soils. This is because much larger scatter is observed for a real soil, due 

to the inherent variability in its nature. 

• Due to lack of site-specific data for the siltier layers interbedded within the thicker 

sandy strata and the deeper gravel horizon, empirical curves from the literature were 

used to calibrate the cyclic non-linear model, while CPT correlations and general 

trends (Lunn et al., 1997) were employed to check or obtain reasonable estimates of 
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the elastic properties (Gmax and ν), the over-consolidation ratio, the earth-pressure 

coefficient at rest, the porosity and the permeability value. 

• Given the importance of the hydraulic regime of sands in liquefaction modelling, as 

extensively discussed and shown in Chapter 3, analyses modelling a constant higher 

permeability equal to a value closer to that expected in liquefied materials, but also 

variable permeability analyses, were carried out. 

• The reproduction of representative input ground motions remains one of the biggest 

uncertainties when modelling case studies from the 2010-2011 CES, due to the scarcity 

of outcrop rock records and the additional variations arising from wave attenuation 

with distance. An outcropping motion registered at a station lying on the hanging wall 

of the fault (station LPCC), the only motion registered at a station sitting on 

engineering bedrock, was chosen for the analyses. Given the importance of the 

characteristics of the input motion on the computed results, analyses using as input a 

record from a station located on the footwall of the fault (station RHSC), similar to the 

modelled station PRPC, and underlain by gravel, such that no liquefaction took place, 

was also utilised. Deconvolution to bedrock level in the first case and to the top of the 

Riccarton gravel layer, as the thickness of the latter was unknown, in the second case 

was carried out. The location of the GWT at ground level and the small thickness of 

the surficial layer above bedrock, implying a very high fundamental frequency in the 

compressional mode, meant that no deconvolution for the vertical component was 

required for station LPCC. Conversely, the location of the GWT at 6 m depth at the 

RHSC station meant that deconvolution of the vertical component had to be 

additionally carried out. However, the absence of constrained modulus degradation and 

corresponding damping variation curves led to the use of those obtained for the 

shearing mode, adding more uncertainty to the resulting motion.  

• Given the variable distance of the stations from the fault rupture, attenuation models 

were used to predict the outcrop PGA values at PRPC. The New Zealand-specific 

Bradley (2010) attenuation model was used for the horizontal component, while the 

Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) GMPE was chosen for the vertical component. Both 

have been shown to provide relatively good predictions for the February seismic event 

(Bradley, 2013; Lee et al., 2013).  
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• The choice of depth to be modelled was an additional uncertainty. Previous studies 

simulating only the horizontal component suggest that modelling of the deep stiff 

gravel horizon is not necessary due to its linear elastic response (Smyrou et al., 2011). 

Initially, only the sand and silty layers down to 28 m depth at PRPC were modelled, excluding 

the gravel horizon. With regard to the horizontal component it was shown that the deconvolved 

LPCC component down to bedrock level scaled to the median PGA given by Bradley (2010) 

resulted in predictions, which exhibited an excellent fit with the recorded ground surface 

response at the PRPC station, both in terms of frequency content and ground surface 

acceleration time-history. Conversely, the predictions based on the highly vibratory 

deconvolved RHSC ground motion, which similarly to PRPC lies on the footwall of the 

rupture, were found to be very different to the actual surface response. The presence of a deep 

layer of gravel has not been accounted for as the deconvolution process was carried out to the 

top of the stiffer Riccarton gravel. It was postulated that this could significantly impact the 

computed ground surface response. 

Subsequently, focus was given to the effect of the hydraulic regime on the horizontal 

component analysis. The analyses with the LPCC motion scaled to the Bradley (2010) median 

PGA value, which provided the best predictions, was repeated for the constant higher,  as well 

as for a variable sand permeability, as discussed above. The results provided further evidence 

of the importance of using a variable permeability function instead of a constant higher value. 

The former resulted in a similar maximum depth of liquefaction to the original analysis. 

Conversely, in the latter case the larger value of permeability from the early stages of loading 

led to a smaller liquefaction zone. Predicted co-seismic settlements at the top of the sand layer 

in the variable permeability analysis were found to be twice those registered in the original 

constant permeability analysis, due to the increased co-seismic flow of pore water upwards. 

However, the low permeability of the top 3 m thick clayey silt layer meant that no differences 

in the co-seismic ground surface settlements were observed between the original and variable 

permeability analyses. Total post-liquefaction settlements (co-seismic and post-consolidation) 

were also found to be in the order of 15 to 20 mm, lying within the bounds of observed 

displacements at the PRPC site following the earthquake (NZGD, 2016).  

It was further noted that, based on Ishihara’s (1985) guidelines, the predicted shallow zone of 

liquefaction down to 6.5 m depth in both the original and variable permeability analyses would 

be consistent with ground surface manifestation of liquefaction in the form of sediment ejecta. 
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This is of special importance as the empirical assessment did not predict liquefaction of the 

near-surface sand layers and, hence, ground surface manifestation. It was postulated that this 

stems from the inadequacy of the empirical assessment to account for the co-seismic upward 

water flux which adds to the excess pore water pressure developing at shallow levels, leading 

them to a state of liquefaction despite their more dilative response. It is of particular interest to 

note that cone penetration resistance at the PRPC station exceeded a qc1N value of 200, the latter 

being the upper bound value in most design charts for liquefaction triggering assessments 

(Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

Given the absence of downhole array instrumentation and the differences that have been 

observed in the characteristics of near-field and far-field vertical motion, which is attributed to 

the fact that the high frequency P-waves attenuate at a high rate with increasing distance from 

the source (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2004), vertical site response modelling was found to be 

particularly challenging. Accounting for the distance of the modelling site (PRPC) from the 

surface projection of the fault rupture (i.e. 2.3 km) compared to that of the deconvolution LPCC 

and RHSC stations (i.e. 4.8 and 6.5 km, respectively), it would appear that none of the two 

latter motions are particularly appropriate to model vertical site response at PRPC. An 

additional uncertainty was introduced to the vertical component of RHSC by deconvolving it 

to the GWT level at 6 m depth. Despite this, the shape of the computed ground surface 

acceleration time-history when using the RHSC input motion was found to resemble more the 

PRPC vertical record when the 28 m deep deposit was modelled, as compared to the LPCC 

analysis. However, the similarity was not particularly satisfactory. The closer fit of the RHSC 

analysis to the record is believed to be a result of the presence of the gravel layer below a depth 

of 28 m at PRPC which was not modelled initially. As the vertical component at RHSC was 

deconvolved above the gravel layer which is also present at depth, any potential nonlinearity 

arising from this is still accounted for in the resulting motion used as input when modelling the 

PRPC station. Source-path effects could also contribute to the differences noted.  

Nevertheless, the depth of the modelled deposit when vertical site response is performed was 

found to be of utmost importance, as modelling only the first 28 m of sand and silt resulted in 

amplification of components at larger frequencies than those indicated in the record. This is 

attributed to the phenomenon of resonance which governs the vertical site response, as 

presented in detail in Chapter 3. This did not appear to have a substantial impact on the response 

in the horizontal direction. An attempt was, thus, made to improve the prediction of the vertical 

response by incorporating the gravel layer below a depth of 28 m. As such a 66 m deep deposit 
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was modelled. It was noted that the depth to bedrock was only indicative, as a number of 

assumptions had to be made for the properties and composition of the gravel layer. The 

inclusion of gravel was not found to alter substantially the computed results in terms of ground 

response in the horizontal direction and liquefaction occurrence, as compared to when the 

gravel layer was not included in the analysis. However, in the case of the vertical component 

the computed response was in a much better agreement with the recorded one, with 

amplification of components taking place in the region where the peak PRPC response was 

recorded. The acceleration time-history was also now found to be very similar to the recorded 

one in the case of the LPCC input motion. As such, the scenario of resonance is believed to 

have taken place at the PRPC station during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event, validating 

the theoretical concept studied in Chapter 3. However, the recorded amplitudes of vertical 

acceleration were not sufficiently large to induce cyclic stresses that could trigger plasticity on 

their own. Therefore, the results of bi-directional analyses were practically identical to the uni-

directional horizontal component analyses.  

Overall, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• The excellent agreement of the numerical predictions with the field records and 

observations demonstrates that, despite the numerous model parameters involved, 

many of which are devoid of physical meaning, advanced constitutive models 

calibrated based on laboratory element testing can be successfully employed in 

modelling and predicting the field response. This requires a careful calibration, such 

that the simulated mechanical response of sand calibrated at element level is 

representative of the conditions prevailing in the field. The availability of adequate site-

specific field and element testing covering a range of initial conditions, representative 

of those in-situ, and the selection of appropriate empirical and field correlations play a 

pivotal role in the outcome of such a process.  

• The appropriate characterisation of the in-situ relative density is also of fundamental 

importance, if meaningful simulations are to be conducted. However, commonly 

employed correlations were shown to provide substantially different predictions of the 

in-situ material state. 

• The selection of representative ground motions was found to be of equal importance, 

with deconvolution above the stiff gravel layer failing to provide realistic outcropping 

motions. Further studies, which would involve deconvolution of the ground surface 
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motion to deeper strata of higher stiffness, would be required to examine the impact of 

the response of such a layer on the computed results.  

• Modelling of the vertical site response was found more challenging compared to the 

horizontal direction, not only because of the lack of sufficient literature on the issue, 

but also due to the higher rate of wave attenuation with distance for the high frequency 

compressional waves. Most importantly it was shown that a reasonable comparison 

with the vertical record can only be obtained when the total depth to bedrock is 

modelled, due to the phenomenon of resonance. As such, these analyses confirmed the 

theoretical scenario of resonance in the vertical direction, as introduced in Chapter 3, 

through comparisons with monitoring data. This is particularly important as it implies 

that deep boreholes revealing the full depth to bedrock may be required, if design 

calculations including the vertical component are to be undertaken. However, this, 

depending on the depth to bedrock, may not always be feasible. 

• Finally, the conducted analyses also emphasise the importance of numerical analysis in 

understanding limitations of empirically-derived correlations. In particular, the results 

highlighted the potential non-conservative nature of widely used industry CPT 

liquefaction interpretation charts and the potential reasons behind it. 
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CHAPTER 7            

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Introduction  

It has been several decades since sand liquefaction was widely acknowledged as a major 

earthquake-induced hazard, imposing a great risk to human life and infrastructure. 

Considerable efforts have been made over the years to better characterise the mechanical 

response of sands under both monotonic and cyclic loading and understand the basic 

principles underlying the phenomenon, both in the field and at element level. However, 

owing to its complex nature, liquefaction is still accounted for in design by applying 

purely empirical criteria and methods based on back-calculation of case studies. These 

rely solely on observations of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction as a criterion 

to distinguish between the cases where liquefaction took or did not take place across the 

depth of the deposit. Additionally, most of the site investigations on which the empirical 

methods rely were conducted following liquefaction and dissipation of excess pore water 

pressures, which can lead to densification, but can also severely affect sand’s internal 

structure and result in principal stress rotation (Robertson & Wride, 1998; Youd et al., 

2001). Laboratory studies have shown that inherent, as well as stress-induced anisotropy 

can substantially alter the response of sand under both cyclic mobility and flow 

liquefaction conditions, as defined by Kramer (1996) (e.g. Seed et al., 1975; Yamada & 

Ishihara, 1983; Yoshimine et al.,1998; Nakata et al., 1998; Coelho et al., 2013). 

Recent earthquakes have shown the inadequacy of these simplified procedures to 

adequately account for the complex mechanisms occurring in sand deposits subjected to 

seismic loading (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a; Cox et al., 2017). The Imperial College Finite 

Element Program (ICFEP, Potts & Zdravković, 1999) which is used throughout this thesis 

is equipped with a state-of-the-art two-surface bounding surface plasticity model (BSPM, 
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Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014) for simulating the liquefaction phenomenon, as well 

as advanced time-integration schemes with superior performance in elasto-plastic hydro-

mechanically coupled problems (Kontoe, 2006; Kontoe et al., 2008). As such, this thesis 

aimed at a rigorous numerical investigation of liquefaction, consisting of two main parts. 

The first one concerned a theoretical investigation of the multi-directional and irregular 

nature of seismic loading, drawing emphasis on the vertical ground motion and the 

number of equivalent stress cycles concept, respectively. This investigation aimed at a 

better understanding of the nature of several assumptions incorporated into simplified 

liquefaction assessment methodologies and the associated implications. Deep 

understanding of the underlying complex mechanisms and their coupling leading to 

liquefaction, as well as of its potential consequences is of key importance for better risk 

characterisation and successful and economical mitigation in engineering practice. The 

second part involved modelling of a case study to enable comparisons of the numerical 

predictions against monitoring data and post-earthquake field observations, but also 

against the predictions of empirical procedures. This part had a dual role. The first one 

related to validating and corroborating the conclusions from the preceding theoretical 

studies and further aid the interpretation of the previously observed discrepancies 

between field observations and empirical procedures. The second one concerned the 

validation of advanced constitutive platforms for liquefaction modelling against 

monitoring and field data from case studies. This is because use of these complex models 

is often restricted to replicating physical models, due to the absence of comprehensive 

field observations and adequate site-specific laboratory testing required for the calibration 

of the model parameters (Taborda, 2011). Through the extensive application of the BSPM 

in realistic modelling of liquefaction problems, a third part was identified. This concerned 

targeted modifications in the model formulation for improved performance. 

As such, Chapter 2 details the constitutive models used throughout this thesis. In addition 

to the aforementioned BSPM, and given that real stratigraphies can be complex with 

layers of clays interbedded within the sand layers, the Imperial College Generalised 

Small-Strain Stiffness (ICG3S) model (Taborda & Zdravković, 2012; Taborda et al., 

2016), a simpler cyclic non-linear elastic model, which cannot reproduce the liquefaction 

mechanism under cyclic loading, but can adequately incorporate the basic aspects of 

dynamic soil behaviour, is presented in this chapter. Chapter 3 concerns the vertical 

ground motion and its role in sand liquefaction. The study consists of horizontal and 

vertical uni-directional, as well as bi-directional analyses to shed light on liquefaction 
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triggering and its effects when the two orthogonal components are combined in the 

analyses. Inherent limitations of the original formulation of the BSPM, concerning the 

prediction of the undrained cyclic strength of sands are also identified in Chapter 3. These 

are shown not to govern the conclusions of this chapter. However, modifications to the 

constitutive platform to remediate this problem are developed and presented in Chapter 

4. These are validated both at element level, but also in the context of a boundary value 

problem. As the original limitations could severely impact the study on irregularity, 

subsequently presented in Chapter 5, these modifications were implemented prior to 

carrying out that part of the investigation. With an improved modelling capability with 

regard to capturing the liquefaction resistance of sands, Chapter 5 first presents an 

overview of the development of the high-cycle fatigue Miner-based concept of the 

number of equivalent stress cycles in liquefaction analysis. Previous laboratory studies 

performed to evaluate the methodology are also detailed. A numerical procedure to test 

the applicability of this concept to soils undergoing large amplitude cyclic loading, during 

which the response is mainly plastic, is then developed. The main aim is to understand 

in-depth a number of assumptions incorporated in the procedure, but also suggest 

alternative routes. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the final stage of this thesis, i.e. the case 

study, which concerns the liquefaction modelling of a strong ground motion station in 

Christchurch, New Zealand, during the February Mw 6.2 seismic event. 

The present chapter constitutes a thorough summary of the main conclusions identified 

in the previous parts. Recommendations for further research on related topics are also 

presented. 

7.2 Vertical ground motion and liquefaction resistance 

Very limited studies were found to exist on vertical ground motion and its effects on the 

liquefaction resistance of sands, with all of them concluding that the vertical seismic 

component has no additional contribution to the development of permanent excess pore 

water pressures. The present study aimed at thoroughly investigating a number of factors 

that could shed more light on the implications of compressional wave propagation, as 

well as bi-directional earthquake loading on the liquefaction response of fully saturated 

level-ground sand deposits. The motivation behind this emanated from the very high 

vertical ground accelerations recorded during the 22nd February 2011 seismic event in 

Christchurch, New Zealand, and the possible link with the extensive liquefaction 

observed (Bradley, 2012; Lee et al., 2013). As such, the frequency content of the input 
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excitation, the depth of the deposit and the hydraulic regime, including the use of variable 

permeability models, were examined in a set of parametric analyses. These identified and 

demonstrated a novel concept of liquefaction triggering due to vertical seismic motion. 

Given the advantages of energy-based interpretations of liquefaction triggering due to S-

waves (Nemat-Nasser & Shokooh, 1979; Kokusho, 2013), this approach was 

subsequently used together with finite element analyses to further extend the conclusions 

on vertical motion amplification and ensuing liquefaction. Initial emphasis was placed on 

the number of cycles that contribute to soil liquefaction solely due to P-waves. This was 

then followed by an interpretation of the amplification of vertical seismic motion towards 

the ground surface, as it has been observed in downhole array field records (Yang & Sato, 

2000; Yang et al., 2002). To this end, two different hysteretic damping ratio time-histories 

were examined: one based on effective vertical stress-vertical strain loops, which is 

intrinsically related to the behaviour of the solid skeleton, and one based on the 

corresponding total quantities, reflecting the presence of water in the soil’s pores. 

The final contribution of this study related to the development of guidelines for the 

accurate use of time-integration algorithms when modelling the vertical seismic 

component. No such guidance was found to previously exist. In particular, it presented a 

comparative study of the numerical dissipation characteristics of two time-integration 

schemes in vertical site response analyses. These are a widely-used version of the 

Newmark family of algorithms which possesses numerical damping (Newmark, 1959) 

and the CH generalised α-method (Chung & Hulbert, 1993; Kontoe et al., 2008), which 

has been used to a lesser extent in geotechnics, where problems involving two phase 

media are common. The examined problem was a challenging test for the time-integration 

schemes, as the response involved plasticity, hydro-mechanical coupling and high 

frequencies. In particular, the numerical parameters were chosen such that both methods 

resulted in a spectral radius at infinity, ρ∞, of 0.818. The time-step was also kept the 

same, so that the effects of the frequency content of the excitation and of the fundamental 

frequency of the deposit under resonant conditions on the algorithmic dissipation 

performance could be isolated and examined.  
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7.2.1 Conclusions from parametric uni- and bi-directional finite 

element analyses 

The conclusions from the parametric analyses investigating the frequency content of the 

input excitation, the depth of the deposit and the modelling of variable permeability 

during liquefaction can be summarised as follows:  

• When the vertical ground motion is rich in frequencies in the range where the 

fundamental frequency of the deposit for P-waves lies, resonance can occur 

leading to the development of significant deviatoric stresses which in turn can 

induce plasticity and, if sufficiently strong, may lead to soil liquefaction. Peak 

ground acceleration of the input vertical motion appears to be an inappropriate 

parameter for damage evaluation. This establishes a fundamental contrast with 

problems involving horizontal motions since, in such cases, resonance may aid 

the triggering of liquefaction, but it is not a prerequisite. 

• The commonly adopted assumption of linear elastic behaviour when 

compressional waves propagate vertically upwards in a saturated sand deposit is 

not valid in such cases of resonance. 

• When the two components (i.e. vertical and horizontal) are combined in the 

analysis, increased plasticity can be engaged. This can increase the maximum 

depth of liquefaction and can lead to liquefaction triggering taking place earlier in 

the strong motion duration. Indeed, any predictions of field reponse can only be 

meaningful when the two seismic components and their actions are coupled. 

• Even in the case where liquefaction in the bi-directional analysis occurred 

marginally earlier compared to the uni-directional horizontal motion analysis and 

the maximum depth of liquefaction was unaltered, the inclusion of the vertical 

component in the variable permeability analyses led to larger post-liquefaction 

surface settlements compared to the predictions of horizontal motion analyses 

only. The predictions of the bi-directional analysis using variable permeability 

were also compared with the results of the original bi-directional analysis using 

constant permeability equal to the static value. The results highlighted the 

importance of modelling a realistic hydraulic regime, with variable permeability 

resulting in 7.5 times larger co-seismic settlements, in agreement with 

observations from physical testing (Coelho, 2007). 
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7.2.2 Conclusions based on energy considerations 

The findings from the energy-based interpretation of sand liquefaction due to vertical 

ground motion are summarised below: 

• In the case where liquefaction is induced by the vertical seismic component, the 

number of post-resonance response cycles is a key factor, as significant levels of 

energy dissipate only once resonance takes place. This is significant as the number 

of response cycles rather than the number of post-resonance response cycles is 

important in the case of S-wave propagation and triggering of liquefaction in a 

level-ground fully saturated sand deposit.  

• In a similar manner, the number of cycles in the input motion is shown to be of no 

significant importance. 

• When liquefaction takes place due to P-wave propagation, damping as a result of 

effective stresses increases substantially, in agreement with the observed plasticity. 

Conversely, the damping calculated based on the variation of total stresses retains 

very low values, as a result of the non-hysteretic behaviour of the water in the 

pores, justifying the amplification of vertical motion towards the ground surface 

even at liquefied sites.  

• The above imply that the potential of large vertical ground surface acceleration 

development and hence compressional structural damage can be predicted by 

carrying out a simple linear elastic frequency domain type analysis using 

appropriate levels of viscous (i.e. Rayleigh) damping, provided that the design 

earthquake, the stratigraphy details and the fundamental frequency of the deposit 

are known. Nevertheless, it is emphasised that such a simplified type of analysis 

is only indicative as it would provide no information on settlements and 

differential settlements and would only represent greenfield conditions. This 

means that it would be unclear how the presence of a structure would affect the 

overall response. 

7.2.3 Lessons learnt from the application of time-integration schemes 

in P-wave propagation modelling 

The vertical motion analyses comparing the two time-integration schemes (i.e. Newmark 

and CH) provided useful insight into accuracy considerations in the numerical modelling 

of P-wave propagation in a saturated soil deposit. The results showed that the CH scheme 

retained its properties of controllable numerical dissipation even at resonant conditions in 
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the high frequency range. Conversely, the Newmark scheme resulted in excessive 

damping of the response at the fundamental frequency, meaning that a prohibitive small 

time-step would be required to achieve an accurate solution. The numerical error in terms 

of amplitude decay in this latter case can be so large that it can completely prevent the 

occurrence of plasticity and ensuing liquefaction in a sand deposit as a result of P-wave 

propagation alone. 

7.3 Modified two-surface bounding surface plasticity model 

A number of experimental studies on undrained cyclic loading has shown that the slope 

of the cyclic strength curves of sands in the logarithm of loading cycles vs logarithm of 

CSR space can attain values between about 0.1 and 0.5, generally increasing with higher 

relative density, Dr. It should be noted that some laboratory studies have also shown that 

the slope can increase with the applied cyclic stress ratio, CSR (Boulanger & Idriss, 

2015). However, all methodologies, as presented in the previous chapters, assume that 

the slope of the cyclic strength curves remains constant. Past experience with the use of 

two-surface bounding surface plasticity models for sand liquefaction has indicated that 

their formulation can suffer from simulating overly steep cyclic strength curves, with 

slopes reaching values larger than 1.0 (Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2012). This was also 

identified by Taborda (2011) and Klokidi (2015) when using the BSPM employed in this 

research project (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 2014), as well as in Chapter 3 of the 

present study through a comparison of the numerical cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) curves 

for Fraser River Sand with available laboratory data. In that specific case, CSR time-

histories at various depths across the modelled deposit were computed to ensure that the 

conclusions on the effects of vertical ground motion were not governed by this limitation. 

This limitation was attributed in Chapter 3 to the formulation of the fabric index in the 

BSPM, which in the original model controls the number of cycles to phase transformation 

and, effectively, liquefaction. Given the importance of such a limitation when modelling 

liquefaction phenomena, the objective of the study presented in Chapter 4, was to develop 

alterations that remediate the observed under-performance.  

As such, Chapter 4 first examined the numerical CRR curves for Nevada sand. The 

calibrated parameters were obtained from Taborda (2011) and Taborda et al. (2014) who 

analysed in detail the numerical cyclic strength curves for this material. Nevada sand was 

chosen for this part of the research project, as it has been studied thoroughly as part of the 

VELACS project (Arulanandan & Scott, 1993), meaning that extensive laboratory testing 
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was available to allow detailed calibration and validation of the constitutive platform. 

Further investigation of the numerical cyclic strength curves showed that the effect of the 

overburden stress on cyclic resistance has the opposite effect to what has been shown by 

laboratory observations, with an increase in mean effective stress after consolidation 

resulting in higher cyclic strength. This had also been observed by Taborda (2011) for 

both Nevada and Leighton Buzzard Fraction-E sands, as well as by Klokidi (2015) for 

Fraser River Sand. Similar were the findings for a range of other similar constitutive 

models that exist in the literature (Ziotopoulou & Boulanger, 2012). 

It was then demonstrated that the rate of generation of excess pore water pressures in 

undrained loading can be controlled through a new non-linear function for the dilatancy 

coefficient of the spherical part of the plastic potential gradient. This introduced a 

dependency on the distance of the current stress state to the dilatancy surface. A further 

dependency on the mean effective stress level after consolidation was added to allow the 

variation of cyclic strength with varying overburden stress to be explicitly controlled. The 

modified formulation involved seven new model parameters. While the model’s 

complexity increased, a significant improvement of the numerical reproduction of 

fundamental features of soil behaviour was achieved. To retain the modularity and 

flexibility of the constitutive platform, the new expressions were formulated in such a 

way that one can simply revert to the original equations.  

The modified formulation was re-calibrated for Nevada sand and the improvements in the 

predictive abilities of the constitutive model were demonstrated by comparing the 

simulated cyclic strength curves with those obtained in laboratory testing for a range of 

relative densities and mean effective stress levels and under both cyclic simple shear and 

triaxial loading modes. The wider impact of the modified formulation was then 

investigated in a boundary value problem modelling the vertical propagation of shear 

waves. The computed response in terms of triggering of liquefaction in a fully saturated 

level ground sand deposit was found to be significantly different from the one using the 

original formulation and in a much closer agreement to the predictions of empirical 

procedures for field liquefaction assessment.  
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7.4 The equivalent number of stress cycles concept in 

liquefaction analysis: a numerical approach 

In this part of the thesis, emphasis was placed on the potential implications of the 

irregularity of seismic loading to the laboratory evaluated liquefaction resistance of sands 

derived from uniform element testing. This is another major assumption imparted in the 

empirical liquefaction assessment and, as such, this part of the research work falls within 

the first aim of this thesis (i.e. to investigate several assumptions incorporated into the 

simplified procedure, as well as their associated implications). This was done through 

consideration of the number of equivalent stress cycles, neq, concept. This is particularly 

important as the neq concept enables comparison of laboratory data with irregular seismic 

motions and provides a basis for duration comparisons. Additionally, it is central to 

liquefaction evaluation procedures, either directly through laboratory evaluation of cyclic 

strength or indirectly through the magnitude scaling factors in field assessments. Prior to 

presenting the details of the performed finite element analyses, an extensive literature 

review was carried out on the history of the development of this methodology. Particular 

attention was given to the Seed et al. (1975) procedure, which is the most widely used in 

liquefaction analysis. Fundamental aspects of its various inherent assumptions were 

detailed, highlighting its high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner origin (Palmgren 1924; 

Miner, 1945). The basic premise of this hypothesis, originally developed for metal theory, 

is that the damage that a material undergoes is proportional to the amplitude of loading 

and is not affected by the location of a cycle of stress within the loading history (Miner, 

1945). Previous laboratory studies investigating the applicability of the concept on non-

linear stress path-dependent soils were also examined. 

Given the assumptions incorporated to the methodology, a numerical procedure to further 

assess the accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis in liquefaction applications was 

developed. This is briefly summarised below: 

• Finite element site response analyses with hydro-mechanical coupling were 

carried out in a level ground fully saturated Nevada sand deposit to obtain the 

response in terms of liquefaction. The results were compared against the 

predictions of an empirical assessment and were used as benchmark.  

• Drained finite element site response analyses, characterised by the same 

conditions, as those of the coupled FE analyses, were also carried out to obtain 

time-histories with no signs of liquefaction. As these are free from softening 
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effects due to excess pore water pressure development, they were used in order 

to obtain the equivalent number of uniform stress cycles, in accordance with the 

general practice (Green & Terri, 2005; Youd et al., 2001).  

• Subsequently, undrained cyclic simple shear single element simulations were 

carried out modelling the initial conditions of an element at 7 m depth in the 15 m 

deep deposit. Load amplitudes corresponding to different percentages of the 

maximum shear stress registered in the drained analysis at that depth were applied, 

using the number of cycles calculated in the previous step. The results of the 

various tests in terms of liquefaction triggering were then compared with each 

other and with the predictions of the benchmark coupled FE analyses to 

investigate the consistency of the Miner-based Seed et al. (1975) methodology. 

Two weighting factor schemes for the evaluation of neq were employed in the above 

procedure. The main drive was to allow a comparison that would enable the identification 

of alternative improved procedures for calculating neq for liquefaction applications. These 

weighting factors were those developed in the original Seed et al. (1975) methodology, 

as well as the more recently developed Liu et al. (2001) scheme. The latter utilises the 

same procedure with Seed et al. (1975), but the derivation of weighting factors was based 

on a larger database of cyclic strength laboratory test data. In terms of liquefaction 

triggering criteria, the traditional excess pore water pressure ratio, ru, criterion of 95% 

was examined. Additionally, an alternative criterion, that of crossing the phase 

transformation line leading to a substantially compliant response on load reversal, was 

also used. Attention was given to three different bedrock horizontal ground motions, 

scaled to different levels: a shock-type motion for which the location of the peak stress 

cycle would be expected to affect largely the cyclic undrained response, a vibratory 

motion which resembles closely the uniform amplitude cycles applied in element testing 

and a transitional shock/vibratory motion.  

The main findings of this study are outlined below: 

As the loading type departs further from the hypothesis of uniform amplitude cycles, the 

various points on the normalised weighting curve are not necessarily equivalent when ru 

is used as the liquefaction criterion. This means that not all “equivalent cases” will trigger 

liquefaction. This was found to hold for both weighting schemes examined (Seed et al. 

(1975) and Liu et al. (2001)). Naturally, the methodology was observed to perform well 
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for the purely vibratory motion for both schemes when the traditional ru criterion was 

utilised. 

Comparisons of a modified version of the simplified liquefaction procedure by Idriss & 

Boulanger (2008) with the results of the coupled benchmark site response analyses at 7 m 

depth also revealed a discrepancy for the shock-type motion, with the former being 

largely non-conservative, corroborating the previously drawn conclusions. 

Given the observed inconsistency in the liquefaction predictions for shock- and 

transitional-type motions when the ru liquefaction criterion is used, use of the Liu et al. 

(2001) weighting scheme for these cases appears preferable. This is because these 

weighting factors result in a larger number of equivalent cycles for stress levels greater 

than 0.65 of the maximum shear stress (τmax), as compared to the Seed et al. (1975) 

scheme, while both schemes predict a large number of neq at lower percentages of τmax. It 

is for these larger stress levels (≥0.65τmax) where more conservatism in the weighting 

factors used is required (i.e. a prediction of higher neq is preferred), as, owing to the greater 

reference stress level used, the resulting number of equivalent cycles is more limited. 

However, different percentages of τmax were found to fit the results of the various ground 

motions better and, as such, care is needed depending on the design type of motion. This 

implies that careful consideration of the stress level chosen in uniform cyclic laboratory 

testing is required, in order to avoid over-prediction of the liquefaction resistance of sands 

under real seismic loading conditions. 

Conversely, as the response to liquefaction was found to be influenced by the sequence 

of loading in a random time-history, the more conservative phase transformation criterion 

coupled with the Seed et al. (1975) weighting factors was shown to perform in a consistent 

manner for all motions and scaling levels considered. As such, the current results 

suggested that this might be more suitable for use in future liquefaction studies utilising 

the high cycle fatigue Palmgren-Miner implementation. This, however, should not be 

used for very high relative densities, where the PTL is crossed from the very early stages 

of loading, with initial liquefaction taking place much later in the cyclic loading sequence. 

The results also indicated that, when considering an ru liquefaction triggering criterion, 

the empirical procedures for liquefaction evaluation might not give a consistent answer 

for shock- and transitional-type motions, if stress levels different from 0.65 of the 

maximum shear stress are considered, even if the magnitude scaling factors are re-

adjusted to the same stress level.  
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It was of further interest to note that the number of equivalent stress cycles was found to 

be relatively constant with depth down to about 8 m, agreeing with the findings of Lee & 

Chan (1972) and with one of the main assumptions of the methodology (Seed et al., 1975). 

However, it should be noted that neq in the present study was obtained from shear stress 

time-histories across the deposit. This is because for numerical purposes, as the 

acceleration is a high frequency response, it was found that, even after filtering, large 

variations in the acceleration peaks appeared to remain with depth. Given the use of 

relative amplitudes when calculating the equivalent number of cycles - each peak is 

weighted based on its amplitude relative to the maximum peak (Seed et al., 1975) -, such 

variations could result in spurious oscillations in the computed results. These numerical 

limitations also meant that the assumption of proportionality between accelerations and 

shear stresses could not be validated. 

7.5 Liquefaction case study on the Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 

Christchurch, New Zealand, seismic event 

The last objective of this thesis concerned the use of the modified BSPM, as presented in 

Chapter 4, as well as the ICG3S cyclic non-linear model presented in Chapter 2 to model 

a case study from the 22nd February 2011 Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event, which 

showed detrimental effects in terms of liquefaction and liquefaction-related damage. 

Firstly, a detailed description of the geological, hydrogeological and seismological 

conditions in Christchurch, as well as of the observed liquefaction and ground motion 

characteristics was given. The strong motion station PRPC, to the east of central 

Christchurch, was chosen for the FE analyses due to i) its relatively uniform profile of 

sand down to 28 m depth where the top of the gravel is, ii) the surface manifestation of 

liquefaction after the February event and iii) the high GWT combined with the high 

vertical accelerations recorded. The latter suggests that resonance in the vertical direction, 

as demonstrated in Chapter 3, may have taken place. The station was of particular interest 

as an empirical assessment of liquefaction susceptibility by Wotherspoon et al. (2015a) 

predicted that only a few thin layers below a depth of 20 m would have liquefied during 

the February event. These would not be capable of giving rise to ground surface 

manifestation of liquefaction, in the form of sediment ejecta, as it was observed in the 

field (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a; Ishihara, 1985).  
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The conducted FE study highlights the challenges faced when modelling field case 

studies, particularly with the use of advanced constitutive models: 

• The calibration of the advanced BSPM for the mechanical behaviour of sand was 

undoubtedly the greatest challenge, as it aimed at reproducing a model 

performance which would capture both the laboratory and field trends in a 

consistent manner. The latter were obtained through available field measurements 

and appropriate CPT empirical correlations. An extensive review of the available 

site-specific laboratory tests conducted by Arefi (2014) and Taylor (2015) was 

performed in order to select representative tests for model calibration. 

Differences arising from tests on undisturbed and reconstituted specimens also 

had to be taken into account. The calibration involved an iterative process in 

which the model parameters were re-adjusted, when necessary, to fit the field 

shear wave velocities and field state parameter values. Additionally, back-

calculated relative densities from available downhole Vs measurements were 

compared against relevant CPT-Dr correlations to ensure that the expressions 

used to determine the in-situ state are appropriate. The effect of overburden stress 

on the cyclic strength of sands was also compared against the empirical trend 

proposed by Idriss & Boulanger (2008) such that a reasonable field cyclic 

response with depth is simulated. The capabilities of this type of constitutive 

model are often demonstrated for a calibrated material, typically artificially 

created by retaining a given fraction of a soil using two consecutive sieves. 

However, it was noted here that when calibrating such a complex model for a real 

soil, extra care and critical engineering judgement is required to ensure that the 

adopted trends and model parameters are consistent with those of other available 

soils. This is because much larger scatter is observed for a real soil, due to the 

inherent variability in its nature. 

• Due to lack of site-specific data for the siltier layers interbedded within the 

thicker sandy strata and the deeper gravel horizon, empirical curves from the 

literature were used to calibrate the cyclic non-linear model, while CPT 

correlations and general trends (Lunn et al., 1997) were employed to check or 

obtain reasonable estimates of the elastic properties (Gmax and ν), the over-

consolidation ratio, the earth-pressure coefficient at rest, the porosity and the 

permeability value. 
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• Given the importance of the hydraulic regime of sands in liquefaction modelling, 

as extensively discussed and shown in Chapter 3, analyses modelling a constant 

higher permeability equal to a value closer to that expected in liquefied materials, 

but also variable permeability analyses, were carried out. 

• The reproduction of representative input ground motions remains one of the 

biggest uncertainties when modelling case studies from the 2010-2011 

Canterbury earthquake sequence, due to the scarcity of outcrop rock records and 

the additional variations arising from wave attenuation with distance. An 

outcropping motion registered at a station lying on the hanging wall of the fault 

(station LPCC), the only motion registered at a station sitting on engineering 

bedrock, was chosen for the analyses. Given the importance of the characteristics 

of the input motion on the computed results, analyses using as input a record from 

a station located on the footwall of the fault (station RHSC), similar to the 

modelled station PRPC, and underlain mainly by gravel, such that no liquefaction 

took place, was also utilised. Deconvolution to bedrock level in the first case and 

to the top of the Riccarton gravel layer, as the thickness of the latter was unknown, 

in the second case was carried out. The location of the GWT at ground level and 

the small thickness of the surficial layer above bedrock, implying a very high 

fundamental frequency in the compressional mode, meant that no deconvolution 

for the vertical component was required for station LPCC. Conversely, the 

location of the GWT at 6 m depth at the RHSC station meant that deconvolution 

of the vertical component had to be additionally carried out. However, the 

absence of constrained modulus degradation and corresponding damping 

variation curves led to the use of those obtained for the shearing mode, adding 

more uncertainty to the resulting motion.  

• Given the variable distance of the stations from the fault rupture, attenuation 

models were used to predict the outcrop PGA values at PRPC. The New Zealand-

specific Bradley (2010) ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) was used for 

the horizontal component, while the Campbell & Bozorgnia (2003) GMPE was 

chosen for the vertical component. Both have been shown to provide relatively 

good predictions for the February seismic event (Bradley, 2013; Lee et al., 2013).  

• The choice of depth to be modelled was an additional uncertainty. Previous 

studies simulating only the horizontal component suggest that modelling of the 

deep stiff gravel horizon is not necessary due to its linear elastic response 

(Smyrou et al., 2011). 
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7.5.1 Conclusions on the comparison of the numerical analyses 

modelling the horizontal seismic component with field 

observations and empirical simplified procedures 

The conducted finite element analyses modelled the sand and silty layers at PRPC down 

to the interface with the gravel horizon at 28 m depth. The following were inferred: 

With regard to the input ground motion utilised, the deconvolved LPCC component down 

to bedrock level scaled to the median PGA prediction of Bradley (2010) resulted in 

predictions which exhibited an excellent fit with the recorded response at SMS PRPC, 

both in terms of frequency content and ground surface acceleration time-history. 

Conversely, the predictions based on the highly vibratory deconvolved RHSC ground 

motion were found to be very different to the actual surface response. The presence of a 

deep layer of gravel was not accounted for as the deconvolution process was carried out 

to the top of the stiffer Riccarton gravel. It was postulated that this could significantly 

impact the computed ground surface response. 

Subsequently, focus was given to the effect of the hydraulic regime. The analyses with 

the LPCC motion scaled to the Bradley (2010) median PGA value, which provided the 

best agreement with the record, was repeated for a constant sand permeability an order of 

magnitude larger than the original one, as well as with variable permeability. The results 

provided further evidence of the importance of using a variable permeability function 

instead of a constant higher value. The former resulted in a similar maximum depth of 

liquefaction to the original analysis. Conversely, in the latter case the larger value of 

permeability from the early stages of loading led to a smaller liquefaction zone. Predicted 

co-seismic settlements at the top of the sand layer in the variable permeability analysis 

were found to be twice those registered in the original constant permeability analysis, due 

to the increased co-seismic flow of pore water upwards. However, the low permeability 

of the top 3 m thick clayey silt layer meant that no differences in the co-seismic ground 

surface settlements were observed between the original and variable permeability 

analyses. Total post-liquefaction settlements (co-seismic and post-consolidation) were 

also found to be in the order of 15 to 20 mm, lying within the bounds of observed 

displacements at the PRPC site following the earthquake (NZGD, 2016).  

 It was further noted that, based on Ishihara’s (1985) guidelines, the predicted shallow 

zone of liquefaction down to 6.5 m depth in both the original and variable permeability 

analyses would be consistent with ground surface manifestation of liquefaction in the 
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form of sediment ejecta. This is of special importance as the empirical assessment did not 

predict liquefaction of the near-surface sand layers and, hence, ground surface 

manifestation. It was postulated that this stems from the inadequacy of the empirical 

assessment to account for the co-seismic upward water flux which adds to the excess pore 

water pressure developing at shallow levels, leading the sand to a state of liquefaction 

despite its more dilative response at those surficial levels. It is of particular interest to 

note that cone penetration resistance at the PRPC station exceeded a qc1N value of 200, 

the latter being larger than the upper bound value in most design charts for liquefaction 

triggering assessments (Idriss & Boulanger, 2008). 

7.5.2 Conclusions on the comparison of the numerical analyses 

modelling the vertical seismic component as well as bi-directional 

analyses with field observations 

Modelling of the sands and silts of the Christchurch Formation only 

Given the differences that have been observed in the characteristics of near-field and far-

field vertical motion, which is attributed to the fact that the high frequency P-waves 

attenuate at a high rate with increasing distance from the source (Bozorgnia & Campbell, 

2004), vertical site response modelling was found to be particularly challenging. 

Accounting for the distance of the modelling site (PRPC) from the surface projection of 

the fault rupture (i.e. 2.3 km) compared to that of the deconvolution LPCC and RHSC 

stations (i.e. 4.8 and 6.5 km, respectively), it would appear that none of the two latter 

motions are particularly appropriate to model vertical site response at PRPC. An 

additional uncertainty was introduced into the vertical component of RHSC by 

deconvolving it to the GWT level at 6 m depth. Despite this, the shape of the computed 

ground surface acceleration time-history when using the RHSC input motion was found 

to resemble more the PRPC vertical record when the 28 m deep deposit was modelled, as 

compared to the LPCC analysis. However, the similarity was not particularly satisfactory. 

The closer fit of the RHSC analysis to the record was attributed to the presence of the 

gravel layer below a depth of 28 m at PRPC which was not modelled initially. As the 

vertical component at RHSC was deconvolved above the gravel layer which is also 

present at depth, any potential nonlinearity arising from this was still partly accounted for 

in the resulting motion used as input when modelling PRPC. Source-path effects could 

have also contributed to the differences noted.  
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Nevertheless, the depth of the modelled deposit when vertical site response was 

performed was found to be of utmost importance, as modelling only the first 28 m of sand 

and silt resulted in amplification of components at larger frequencies than those indicated 

in the record. This was attributed to the phenomenon of resonance governing the response 

in the vertical direction, as identified in Chapter 3. This did not appear to have a 

substantial impact on the horizontal site response. 

Modelling of the gravel horizon beneath the Christchurch Formation 

Following the observations from vertical site response when modelling the short deposit, 

an attempt was made to improve the predictions by incorporating the gravel layer below 

a depth of 28 m. As such, a 66 m deep deposit was modelled. It was noted that the depth 

to bedrock was only indicative, as a number of assumptions had to be made for the 

properties and composition of the gravel layer. The inclusion of gravel was not found to 

alter substantially the computed results in terms of ground response in the horizontal 

direction and liquefaction occurrence, as compared to when the gravel layer was not 

included in the analysis.  

However, in the case of the vertical component the computed response was in a much 

better agreement with the recorded one, with amplification of components taking place in 

the region where the peak PRPC response was recorded (i.e. between 6 and 10 Hz). The 

computed ground surface acceleration time-history was now also found to be very similar 

to the recorded one in the case of the LPCC input motion. As such, the scenario of 

resonance is believed to have taken place at the PRPC during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

seismic event, confirming the theoretical concept which was introduced in Chapter 3. 

However, the recorded amplitudes of vertical acceleration were not sufficiently large to 

induce cyclic stresses that could trigger plasticity on their own. Therefore, the results of 

bi-directional analyses were practically identical to the uni-directional horizontal 

component analyses.  

It was thus concluded that including the total depth to bedrock in vertical site response 

appears to be a necessary requirement for any meaningful predictions to be made. 

7.5.3 Overall conclusions 

• The excellent agreement of the numerical predictions with the field records and 

observations demonstrates that, despite the numerous model parameters involved, 

many of which are devoid of physical meaning, advanced constitutive models 
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calibrated based on laboratory element testing can be successfully employed in 

modelling and predicting the field response. This requires that a careful calibration, 

such that the simulated mechanical response of sand calibrated at element level is 

representative of the conditions prevailing in the field. The availability of 

adequate site-specific field and element testing covering a range of initial 

conditions, representative of those in-situ, and the selection of appropriate 

empirical and field correlations play a pivotal role in the outcome of such a 

process.  

• The appropriate characterisation of the in-situ relative density is also of 

fundamental importance, if meaningful simulations are to be conducted. However, 

commonly employed correlations were shown to provide substantially different 

predictions of the in-situ material state. 

• The selection of representative ground motions was found to be of equal 

importance, with deconvolution above the stiff gravel layer failing to provide 

realistic outcropping motions.  

• With regard to the use of variable permeability, it became apparent that when the 

overall hydraulic response is controlled by the presence of a surficial soil layer of 

low permeability, which restricts the flow of water towards the ground surface, 

the necessity of using such a non-linear function in the analysis does not appear 

to be justified. This is not the case when excess pore water pressures can freely 

drain through the ground surface, as seen in Chapter 3. The criteria controlling 

this would necessary relate to the thickness of the surficial layer and the depth of 

the liquefaction zone, the permeability and thickness of the top stratum, as well as 

the duration of the dynamic loading. 

• Modelling of the vertical site response was found more challenging compared to 

the horizontal direction, not only because of the lack of sufficient literature on the 

issue, but also due to the higher rate of wave attenuation with distance for the high 

frequency compressional waves. Most importantly, it was shown that a reasonable 

comparison with the vertical record can only be obtained when the total depth to 

bedrock is modelled, due to the phenomenon of resonance. As such, these analyses 

confirmed the theoretical scenario of resonance in the vertical direction, as 

demonstrated in Chapter 3, through comparisons with monitoring data. This is 

particularly important as it implies that deep boreholes revealing the full depth to 

bedrock may be required, if design calculations including the vertical component 
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are to be undertaken. However, this, depending on the depth to bedrock, may not 

always be feasible. 

• Finally, the conducted analyses also emphasise the importance of integrated 

numerical analysis in reviewing design methods and understanding limitations of 

empirically-derived correlations. In particular, the results highlighted the potential 

non-conservative nature of widely used industry CPT liquefaction interpretation 

charts and the potential reasons behind it. 

7.6 Recommendations for future research 

7.6.1 Vertical ground motion and liquefaction 

A future application of the concept of resonance during P-wave propagation and ensuing 

liquefaction and post-liquefaction settlements would be with regard to densification 

techniques, such as the vibratory probe method. In this method vertical vibrations are 

induced by vibrators mounted at the top of steel probes that are inserted into the ground, 

with the compaction taking place as the probes are extracted from the ground (Green, 

2001). During this method, compaction is induced through the generation of Rayleigh, P- 

and S-waves, while additional compression waves along the length of the flexible probe 

are induced due to axial bending (Green, 2001). Massarsch (1991) highlighted the 

importance of the vibration frequency concerning the optimisation of the densification. 

The probe was excited at two different frequencies, 14 Hz and 17 Hz, and the post-

treatment penetration resistance was measured. The results showed that much higher 

densification was achieved when the frequency of 14 Hz was used, despite the smaller 

vibration force amplitude. The optimal frequency could thus be linked to the natural 

frequency of the deposit for resonant conditions to take place. Optimisation of the 

performance of the densification, as well as of the depth of treatment, one of the main 

limitations of this method due to the flexibility of the probes resulting in a reduction of 

the vibration force amplitude along their length (Green, 2001), could then be investigated. 

Such a study would further highlight the necessity for a thorough understanding of the 

liquefaction mechanism for successful mitigation design. 

Apart from the contribution of vertical ground motion to liquefaction triggering, the role 

of surface waves should also form the focus of future studies. The presence of a basin 

structure in Christchurch, New Zealand, means that surface waves were very likely to 
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have further contributed to the extensive liquefaction and re-liquefaction that was noted 

during the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence. 

7.6.2 Bounding surface plasticity model 

The modified version of the bounding surface plasticity model adopted the proposal by 

Klokidi (2015) for an uncoupled, Cf, fabric parameter for controlling the response on 

unloading following plastic dilation. This was dictated by an optional de-activation of the 

spherical part of fabric, fp, which meant that Cf could no longer be linked to fp, as in the 

original version (Equation 2-45). As detailed in Chapter 4, additional studies by Klokidi 

(2015) showed the higher flexibility and performance of such a modification. As such, 

calibration for Nevada sand in Chapter 4 was carried out such that the chosen value of Cf  

ensured adequate compliance for different initial states, in accordance with the available 

laboratory testing. The finite element site response analyses in Chapter 5, however, which 

modelled two different relative densities of a Nevada sand deposit revealed a discrepancy: 

a potential crossing of the Phase Transformation Line in the case of the higher relative 

density leading to activation of the deviatoric part of fabric on unloading, can result in 

deeper zones of liquefaction as compared to the analyses’ results modelling a lower 

relative density. It would appear that the formulation of the fabric index, H, (Equation 

4-43), which controls the rate of development of the deviatoric part of fabric, plays a key 

role in the observed response. This is because higher relative densities result in larger 

absolute values of the initial state parameter for the same initial stress level, resulting in 

larger H values and, thus, higher compliance for the same Cf. Future improvements of the 

various components of the BSPM, therefore, should examine this issue in more detail.  

It is important to stress that Klokidi (2015) found such discrepancies to exist even at 

element level when the original coupled formulation was used, thus justifying the need 

of uncoupling Cf from fp. Calibration of Cf at element level when using the uncoupled 

formulation did not show such limitations. This, however, implies that such a limitation 

appears to be motion- and problem-dependent. In fact, it was not surprising that this 

discrepancy in Chapter 5 was noted for the shock-type motion, which requires higher 

stress amplitude cycles to induce the same level of plasticity compared to a vibratory 

motion. This means that it was more likely for the stress state, especially in the denser 

deposit, to cross the dilatancy surface, resulting in the activation of the deviatoric part of 

fabric on stress reversal. This highlights the particular difficulties arising from the 

formulation and calibration of a constitutive model based on element testing when its use 

and performance is extrapolated to a boundary value problem. As liquefaction numerical 
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studies modelling different relative densities are not often encountered, thorough 

investigation both at element level and in the context of a boundary value problem will 

be required.  

Additionally, further use and validation of the modified constitutive platform should be 

carried out in conjunction with other additional components of the model that have been 

implemented, such as the inherent anisotropy and the modified plastic potential 

(Williams. 2014), as presented in Chapter 2. 

7.6.3 The equivalent number of stress cycles concept 

The conclusions of the numerical investigation on the equivalent number of stress cycles 

concept using the Phase Transformation criterion appeared promising in terms of 

providing consistent predictions for all types of motions considered. As such, future 

studies could re-derive the weighting curve based on the testing database of DeAlba et al. 

(1975) by using as a liquefaction criterion the Phase Transformation criterion introduced 

in this thesis. This would be expected to mostly affect (i.e. reduce) the number of cycles 

to liquefaction at high CSR levels, but should have a much smaller impact on the shape 

of the weighting curve at small CSRs. Such a procedure should be equivalent to applying 

a higher factor of safety than the 1.5 value arbitrarily introduced by Seed et al. (1975) on 

the original normalised cyclic strength curve of Monterey No. 0 sand. The numerical 

investigation could then be repeated to examine the performance of the new weighting 

factors. If successful, then the study could ultimately re-derive magnitude scaling factor 

relationships through statistical regression analyses. However, as aforementioned, extra 

care should be exercised as the PT criterion cannot be used for very high relative densities. 

Additionally, the energy-derived weighting curve by Liu et al. (2001), as well as that of 

Idriss (1999) based on Yoshimi’s et al. (1984) cyclic triaxial tests could be assessed 

through a numerical investigation, such as the one presented in Chapter 5, to compare 

their performance against the predictions of the weighting curves used in the current 

study. 

7.6.4 Case study on Christchurch, New Zealand 

The results of the performed finite element analyses were in very good agreement with 

the monitoring data and post-earthquake observations. This was particularly the case for 

the horizontal component, where fewer assumptions had to be made and the attenuation 
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of waves with distance is not as pronounced as for the higher frequency compressional 

waves.  

It was initially postulated that the motion would not be substantially altered by the deeper 

gravel horizon and, as such, outcropping bedrock motions were computed and used at the 

base of the sands and silts of the Christchurch Formation. A future study could utilise 

Vs,30 values within the Riccarton Gravel horizon in the GMPEs, rather than bedrock Vs,30 

values, to compute outcropping Riccarton Gravel ground motions for use as input in the 

analyses modelling the horizontal component at 28 m depth. The same deconvolved input 

motions from the LPCC and RHSC stations, as used herein, could then be scaled to these 

gravel outcropping PGA values. The predictions would then be compared to the recorded 

surface response to examine their suitability.   

Furthermore, the recorded ground motion from station RHSC could be deconvolved down 

to deeper levels within the gravel horizon to examine whether this would lead to any 

improvements in the numerical predictions when this motion is used as input in the 

analyses. The higher uncertainty on the gravel properties and the unknown depth to 

bedrock should be taken into account. Station CACS to the northwest of Central Business 

District of Christchurch is another station that sits on gravel and suffered no liquefaction 

during the Mw 6.2 February seismic event. As such, this could be used as an alternative 

to the RHSC deconvolution station.  

Additionally, all analyses were two-dimensional. To fully understand the implications of 

multi-directional loading, as well as the performance of the BSPM under such conditions, 

full 3D FE analyses should be carried out, using all three components of the ground 

motion. 

Finally, future studies could focus on modelling the re-liquefaction phenomena observed 

on the various seismic events during the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence. 

Klokidi (2015) conducted a preliminary theoretical study on a hypothetical scenario of 

re-liquefaction using the original version of the model (Taborda, 2011; Taborda et al., 

2014). The conclusions highlighted that extra caution is required to ensure that the 

conditions after first liquefaction and re-consolidation and prior to subsequent shearing 

are realistic. Inherent anisotropy and the interaction with the loading direction could play 

a pivotal role in this. As such, the modifications to the BSPM, as proposed by Williams 

(2014), to account for the influence of the preferred orientation of the particles’ long axis 
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during shearing could also be used, provided that sufficient data for its calibration are 

available. 
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APPENDIX A                                        

Results of the site response analyses of the 15 

m deep Nevada sand deposit related to the neq 

concept 

This Appendix includes acceleration and shear stress time-histories, profiles of computed 

equivalent stress cycles, neq, with depth, as well as minimum mean effective stress profiles 

across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit for each of the FE analyses presented in 

Chapter 5. 

A.1 Acceleration and shear stress time-histories – drained FE 

analyses 

A.1.1 Relative density 40% 
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Figure A-1: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW component scaled 1.5 and 2.0 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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Figure A-2: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW component scaled 1.3 and 1.5 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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Figure A-3: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW component scaled 10.0 and 12.0 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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A.1.2 Relative density 60% 

 

Figure A-4: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW component scaled 1.5 and 2.0 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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Figure A-5: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW component scaled 1.3 and 1.5 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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Figure A-6: Computed shear stress, τ, and acceleration, a, time-histories across the 15 m deep 

Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW component scaled 10.0 and 12.0 times 

(accelerations have been processed from nodes on the left-hand side mesh boundary) 
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A.2 Equivalent number of cycles – drained FE analyses 

A.2.1 Relative density 40% 

 

Figure A-7: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW 

component scaled 1.5 times 

 

Figure A-8: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW 

component scaled 2.0 times 
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Figure A-9: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW 

component scaled 1.3 times 

 

Figure A-10: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW 

component scaled 1.5 times 
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Figure A-11: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW 

component scaled 10.0 times 

 

Figure A-12: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW 

component scaled 12.0 times 
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A.2.2 Relative density 60% 

 

Figure A-13: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW 

component scaled 1.5 times 

 

Figure A-14: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Lotung EW 

component scaled 2.0 times 
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Figure A-15: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW 

component scaled 1.3 times 

 

Figure A-16: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Chi-Chi EW 

component scaled 1.5 times 
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Figure A-17: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW 

component scaled 10.0 times 

 

Figure A-18: Computed equivalent uniform amplitude cycles from (a) acceleration and (b) shear 

stress time-histories across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit subjected to the Kawasaki EW 

component scaled 12.0 times 
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A.3 Minimum mean effective stress profiles across the 15m 

deep Nevada sand deposit – coupled FE analyses 

 

Figure A-19: Minimum p′ profiles registered across the 15 m deep Nevada sand deposit with a 

relative density of 40% and 60% subjected to the (a) Lotung × 1.5 and Lotung × 2.0, (b) Chi-

Chi × 1.3 and Chi-Chi × 1.5 and (c) Kawasaki × 10.0 and Kawasaki × 12.0 ground motions 
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APPENDIX B                                              

The Mw 6.2 22nd February 2011 Christchurch 

earthquake 

The 22nd February 2011 Christchurch seismic event with a moment magnitude of Mw 6.2 

was the second of a sequence of strong seismic events that shook Christchurch between 

September 2010 and June 2011, known as the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake 

sequence (CES). The sequence started with the Mw 7.1 4th September 2010 Darfield 

earthquake with an epicentre about 40 km west of the city of Christchurch and included 

up to ten earthquakes that resulted in liquefaction, the last being the Mw 5.3 and Mw 6.0 

13th June  2011 events. The various seismic events and their epicentres are shown in 

Figure B-1. The surface rupture of the Greendale fault that generated the Darfield event 

and the approximate location of the buried Port Hills fault that generated the Mw 6.2 

Christchurch event are also shown in the figure. Moment magnitudes were obtained from 

GNS Science, New Zealand (GNS, 2014). Despite the highest magnitude of the Darfield 

event and its longer duration, lower peak ground accelerations (PGA) were recorded 

within the CBD compared to the February event, mainly due to the larger epicentral 

distance of the former. Surface manifestation of liquefaction mainly took place to the 

eastern suburbs along the Avon River, while in the CBD itself liquefaction features were 

isolated, without inducing significant damage (Cubrinovski et al., 2010). Besides the 

lower intensity of the earthquake in the CBD, near-fault forward directivity effects which 

were present in the ground motions of the Darfield event are believed to have also 

contributed to a smaller seismic demand and hence lesser liquefaction extent, as compared 

to the Christchurch event (Carter et al., 2013). This is because forward directivity is 

characterised by a long-period large amplitude acceleration pulse, resulting in a fewer 

equivalent number of cycles (Garini et al., 2011). The spectral amplitudes of most of the 

recorded motions at short periods were enveloped by the design response spectra (Bradley 
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& Cubrinovski, 2011). Cyclic stress ratios were calculated at shallow depths based on the 

recorded PGA values (Cubrinovski et al., 2011b). This showed that for the Christchurch 

event these were about 1.6 times larger compared to those of the Darfield event. 

 

Figure B-1: Main seismic events and aftershocks of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake 

sequence (Figure 3-2, Cubrinovski et al. (2011c)) 

B.1 Liquefaction in the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event 

The Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event occurred at 12:51 pm local time on the 22nd 

February 2011 and is the costliest seismic event to take place in New Zealand’s history, 

having resulted in 185 fatalities and unparalleled damage to buildings, bridges, stopbanks, 

infrastructure and lifelines (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a; Cubrinovski et al., 2011b; 

Cubrinovski et al., 2011c; Tasiopoulou et al., 2011). Its epicentre was at -43.545o, 

172.690o, south-east of the CBD, at a distance of less than 10 km and at a focal depth of 

4 km (Beavan et al., 2011). The spatial extent and impact of liquefaction and lateral 

spreading resulted in a number of ground and structural failures in both commercial and 

residential properties (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a; Orense et al., 2011). Around 15,000 

residential buildings have been estimated to have undergone significant damage due to 

soil liquefaction effects, with damage due to the inertia load of the earthquake alone being 

limited (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a).  
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The variability of the soil conditions within short distances led to a very non-uniform 

spatial distribution of surface manifestation of liquefaction, especially in the CBD, 

resulting in large differential settlements and tilting of buildings, as seen in Figure B-2  

(Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). Large volumes of sediment ejecta, ground distortion and 

fissuring were also noted. Most heavily impacted by liquefaction were the eastern and 

north-eastern suburbs of Christchurch along the Avon River. These can be seen in Figure 

B-3 where the areas of liquefaction during the Christchurch event have been subdivided 

into three categories depending on the severity of liquefaction manifestation (Cubrinovski 

et al., 2011c). The ground conditions become more uniform when moving to the east of 

central Christchurch and are mostly dominated by the clean fine sands and sands with 

non-plastic silts of the Christchurch Formation. In most areas, these are in a loose state 

with cone penetration testing (CPT) cone resistances of less than 5 MPa in the first 5 to 6 

m depth (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). This in combination with the GWT very close to the 

ground surface, the proximity to the epicentre, the small focal depth and the absence of 

near-surface gravel can justify the severe liquefaction that was observed. It is of great 

interest to note that many of the areas that liquefied in the Darfield event re-liquefied in 

the February Christchurch event, as well as in the Mw 5.5 and 6.0 13th June 2011 events 

(Cubrinovski et al., 2011a).  

 

Figure B-2: Differential settlement of building at Madras and Armagh streets in Christchurch 

CBD (Figure 13c, Cubrinovski et al. (2011a)) 
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Figure B-3: Zones of surface manifestation of liquefaction from drive-through reconnaissance 

after the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event. Severity of liquefaction has been divided into three 

zones: (i) in red: moderate to severe liquefaction (ii) in yellow: low to moderate (iii) in pink: 

liquefaction mostly on roads with minor evidence in properties (after Figure 4-2, Cubrinovski et 

al. (2011c)). Superimposed are peak horizontal and vertical accelerations as recorded in a 

number of SMS during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch seismic event 

The effects of lateral spreading which occurred mainly along the Avon River were also 

significant, causing rotation of the abutments of a number of bridges. Lateral spreading 

was also observed in the Lyttelton Port at the edge of the Port Hills, where the quay wall 

was laterally displaced causing settlement of the backfill and cracking of the pavement. 

Cubrinovski et al. (2011a,b,c) and Tasiopoulou et al. (2011) include a detailed list of 

buildings, bridges and lifelines that were impacted by liquefaction and lateral spreading 

during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch earthquake. 
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B.2 Observed ground motions during the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

seismic event 

Horizontal component 

Figure 6-4 shows the fault parallel component as recorded during the Christchurch 

February main event together with the Beavan et al. (2011) single fault model. From 

these, the Lyttelton Port station (LPCC) at the edge of the Port Hills is the only station 

situated on engineering bedrock (class B in the NZS1170.5 site class guidelines 

(Standards New Zealand, 2004)), whereas all other stations fall into classes D, E or E*. 

A brief description of the main classes (A to E) is given in Table B-1. These are defined 

based on a combination of undrained shear strength, Su, SPT blow count, N, shear wave 

velocity, Vs, and site period, T, as well as minimum or maximum thickness of strata 

(Standards New Zealand, 2004), unlike Eurocode 8 which does not take into account site 

periods (BS EN 1998-1:2004+A1:2013). Class E* was recently introduced by 

Wotherspoon et al. (2015a,b) for the cases where the site response characteristics fall 

within category E, but not the soil strata description. The main features of these horizontal 

motions are significant non-linearity and high frequency attenuation of shear waves 

accentuated by the shallow GWT (Fry et al., 2011) and liquefaction evidence (Bradley, 

2012).  

Table B-1: NZS1170.5 site classes (Standards New Zealand, 2004) 

Site Class Description 

A Strong rock 

B Rock / Engineering rock 

C Shallow soil sites 

D Deep or soft soil sites 

E Very soft soil sites 

 

Unusually high horizontal ground accelerations were recorded at a number of SMS, with 

many exhibiting PGA values greater than 0.4g (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). The highest 

recorded PGA was of the order of 1.4g at Heathcote Valley School (HVSC) (GNS, 2014). 

This particular station sits at the top edge of the Heathcote Valley in the Port Hills and it 

was thus believed to have been affected by topography effects, which result in 

constructive interference and contribute to the observed high acceleration values noted 
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(Cubrinovski et al., 2011c; Jeong & Bradley, 2015). A notable example of soil 

nonlinearity effects can be seen by comparing the outcrop LPCC record to the adjacent 

Lyttelton Port Naval Point station (LPOC), the locations of which are shown in Figure 

6-4 (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; Bradley, 2012).  The corresponding pseudo-

acceleration response spectra of the geometric mean of the two normal horizontal 

components can be seen in Figure B-4. LPOC sits on colluvium material about 30 m thick, 

consisting of silt and clay (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). The significant soil-

nonlinearity at LPOC can be inferred by a shift of the fundamental period to larger values 

compared to LPCC, indicating shear stiffness degradation and subsequent period 

elongation, as a result of increased strains and possibly increased excess pore water 

pressures in the silty and clayey layers below the GWT. These should have been quite 

high given the proximity to the sea and the low permeability of the underlying material 

(Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). The high frequency attenuation is also evident by the 

reduction of spectral amplitudes at short periods, as seen in Figure B-4. The high 

frequency attenuation is a result of stress reversals and ensuing hysteresis resulting in 

energy dissipation through frictional mechanisms. Increased damping due to soil non-

linearity can also be inferred from the substantial de-amplification of acceleration 

amplitudes at LPOC as compared to LPCC (0.34g versus 0.88g) – Figure 6-4. The 5%-

95% significant duration (Ds5-95) of LPOC is almost double than that of LPCC (7.7 s and 

4.0 s, respectively), also indicating the significant non-linearity that took place in the 

foundation soils at the former station (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011).  

 

 

Figure B-4: Pseudo-acceleration response spectra of the geometric mean of the two horizontal 

components of SMSs LPCC and LPOC (after Figure 7, Bradley & Cubrinovski (2011)) 
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Liquefaction was evident in most horizontal acceleration time-histories in the CBD and 

eastern suburbs. This was shown by an abrupt reduction in the acceleration amplitude and 

the characteristic cyclic mobility spikes resulting from sand dilation. An example is 

shown for the Christchurch Cathedral College station (CCCC) in Figure B-5 for the NS 

(a) and EW (b) components.  It should be noted that even in cases where there was no 

surface manifestation of liquefaction, liquefaction in deeper sandy layers was considered 

to be the reason behind dramatic changes in frequency content and amplitude reduction 

in registered acceleration time-histories (Wotherspoon et al., 2015a). 

 

Figure B-5: SMS CCCC (a) north-south component and (b) east-west component acceleration 

time-histories (c) east-west component velocity time-history as registered in the Mw 6.2 

February 2011 Christchurch seismic event 

It is of interest to note that the spectral acceleration response in the horizontal direction 

of the four CBD stations (Christchurch Hospital (CHHC), Christchurch Botanic Gardens 

(CBGS), Christchurch Cathedral College (CCCC) and Christchurch Resthaven (REHS)), 

despite  the highly variable soil conditions and their different distance from the fault, was 

found to be fairly similar, especially at low frequencies which are characterised by wave 

coherency (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). This can be seen in 

Figure B-6. Conversely, the high frequency response exhibits greater differences due to 

waves being less coherent, as well as due to the non-linear response of the near-surface 

soil strata which can be significantly different amongst the various stations (Bradley & 

Cubrinovski, 2011). 
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Figure B-6: Acceleration response spectra of the four CBD strong motion stations 

Another important characteristic of the Mw 6.2 event ground motions is basin effects. As 

a result of the deep sedimentary basin and its location relative to the fault, surface waves 

are likely to have been generated at the edges of the basin. These are then trapped within 

the basin due to the large impedance ratio between the sediments and the bedrock, 

propagating across it and resulting in large period amplitudes, as well as longer ground 

motion duration (Cubrinovski et al., 2011a). An example is the EW acceleration time-

history of SMS CCCC shown in Figure B-5b which when compared to the corresponding 

velocity time-history (Figure B-5c) it can be seen that, after the arrival of the shear body 

waves between 11 and 16 s, surface waves of longer period are evident between 16 and 

25 s (Cubrinovski et al., 2011c). It is speculated that Rayleigh waves could also be evident 

in the vertical acceleration time-histories of SMS at a further distance from the fault, 

where body waves diminish (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). Figure B-7 shows such a 

vertical acceleration time-history as recorded at North New Brighton School (NNBS) 

station.  
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Figure B-7: Vertical acceleration time-history of NNBS SMS (Figure 68, Drosou (2012)) 

Forward-directivity effects were more prominent in the Darfield earthquake. In the 

Christchurch earthquake the centrally situated hypocentre within the fault segment, as 

presented in Beavan et al. (2011), suggests that such forward-directivity effects would be 

minor (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). Given the direction of rupture and slip relative to 

the city, such effects would be expected to the north – northwest of the fault. Pages Road 

Pumping station (PRPC), exhibits such a velocity pulse in the fault normal component, 

as seen in Figure B-8 (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011). 

 

Figure B-8: Velocity time-history of the NS (approximate fault normal) component, as 

registered at the PRPC SMS 

Vertical component 

A number of unexpectedly high vertical ground accelerations were recorded in several 

SMSs in Christchurch during the main February 2011 Christchurch seismic event. 

Maximum values of 2.21g and 1.63g were registered at the Heathcote Valley School 

(HVSC) and Pages Road Pumping (PRPC) station, while the Hulverstone Drive Pumping 

station (HPSC) registered a peak vertical to peak horizontal spectral acceleration equal to 

4.8, largely exceeding the commonly adopted value of 2/3 (International Code Council, 

1996). It should be noted that such a low value is also adopted by the current New Zealand 

standard, NZS1170.5:2004, increasing to unity for near-source and high frequency 

motions. The latter, however, is still an under-prediction considering the values registered 

in Christchurch (Lee et al., 2013). In the case of vertical to horizontal spectral ratios, the 
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large values noted were in many cases a result of both high vertical accelerations, as well 

as small horizontal amplitudes due to soil liquefaction. Examples of SMSs in 

Christchurch registering high vertical accelerations during the Christchurch event are 

shown in Figure B-3.  

The majority of these high vertical accelerations were observed in the near-field as the 

high- frequency P-waves attenuate rapidly with distance (Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; 

Lee et al., 2013). The steep dipping angle of the rupture plane (δ=66.5ο, Beavan et al., 

2011) and the conversion of inclined SV waves to P waves due to refraction and reflection 

at the basin edges, as well as at the rock/soil interface with large impedance ratio have 

been stated to have contributed to the observed large vertical accelerations (Silva (1997); 

Bradley & Cubrinovski, 2011; Gazetas, 2013). Silva (1997) suggests that as the shear 

wave amplitudes generated by a seismic rupture are larger than the compressional wave 

amplitudes, the converted SV waves result in an increase in the vertical acceleration 

towards the surface. However, in the far-field the vertical motion is governed by the lower 

amplitude direct compressional waves as the angle of incidence of SV waves is far from 

the critical one (Kawase & Aki, 1990; Silva, 1997; Bozorgnia & Campbell, 2004). 

However, Beresnev et al. (2002) notes that the converted SV to P waves influence mostly 

the components corresponding to periods above 0.1 s, while in the high frequency range 

(T≤0.1 s) direct P-waves dominate.  
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APPENDIX C                                             

Complementary information on 

Christchurch sites, New Zealand 

C.1 Pages Road Pumping Station (PRPC) 
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Figure C-1: Borehole log 23529 close to SMS PRPC (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-2: Horizontal to vertical spectra ratio at SMS PRPC (from Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 
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C.2 K1 
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Figure C-3: Borehole log 9624 close to the K1 site (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-4: Borehole log 9631 close to the K1 site (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-5: CPT results at the corners of Transport House at 151 Kilmore Street (K1 site) in 

central Christchurch (Figure 4.2 from Taylor, 2015) 
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C.3 MA1 
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Figure C-6: Borehole log 49057 close to the MA1 site (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-7: Borehole log 55378 close to the MA1 site (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-8: Location and direction of CPT cross sections along the K1 and MA1 sites (after 

Figure 5.4, Taylor, 2015)
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Figure C-9: Cross-sections of soil profiles through the K1 and MA1 sites, as inferred from CPT interpretation through the soil behaviour type index Ic (after Figures 

5.10 and 5.15, Taylor (2015)) 
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Figure C-10: Close-up of interpretive geological profiles through sections CC′ (K1) and FF′ (MA1) (after Figures 5.10 and 5.15, Taylor (2015)) 

CC′ 

FF′ 
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C.4 FBM 
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Figure C-11: Borehole log 10466-1 close to the FBM site (after “Fitzgerald Avenue Twin 

Bridges” Ground Investigation-factual report, CERA (2012)) 
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Figure C-12: Borehole log 10466-2 close to the FBM site (after “Fitzgerald Avenue Twin 

Bridges” Ground Investigation-factual report, CERA (2012)) 
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Figure C-13: Borehole log 10466-3 close to the FBM site (after “Fitzgerald Avenue Twin 

Bridges” Ground Investigation-factual report, CERA (2012)) 
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Figure C-14: Location of boreholes and CPTs at the FBM site (after “Fitzgerald Avenue Twin 

Bridges” Ground Investigation-factual report, CERA (2012)) 

 

Figure C-15: Location of MASW chainages close to the FBM site – Google Earth view (CERA, 

2012; NZGD, 2016; Google Earth, 2016) 
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Figure C-16: Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Wave measurements (MASW) at the FBM site - chainage 0-582 m along Bealey-Kilmore streets 

(NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-17: Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Wave measurements (MASW) at the FBM site - chainage 0-302 m along Barbadoes-Fitzgerald 

streets (NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-18: Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Wave measurements (MASW) at the FBM site - chainage 0-660 m along Kilmore-Cashel streets 

(NZGD, 2016) 
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Figure C-19: Shear wave velocity versus void ratio from bender element tests on clean 

Fitzgerald Bridge sand (after Figure 4-4, Arefi (2014)) 
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C.5 Riccarton High School (RHSC) 
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Figure C-20: Borehole log close to SMS RHSC (from Wotherspoon et al., 2015a) 
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Figure C-21: Horizontal to vertical spectra ratio at SMS RHSC (from Wotherspoon et al., 

2015a)
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APPENDIX D                                    

Empirical CPT-Dr correlations 

D.1 Lunn & Christoffersen (1983) 

 

 
Dr =

1

2.91
∙ ln

qc
NC

61 ∙ σ′v0
0.71 

qc
OC

qc
NC
= 1 + 0.75 ∙ (

K0
OC

K0
NC
− 1) 

K0
OC

K0
NC
= (OCR)β 

  D-1 

 

where qc and σ′v0 in kPa. In the above, qc
NC is the measured cone resistance for normally 

consolidated, uniform, fine to medium sand comprising mainly non-crushable grains (i.e. 

quartz). For over-consolidated sands (qc
OC) an equivalent qc

NC can be calculated with a 

constant β=0.45 (Lunn & Christoffersen, 1983). K0
NC  and K0

OC  are the coefficients of 

lateral earth pressure at-rest for normally consolidated and over-consolidated conditions, 

respectively, and OCR is the over-consolidation ratio. 

D.2 Baldi et al. (1986) 

 

 
Dr =

1

C2
∙ ln

qc

C0 ∙ σ′0
C1

   D-2 
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where qc  in kPa. σ′0  is the vertical effective stress for normally consolidated unaged 

sands, whereas the mean effective stress should be used instead for over-consolidated 

sands (Baldi et al., 1986). C0, C1 and C2 are soil constants with their values given in Table 

D-1. 

Table D-1: Soil constant values for normally consolidated (NC) and over-consolidated (OC) 

sands after Baldi et al. (1986) 

Constants NC OC 

C0 157.00 181.00 

C1 0.55 0.55 

C2 2.41 2.61 

 

D.3 Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) 

 

 
Dr
2 =

1

305 ∙ QC ∙ OCR0.18 ∙ CA
∙
(qc Pa⁄ )

(σ′v0 Pa⁄ )0.5
 

CA = 1.2 + 0.05 ∙ log (
t

100
) 

  D-3 

 

where QC is a compressibility factor equal to 0.91 for high, 1.0 for medium and 1.09 for 

low compressibility. CA qualitatively accounts for the effects of ageing, where t is time in 

years.  

D.4 Jamiolkowski et al. (2003)  

 

 

 
Dr =

1

C2
∙ ln

qc/Pa
C0 ∙ (σ′0/Pa)

C1
   D-4 
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where σ′0 is the vertical effective stress for normally consolidated sands, whereas the 

mean effective stress should be used instead for over-consolidated sands (Jamiolkowski 

et al., 2003). C0, C1 and C2 are soil constants with their values given in Table D-2. Their 

values are given separately based solely on the tests on Ticino sand (TS), but also based 

on all three sands used in the tests (Ticino sand (TS), Toyoura sand (TOS) and Hokksund 

sand (HS)). 

Table D-2: Soil constant values for normally consolidated (NC) and over-consolidated (OC) 

sands after Jamiolkowski et al. (2003) 

Constants TS* 

 – NC 

TS 

 - OC 

TS+TOS**+HS*** 

 - NC 

TS+TOS+HS 

 - OC 

C0 17.74 23.19 17.68 24.94 

C1 0.55 0.56 0.50 0.46 

C2 2.90 2.97 3.10 2.96 

* TS: Ticino sand 
**TOS: Toyoura sand 
***HS: Hokksund sand 

D.5 Green et al. (2014) based on Robertson & Cabal (2012) 

 

 
Dr =

1

c
∙
qc Pa⁄

(
σ′v0
Pa
)
0.5 

c = {
300 − (1.32 − Ic) ∙

300 − 400

1.32 − 2.07
    for 1.32 ≤ Ic ≤ 2.07

300                                           for Ic < 1.32
400                                           for Ic > 2.07

 

  D-5 

 

In the above, soils with Ic > 2.4 are considered to be non-liquefiable (Youd et al., 2001). 
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APPENDIX E                                             

Christchurch Formation Sand – Bounding 

Surface Plasticity Model performance 

E.1 Monotonic loading 

The types of monotonic triaxial tests used and their initial conditions are summarised in 

Table 6-7. The experimental data are from Taylor (2015). 
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Figure E-1: Model performance for denser-than-critical undrained triaxial tests (stress path in 

deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial strain response and pore water 

pressure-axial strain evolution) 
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Figure E-2: Model performance for denser-than-critical drained triaxial tests (volumetric strain-

axial strain and deviatoric stress-axial strain response) 
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Figure E-3: Model performance for denser-than-critical drained triaxial tests (volumetric strain-

axial strain and deviatoric stress-axial strain response) 
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Figure E-4: Model performance for denser-than-critical drained triaxial tests (volumetric strain-

axial strain and deviatoric stress-axial strain response) 
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Figure E-5: Model performance for looser-than-critical undrained triaxial tests (stress path in 

deviatoric-mean effective stress space, deviatoric stress-axial strain response and pore water 

pressure-axial strain evolution) 
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E.2 Cyclic loading 

The types of cyclic triaxial tests used and their initial conditions are summarised in Table 

6-8. The graphs of experimental results have been taken from Taylor (2015). 

 

  

 

Figure E-6: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 GP4 (p′c=60 kPa 

Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.202) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-7: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 GP11 (p′c=90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.255) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-8: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 GP12 (p′c=90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.208) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-9: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 GP14 (p′c=130 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.286) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-10: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 GP16 (p′c=140 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.222) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-11: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 MT10 (p′c=90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.247) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-12: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 MT11 (p′c=90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.293) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-13: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 MT12 (p′c=90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.345) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0) 
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Figure E-14: Comparison of experimental and computed cyclic triaxial stress path in normalised 

q p′c⁄  - p′ p′c⁄  space and stress-strain curve in q p′c⁄  – εα space for sample K1 MT13 (p′c =90 

kPa Dr=70% and CSR=q (2 ∙ p′c) =⁄ 0.199) – p′c is the mean effective stress after consolidation 

(p′0)
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